


Muslims

This concise and authoritative guide provides a survey of Islamic 
history and thought from its formative period to the present day. 
It examines the unique elements which have combined to form Islam,
in particular the Qur<ån and the influence of Mu˙ammad, and traces
the ways in which these sources have interacted historically to create
Muslim theology and law, as well as the alternative visions of 
Islam found in Shi<ism and Sufism. 

Combining core source materials with coverage of current scholar-
ship and of recent events in the Islamic world, Andrew Rippin intro-
duces this hugely significant religion in a succinct, challenging and
refreshing way. Using a distinctive critical approach which promotes
engagement with key issues, from fundamentalism and women’s rights
to problems of identity and modernity, it is ideal for students seeking
to understand Muslims and their faith. 

The improved and expanded third edition now contains brand 
new material on twenty-first century developments, from the Taliban
to jihåd and al-Qaeda, and includes updated references to current
scholarship throughout. 

Andrew Rippin is Professor of History and Dean of the Faculty of
Humanities at the University of Victoria, Canada. He specializes in
Islamic Studies and has written and edited several books on Islam
and the Qur<ån, including Classical Islam: A Sourcebook of Religious
Literature (Routledge, 2003).
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Some focus mainly on questions of history, teachings, customs and
ritual practices. Others consider, within the context of a specific
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gion and the arts; religion and social organization; the involvement
of religion in political affairs; and, for ancient cultures, the inter-
pretation of archaeological evidence. In this way the series brings out
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for students of religion, philosophy, social sciences and history, and
for the interested lay person.
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Preface to the third edition

The present book is the result of my second opportunity to revise and
update Muslims: Their Religious Beliefs and Practices, which was
first published in two volumes, one on the “formative period” (1990)
and the other on the “contemporary period” (1993). The fact that the
work needs updating emphasizes the point made within the book that
Islam, like every successful social system, is a dynamic and chang-
ing entity, moving with the times and yet strongly influenced by its
historical path to the present. Many of the revisions in this edition
aim to provide additional historical and contextual material in order
to give readers a better understanding of some aspects of contempor-
ary events, which, in many cases, have a clear background in the
history of Muslim thought and action. As will become clear, whether
we think of Muslim modernists or al-Qaeda, the Taliban or the Saudis,
there is much to be gained by having a clearer sense of the historical
foundations of these tendencies in thought and practice. This updat-
ing has led to material being added regarding ethical distinctions
found in the Qur<ån in Chapter 2, the classical notions of jihåd in
Chapter 4, moral responsibility in Chapters 11 and 15, and the inter-
nal stresses in the Islamic world today in Chapter 17. Contemporary
developments in Islam, such as the use of the internet to create an
electronic Muslim community, are also highlighted in Chapter 15.

In preparing this edition, I have once again benefited from a number
of the published reviews of the second edition, from the publishers’
reader reports for this proposed new edition, and from conversations
with colleagues who have shared some of their opinions on my
previous efforts. The debt to numerous colleagues and students that
I incurred in writing the first and second editions of this book still
remains, of course. In the second edition I lamented the loss of
Norman Calder; in the meantime, Jawid Mojaddedi (now of Rutgers
University) and I have taken some of Norman’s unfinished work 
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and published our joint effort as Classical Islam: A Sourcebook of
Religious Literature (London, Routledge, 2003). One element I have
thus been able to implement in the third edition of this present book
is cross-referencing to that work in order to provide supplemental
readings. Norman’s presence within this work continues to be as
strong as ever, therefore. 

x Preface



Transliteration and other
technical considerations

The transliteration system followed in this book accords with that
popularly used in many scholarly works; common place names, angli-
cized Arabic words, and the word “Islam” itself are all spelled as 
if they were English words, however. Note should be made of the
fact that this transliteration system is slightly different from that
employed in the major reference tool in the field, the Encyclopaedia
of Islam (Leiden, E. J. Brill, first edition 1913–36, reprinted 1987;
new edition 1960–2004, now available on CD-ROM; the Shorter
Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1953, gathers together articles on religion
from the first edition with some updated material). The main differ-
ences1 are to be seen in the letters “j” ( j•m) and “q” (qåf ). For “j”
the Encyclopaedia uses “dj,” so, for example, an entry for ˙ajj
(“pilgrimage”) will be found under ˙adjdj, or jihåd (“holy war”)
under djihåd. For “q” the Encyclopaedia uses “k” with a subscript
dot, thus intertwining the entries with “k” representing the letter 
kåf. The reader must remember that where “q” is found in a word 
in this book, the Encyclopaedia entry will have a “k.” Examples are
qå∂•/˚å∂• (“judge”), †ar•qa/†ar•˚a (“Í¥f • brotherhood”) and Qur<ån/
ur<ån.

In common with the practice in religious studies, all dates are cited
according to the “Common Era” (CE), numerically equivalent to
Christian AD.

I have provided my own rendering of the Qur<ån in this book, 
generally working on the basis of translations previously crafted 
by A. J. Arberry, The Koran Interpreted (London, Allen & Unwin, 
1955) and T. B. Irving (al-Hajj Ta’lim ‘Ali), The Qur<an. The First
American Version (Brattleboro, VT, Amana Books, 1985). In citing
the Qur<ån, the verse numbering of the Arabic text known as the Cairo
edition (as used in Irving’s translation) is employed. Readers using
some other translations of the text (especially older Europeans ones,
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including that of Arberry) will find a slight variation in the numbering
scheme. In citing the Qur<ån, the form “chapter (s¥ra) number”/
“verse number” is generally employed.

Because this book is designed as a textbook, I have tried to resist
the urge to document everything, including contrary views, in the
endnotes. Rather, in most cases, the endnotes are limited either to
providing the source of a quotation or to giving a source for further
reading in which more details regarding the topic, including argu-
ments pro and con, will be found. The bibliography also provides
additional standard works in the field of Islamic Studies with which
all students should be acquainted.

xii Transliteration and other technical considerations



Introduction

In the fifteen years since the first edition of this book appeared, 
scholarly writing in the field of Islamic Studies has proceeded at a
rapid pace. In every aspect of the field – original research, new syn-
theses of knowledge, and general introductions to Islam – there has
been a proliferation of books and articles. This is hardly surprising:
the perception that we need to know more about Islam is widespread.
The common statement that “Islam is misunderstood” has perhaps
become valid more than ever in the wake of the demolition of the
World Trade Center towers in New York on September 11, 2001, and
the string of other highly destructive events that has followed (and
indeed preceded) that single, immensely symbolic act. The impact of
those events upon Muslims is especially worthy of note in a number
of senses. First, Muslims have clearly felt the implications of the “war
on terrorism” championed by the United States and the continued
involvement of American interests in the affairs of countries in the
Muslim world, culminating in the invasion of Iraq. Furthermore,
Muslims have found themselves in a situation in which their religious
values are being subjected to scrutiny and attack from within through
the actions of those who struggle for political revolution under the
banner of Islam. The vast majority of Muslims wish to dissociate
themselves from all acts of violence conducted under the guise of
religious activism, but they do so while striving to maintain their con-
fidence in the values of their religion. This becomes an increasingly
difficult balance when they find their religion constantly the focus of
critical attention, especially in the media. 

In such a situation, then, there is a great thirst for more knowledge
about Islam, both from Muslims and from others. How to provide the
necessary tools for a good understanding is the challenge that every
writer of introductory books about Islam faces. Today, as in the past,
the temptation often seems to be to write a work that will avoid the
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tough questions in order either to simplify or to seem “sympathetic”
to Islam. But it has always seemed to me that such an approach is
unsatisfactory. For example, in teaching university undergraduate stu-
dents, I continue to encounter individuals who come to the study of
Islam with a background in the historical study of the Hebrew Bible
or early Christianity, who express surprise at the lack of critical
thought that appears in so many introductory textbooks on Islam. In
dealing with the formation of the religion, the idea that “Islam was
born in the clear light of history” still seems to be assumed by a great
many writers of such texts. While the need to reconcile varying histor-
ical traditions is generally recognized, usually this seems to pose no
greater problem for the authors than having to determine “what makes
sense” in a given situation. To students acquainted with approaches
such as source criticism, oral formulaic composition, literary analy-
sis and structuralism, all quite commonly employed in the study of
Judaism and Christianity, such naive historical study seems to suggest
that Islam is being approached with less than academic candour. 
The situation is little better in dealing with the medieval or modern
periods of Islam. While topics of interest are often broached, there
seems to be little concern for a critical analysis of the approaches to
the sources which modern Muslim writers are employing, continuing
the general lack of critical reflection upon the Muslim historical
sources in general. Avoiding scholarly analysis in order not to appear
“anti-Islamic” or to make the subject “easy” is neither academically
responsible nor respectful of Islam itself which, it seems to me, simply
deserves the full rigour of analysis that humanistic and social scien-
tific study can provide: in doing that we are in fact saying that Islam
is a subject worthy of study, something which is essentially denied
when a less than rigorous approach is undertaken. 

In recent years, certainly, some scholarly analyses of Islam have
started to broaden their methodological perspective. There has espe-
cially been a trend away from historical positivism (a notion already
disposed of in a great many fields) and a move towards an approach
that attempts to take into account the literary character of the histor-
ical sources. This new effort has resulted in a recognition of the
ideological aspects of the literary texts involved. Central has been the
critical appreciation of the attempts made in the texts to define and
legitimize an understanding of Islam in which the religion functions
as a normative system that acts, in a convenient, stabilizing and
“common sense” manner, to justify the right to rule of a certain group
of people. Islam is, of course, a “religion” in the common meaning
of the word; the character that the system has adopted in its tenets

2 Introduction



and practices, however, can be seen in many instances to reflect an
ideological significance for its society. This insight is as true of 
the formative period as it is of the modern period.

The historical picture of Islam that results from this mode of 
research leaves a great deal of ambiguity concerning precisely what
can be known of the very early times, however. What must be recog-
nized is the nature of the source material in which one sees a
theological/ideological back-reading of history. As a result, what one
can know, and what is explored and emphasized in this book, is how
Muslims from the early ninth century (when the documentation of
Islam becomes fully available) down until today view the history 
of their own religion and how they have developed that understanding
into the various manifestations of normative Islam. Given the scope
and length of this book, in most instances it has only been possible
to sketch out the issues rather than actually argue the proof for them
as fully as may be desirable. Some Islamicists may well feel that this
book has glossed over too many details which are crucial in the debate
over sources and their implications or that I have ignored new aspects
of arguments that have arisen in the past decades. Yet it seems to me
that the attempt to write a very general textbook such as this, one
which paints its picture in very large brush strokes and suggests – in
some places at least – a modified view of the accepted version of the
emergence, development and future directions of Islam, is worthwhile
and potentially fruitful for students. Certainly, there seems to be no
good reason to withhold the basic approach from this audience, espe-
cially since the methodological assumptions underlying it are so
commonplace in the study of other religions. I should also add that,
while the new tendencies in scholarship have produced a good deal
of debate within scholarly circles over the last fifteen years, I still 
have not seen any reason to change my basic ideas about the forma-
tion, development and enunciation of Islam from those which I
attempted to articulate in the first edition, although the details under-
lying those basic ideas are certainly always subject to reconfiguration
and refinement.

It should be kept in mind that this book does not attempt to provide
an entire “history of Islam.” Likewise, this book does not endeavour
to take into its purview the expansion of Islam into the many different
regions of the world. The intellectual struggles, which played a vital
part in the emergence of Islam as the religion we have come to know,
appear to have taken place in the Islamic “heartland” of the Arabo-
Persian empire; it is to that region, then, that the major attention must
be paid in the first parts of the book. In dealing with the modern
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period, the Middle East region of the world is of central interest as
well, although reference is also made to people and ideas emanating
from the Indian subcontinent, South-east Asia, North America and
Europe. Islam in the contemporary world does not mean the Arab
world alone, although the sense in which modern Islamic nations look
to the Arab world for leadership in intellectual, political and economic
spheres must be acknowledged. The Arab world also frequently
provides the source of many of the challenges to any sense of the
cohesiveness to which the Muslim world may aspire. Furthermore,
the role of the Arabic language as the lingua franca of discussions of
Islam and as the vehicle for the enunciation of the classical Islamic
vision (to which some contemporary spokespeople make frequent
reference, in both positive and negative ways) certainly argues for an
emphasis on the Arab world in coming to an understanding of the
intellectual vision of Islam in today’s world.

The emphasis in this book, from the formative period down to
today, is that there exists a religious group of people, which, like 
all peoples, has moved through and been influenced by (as well as
being an influence upon) history (even if recapturing that history in
words may well be almost impossible). This study, then, is not of a
single entity but rather something that has changed over time, has
moved with the historical circumstances and has varied for reasons
that sometimes are very obscure. As a religion, Islam is also a
phenomenon in which people believe and which has created its own
sense of historical development. But this Muslim sense of the past
has varied over time according to the needs of the situation. To try,
therefore, to understand this picture is, once again, the task of this
book. Furthermore, central to the presentation of the emergence and
history of Islam is the idea of “identity”: that is, how a religion 
functions on both a personal and social level to provide that “stable
niche in a predictable environment.”1 The role Islam has played, 
and continues to play, in creating and developing an understanding
of the world and of the relationship between individuals is vital; 
yet this too is not an unchanging mechanism but one which has 
gradually and subtly changed in response to the realities and pres-
sures of the world. To try to understand this role of the sense of
Islamic identity and the ways in which this role has responded to the
needs of the situation and continues to respond is also the task of this
study. Looking into the future, this book also ponders, in Part VI, the
various faces of Islam that are emerging around us today and where
they may be headed in the light of the many challenges Islam is facing
internally.

4 Introduction



Writing about modern Islam poses special problems, and the
current turmoil in various parts of the world – many of them Muslim –
certainly does not make it any easier. The attempt to come to terms
with what is going on in a very fluid situation has often made me
long for the relative stability of the study of past history while writing
about modern debates. Even then, however, the value placed upon
the past by various contemporary religious positions makes the secur-
ity of the anonymity of history illusory. To understand the reasons
why the contemporary religious sensibility sees itself as having some-
thing at stake in the study of history, then, brings this book together
in yet another way. The reflection upon manifestations of Islam in
the past may be complemented by reflections upon the present. 

While the material which must be dealt with in this book is fairly
complex, the basic notions underlying it are straightforward. Islam,
as the religion of the people known as Muslims, was revealed by
God, the same God who revealed himself to the Jews and the
Christians; he is known in Arabic as Allåh. He revealed his religion
to a native of the Óijåz on the western side of the Arabian peninsula,
by the name of Mu˙ammad ibn >Abd Allåh, in the beginning of 
the seventh century. Over a period of twenty-two years, a scripture
which is called the Qur<ån (also spelled “Koran”) was revealed to
Mu˙ammad by God. A work roughly the same length as the New
Testament, the book calls on polytheists along with the Jews and the
Christians to declare and put into action their commitment to God’s
final revealed religion. Heaven awaits those who heed the call, a fiery
damnation in hell for those who ignore it. Clearly, this is a message
that fits within the overall Judaeo-Christian tradition and, at the same
time, is one that sees the whole world as eventually having to respond
one way or the other to its call. As the person to whom this religion
was revealed, Mu˙ammad is considered to have had a perfect under-
standing of the meaning of the message. Thus, everything he did in
his life is worthy of emulation by his followers, being the perfect
expression of the will of God for humanity. Those who follow (or
“submit to,” as the word muslim suggests in its root meaning) this
path of Islam form the umma, the community of Muslims whose
common bond in religion symbolically reflects the central Islamic
concept of the unity of the divine.
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Part I

Formative elements of
classical Islam

Significant dates

570 traditional birth date of Mu˙ammad
622 Mu˙ammad’s move to Medina – the hijra
632 death of Mu˙ammad
634 death of Ab¥ Bakr, first caliph
644 death of >Umar, second caliph
656 death of >Uthmån, third caliph
661 death of >Al•, fourth caliph and figurehead of the Sh•>a
661–750 Umayyad dynasty
750 >Abbåsid dynasty begins
767 death of biographer Ibn Is˙åq
819 death of historian Ibn al-Kalb•
823 death of historian al-Wåqid•
824 death of exegete/literary scholar Ab¥ >Ubayda
830 Christian polemicist al-Kind• active
833 death of historian/editor Ibn Hishåm
845 death of historian Ibn Sa>d
870 death of ˙ad•th collector al-Bukhår•
875 death of ˙ad•th collector Muslim ibn al-Óajjåj
887 death of ˙ad•th collector Ibn Måja
889 death of ˙ad•th collector Ab¥ Dåw¥d
892 death of ˙ad•th collector al-Tirmidh•
915 death of ˙ad•th collector al-Naså<•
923 death of exegete/historian al-ˇabar•
996 death of grammarian/theologian al-Rummån•

1111 death of theologian/mystic al-Ghazål•
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1 Prehistory

Arising when Rabbinic Judaism and Christianity were still in the
process of firmly establishing themselves institutionally, Islam traces
its origins to Arabia of the seventh century. Revolving around a
prophet named Mu˙ammad with a scripture named the Qur<ån, Islam
became the ideology which served to unite the Arab empire which
asserted itself first in the area of the Fertile Crescent and Egypt, and
then across North Africa and Persia. In doing so, it displaced to a
large extent the older religions, including that of ancient Persia,
Zoroastrianism.

The foundations of Islam

Common wisdom would suggest that in order to understand the 
foundation of Islam we must have some knowledge of the histor-
ical, social, political and economic context from which the religion
emerged. As a generalization, of course, this has a degree of validity.
However, it is quite possible to question the value of this approach
to Islam’s historical contextualization because it is highly dependent
upon a notion of the religion of Islam existing as a conceptually
defined entity from the very beginning of its proclamation. A more
stimulating model of the foundation of Islam pictures the religion as
emerging gradually, coming to a fixed sense of identity (and all that
entails in terms of sources of authority) over a period of some two
centuries. Certainly the gradual intertwining of developing Islamic
ideology and the immediate environment presents a complex and
confused picture, and thus a sketch of the political and religious 
situation in the Near East in the sixth through the eighth centuries
can definitely help to put some of the matter in focus. The provision
of such information should not be taken, however, in the sense of
looking for “influences upon Mu˙ammad” from this pre-Islamic
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period (as so many studies of Islam seem to suggest), but, rather, as
an attempt to sketch the context in which Islam did eventually emerge
and to see the combination of factors in the society that made the
religion successful and made it into the religion that it is today. While
the point may seem surprising at first, the relevance of the geograph-
ical region of central Arabia to that emergent definition of what we
have come to know as the religion of Islam is highly questionable;
Islam (in its clearly defined and developed form) had its formative
developing period outside the Arabian context and, while the initial
impetus for the religion is clearly tied to the Óijåz in Arabia, the 
character the religion adopted was moulded by more widespread Near
Eastern precedents than would appear historically possible within the
narrow isolation of Arabia.

The Near East before Islam

There are three foci of interest in the centuries preceding the wave
of Arab conquests of the Near East region in the seventh century.
The Christian Byzantines had some influence over the Red Sea,
extending at times to an alliance with the Monophysite Christians of
Abyssinia; the Zoroastrian Persians, with their capital in Ctesiphon
in Mesopotamia, had influence which reached at times the eastern
side of Arabia and along the south coast to the Yemen; and the south
Arabian kingdoms whose fluctuating fortunes, last manifested in the
Himyar dynasty of the sixth century, had lost virtually all semblance
of vitality by the time of the rise of the Arabs. The Arabian peninsula,
although having had settled centres for several millennia, did not
contain a power to be reckoned with in the world at the time. The
only partial qualification to this resided in the various tribal areas
which had become pawns in the hands of external kingdoms, perhaps
thereby creating the human forces which would eventually expand
out of the peninsula and subjugate the earlier rulers.

In the year 527 Justinian I came to the throne of the Byzantine
empire at Constantinople. He was determined to restore unity with
the remnants of the decaying Roman empire, the western parts of
which had been lost to the Germanic tribes, especially the Vandals
and the Goths. He was successful in directing the re-conquest of Italy,
North Africa and part of Spain but, by his death in 565, much of this
accomplishment was being nullified as the result of continual local
uprisings. The Persians took advantage of the subsequent unstable
situation and undertook military initiatives on their western border
with Byzantium. Heavy taxes, however, provoked instability on the

10 Formative elements of classical Islam
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edges of this newly expanded area. Heraclius, the Byzantine leader
who died in 641, managed to gain supremacy in Constantinople in
610, only to witness the Persians take Antioch in 613 and Jerusalem
in 614, and then march into Egypt in 619. An attempt to move on
Constantinople itself in the year 626 left the Persians disorganized
and overstretched. Before this final move by the Persians, Heraclius
had begun a counterattack and had successfully invaded Persian terri-
tory as far as Ctesiphon in 628, recapturing Jerusalem in 629, forcing
a retreat on the part of the Persian empire, and eventually causing
the murder of Shah Khusro II. The overconfident Byzantines relaxed
and fell victim to the Arab conquest, which started most significantly
with the initial capture of Damascus in 635.1

The situation in the Arabian peninsula

From the point of view of Arabia, this political situation was further
confused and made more unstable by two additional factors: the inter-
action of the Arabs with the two major world powers and the religious
rivalry between Jews, the various sects of Christians and, to a lesser
extent, Zoroastrians.

Through a system of states functioning as tributaries to the
Byzantines and Persians, the nomads of Arabia were kept within the
confines of the desert area, and thus did not pose any great danger
to the frontier area. As well, these tributary states, Hira (whose people
are also known as the Lakhmids) under the Persians in the north-
east of Arabia, and Ghassan under the Byzantines in the north-west,
provided troops to their respective overlords. By the sixth century,
these areas were populated by settled Bedouin tribes, and Christianity
especially was making its presence felt.2 The Arabs of this area were,
however, of little practical consequence to the world powers of the
time, although towards the end of the sixth century, independence
was seized by the Ghassanids, while the Lakhmids were forced into
an even more subservient relationship with the Persians than had
previously been the case. Overall, the tributary system, while it had
been in operation for a number of centuries by the time of the Arab
conquests, was becoming increasingly unstable at this time.

In the south of Arabia, intertribal warfare was bringing an end to
the Himyar kingdom, the last in a long line of impressive states in
the Yemen area. One of the reasons for the gradual decline in this
region was the diminishing importance of the incense trade in the
fourth century, in the wake of the Christian takeover of the pagan
world and the weakening of the Roman economy.3 South Arabia, the
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major source of incense for the world from antiquity (at least since
the seventh century BCE), had based a great deal of its economy on
the production and trade in this material which was used in Graeco-
Roman religious festivals and in medicinal preparations. With the shift
in the world situation, this economy suffered greatly. Some scholars
have also suggested that, around the year 300, the whole area of
Arabia suffered a drought, bringing about a collapse of the traditional
agricultural basis of the local economy, although the evidence for this
is not overwhelming. 

Religion in the Arabian peninsula

The sedentary lifestyle of south Arabia had produced a society deeply
involved in the various religious systems of the ancient Near East.
Evidence, coming from inscriptions found in the area, reflects a devel-
oped stage of this religious growth and we have no information on
how this religious system actually came into being. Clearly, the region
was closely linked to the Mediterranean and Mesopotamian worlds.
Until the fourth century, all of the evidence points to the existence
of a polytheistic religion with a northern Semitic character. The wor-
ship of >Athtar, a male god who was the most prominent of the
pantheon (he is always mentioned first in lists of gods), is often said
to have been related to the Ishtar cult of the north, whose female god
manifested herself in the Venus star. >Athtar was believed to be the
bestower of blessings who could ensure good crops, many children
and success in war. There were a number of other prominent deities
whose identity varied with the locality and the historical era. Keeping
these different deities clear and distinct is extremely difficult, given
the complexities of dealing with the inscriptional source material, 
but a few observations can be made. The moon god was variously
known as Almaqah, >Amm, S•n and Wadd (the name of the latter 
is also known from Qur<ån 71/23), and the sun goddess was known
as Shams.4 These gods and several others were held to be tribal
patrons. As well, deities of the clan and the family also existed and
these were often described simply as “the god (<lh) of so-and-so.”
Each level of deity was seen to govern a different sphere, each in a
power relationship to the next level: first on the personal level, then
on the village level, then controlling tribal land, and then controlling
the world. According to the evidence of archaeological remains 
from various temples, sacrifices were a prominent part of religious
worship. Incense offerings on stone altars and blood offerings were
likely to have played a role in acquiring benefits for the person 
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doing the sacrifice. All these activities took place within temples
which were apparently attended by both men and women, with the
purpose of the rituals being seen as the acquisition of the bene-
fits which these various gods could bestow. Other features attested
by inscriptions include pilgrimage activities, ritual meals and a code
of personal purity.

Starting in the fourth or fifth century, South Arabian inscriptions
speak of a monotheistic cult of “Ra˙manan, the Merciful,” frequently
qualified as “Lord of heaven and earth.”5 Very little evidence is found
in the inscriptions for a continuation of the earlier polytheistic cult
(although since inscriptions necessarily reflect an elite and official
segment of society, whether the general populace so quickly gave 
up its polytheistic belief is open to question). Apparently the rise of
the kingdom of Himyar in about the year 380 marks this change,
coming about probably as a result of, or in order to accomplish, 
a unification of the various South Arabian tribes. The monotheistic
impetus is often seen to be a result of Jewish influence in the society,
although some scholars wish to see this as a natural, independent
development (based on an evolutionary picture of religion in general).
Some scholars also wish to connect this development to the Quranic
notion of a ˙an•f, the quality of being a monotheist in the face of
paganism; whether this is really a reference to a historical reality 
in terms of a movement among people or whether it refers to moral
qualities of certain people is open to question. There is no indepen-
dent evidence that incontrovertibly supports the existence of a native
Arabian pre-Islamic monotheism.6 The biblical echoes found in some
of the monotheistic inscriptions, such as the phrase “the Merciful
[ra˙manan], who is in heaven” and the use of the grammatical plural
in reference to God (as in the Hebrew eløh•m) found in the inscrip-
tional statement “the God(s) to whom belong the heaven and earth”
suggest that Judaism is the most likely influence on the formation 
of this cult. Little is known of the religious character of this mono-
theistic trend, so additional information is not available to settle the
matter definitively. It is likely that Judaism was supported by the
Persians as a tool against Byzantine influence in the south of Arabia. 

Certainly, Judaism was present within this period of the monothe-
istic cult and perhaps even pre-dated it slightly. There is clear and
explicit evidence of a Jewish presence in South Arabia, attested
towards the end of the fourth century. References are found to the
“community of Israel” as well as “Lord of Jewry.” The presence of
Jews in the Yemen continued until the mid-twentieth century when
most were removed to the newly formed State of Israel.
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Christianity, meanwhile, was not in evidence in south Arabia before
the sixth century, at which time it appears to have been present in 
a community centred in the town of Najrån. It is thought to have
spread there from Abyssinia. Accounts are found of persecution of
the Christians early in the sixth century by the Jewish ruler Y¥suf
As>ar, probably as a result of fears of Byzantine influence over the
Christian community. Sixth-century retaliations by Abyssinian troops
seem to mark the demise of Judaism as a power, with inscriptions
thereafter speaking of belief in “God and His Messiah and the Holy
Spirit” on the part of the rulers. There is no doubt that the Christianity
which spread from Abyssinia was supported by the Byzantines against
Persian influence in the area, even though it was, from the Byzantine
perspective, of the heretical Monophysite persuasion. By the end 
of the sixth century, the Persians started to encourage Nestorian
Christianity, another strain of that faith which was abhorrent to both
the Byzantines and the Abyssinians, and aided the Yemenites in their
removal of the Abyssinian overlords. The country was so fractured
and destroyed by being subject to the manipulation of the various
foreign powers that little remained by the time of the rise of the 
Arabs to be of any particular significance to either major empire.

The significance of central Arabia

The area of central Arabia remains a vast unknown territory during
this historical period, of little significance to anyone in the ancient
world except as a natural barrier of desert. Despite the extensive 
work done by scholars studying early Muslim literary texts concerned
with the subject (archaeological digs have not been permitted in
crucial religious areas), the evidence for the role of the region as a
focal point for a rich and economically explosive trade between South
Arabia and the Fertile Crescent, as was once suggested, is virtually
non-existent.7 Any solid evidence of the religious character of the
region reveals a polytheistic system having basic features in common
with Semitic religion in general; this includes worship of gods asso-
ciated with the astral cults and beliefs in spirits inhabiting rocks, trees
and the like.8 The role of Mecca as a sanctuary is fairly evident,
although the character of this sacred area becomes rather muddled as
a result of the manipulations of the data by later historians who have
overlaid what would appear to be native Arabian sanctuary traditions
with Jewish ones.9

Overall, given this situation, a number of things become clear 
in historical retrospect. Politically, the area of the Near East was
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unsettled at the time of the Arab conquests and was certainly in a
condition which would allow for the emergence of a new configura-
tion in political power. The interactions which did occur between 
the Arabs and the world at large saw the tribes being manipulated by
the foreign policy of the empires, with no particular significance being
given to the people themselves; this was true both in the north and
in the south. The connection between the ancient empires and their
religions was close, meaning that a new religious dispensation,
separate from the notions connected with the old regimes, may well
have found itself in a favourable position.

Prehistory in Muslim identity

There is, however, far more significance to the pre-Islamic period
than the preceding interpretation of the historical data would seem to
suggest. In terms of Muslim identity, the pre-Islamic period serves
most emphatically as a historical, ideological and ethical counterpoint
to the Islamic ethos. It is, therefore, an era in which Muslim writers
have tended to be very interested and they have provided an abun-
dant amount of material purporting to portray the period. Therefore,
from the standpoint of attempting to comprehend the foundation of
the Islamic religion, the Muslim understanding of the period takes on
a crucial and considerable role. The appreciation of this Muslim 
view, however, must be distinguished from reconstructing the history
of the era itself; what is at issue here is the role of understanding 
the past and the kinds of pressures and interpretations to which 
such understanding becomes subject. This process, embodied within
Muslim writings about the past, is one which is common to humanity:
the re-creation of the past embodied in the idea of “tradition,” 
selectively formed and reshaped into a new and relevant context.10

The notion of jāhiliyya

The pre-Islamic period is an era contrasted to the time and ethos of
Islam, a contrast which is embodied in the term jåhiliyya. This term
is found in the Qur<ån four times in reference to the idea itself and
ten times in reference to people, and is also used in verbal deriva-
tions related to the word with the same sense. The word would appear
to be used in the text of scripture as the opposite of “Islam,” in that
those who are connected to the jåhiliyya are those who are “ignorant
of God” – at least this is the way most Muslim commentators on the
Qur<ån have taken the word. For example, Qur<ån 48/26 states: 
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When those who disbelieved set in their hearts fierceness, the
fierceness of ignorance [ jåhiliyya], God sent down His Shechina
upon His messenger and the believers, and obliged them to the
word of godfearing to which they have a better right and of which
they are worthy. 

The religious accomplishment of Islam, encompassed in the word
“godfearing” (taqwå) contained in this passage, can only be judged
by comparing it to what came before. Even more significantly, the
impulse to demonstrate this accomplishment of Islam appears to rest
ultimately upon the desire to prove the divine status of the religious
dispensation itself. What Islam has accomplished in transforming
society from one of jåhiliyya to a “godfearing” one is, in fact, proof
of the divine nature of the religion.

A consequence of this apparent impulse to illustrate the separation
between jåhiliyya and Islam is that a large amount of material emerged
which was designed to prove and provide the appropriate pre-Islamic
contrast. The starting point of all this material was, of course, the
Islamic position – that is, only what was needed in order to provide
this counterpoint to Islamic values is presented in the texts. In no
sense do the Islamic sources attempt to provide a dispassionate 
presentation of pre-Islamic society, politics and religion (although
many recent scholars of Islam have certainly attempted to take the
material and re-create that era, despite the selectivity and biases of 
the material itself).

Discontinuity of Islam with the past

How this approach to portraying the past works can most easily be
illustrated through an example dealing with a point of law. In legal
issues the impulse to demonstrate the benefits of Islam are quite
pronounced, for this often reflects very tangible elements within
everyday Muslim life. Qur<ån 2/168 reads: “O people, eat anything
lawful and good that exists on earth, and do not follow the steps of
Satan; he is a manifest enemy of you.” Common to a number of
sources which deal with interpretation of the Qur<ån and which
provide anecdotes about the “context” of the revelation of a verse11

is the following: “This verse was revealed about [the Arab tribes of]
Thaq•f, Khuzå>a and >Åmir ibn Ía>ßa>a who prohibited to themselves
cultivated produce and grazing livestock. They also forbade the
ba˙•ra, så<iba, waß•la and ˙åm• camels.”12
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The picture that is painted is one of various people before the 
revelation of the Qur<ån doing things, in this case prohibiting to 
themselves various foods, which were to be permitted under the
Islamic dispensation. Of course, it is not possible to prove that this
was not actually so, that this event did not “really happen,” but that
is not the point. What is of interest here is how the anecdote works
within the Islamic context, for the function of such stories would
seem to be the prime reason Muslim writers transmitted such
accounts. The purpose of the anecdote is to provide a measure of the
accomplishment of Islam and to differentiate Islam clearly from what
existed previously.

In fact, it is quite possible to demonstrate in individual cases that
later Muslims did not know the “facts” of the pre-Islamic period but,
rather, that the anecdotes emerged for the purpose of anchoring Islam
to history more firmly; other writers have provided many lucid exam-
ples of this phenomenon13 and further instances are easy to locate.
Concerning Qur<ån 2/158, “Íafå and Marwa are among the waymarks
of God. Whoever goes on the pilgrimage to the house or performs
the visitation [>umra], there is no fault on him if he circumambulates
them,” anecdotes are repeated which speak of the pre-Islamic prac-
tices concerning the hills of Íafå and Marwa, but they are unclear as
to whether the pre-Islamic Arabs did or did not run between them.
One anecdote reads as follows:

On Íafå was the image of a man called Isåf, while on Marwa
was the image of a woman called Nå<ila. The people of the 
book [i.e., the Jews and Christians] claimed that these two had
committed adultery in the Ka>ba [in Mecca], so God converted
them into stone and placed them on Íafå and Marwa in order to
act as a warning to others. . . . The people of the jåhiliyya
stroked the idols when they circumambulated them [during 
their pilgrimage rituals]. When Islam came and the idols were 
broken, Muslims detested the circumambulation between the hills
because of [their association with] the idols. So God revealed this
verse.14

Another explanation of the verse is found in this report:

>Urwa ibn al-Zubayr said to >Å<isha: “I see no fault in someone
who does not run between Íafå and Marwa, nor would it concern
me if I did not run between them.” >Å<isha answered: “You are
wrong, O son of my sister! Mu˙ammad ran between them and
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so did the Muslims. Rather it was [the pagans] who sacrificed to
Manåt, the idol on the mountain of Mushallal, who did not run
between them. Then God sent down this verse. If it were as you
say, the verse would read, ‘there is no blame on whoever does
not run between them’.”15

Illustrated in these anecdotes is the ambivalence of the information.
Either the pre-Islamic Arabs did or did not run between the two hills.
Both reports certainly provide a justification for the Muslims running
between them (which, after all, is the central question for later Muslim
jurists) and, at the same time, both reports provide a contrast with
the pre-Islamic period. This contrast, note, can be positive or nega-
tive – either things are different from the past or they are the same.
A similar phenomenon can be seen in many legal discussions, for
example, regarding foods being prohibited to Muslims “by virtue of
not being eaten by pre-Islamic Arabs,”16 where the evaluation as
compared to the past is positive once again.

The role of the Abrahamic myth

In general, it can be said that this pre-Islamic material was recorded
not with “historical” reasons in mind, if by that we mean modern
principles of historical research. Rather, the accounts were transmitted
and written down in order to provide the necessary information for
understanding the Qur<ån within a context of Arabia, and for evalu-
ating Islam as a whole. An extremely popular work was written 
by Hishåm ibn al-Kalb•, who died in 819, which was entitled The
Book of Idols. The text gathers together poetical references to 
various “pre-Islamic” deities, especially those cited in the Qur<ån.
Once again, however, it must be noted that the origins of this poetry 
are by no means obviously from the historical period before
Mu˙ammad; it is non-Islamic religiously (but not necessarily pre-
Islamic historically), and that suggests the possibility at least that, in
the period after Mu˙ammad, vestiges of earlier religious sentiments
still remained.

Of special interest is the very beginning of Ibn al-Kalb•’s book,
which provides a clear theological understanding of Islamic prehis-
tory; the example illustrates well the approach of works such as these.
History is presented (indeed, as one should expect) through Islamic
eyes and told according to Islamic principles, and includes in its
retelling an implicit condemnation of the corruption and immorality
of the pagan era which preceded Islam.17
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When Ishmael, son of Abraham, may God bless them both, settled
in Mecca, many children were born to him such that the number
of people became so numerous that they were crowded there.
They displaced the original inhabitants, the Amalekites. Later on,
Mecca become so overcrowded that rivalries and strife arose
among them, causing them to fight one another and as a result
they spread out throughout the land seeking a livelihood. . . . No
one left Mecca without carrying a stone from the sanctuary as a
sign of veneration of it and of love for Mecca. Wherever they
settled they would erect the stone and circumambulate it as they
had done at the Ka>ba, thereby seeking blessing and affirming
their attachment to the Ka>ba. They continued their veneration of
the Ka>ba and Mecca despite this practice and still journeyed there
on the pilgrimage and the visitation [>umra] according to the 
tradition inherited from Abraham and Ishmael, may God bless
them both. In time, this led them to worship whatever they liked.
They forgot their ancient beliefs and changed the religion of
Abraham and Ishmael for another. They worshipped idols and
returned to the practices of the nations before them. After discov-
ering the images which the people of Noah (on him be peace!)
worshipped, they adopted the worship of those which were
remembered. Among the practices were some which came down
from the time of Abraham and Ishmael, including the veneration
and circumambulation of the temple (in Mecca), the pilgrimage,
the visitation, the standing on >Arafåt, the rituals of Muzdalifa,
offering sacrifices, and uttering the ritual formulae during the
pilgrimage and the visitation.18

The problem that such a passage is trying to solve for its readers is
the following. Muslims know that the rituals connected to the Meccan
pilgrimage were continuations of pre-Islamic rites; such rites had
pagan connotations. How could God legitimize such activities? The
answer is found in Abraham and Ishmael who, having lived in Mecca
and performed the pilgrimage rites there (implicitly the same ones
which Muslims perform until the present time), left the heritage of
the activities, but the meaning (although not the actions themselves)
of them was forgotten among the pagan inhabitants of the area.19

While this Abrahamic background is not appealed to in every case
of a positive connection between the jåhiliyya and Islam, it certainly
is sufficiently frequent to be seen as a generalized tool for the Muslim
understanding of the past. Abraham remains the “first Muslim,”
putting into practice the activities which would have to be revived
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by Mu˙ammad; the people in the intervening centuries are the ones
who distorted the true religion which God had made available to His
creation through Abraham.

The significance of prehistory

Thus we can see that the “prehistory” of Islam is a significant concep-
tual notion both for historians concerned with understanding the
emergence of Islam and for the Muslim community itself in the under-
standing of its relationship to its religio-cultural heritage. For the
latter, the evaluation of the accomplishment of Islam in separating its
faith from the past is understood in two ways: as a radical split from
the past or as a continuation of the valuable (i.e. divinely sanctioned)
elements. For the former, the reliance on material preserved within
the framework of the evaluation of the Muslim faith means that the
assessment of the rise of Islam is fraught with difficulties. In the
absence of assuredly contemporaneous sources, literary or epigraphic,
our knowledge of “prehistory” will remain filtered through the theo-
logically inspired picture of the past provided by the later Muslim
sources.
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2 The Qur<ån

Islam as a religion focuses on its scripture, the Qur<ån. Written in
Arabic, the Qur<ån is a short book which holds a special appeal for
its listeners and readers. It is relatively easy to give a brief descrip-
tion of the Qur<ån in terms of the book as we have it before us today.
Even the Qur<ån’s contents are readily summarized, as long as one
does not attempt to perceive a necessarily systematic theological posi-
tion within it. But accounting for how, why and when the Qur<ån
came into being as a text and why it looks and sounds the way it
does, is far more difficult. It will be beneficial to start with the easy
tasks and then attempt the more difficult ones afterwards.

The Qur<ån as a book

The Qur<ån consists of 114 chapters, called s¥ras, arranged roughly
in order of length from the longest (some twenty-two pages of Arabic
text for s¥ra 2) through the shortest (only a single line for s¥ra 108).
The major exception to this principle of ordering is the first chapter,
called “The Opening,” al-fåti˙a, which is essentially a prayer and 
is used as such in Muslim ritual. Each chapter is divided into verses,
åyas, the total number amounting to somewhere between 6204 and
6236, differing according to various schemes of counting. These verse
divisions do not always correspond to the sense of the text but are
generally related to the rhyme structure of the individual s¥ras.
Twenty-nine chapters are preceded by disconnected letters of the
Arabic alphabet, some single letters (Q – qåf, s¥ra 50; N – n¥n, s¥ra
68) or up to five letters together. The significance of these so-called
mysterious letters has eluded traditional Muslim and modern scholar-
ship alike. Also prefacing each chapter, with the exception of s¥ra 9,
is the basmala – the statement “In the name of God, the Merciful, 
the Compassionate” (a statement which also occurs at the beginning



of a letter which is cited in Qur<ån 27/30). The text as it is generally
found today indicates both the Arabic consonants and the vowels
according to a standard system of notation, along with a variety of
other marks connected to recitation practices and verse divisions.
Early manuscripts of the Qur<ån dating from the eighth and ninth 
centuries provide only the consonantal form of the Arabic, however.

Reading the Qur<ån discloses a thematic preoccupation with three
major topics: law, the previous prophets and the final judgement. The
three combine to create what has been termed by some “a curious
amalgam” of an assumption of biblical knowledge on the part of the
reader with another element, which would appear to be some sort 
of native Arabian tradition.1

God as the central theme

Ruling over all of the Qur<ån, and the reference point for all the 
developments of the themes, is the figure of God, Allåh in Arabic.
The all-mighty, all-powerful and all-merciful God has brought the
world into being for the benefit of His creatures, has sent messages
to His creatures in the past to guide them in the way of living 
most befitting to them and to Him, has given them the law by which
they should live – and which has reached its perfection and comple-
tion in Islam – and will bring about the end of the world at a time
known only to Him when all shall be judged strictly according to
their deeds. The basic message is a familiar one in the Judaeo-
Christian tradition.

The Qur<ån declares in s¥ra 20, verses 7–8, “Be loud in your
speech, yet surely He knows the secrets and what is even more hidden.
God, there is no god except Him! His are the most beautiful names.”
This emphasis on the uniqueness of God, that He is the only god 
who exists, is presented both in opposition to the Judaeo-Christian
tradition and in opposition to the polytheist idolaters. 

The Jews say, “Ezra is God’s son”; the Christians say, “Christ is
God’s son.” That is what they say with their mouths, conforming
with the unbelievers before them. May God fight them off! 
How they are perverted! They have taken their rabbis and monks
as lords apart from God, and the Messiah, the son of Mary – and
they were ordered to serve God alone; there is no god except
Him. Glory be to Him, above what they may associate [with
Him]!

(Qur<ån 9/30–1) 
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While the precise reference of the charge that Ezra is the son of God
according to the Jews has never been made clear, the overall emphasis
of the passage on the association of simple mortals alongside God is
obvious enough. As far as Jesus is concerned, there is a clear denun-
ciation of his divine sonship throughout the Qur<ån, and, while he is
called al-Mas•˙, the Messiah (“the anointed one”), this is presented
as his name only and not as an indication of his function or status. 

They have set up jinn as associates with God, even though He
created them! They have imputed sons and daughters to Him
without any knowledge. Glory be to Him! Exalted is He over
whatever they describe! The creator of heaven and earth – how
can He have a son while He has no consort, and He created every-
thing and He has knowledge of everything? That then is God,
your Lord; there is no god except Him, the Creator of everything.
So serve Him for He is trustee over everything. 

(Qur<ån 6/100–2)

The reference to the jinn, or the “genies” of the Arabian Nights, is 
mentioned here in such a way as to object to their being considered 
as divine powers of any sort (as apparently the polytheists thought), 
but their existence is quite obviously accepted. Along with the angels
and humanity, the jinn are seen as part of creation but existing in a dif-
ferent dimension. The creation of humanity from clay (Qur<ån 15/26,
55/14) is paralleled by the creation of the jinn from fire (Qur<ån
15/27, 55/15). The belief that the angels were created from light is a
strong tradition in Islam but it is not actually mentioned in the Qur<ån.2

Overall, each part of creation has its own sphere and its own specific
duties in its relationship to God. The figure of Satan (known in Arabic
as Shay†ån and Ibl•s) also enters here, sometimes described as one of
the jinn but also pictured as the fallen angel. Among his many roles,
Satan is the one who, in Qur<ån 7/20 and 20/120, tempts Adam and 
Eve in the Garden of Eden, and in Qur<ån 114/4–5, he is portrayed 
as the evil whisperer who insinuates himself into the hearts of men. 
In general, Satan is seen as responsible for a number of specific and
more general sins related to actions which take people away from 
God. The force of evil, presented as the personified entity of Satan 
(or as a collection of “devils,” shayå†•n), always insinuates its way 
into human existence. The powerlessness of the individual before
Satan’s insistence as conveyed throughout the Qur<ån is illustrated 
by the use of the word waswas meaning “whisper,” a word formed
through repetition and representative of the notion that Satan does 
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not just call or speak once but comes over and over again. Satan is 
not, however, a rival to God in a sense that would suggest a dual-
istic system of deities; he is clearly a created being whose role mirrors
the human experience of temptation. 

The prophets of the past

The figure of God in the Qur<ån is evidently the same God who
communicated to the prophets of the past. Qur<ån 20/9–14 states: 

Has Moses’ story ever reached you? When he saw a fire, and
told his family, “Wait here; I have glimpsed a fire. Perhaps I can
bring you a brand from it, or I shall find some guidance at the
fire.” When he came to it, [a voice] called out: “Moses, I am your
Lord! Take off your sandals; you are in the sacred valley, ˇuwå.
I Myself have chosen you, so listen to this revelation. Indeed I
am God! There is no god except Me; therefore serve Me and
perform the prayer of My remembrance.” 

This passage illustrates nicely the Quranic approach to previous reve-
lation. The story itself is familiar from the Hebrew Bible (Exodus 3)
but is presented here shorn of the extensive narrative element which
seems so essential to the Judaeo-Christian way of understanding scrip-
ture. In contrast, the Qur<ån simply presents a summary of the story
and gets directly to the religio-moral point, each aspect of which is,
in fact, central to the Islamic message. In this case, clearly, the empha-
sis is upon the oneness of God, but it is also on the institution of
prayer and the instruction of obedience to God as the essential element
of faith. To understand such passages fully in terms of a coherent
overall narrative it is frequently necessary to place the Quranic
accounts into the framework of the biblical tradition. This fact empha-
sizes the need to consider an area far broader than central Arabia
when thinking of the original context of the message of Islam.

Other than Mu˙ammad, twenty-eight figures are named in the
Qur<ån as having been commissioned or selected by God to spread
the message of the true way of obedience to Him. Only a limited
number of these figures were given scriptures of some sort to share
with the community. Abraham, Moses, David and Jesus are specifi-
cally cited in this regard. Not all of the messengers are familiar from
the biblical tradition (or, at least, their identification with personages
of the past is less than clear): H¥d, Íåli˙, Shu>ayb and Luqmån are
generally treated as prophets of the specifically Arabian context prior
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to Mu˙ammad. Dh¥<l-Qarnayn is identified as Alexander the Great
according to the legends which have gathered around the name. 
Dh¥<l-Kifl, the “lord of the portion” (mentioned in Qur<ån 21/85 and
38/48), is variously and very uncertainly identified as Obadiah of 
I Kings, Ezekiel or Elijah, but is often left as “unknown” from the
perspective of history.

The stories of these prophets are recounted frequently in stereo-
typed passages, reflecting the general Islamic message. The prophet
is commissioned by God, the prophet confronts his people, the people
reject him and the people are, as a result, destroyed, and the prophet
and any persons faithful to his message are saved by the mercy of
God. A s¥ra such as the eleventh, entitled “H¥d,” is typical in its
presentation of these stories. Here we find, joined together in nar-
ratives always similar in structure and even in wording in some
instances, accounts of Noah, H¥d, Íåli˙, Abraham, Lot, Shu>ayb and
Moses. The moral is always the same. God will triumph over the
unbelievers and His message will always remain in the world in one
form or another. A few other prophets have their stories told in more
expansive form. The story of Joseph, recounted in s¥ra 12 and one
of the most cohesive narratives found in the Qur<ån, is presented in
quite an extended manner and in parts is even more elaborate than
the biblical account. This elaboration indicates that the Qur<ån is not
simply a retelling of the biblical stories but a reflection of the popular
form of the prophet stories in the Near Eastern milieu of the seventh
century. Elements in the Quranic versions of these stories are some-
times found in works such as the Jewish Talmud or Midrash, for
example. Thus, the context within which the Qur<ån must be read is
far more than the framework provided by the text of the Bible alone;
rather, the living tradition of Judaism and Christianity, and all the
other faiths and folklore of the area are reflected in the Qur<ån and
provide the necessary background for its comprehension.

The famous story from Genesis 22 concerning the sacrifice of the
son of Abraham is also retold in the Qur<ån, but the son is not iden-
tified by name and his identity became, for a time, subject to great
debate in Islam.3 The context of the Quranic passage would seem to
suggest that Ishmael was the one who was sacrificed, since after the
discussion of the sacrifice in the Qur<ån (s¥ra 37, verses 102–9) the
passage goes on in verse 112 to say, “then We gave him the good
tidings of Isaac, a prophet, one of the righteous,” suggesting that this
was a totally separate character. The reading of Ishmael as the
intended victim gained further standing through the later ideology of
the Muslim community which argued that the Jews had changed the
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biblical account to reflect well on their own heritage traced through
Isaac; the Jews had done this rather than enhance the status of the
Arabs and their descent through Ishmael (as related in the Bible,
although that genealogy is nowhere echoed in the Qur<ån). Regardless,
the story provides another illustration of the approach of the Qur<ån
to biblical narratives. Qur<ån 37/102–9 states: 

and when [the son] had reached the age of running with him, he
said, “My son, I saw in a dream that I will sacrifice you. Consider,
what do you think?” He said, “My father, do as you are ordered;
you will find me, God willing, one of the steadfast.” When they
had surrendered and he flung him down on his brow, We called
out to him, “Abraham, you have confirmed the vision! Thus We
reward the good-doers. This is a manifest trial.” We ransomed
him by means of a mighty sacrifice and left for him among the
later people, “Peace be upon Abraham!” 

Compacted here into a few lines is a chapter of the Bible which has
often been cited as one that was well crafted for dramatic impact and
for its use of narrative tension in having the young Isaac travelling
to the sacrifice not knowing the fate in store for him. The Qur<ån,
however, removes the drama but saves the message, the supreme faith
of both Abraham and his son. This faithful attitude on the part of
Isaac is also emphasized in the development of the tradition in Jewish
and subsequently Christian circles, in which Abraham’s son becomes
the prefigurement of Jesus in his willing self-sacrifice. Also signifi-
cant in the Quranic story is the emphasis on the fact that Abraham
and his son “surrendered,” in Arabic aslama, essentially “became
Muslims”; even here then (or, perhaps, especially here), the story is
told with Muslim understanding and insights.

Jesus

Similar observations may be made concerning the story of Jesus which,
while it is found scattered throughout the Qur<ån rather than in one
cohesive narrative, presents a picture that has often been seen to reflect
varying tendencies within Christianity – Gnostic, Monophysite and
Nestorian.4 Born of the Virgin Mary (Qur<ån 19/16–34), Jesus spoke
his first miracle from the cradle.5 His task on earth was to provide the
“clear proofs” or “explanations” (Qur<ån 2/253 and elsewhere) and his
mission was punctuated by miracles as in Qur<ån 3/49: healing,
knowing secrets and fashioning birds out of clay into which he breathed
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life, the latter being a story known from the Christian apocryphal
Infancy Gospel of Thomas. The crucifix-ion of Jesus, spoken of in
Qur<ån 4/157–8, has created the greatest amount of interest, with a
view to its possible reflection of sectarian Christian disputes: “[The
Jews] neither killed nor crucified him, only a likeness of that was
shown to them. . . . God lifted him up to Himself.” The notion that
Jesus did not “really” die on the cross has been seen as a continuation
of Christian discussions over the nature of Jesus – divine and/or human.
Once again, however, the Qur<ån would seem to reflect a strange
amalgam: on the one hand supporting the argument for the truly 
divine nature of Jesus and thus denying the reality of his death, while
on the other hand denying that Jesus was anything other than a human
being.

The message of the judgement day

All of these prophets, and many additional figures who are not
mentioned by name in the Qur<ån but who are said to have been sent
(as Qur<ån 10/47 states: “Every nation has its messenger”), brought
the same message of the coming judgement for those who do not
repent and follow the law of God. Qur<ån 19/59–61 states: 

There followed after them [the prophets] a succession who
neglected prayer and followed passions. So they shall meet error
except for anyone who repents and believes and acts righteously;
those – they will enter paradise and they will not be wronged in
any way; the gardens of Eden which the Mercy-giving has
promised His servants in the unseen. 

The message is a simple one. All people shall die at their appointed
time and then, at a point known only to God, the resurrection shall
take place, at which point each person shall be judged according to
the deeds they have performed on earth. “The agony of death will
come in truth; that is what you have been trying to escape! The
trumpet shall be blown: that is the day of the threat!” states Qur<ån
50/19–20, making reference to the eschatological trumpet, one of
many Quranic elements familiar also from the visions of John
recorded in the Book of Revelation. The scene of the judgement is
painted in graphic style. For each person, a book of deeds shall be
brought forth, bearing witness to his or her good or evil state (Qur<ån
83); the image of the balance and the weighing of deeds is also
employed (Qur<ån 21/47). The judgement shall determine the ultimate
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fate of the individual, be that either the bliss of paradise in the gardens
or the burning torment of hell. Both of these places are depicted in
vivid terms quite frequently in the Qur<ån, as for example in s¥ra 55
where the “flare of sparks and fire” and the “seething bath” of hell
are contrasted to the “two gardens” of paradise which have “every
kind of fruit, flowing springs” and exotic rewards for the righteous.

The fate of the individual is described as being in the hands of God
but also as up to the individual. God as the all-powerful creator can
control His world fully but humanity must accept responsibility for
its own actions. The tension which such statements create proved to
be a major topic for theological speculation in Islam. Be that as it
may, the Qur<ån is clear that each individual is expected to follow
the law which God has set down in His scripture, if there is to be
any hope of entry into paradise in the hereafter. People are capable
of sin, that being defined as an “error” in parting from the ways of
God. As was explained earlier, the figure of Satan is introduced to
explain the presence of this potential for evil in the world.

The path to paradise

Qur<ån 4/136 proclaims:

O you who believe, believe in God and His messenger, and the
book which He has sent down on His messenger as well as the
book which He sent down previously. Anyone who disbelieves
in God and His angels, His books, His messengers and the last
day has surely gone astray. 

Here is a veritable creedal statement, bringing together all the
elements considered essential for reaping the final reward in paradise.
One must believe in the truth and the contents of the scripture, and
what is the evidence of belief in it, if it is not putting the words into
action? The previously quoted Qur<ån 19/60 emphasizes the reward
“for anyone who repents and believes and acts righteously.” Fulfilling
the law of God – “acting righteously” – is a prerequisite for an indi-
vidual to achieve salvation. The law, as proclaimed in the Qur<ån, is
reminiscent of the Jewish law in matters such as its continuation of
the prohibition of pork and the institution of ritual slaughter (e.g.
Qur<ån 2/173, 5/1–3), some purity regulations (especially as regards
women, Qur<ån 2/222, and within a ritual situation, Qur<ån 4/43, 5/6)
and the emphasis on the regulation of marriage (e.g. Qur<ån 4/23),
divorce (e.g. Qur<ån 4/19–22) and inheritance (e.g. Qur<ån 4/6–12).
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Clearly, Islam sides with Judaism against Christianity in its position
on the role of the law as the appropriate implementation of faith, a
law given by God as a gift to humanity to provide guidance in living
the proper, fully human life. As well, various emblems of Islam are
mentioned in the Qur<ån, but often only in an unelaborated form. The
pilgrimage (e.g. Qur<ån 2/196–200), the month of fasting (e.g. Qur<ån
2/183–7), the institution of prayer (e.g. Qur<ån 2/142–52, 2/238–9)
and the idea of charity (e.g. Qur<ån 9/53–60) are all dealt with to
varying degrees. Regardless of the somewhat vague nature of some
of the descriptions of these activities within the Qur<ån (as compared
to their elaborate formulation in other Muslim sources, a topic dealt
with in more detail in Chapter 7), it is clear that they are conceived
as a compulsory part of Muslim life.

A dichotomy of forbidden (˙aråm) and permitted (˙alål) perme-
ates the Qur<ån and provides an element of the foundation for Islamic
ethics. With these words the ethical aspects of the world-view of the
Qur<ån come into play, providing insights into the understanding of
the relationship between the sacred and the profane, of God’s will
for human existence, and of the moral categories by which people
will be judged eligible or not for the hereafter in paradise. 

The word ˙aråm has a complex meaning structure in that the word
mirrors a broader pattern known in many religious world-views that
brings together the basic sense of to “sanctify” with the meaning of
“forbid.” The connotation of “sanctify” arises especially in relation-
ship to sacred space. God is involved in establishing and maintaining
the holy house (al-bayt al-˙aråm) in Qur<ån 5/97, a secure sanctuary
(˙aråm am•n) in Qur<ån 28/57 and 29/67, sacred territory in Qur<ån
27/91, and, most of all, the sanctified mosque, al-masjid al-˙aråm,
invoked on fifteen occasions and understood to be the Ka>ba in Mecca
(see e.g. Qur<ån 2/144–50). The notion of the purity of these sancti-
fied places becomes apparent when al-masjid al-˙aråm is spoken of
in Qur<ån 9/28: “The idolaters are indeed unclean [najas] so let 
them not come near the sanctified mosque after this year of theirs.”
Notions of the security of the sanctified place are also strong and are
linked to its inviolability (see Qur<ån 2/191, 28/57, 29/67 and 48/27).
Time is also sanctified in the Qur<ån in the notion of the “holy month,”
al-shahr al-˙aråm in Qur<ån 5/2, 5/97, 9/5 and 9/36–7. The latter
verses are especially noteworthy: 

The month postponed [referring to the practice of calendar 
intercalculation] is an increase in unbelief whereby the un-
believers go astray; one year they make it profane [yu˙ill¥na]
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and hallow it another [yu˙arrim¥na] to agree with the number
God has hallowed [˙arrama] and so profane [yu˙illu] what God
has hallowed [˙arrama].

Finally, Muslims undertaking the pilgrimage (˙ajj) enter a state of
sanctity (˙urum) by the process of i˙råm (Qur<ån 5/95) with an
emphasis on avoiding hunting.

Óaråm in all of these passages, then, indicates something directly
connected to God and something that God dictates to, or appoints for,
humanity. Respecting these restrictions is the mark of the believer.
Further, things which are ˙aråm are free from impurity, at least in a
physical sense. What is ˙aråm is secure and inviolable and violation
will bring retribution, either wilfully given on the part of a believer
who has committed a violation or extracted by some other means
from the guilty unbeliever. 

It is clear that passages in which ˙aråm has the sense of “sanctity”
do not imply that the places or times are in any sense to be avoided;
however, in other passages, there is a clear indication of matters being
forbidden and thus they are to be avoided when they are designated by
the word ˙aråm. The food laws figure prominently in this regard, as
in Qur<ån 6/119: “How is it with you that you do not eat that over which
God’s name has been mentioned, seeing that he has distinguished for
you that which he has forbidden you [˙arrama >alaykum] unless you
are constrained to it?” Meat which has not been properly slaughtered
is declared ˙aråm because it is against God’s will to slaughter animals
improperly. The flesh of the pig is declared ˙aråm because it is rijs,
an “abomination”; eating of carrion, consuming blood and dedicating
slaughtered animals to deities other than God are also declared ˙aråm
in Qur<ån 2/172–3 and 5/3, as are improper modes of slaughter (also
in Qur<ån 5/3) and corrupt things (Qur<ån 7/157). 

In sum then, that which is ˙aråm is always declared so by God
alone. Things which are ˙aråm are to be seen as simply against the
will of God, or are things alienated from God, or are things connected
to the sin of pagan practice. The word ˙alål, on the other hand, con-
veys the opposite of both senses of the word ˙aråm: that is, ˙alål can
mean “profane” (in opposition to the sense of ˙aråm’s “sanctify”) as
well as “permitted” (as opposed to ˙aråm’s “forbidden”). As with
˙aråm in the sense of “sanctify,” ˙alål can suggest a special rela-
tionship with God which marks its opposite off as separate. The pre-
dominate meaning of the word, however, is the assertion of the lawful
character of something, or, when expressed with the negative particle
“not,” the equivalent of ˙aråm in the sense of “forbidden.”
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Óalål is employed as a legal category on seven occasions in a nega-
tive expression meaning “to be unlawful” in reference to women,
marriage and divorce; these instances appear to be specific situations
in which the general permissibility of an action or circumstance is
contravened, perhaps even with the sense that this is temporary, as
in Qur<ån 2/230: “If he divorces her finally, she shall not be lawful
[lå tu˙illu] to him after that until she marries another husband.” Óalål
declares things permitted, especially types of food, as in Qur<ån 5/5:
“The food of those who were given the book is permitted to you.”
Óalål is also employed in a sense which is opposite to that of ˙aråm
in its meaning of “sanctify.” One way to understand the word ˙alål
in these instances is that it means “ceasing ritual avoidance behav-
iour.” Óalål is used to indicate leaving pilgrim sanctity (i.e. leaving
i˙råm) in Qur<ån 5/2, and, in the same verse, pilgrims are ordered
“not to profane God’s waymarks or the holy months.” As noted
earlier, the idea that the sanctified months could be altered comes in
for criticism in Qur<ån 9/37 in which it is declared to make a month
which is supposed to be sanctified (˙aråm) into one which is ˙alål,
thus making an inviolable month (in the sense that no fighting should
take place in it) into one which can be violated. 

Much of this basic moral attitude reflected in the terminology of
“forbidden” and “permitted” corresponds to that found in Near
Eastern religion in general and in the Bible especially. Such paral-
lels are sometimes seen to go further. A comparison is sometimes
drawn between the biblical “ten commandments” and s¥ra 17, verses
22–39. Certainly the moral aim of many of the statements is similar:
belief in only one God, showing respect to parents, not committing
adultery and so forth. In terms of its narrative structure, however, the
law is quite clearly not presented in the same way in the Qur<ån as
it is in the Bible. In no sense is this passage a pivotal or focal point
of the text, nor is it portrayed in Muslim tradition as central within
the context of Mu˙ammad’s career. Thus, the passage does not stand
parallel to the traditional understanding of the “ten commandments”
in relationship to Moses and the Bible. Rather, the law in the Qur<ån
is an integral part of the text with nothing to mark it off from the
rest of the word of God. This presentation of the law does not preclude
it being stipulated in great detail in numerous places, however, just
as in the Bible: 

Forbidden to you [in marriage] are your mothers, your daughters,
your sisters, your aunts on your father’s side and on your 
mother’s side, your brother’s and your sister’s daughters, your
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foster mothers and your foster sisters, your mothers-in-law and
step-daughters who are under your guardianship being born of
your wives with whom you have consummated marriage (how-
ever, if you have not consummated it with them, there is no fault
on you) and the wives of your sons who are your own flesh-and-
blood; nor may you take two sisters together unless this is a thing
of the past. God is All-forgiving, All-merciful. 

(Qur<ån 4/23)

The Qur<ån speaks also of the law as it was revealed to the previ-
ous communities. Both the Torah of Moses and the Gospel of Jesus
are specifically cited as previous revelations.6 The Qur<ån is seen as
confirming both scriptures and as acting as a resolver of disputes
between them: “We sent down to you the Remembrance [i.e. the
Qur<ån] so you may make clear to people what was sent down to
them, so perhaps they may reflect” (Qur<ån 16/44). But the Qur<ån
also serves a correcting function, according to Muslim understand-
ing, because humans have misinterpreted and tampered with the
earlier revelations, infusing the word of God with human perversions
(see Qur<ån 5/48). The Qur<ån provides a clear and perfect version of
the will of God, the correct rendition of revelation.

The character of the Qur<ån

A summary of the contents of the Qur<ån, such as that just provided,
while necessarily incomplete, glosses over an important point about
the composition of the book itself – its apparent random character
and seeming arbitrary sense of organization which immediately
strikes most first-time readers.7 This unique composition is illustrated
by examining the contents of any of the longer s¥ras, which are
clearly a composite of many different themes and strata of thought.
S¥ra 2, for example, the longest in the Qur<ån, presents a startling
picture when looked at in outline: 

VersesTopic

1–29 Faith and disbelief
30–9 Creation, Adam, Satan
40–86 Biblical history – Moses
87–103 Biblical history – Jews, Jesus, Moses
104–21 Polemic – Muslim, Jewish, Christian
122–41 Biblical history – Abraham
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142–67 Islamic identity (direction of prayer, prayer itself, 
pilgrimage)

168–203 Juridical problems (food, wills, fast, pilgrimage, etc.)
204–14 Salvation history
215–42 Juridical problems ( jihåd, marriage, divorce, etc.)
243–53 Salvation history
254–60 Mixed topics
261–83 Juridical problems (charity, usury)
284–6 Faith

Such a brief outline does not do justice to the complexity of the
thematic structure of the s¥ra by any means,8 but, even so, it does
provide some material for provoking thought. How did the Qur<ån
come to look the way it does, with the subject matter within individ-
ual chapters jumping from one topic to the next, with duplications 
and apparent inconsistencies in grammar, law and theology abound-
ing? Despite these apparent surface disruptions, some scholars have
found a structural coherence to these compositions, noting liturgical
patterning and signs of comprehensible internal development still
reflected in the structure of the s¥ras.9 To the source critic, however,
the work displays all the tendencies of rushed editing with only the
most superficial concern for the content, the editors/compilers appar-
ently engaged only in establishing a fixed text of scripture. Within
this perspective, a logical historical point for the emergence of this
fixed text is provided by the rise of the Qur<ån to a status of absolute
authority in matters of law and theology (as opposed to the authority
of tradition, of the caliph or of reason, as we shall see later in this
book). Creating a stable text of scripture, canonizing the various 
elements into a whole, may be seen as going hand-in-hand with the
text being confirmed as the major source of legal and theological
authority for the Muslim community.

Muslim accounts of the collection of the text

The Muslim community itself has, of course, an explanation for why
the Qur<ån looks the way it does, but the contradictory nature of the
accounts within the multiplicity of versions of the story has raised
grave doubts on the part of many scholars as to their motivation.
Generally, Mu˙ammad himself is excluded from any role in the col-
lection of the text, although it is possible to find some accounts which
talk of him going over the whole text with >Al•, his cousin, son-in-
law and figurehead of the later Sh•>a. Zayd ibn Thåbit, a companion
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of Mu˙ammad, is generally credited with an early collection of the
scripture and the pages of the text are said to have been entrusted to
Óafßa, one of Mu˙ammad’s wives. Under the instructions of >Uthmån,
the third ruler of the empire after the death of Mu˙ammad, the major
collection of the text “as we now have it” (as the Muslim claims
state) is said to have taken place. Working on the basis of pieces of
text written “on palm leaves or flat stones or in the hearts of men,”
the complete text (deemed to have survived in full) was written out
in full and distributed to the major centres of the early empire. Thus,
within thirty years of the death of Mu˙ammad, it is understood that
the Qur<ån existed in its fixed, if skeletal form; theologically, it is
held that the form that the text was in at this point was an image of
the “heavenly tablet,” suggesting that its structure and content were
precisely that which God desired for it.10 From this skeleton text,
which indicated only the consonants of the Arabic script in a rudi-
mentary form, the final text of the Qur<ån was developed over the
next two centuries, such that all the subtleties of the language and
the script were indicated. Most important from the Muslim perspec-
tive, it is held that an oral tradition preserved the full text from the
time of its revelation, the written form serving only as a mnemonic
device for memorization of the text. There are, in a sense, two ways
of dealing with the Qur<ån within Muslim tradition: the oral, the tradi-
tion about which stems from Mu˙ammad, and the written, the
tradition stemming from the caliph >Uthmån.

The evidence of the manuscripts

In 1972, a treasure trove of ancient manuscripts of the Qur<ån
was discovered in the Great Mosque of Sana<a during renovations. In
1979, a German team of scholars started working through some
12,000 fragments of parchment and paper, some of which (twenty-
two groups of fragments) have been dated to the eighth century
primarily on the basis of their use of the early Arabic script known
as the Óijåz• style.11 This discovery has excited a good deal of schol-
arly and popular interest. The existence of early copies of the text of
the Qur<ån might well be thought to help answer some of the riddles
about its composition. So far, however, that has not been the case
and only very tentative conclusions have been put forth. 

Certainly, the existence of manuscripts of the Qur<ån indicates that
the text (or, at the very least, substantial parts of it) existed in some
sort of collected form by the eighth century. That, of course, does
not tell us anything about the status of the text itself within a
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community of believers. Some discrepancies in the order to the s¥ras
as they are found in a few manuscripts may indicate some variability
in the overall form of the text. More interesting, though, is the fact
that the text contains variant readings of a minor nature that suggest
to some scholars that the idea of an oral tradition running parallel to
the written one cannot be given historical credence. What we may
have evidence of is the interpretative nature of the detailed annota-
tions that were added to the text later: that is, that the current text is
the product of reflection upon a primitive written text and not upon
the parallel transmission of an oral text as the Muslim tradition has
suggested.

Examples can be provided, on the evidence of the early manu-
scripts, of instances in which words, because of the way they were
written in the primitive script of the time, were likely mispronounced
as a result of a misunderstanding of the script and in the absence of
a firm oral tradition. Examples include the name Ibråh•m, more easily
and better understood in a version closer to the Hebrew, Abråhåm,
and Shay†ån, once again closer to the Hebrew if read Så†ån. Both 
of these developed readings depend upon the misunderstanding of the
early writing of the long “a” sound in the middle of the word.12

A different but somewhat complex example may help to indicate
what is at stake here. The very last verse (112) of s¥ra 21 starts: 
“He said (qåla), ‘My Lord, judge according to the truth. Our Lord is
the All-merciful’.” The reference to “My Lord” and “Our Lord” in
the text indicates that the subject of “He said” cannot be God but
must be the reciter of the Qur<ån, in the first place understood to be
Mu˙ammad. Such a passage would then fall into a common form of
Quranic speech found in passages normally prefaced by the impera-
tive word “Say!” (qul ). In the text of the Qur<ån as we now have it,
the word here translated as “He said” is, in fact, more easily read as
(and is written as) “Say!” due to the absence of the long “a” marker
(something which commonly happens in the Qur<ån with other words,
to be sure, but the word qåla is spelled this way only twice in the
established text of scripture – here in Qur<ån 21/112 and in Qur<ån
21/4, according to some but not all traditions of the writing of the
text). In the early Sana<a manuscripts, the absence of the long “a” in
the word qåla is a marker of an entire set of early texts. But why
should it be that this particular passage is read as “He said”? It really
should read “Say!” to be parallel to the rest of the text of the Qur<ån
and to fit in its own context. It would appear that in the process of
editing the text, most passages where this word was found were
understood as “Say!” in both interpretation and writing (and thus not
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having a long “a”) with the unexplained exception of spelling these
two passages in s¥ra 21 which were read as if the long “a” was
present. This may well have occurred because somebody was working
on the basis of the written text in the absence of a parallel oral tradi-
tion which would have maintained the “proper” reading of “Say!” if
it had existed. 

It is fair to say, then, that the manuscript tradition may have a
significant impact upon our understanding of the early history of the
text of the Qur<ån. The study of these manuscripts is still in its infancy,
however, and the impact of these texts has yet really to be felt. 

The authority of the Qur<ån

The value and the point of the stories about the collection of the Qur<ån
are still under debate among scholars but, whatever the case, one
thing remains quite clear. The Qur<ån is, and has been from the 
beginning of the emergence of Islam as a firmly established religion,
the primary point to which reference must always be made in order
to define something as “Islamic.” The Qur<ån is the defining point 
of Islamic identity. The emergence of the Muslim community is 
intimately connected with the emergence of the Qur<ån as an auth-
oritative text in making decisions on matters of law and theology. 
What research has revealed is that scripture’s status and authority were
debated in early times, especially between the various religious
communities of the Near East and also within the newly emerging
Islamic community itself. Elements of the process by which the Qur<ån
emerged as the authoritative source, side-by-side with the emergence
of the community of Islam itself, can be traced in the writing of various
texts of Quranic interpretation in the early centuries of Islam,13 in early
works of law, and in several documents of interreligious polemic. The
ultimate enshrinement of the text of the Qur<ån as we now know it,
understood to be literally the word of God, miraculous, inimitable,
linked to an illiterate prophet, and thereby having its authority within
the community, was the result of two to three centuries of vigorous
debate as reflected in these texts.

Supporting the status of the authority of the Qur<ån are a number
of theological dogmas connected directly to the book by which insti-
tutionalized Islam was able to argue for the Qur<ån as the prime source
in law and theology. These dogmas have as their end result the
skirting of issues connected to the construction of the text. They do
this by seeing the very shape of the book as evidence of the divine
hand at work. But it is on this point that early polemical texts reveal
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a great deal of discussion, and early Islamic exegetical texts dealing
with the Qur<ån indicate that the argument concerning the form of
the text as evidence of divine authorship took at least three centuries
to reach its fully developed formulation.

The Qur<ån as the proof of Islam

It would appear that, early on, Muslims had to defend their nascent
religion against Christian theological attack in the area of the Fertile
Crescent, especially Iraq. The following argument was constructed:
miracles prove the status of prophethood and the Qur<ån is Mu˙am-
mad’s miracle; therefore, Mu˙ammad was truly a prophet and Islam
is a true, revealed religion. All participants in the debate appear 
to have agreed on the first premise. What Muslims had to prove, 
and Christians disprove, was the validity of the second, for the con-
clusion, the truth of Islam, stood or fell on its credibility. Over 
time, the argument became one concerned to prove the “inimitability” 
of the Qur<ån, an argument which, its proponents were quick to point 
out, had a basis in the Qur<ån itself, although whether that was clear
before the demands of the argument were put upon those verses 
is not entirely obvious. Known as the “challenge verses,” the pro-
duction of a text “like” the Qur<ån is encouraged but known to be
impossible: “Produce a s¥ra like it [i.e. the Qur<ån], and call on whom
you can, besides God, if you speak truthfully” (Qur<ån 10/38); “Well
then bring ten chapters the like of it, forged!” (Qur<ån 11/13). God
has given the Qur<ån to Mu˙ammad and because of its divine origin,
no text “like” it can, in fact, be produced. The inimitability of the
text proves its divine authorship and thus its status as a miracle,
confirming Mu˙ammad’s role and the veracity of Islam. 

Polemical texts from some 150–200 years after Mu˙ammad indi-
cate the sorts of discussions that were going on; the existence of the
arguments indicates that there were no clearly formulated Muslim
answers to these concerns at the time. That suggests that the Qur<ån
as a fixed text of scripture was still in the process of finding support
for its authority within the community; indeed, it took at least 100
more years before the full enunciation of the doctrine of inimitability
could respond cohesively to such challenges. The Christian al-Kind•,
who wrote a text around the year 830, starts off by demanding the
following: “Show me any proof or sign of a wonderful work done
by your master Mu˙ammad, to certify his mission, and to prove what
he did in slaughter and rapine was, like the other, by Divine
command.” The isolation of one of the central elements of Christian
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polemic against Islam – that Mu˙ammad’s religion was spread by 
the sword – is combined here with the demand for proof of a miracle.
Anticipating the Muslim response that the Qur<ån was that evidence,
al-Kind• continues:

The result of all of this [process by which the Qur<ån came into
being] is patent to you who have read the scriptures and see how,
in your book, histories are all jumbled together and intermingled;
an evidence that many different hands have been at work therein,
and caused discrepancies, adding or cutting out whatever they
liked or disliked. Are such, now, the conditions of a revelation
sent down from heaven?14

The literary state of the Qur<ån is used against the Muslims by 
al-Kind• as proof of its non-divine origin.

The doctrine of inimitability

The Muslim response to these charges did not reach its full defen-
sive literary expression until towards the end of the tenth century 
in the hands of the theologian/grammarian al-Rummån• (d. 996) 
who argued for the i>jåz, “inimitability,” of the Qur<ån on the basis
primarily of its literary qualities, especially its easily quantifiable
merits such as its concision.15 At one point in his argument, al-
Rummån• cites a popular Arab saying, suggests that its meaning is
close to a Quranic statement but then points out that the Qur<ån
expresses the same sentiment (and even more, he claims) in a fewer
number of letters. Furthermore, what to polemical writers of earlier
centuries were faults within the Qur<ån – evidence of its human
production and thus non-miraculous status – become for al-Rummån•
positive elements within the book. Ellipses within the text, for
example, were considered positive rhetorical devices rather than
evidence of rushed or careless writing. Much of this sort of argu-
mentation became tied to an understanding of the nature of the Arabic
language, a language full of rhetorical potential of which, naturally,
the Qur<ån must take full advantage. The Qur<ån, according to its own
statements (Qur<ån 12/2, 26/192–5) was revealed by God “in a clear
Arabic tongue” and, the argument is made, it must partake in all the
features of that language. This sort of argument is difficult, if not
impossible, to evaluate, due to the lack of contemporaneous pro-
fane literature by which the rhetorical accomplishment of the Qur<ån
can actually be assessed. The argument remains a dogmatic one, 
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essential to the proof of the status of the text, but one which oper-
ates (like many other religious arguments) within the presuppositions
of Islam alone.

Interpretation of the Qur<ån

In fact, Muslims, in the two centuries for which there is some literary
evidence before al-Rummån•, appear to have had slightly different
feelings about their scripture. They appear to have been more
concerned with cataloguing the peculiarities of the text itself and
facing the practical job of understanding the text, rather than worrying
about defending its intricacies. Therefore, the more general problem
of interpretation, and hand-in-hand with that, the consolidation of its
authority through clear enunciation of its meaning, were of far greater
concern.

The text of the Qur<ån presents many ambiguities, difficult words
whose precise readings are uncertain, problems of textual division,
and apparently incompatible statements. With the text’s rise to the
status of authority, or perhaps parallel to it and stimulating that very
rise to authority, there emerged the discipline of interpretation, known
as tafs•r or, in a more general sense, the Quranic sciences called >ul¥m
al-Qur<ån.16

Fundamentally, a work of tafs•r provides an interpretation of the
Arabic text of scripture and is defined by a number of formal char-
acteristics: it will follow the text of the Qur<ån from beginning to end
and will provide an interpretation of the text segmented either into
words, phrases or verses. While exceptions are found to these char-
acteristics in some works which would be accepted as tafs•rs, the vast
majority of works fit into this pattern. Early works tend to focus 
on certain tendencies in interpretation. Some pursue the narrative
(“haggadic”) aspects of the Qur<ån, developing the text into an enter-
taining and edifying whole, paying attention to the needs of the reader
who will approach the text of scripture with a curious and specula-
tive mind.17 Thus, providing the historical background to the various
pieces of revelation (in a format which later becomes known as 
asbåb al-nuz¥l, the “occasions of revelation”) and identifying people,
places and things which are only alluded to (known later as ta>y•n al-
mubham) become important aspects. Other works pursue the legal
(“halakhic”) aspects of the text, focusing on the early community’s
need to support legal practice by reference to the text of scripture,
sometimes facilitated by organizing the Qur<ån into topics rather than
follow the text ad seriatim. Yet other works examine textual matters,
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including lexicographical and more narrowly “Masoretic” issues.
Another tendency is seen in the work of Ab¥ >Ubayda (who died in
824) called Majåz al-Qur<ån, which focuses on literary figures and
expressions. It presents a listing of types of “problematic” verses in
the Qur<ån and their explanation: items such as ellipses due to omis-
sion, grammatical numerical discord (e.g. plural verbs with singular
subjects), and variation in the treatment of the gender of nouns are
all recorded. This cataloguing of difficulties in the Qur<ån is also
found in other works treating the vocabulary of the text itself as 
well as the text’s stylistic features and variant readings. With the
emergence of the doctrine of inimitability, the attitude towards these
sorts of elements changed, as has already been suggested. More major
works of interpretation of the Qur<ån emerged in the ninth century,
and they aimed to clarify the text in the light of contemporary under-
standings and conditions. Not only was this the result of the
maturation of the Muslim community and a consolidation of opinion
about the scripture, but it was also the result of practical pressures.
As the Islamic community expanded, it incorporated a large number
of people who did not know Arabic and who were not fully acquainted
with the biblical tradition, which, as was pointed out earlier, seems
to be an assumed basis for understanding the Quranic text. The first
landmark of what became a vast library of books providing com-
prehensive interpretations of the Qur<ån, was written by Ab¥ Ja>far
al-ˇabar• who died in 923.18 A verse-by-verse analysis provides a
detailed discussion of every major interpretational trend (except
sectarian tendencies, for example, Sh•>•); every idea is documented
by the transmission of the opinions said to derive from Mu˙ammad
or his closest companions, who are pictured as having the best
information regarding the understanding of the text. It also becomes
clear that grammar along with theological perspective become the
main guiding tools for constructing a mature exegesis of the Qur<ån.
Grammar served to assert the scholar’s status and authority within
the whole discipline of tafs•r, such that the ability to pursue the minu-
tiae of Arabic constructions became a focal point of argumentation
over how a meaning of the text could be derived. Theology tended
to play a lesser role, usually subsumed under grammatical or legal
wrangling.

While a brief quotation cannot do justice to the complexities of al-
ˇabar•’s text, the following short section gives some indication of his
own bases for reasoning, although we do not here see his constant
reference to reports from Mu˙ammad and his companions which
provide the material basis to many discussions and variations in 
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interpretations. In dealing with Qur<ån 3/7, “It is He who sent down
upon you the book in which there are clear verses – they are the
mother of the book – and others are ambiguous,” al-ˇabar• makes
the following statement:

Then God described these “clear verses” by saying that they are
the “mother of the book,” meaning that they are the source of the
book which contains within it all the duties of the religion,
including the responsibilities and the penalties and everything 
else which creation needs in the law of its religion. Also included
are the responsibilities which are assigned in this world and the
hereafter. These are called “the mother of the book” because 
they are the major portion of the book and they are a place of
refuge for the people of the Qur<ån when they are in need of such.
That is the practice of the Arabs in calling the gathering of a major
portion of something its “mother.” So they named the banner of
the people under which they gathered in their fighting groups their
“mother”; also the leader who handled the majority of the matters
of the village or district was called its “mother.” . . . “Mother of
the book” is in the singular; it is not made plural as in “They are
the mothers of the book.” “They” is used, however, because all
of the “clear verses” are intended by “the mother of the book,”
but not each verse of them is the “mother of the book.” If the
meaning was such that each of the “clear verses” was the “mother
of the book,” there would be no doubt in the matter, because then
it would have been said: “They are the mothers of the book.” The
analogous statement of God to “They are the mother of the book”
as we have interpreted it in the singular sense of “mother” being
the grammatical complement of “they” is in Qur<ån 23/50, “We
made the son of Mary and his mother a sign.” He did not say:
“two signs” because the meaning is “We made the two of them
together a sign.” The meaning is singular because they gave a
single warning to humanity. If the intention had been that each
one of them independently gave a warning to humanity, then it
would have been stated, “We made the son of Mary and his mother
two signs,” because then in each one of them there would have
been a warning. The signs are that Mary had a child not by a man
and that her son spoke from the cradle as a baby. So, in each of
those events there is a sign for the people.19

The historicization of the text of the Qur<ån was another important
element in the production of many works of exegesis. The integration
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of the text with the stories of the prophets of the past (primarily
biblical) in the material known as the qißaß al-anbiyå<, “stories of the
prophets,” and with the story of the life of Mu˙ammad as embedded
in books of S•ra (“life story”) such as that of Ibn Is˙åq (d. 767), was
designed both to prove the theological fact of the reality of revelation
and to provide a context for interpretation for an otherwise historic-
ally opaque text. The result was a text which was grounded in
day-to-day human existence with an emphasis on the period of the
formative Muslim community.20

The Qur<ån as an object of faith

For the Muslim community, the Qur<ån is the word of God as revealed
to Mu˙ammad, the focal point of the Islamic faith. As a symbol of
that faith, the book has naturally garnered far more importance for
the individual believer than the polemical discussions sketched above
would suggest. After all, for Muslims there is no doubt about the
status of their scripture; at every moment, their faith confirms for
them the veracity of the book. There arose a great number of beliefs
about the text of the book itself, separate from its contents, which
reflect the honour and significance which are accorded to the scrip-
ture as a book. Within at most 200 years of the death of Mu˙ammad,
traditions arose that spoke of the significance of individual sections
of the Qur<ån. The first chapter, s¥rat al-fåti˙a, is not only argued to
be an essential element of the ritual of prayer,21 but also the “greatest”
of all the s¥ras, the recitation of which is recorded as curing the bite
of a scorpion, for example; likewise, s¥ras 113 and 114 are seen as
effective in curing illnesses. Reciting specific individual portions of
the Qur<ån, the last two verses of s¥ra 2 especially, are spoken of as
giving protection from Satan for the night. Recitation of s¥ra 18,
s¥ra 48 or s¥ra 112 brings merit and benefits.22 The result of these
practices has been the emergence of a complex group of medical 
and spiritual beliefs all connected to the book, known as khawåßß
al-Qur<ån. The history of these practices, like most popular beliefs,
is not well known but it is likely that modern practices,23 such
as wearing a tiny copy of the Qur<ån or the name Allåh as an amulet,
in the manner in which Christians wear a crucifix or Jews a star of
David, have a heritage which extends well back into the early Islamic
period. The Qur<ån has been the central symbol of Islam as well 
as its vital source and, as is true of Jesus in Christianity, its power
and effect to move and motivate individuals has never been under-
estimated by Muslims.
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3 Mu˙ammad

Mu˙ammad is the central figure in Islam. Chosen by God to receive
the revelation of the Qur<ån, he has been taken by all Muslims to be
the ideal man, the perfect embodiment of what it means to be a
Muslim. Having lived a fairly normal existence in sixth-century east
central Arabia, at the age of forty Mu˙ammad revolutionized his
society in ways which were both unexpected and long-lasting.

Contemporary scholarship on Islam has generally not seen fit to
postulate that Mu˙ammad did not exist. That someone named
Mu˙ammad embodied the rallying point for the Arab conquests and
provided the tag for a religious doctrine in the name of which the con-
quered lands were united, there really is little doubt; at the very least,
no profit is to be gained from denying those facts in terms of provid-
ing a cohesive historical picture.1 Sources external to the nascent
Islamic society itself provide evidence, albeit somewhat at variance
with the “accepted” portrait of the Arabian prophet, that confirms the
role of the figure himself. These sources are limited in number,
extremely hard to date (raising questions of Muslim influence upon
the writers, if the source is, in fact, much later than claimed) and ques-
tionable in their supposed “disinterested” or “objective” presentation
of history.2

Despite the existence of these external sources and the prolifera-
tion of documentation from within the community, the fact of the
matter remains that it is very difficult to talk about Mu˙ammad, in
either his political or religious guise, free from the perspective which
later Muslim tradition has imposed upon him. The biography of
Mu˙ammad has served a number of important functions in Islam,
each of which has coloured it in crucial ways. There are two major
aspects which must be confronted here. One, Mu˙ammad’s biography
must be understood as a framework for the revelation of the Qur<ån



and two, it must be understood as a source for the normative example,
sunna, of Mu˙ammad.

Muslim sources for the life of Mu˙ammad

Material on the life of Mu˙ammad is available in ample if not, in
fact, excessive quantities. The earliest complete extant text stems from
a version of the biography (S•ra) of Mu˙ammad by Ibn Is˙åq (d. 767)
edited by Ibn Hishåm (d. 833). This may be supplemented by other
fairly early texts such as those by al-Wåqid•3 (d. 823) and Ibn Sa>d4

(d. 845). Also useful are the later ˙ad•th collections which gather
together anecdotes about Mu˙ammad and his life, generally organ-
ized according to legal topics and communicated by Mu˙ammad’s
closest followers, his so-called “companions.” In broad outline, all
these sources present the same story, but matters of chronology and
detail are always problematic.

The account of the events during Mu˙ammad’s life is fairly 
standardized, despite the multiplicity of sources available and the
numerous disagreements among scholars of Islam as to how to inter-
pret the material in a meaningful way. Most accounts go back to the
text of Ibn Is˙åq, supplemented by the various other sources. Despite
valiant attempts by some scholars to elicit information, the Qur<ån
has proven very opaque when it comes to Mu˙ammad: the name is
mentioned four times – Qur<ån 3/144, 33/40, 47/2, 48/29 – but without
prior knowledge of the S•ra accounts of Ibn Is˙åq, the material
provides no data beyond asserting Mu˙ammad’s existence and a
conception of his prophetic role.5 Furthermore, since in many places
the S•ra may well be attempting to explain, make sense of or clarify
the elliptical and allusive text of the Qur<ån, there is the danger of
going around in interpretative circles. The absence of biographical
material is but one example of a general tendency in the Qur<ån not
to provide any overall context. The Qur<ån simply does not provide
the necessary clarifying keys by which it would be possible to extract
data concerning the contemporary Arabian context, beyond the cita-
tion of a few names.6 It is in this vein, then, that one of the roles of
the biography of Mu˙ammad in Islam is to be understood as providing
the contextual framework for the revelation of the Qur<ån. While the
details of this framework are frequently vague and contradictory, the
basic theological point stands, underpinning the entire biographical
corpus: God has revealed the Qur<ån to Mu˙ammad, an ordinary man
living among the Arab tribes, over a period of twenty-two years.7 As
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a result, the entire biographical account has been coloured by these
efforts to situate and interpret the Qur<ån.

The life of Mu˙ammad in the sources

Mu˙ammad is said to have been born around 570; this is a date fixed
by a tradition which records that the “Expedition of the Elephant,”
the expedition by a ruler of South Arabia named Abraha, into the
homeland of Mu˙ammad, the Óijåz, was in the same year.8 The
evidence for the date of the expedition being 570 is undermined by
inscriptional material found in south Arabia, which makes it more
likely to have been at the end of the 540s. The significance of the
date in the Muslim context is that it serves to establish Mu˙ammad’s
age as forty when he started to receive revelations, the number forty
being one of general spiritual significance in the Near East region.9

Mu˙ammad was born into the family of Ban¥ Håshim in the tribe
of Quraysh; his family was a prominent but not dominant group in
the society at the time. He was orphaned at an early age, and lived
a meagre existence until he married Khad•ja, an older woman with
financial involvement with the camel-caravan trade. Mu˙ammad is
thought to have been involved in the trade himself. At the age of
forty he is said to have gone on a solitary retreat in the hills near
Mecca, following a religious practice of the time, at which point the
angel Gabriel came to him to inform him of his commission as a
prophet of the one God, Allåh. To this event is traditionally connected
the Quranic passage contained in s¥ra 96: “Recite in the name of
your Lord who created, created humanity from a blood clot! Recite,
for your Lord is most Generous, who taught by the pen, taught
humanity what it knew not.” Stories of self-doubt are connected with
this call to prophethood, but eventually Mu˙ammad followed his
orders and preached the message of the Qur<ån. He had little success
to begin with, perhaps converting some of the lower-class members
of his society, along with his wife Khad•ja and his cousin >Al•, his
future son-in-law, fourth caliph and figurehead of the Sh•>• movement
in Islam. As Mu˙ammad hardened his attack on the polytheistic
society of Mecca, its inequalities and hypocrisies, the inhabitants
became more resentful of his presence. It has been speculated that
the cause of some of this resentment was his attack upon the insti-
tutions of the Meccan society, especially the town’s connection to the
religious shrine, the Ka>ba, which gave it a degree of prominence in
Arabia at the time. Persecution of the members of this new religion
is said to have increased substantially, and traditions tell of a group
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of believers who emigrated to Abyssinia, perhaps going there to find
asylum among the Christians or to attempt to make more converts
among an audience who may have been thought to be sympathetic
to the message of the movement. Meanwhile, Mu˙ammad made
efforts to find a new place to live in Arabia, trying the neighbouring
town of al-ˇå<if, before being invited to Yathrib (later to be called
Medina, or fully, Mad•nat al-nab•, the “City of the prophet”) some
350 kilometres north-east of Mecca. Communities of Jews were living
in Yathrib and these people are suggested to have been part of the
attraction of the location, for a sympathetic audience for the message
of Mu˙ammad was anticipated among these “people of the book.” 

The move to Yathrib is referred to as the hijra (“emigration” or
“flight”) and the year in which it happened (622) serves as the focal
point of the Muslim calendar. An event to which the Qur<ån provides
only ambiguous reference, it is regardless seen as the time at which
the Muslim community came into being and thus the appropriate
starting point for calendar dating (the notion of “community,” umma,
being a defining point of the Islamic sense of identity). There do not
appear to be any instances of the mention of the idea of a hijr• calendar
in coins or documents from the seventh century; rather, an undefined
era is employed or reference is made to an era (apparently starting
in 622, however) as the “rule of the Arabs.”10 Defining the calendar
in terms of the hijra appears to be linked with the rise of Islam as a
state religion, a notion to be explored further in the next chapter.

It was in Yathrib/Medina that Mu˙ammad emerged as a forceful
religious and political leader, leading the Medinan community under
the terms of a type of treaty, the so-called “Constitution of Medina,”
within which his authority was said ultimately to derive from God:
the ideal religio-political aspects of Muslim community life are
embodied here. Controlled in this “constitution” were the political
and civil relations of the various tribes within the Medinan federa-
tion, with all disputes to be brought before Mu˙ammad for arbitration.
The “constitution” explicitly states: 

Whenever a dispute or controversy likely to cause trouble arises
among the people of this document, it shall be referred to God
and to Mu˙ammad, the apostle of God. God is the guarantor of
the pious observance of what is in this document.11

The actual conversion of the inhabitants of Medina to Islam was
not immediate and the Jewish communities were accused of treachery
and, eventually, all were either removed or attacked. Mu˙ammad’s
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strategy in Medina, especially after his realization that the Jews 
were not the ready audience for his message which he had antici-
pated, was to return to Mecca. This aim was pursued through an
attempt to curtail the trade of Mecca by random attacks on the camel
caravans, producing unstable conditions for reliable conduct of busi-
ness as well as bringing the profits of such raids into Medinan hands,
thus producing power and prestige for the community in the eyes of
the Arabian tribes.12 The most important of these raids was known
as the Battle of Badr: taking place in 624, it started as an attack on
a Meccan caravan and then became a battle with the Meccan Quraysh
tribe. It provided a great victory for Mu˙ammad and his followers, 
a victory which was interpreted as a sign of divine pleasure with the
strategy. In the year 625, an attack by Quraysh tribesmen resulted 
in a defeat for Mu˙ammad’s followers in the Battle of U˙ud, while
in 627, a Meccan army laid siege to Medina in the Battle of the Ditch.
The Medinans were able to withstand the onslaught, however, and
the Meccans were forced to withdraw after forty days. This success
was followed by an attack directly on Mecca led by Mu˙ammad,
which ended not with a battle but with the Treaty of Óudaybiyya, the
terms of which allowed the Medinans to enter Mecca the next year
in order to perform the pilgrimage; that treaty was honoured. By that
time, the power of the Medinan community had grown significantly
in Arabia and, by the next year, 630, Mu˙ammad was able to attack
and take over Mecca, meeting little resistance to his efforts. The final
two years of Mu˙ammad’s life were spent in Medina, with him
attempting to consolidate his position in Arabia with alliances, and
at least nominal conversion to Islam, of the nomadic Bedouin of
Arabia.

Difficulties with the biography

This is the basic account of the life of Mu˙ammad as it is presented
in the narrative sources available to us. Many aspects of it are debat-
able, especially in matters of precise dating and, on that basis alone,
the summary of the “life of Mu˙ammad” as presented here is fraught
with difficulties and insoluble problems. Evidence of such things as
the sources’ tendency to “improve” over time – such that later sources
are able to provide specific data when earlier ones are vague – and
the overt intention of much of the material to interpret unclear
passages of the Qur<ån as mentioned earlier, suggests that texts such
as Ibn Is˙åq’s S•ra are far more complex in literary terms than a
historical biography might popularly be conceived today. Essentially,
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these texts were involved in a creative storytelling in which the racon-
teur’s ability to elaborate, entertain and enhance were highly praised
merits. Underlying the whole structure, however, is the attempt to
provide a context for the revelation of the Qur<ån, such that ambiguous
references may be made clear through the process of interpretation.

The mythic dimension of Mu˙ammad’s biography

One other related factor acts to restrict the amount of confidence 
that may be placed in these accounts of Mu˙ammad’s life, even dis-
regarding disputes over small details. The religious importance of
Mu˙ammad is such that it is not really feasible (nor necessarily 
desirable) to distinguish later religiously inspired fiction from what
might be called historical “fact.” The entire structure of a work such
as that of Ibn Is˙åq suggests that many elements are constructed from
what have been termed by one scholar “mythic topoi,” or basic reli-
gious narrative and thematic conventions. Such topoi were employed
throughout the Near Eastern area in the construction of literary lives
of religious figures. In addition, the S•ra text is composed of lists, doc-
uments, genealogies, chronologies, poetry and formal prose.13 The
overall effect is to create a picture of both Mu˙ammad and the Muslim
community in its “pristine” form. This means that the picture which
emerges, as well as the impulse behind its composition, is a normative
one: this is a picture of how the Muslim community should be, 
projected back into the times of its founder who has been described in
mythic terms. Its intention is to portray the religion of Islam as 
conceptually identifiable from the time of Mu˙ammad.

A part of the reason for having produced such a picture of
Mu˙ammad was to create an expression of Islam which separated it
clearly from Judaism and Christianity. The role of the figurehead of
a religion in producing identity for the religious community is evident
in all three of the monotheistic traditions and Mu˙ammad’s place in
this interreligious rivalry was established both through the Qur<ån (as
the book given specifically to him, as the Oral and Written Torahs
were revealed to Moses) and through the biographical material. The
major concern displayed through a work such as Ibn Is˙åq’s S•ra is
the acceptance or rejection by various groups of the credentials in the
hands of the messenger, that is, the scripture. At stake, then, is the
authority of the person of Mu˙ammad, not in terms of law but as a
prophet. The connection of Mu˙ammad to the revelation of the Qur<ån
then becomes central.14
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The significance of the figure of Mu˙ammad

Another reason for the emergence of this elaborated, detailed picture
of Mu˙ammad is far more complex and vital to the enterprise of 
Islam itself. In fact, regardless of how interesting the events of
Mu˙ammad’s life may be, the significance for Muslims of the person
himself and the actual “facts” of the narrative (as opposed to its overall
theological point) does not lie particularly in the historical narrative
at all. Rather, it is the anecdotes about his life, the ˙ad•th, and the
more generalized aspects of what that behaviour represents, that
concern the community most of all. This is the sunna, the “example”
provided by the life of Mu˙ammad which every Muslim attempts to
emulate. Of course, the two aspects – the historical and the anec-
dotal – are intertwined and, for the historian, indistinguishable; this
is, as a consequence, what has created some of the problems in trying
to reconstruct the “historical Mu˙ammad.”

The information which is found in works such as that of Ibn Is˙åq
(at least in germ form) and which has been gathered together into the
works of ˙ad•th especially, is believed by Muslims to have been trans-
mitted from the earliest generations of community members down to
the collectors of these books. Such transmissions are documented by
what is known as the isnåd, the “chain” of transmitters of a report
(listed backwards chronologically), while the actual text is known as
the matn. An example is the following:

Is˙åq told me that >Ubayd Allåh told him on the authority of
Shaybån on the authority of Ya˙yå on the authority of Mu˙am-
mad ibn >Abd al-Ra˙mån, client of Ban¥ Zuhra, on the authority
of Ab¥ Salama on the authority of >Abd Allåh ibn >Umar that he
said, “The messenger of God (may the prayers and peace of 
God be upon him) said to me, ‘Recite all of the Qur<ån in one
month.’ I said, ‘But I am able to do more than that!’ So (Mu˙am-
mad) said, ‘Then recite it in seven days, but do not do it in less
than that’.”15

Reports such as these comprise the text of a series of books devoted
to the gathering together of the material, which may be arranged either
according to the transmitter of the report or according to the legal
topic. This latter method of organization proved the most successful,
it being the principle employed in the six works which are accepted
as being of major importance by the majority of Muslims. These
books collect together what were considered genuine ˙ad•th reports
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(and, as such, the reports serve as the theoretical basis for Islamic
law). The books were each compiled by al-Bukhår• (d. 870), Muslim
ibn al-Óajjåj (d. 875), Ibn Måja (d. 887), Ab¥ Dåw¥d (d. 889), 
al-Tirmidh• (d. 892) and al-Naså<• (d. 915). 

All the reports in these books deal with what Mu˙ammad said and
did, and of what he approved or disapproved implicitly (as indicated
by his general behaviour). They are classified into subjects which
would appear to follow the legal discussion taking place at the time
of their compilation. Al-Bukhår•, for example, has a total of ninety-
three chapters with sub-headings but in some chapters there are in
fact no ˙ad•th reports to be found under some of the sub-headings;
it is clear, therefore, that he was working with a prearranged struc-
ture and was attempting to document the issues under discussion. The
structure of the book reflects the concerns of Muslim life, ones which
go beyond any narrow definition of “law” and encompass many diff-
erent aspects. To take al-Bukhår• as an example again, his work starts
with what might be considered “theological” topics: revelation, faith
and knowledge. He then deals with various aspects of prayer
(Chapters 4 through 23), followed by charity, pilgrimage and fasting
(Chapters 24 to 32). Covered there are what have become the central
symbols of Islam, enshrined in the concept of the “five pillars” (see
Chapter 7 of this book). After that, the book covers, in Chapters 33
to 53, general interactions between people (with special emphasis on
commerce) and then turns to certain religious concepts such as the
merit of the prophets and the Qur<ån. Marriage and divorce follow,
then a wide variety of topics, ranging from medicine and good
manners to apostasy and dreams. The work finishes with “The Unity
of God,” thus bringing the sequence to closure. Mu˙ammad, there-
fore, is conceived to have had some bearing on all aspects of Muslim
life, both the personal and the interpersonal, as reflected in this 
categorization of the ˙ad•th material.

The problem of ˙ad•th reports

For an individual report itself, the isnåd, or chain of transmitters, is
considered to act as a guarantor of the genuineness of the text of the
report. However, the isnåd mechanism was, according to Muslims,
subject to a great deal of fraud in the early period. Muslims there-
fore created several methods of evaluating these isnåds, using criteria
which dealt in particular with the life and character of the individ-
ual transmitters found in the sequence of names. The desire was 
to document isnåds which were complete in their testimony to the 
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transmission of the text of the report from generation to generation.
The citation of people of high moral integrity who conceivably could
have met in their lifetimes so that the reports could have been passed
on physically was the important factor in the assessment of the chains
of transmitters. Not surprisingly, perhaps, such methods could really
only sort out the inept isnåd fabrications from the less inept. 

The tendency to fabricate ˙ad•th reports extended so far as to
include reports which could justify the employment of ˙ad•th reports
themselves in trying to settle legal issues and others which warn
against false transmission of reports. One of the most famous of all
such reports is the following:

Ab¥ Bakr ibn ab• Shayba told us that Ghundar told him on the
authority of Shu>ba, and also that Mu˙ammad ibn al-Muthannå
and Ibn Bashshår both told him that Mu˙ammad ibn Ja>far told
him that Shu>ba also told him, on the authority of Manß¥r on the
authority of Rib>• ibn Óiråsh who heard >Al•, may God be pleased
with him, giving a sermon in which he said that the messenger
of God, may the prayers and peace of God be upon him, said,
“Do not spread lies about me! Whoever spreads lies regarding
me will enter the fires of hell.”16

The forces which tried to stem the tide of extensive spreading of unre-
liable ˙ad•th reports appear to have used the very practice it was
trying to condemn in order to stop the practice.

We also find in the collections of ˙ad•th reports instances which
clearly are concerned with matters of interest to the community in
generations after Mu˙ammad but which have been framed as pre-
dictions made by him. An example is the following, which raises the
divisive issue of free will versus predestination as discussed by
theologians several centuries into the Islamic era:

Bundår told us that >Abd al-Ra˙mån ibn Mahd• told him that
Shu>ba told him on the authority of >Åßim ibn >Ubayd Allåh who
said that he heard Sålim ibn >Abd Allåh reporting on the authority
of his father who said that >Umar said: “O messenger of God, what
do you think? Are the works which we do of our own creation or
are they settled in advance by God?” (Mu˙ammad) said: “They are
indeed settled in advance, O Ibn al-Kha††åb, and everything has
been made easy [see Qur<ån 80/20]. Whoever is of the people of
happiness will do that which leads to happiness, and whoever is
of the people of misery will do that which leads to misery.”17
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Here Mu˙ammad is employed as a spokesperson for the theological
party which supported the doctrine of predestination; in that way,
those people tried to assert the rightness of their position by citing
Mu˙ammad as their proof. Óad•th reports may also be found which
also support the opposite position. 

It has also been discovered by modern researchers that isnåds had
a tendency to “grow backwards.” In certain early texts a statement
will be found attributed to a caliph of the Umayyad dynasty, for
example, or will even be unattributed, as in the case of certain legal
maxims; elsewhere, the same statements will be found in the form 
of ˙ad•th reports with fully documented isnåds going back to
Mu˙ammad or one of his companions. There are instances where it
would have been appropriate on the basis of the arguments being
conducted in texts to cite the given report from Mu˙ammad, had such
reports been available; but, in fact, unattributed statements are found.
The conclusion to be drawn from this is that at a certain point in time
the isnåd had not yet been fully developed and was not yet consid-
ered by some authors necessary to establish a report’s authority. 
Only when the significance of a given statement was fully established
did the isnåd “grow backwards” to include Mu˙ammad and thus
invest an opinion with the authority of the prophet of Islam.18

The authority of Mu˙ammad

This fabrication of ˙ad•th reports arose because of the importance
which Muslims attributed to Mu˙ammad in the elaboration of Islam.
Mu˙ammad’s example became the legal basis for substantiation of
individual items of Muslim behaviour. As we shall see in Chapter 6
on the development of law, Mu˙ammad’s practice or sunna became
a source of law in Islam (second only to the Qur<ån) as a result of
the desire to introduce both some uniformity and a sense of defined
authority into the Muslim community. Because of this, the name and
the authority of Mu˙ammad were used to substantiate legal positions;
what a given group of Muslims felt was the correct or appropriate
legal practice would, at the same time, sincerely be felt to be the
practice of Mu˙ammad.

The crucial question, which is much debated in modern scholar-
ship, is when did Mu˙ammad emerge as being the source of authority
for the community, which is clearly the position attributed to him 
by the ninth century? Certainly, the status of the authority of Mu˙am-
mad in the early Muslim community is not clear. Coins which refer
to him as ras¥l Allåh, the “messenger of God,” start appearing only
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in the 60s and 70s of the hijr• calendar19 and even then such citations
need not be taken as necessarily invoking his authority; rather, his
symbolic value as an emblem of Islam – a part of an emerging 
self-definition – would appear to be the point of such references, 
since the caliph was at the same time proclaiming himself the
authority in the living community as the khal•fat Allåh (a matter
discussed later in Chapter 4). This same question also arises in the
context of the discussion of the law as to when the notion of the
“local tradition” as being the basis of legal practice was supplanted
by the sunna or guided practice of Mu˙ammad specifically as second
only to the Qur<ån.

Clearly, then, the status of Mu˙ammad as the legal grounding for
the community’s actions and beliefs had an impact on the biograph-
ical material which is available to us today. Much of the material tells
us more about the developments within the later Muslim community
– the issues which were being elaborated, the debates which were
going on – than it does about Mu˙ammad as a person. All the mater-
ial is of great value to the historian, therefore, but it must be treated
with a discerning, critical eye, always alert to the ideological value
contained within any reminiscence or anecdote.

The significance of Mu˙ammad

In sum, then, the life of Mu˙ammad may be recounted on the basis
of various sources and its details may be debated. The value of it as
a grounding for the Qur<ån may be examined. The development of
Mu˙ammad’s role as an authority in the community can be analysed
and evidence cited. All such discussions, however, miss the essence
of Muslim feelings about the significance of Mu˙ammad.

It has often been commented that while Muslims may think those
who deny the existence of God or who utter blasphemies about Him
are misguided, such discussions will not offend in the same manner
in which discussions over Mu˙ammad will. Those who insinuate 
evil of Mu˙ammad or who cast aspersions on him are considered 
to be insulting Islam. This, upon consideration, is not surprising. 
The charges laid by Christians against Islam in medieval times always
focused on Mu˙ammad and his use of “holy war,” jihåd, the per-
mission of polygamy and the number of marriages consummated 
by Mu˙ammad himself. “Insulting” Mu˙ammad in any way, there-
fore, always re-creates the image of those times and raises the
suspicion that such charges are being laid once again, even if they
are in different words. But further thought reveals that “attacking”
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Mu˙ammad is, of course, attacking the way of life of individual
Muslims, for their way of life is understood to rest on the example of
the founder of their religion. If something is felt by Muslims to be a
denigration of one aspect of the life of Mu˙ammad, then by implica-
tion such may be seen as an attack on the whole way of life of each
and every Muslim, at least in its idealized conception.

Mu˙ammad, as is implied in the basis of the entire concept of 
the sunna, is the “perfect man.” He is the most liberal, the best, 
the bravest. Most of all, Mu˙ammad is considered to have lived 
his life in a state of sinlessness (>ißma). With such a doctrine, every-
thing Mu˙ammad did is considered to be the perfect embodiment 
of the will of God – nothing at any point of his life would have 
been in contravention of that will. He is even described as being 
the Qur<ån itself (“He was a Qur<ån walking on earth,” according to
one report), so perfect was his embodiment of it. This is a doctrine 
which took a number of centuries to become firmly established in
Islam, as evidenced by some early, divergent material which presents
Mu˙ammad as capable of making mistakes, even on very basic reli-
gious issues.20 It is quite likely that the significance of the doctrine
should be viewed in tandem with that of the i>jåz, “inimitability,” 
of the Qur<ån; Mu˙ammad’s sinlessness not only protects the concept
of the sunna but also the contents of the Qur<ån from any lack of
perfection.

The picture of Mu˙ammad has, as a result of the notion of sinless-
ness, been subject to all sorts of “fantastic” elaborations, creating a
mythic image of the prophet of Islam. A portrait of the “perfect man”
emerges, providing details even of his physical description: 

[Mu˙ammad’s hair was] neither lank nor short and woolly. It
touched his shoulders. Mu˙ammad used to make four plaits 
with each ear exposed between two plaits. The number of white
hairs did not exceed seventeen. His eyes were very wide and
black. His nose was hooked. He had a broad chest. Between his
navel and upper chest there was a single hair. He had three 
belly folds.21

Descriptions such as these are not abundant in Muslim texts but they
do display at least one aspect of the devotion to Mu˙ammad who,
although he is only ever said to have been an ordinary mortal with
no supernatural attributes, inevitably became the focus for much
popular speculation and devotion to his person.
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The night journey of Mu˙ammad

More prominent in this elaboration of the picture of Mu˙ammad is
the story of his night journey (isrå<) to Jerusalem and his ascension
into heaven (mi>råj). Not only is the narrative a favourite in and by
itself, but also the stories have been the subject of numerous artistic
endeavours.22 The story also provides at least some of the sanction
for the significance of Jerusalem in Muslim piety (this is the place
from which Mu˙ammad ascended into heaven). As well, the account
of the ascension stands as a model of Muslim spiritual devotion when
interpreted on a metaphorical level as the inner journey leading to
the vision of God. Issues dealing with the nature of heaven and hell,
their existence and the conditions for entrance often find themselves
attached to this story. Finally, the stipulation of five prayers a day as
the requirement for Muslims also finds its support in the narrative.
The story functions on many different levels, therefore, and is not
only a vehicle for flights of popular imagination. 

Traditionally pegged23 to Qur<ån 17/1, “Glory be to Him, who
carried His servant by night from the holy mosque to the further
mosque whose surroundings We have blessed, so that We might 
show him some of Our signs. He is the All-hearing, the All-seeing,”
the story tells of Mu˙ammad travelling to Jerusalem on the back 
of the winged horse Buråq, and from there ascending through the
seven levels of heaven, meeting the great prophets of the past as he
progresses: Adam, John, Jesus, Joseph, Enoch, Aaron, Moses and
Abraham. He is given a view of various aspects of hell as well. Finally,
he is allowed a vision of God and is given the command of fifty
prayers a day for his followers. In a narrative reminiscent of the
Sodom and Gomorrah account in Genesis 18, Mu˙ammad, at Moses’s
insistence, returns to God to bargain for a lower requirement; the 
final result is the five daily prayers.24 Mu˙ammad returns to Mecca
and tells of his adventure and is able to prove the veracity of his story
by knowing of the imminent arrival of a caravan in his home town
which he saw when returning on Buråq. The proof of the mission 
provides a rousing climax to the account. When asked what proof he
had for his journey to Jerusalem, Mu˙ammad replied that,

he had passed a certain caravan in a certain valley and the animal
which he was riding on scared them and a camel ran away. [He
said], “I showed them where it was while on my way to al-Shams.
I carried on until I reached Îajanån where I passed by another
caravan. The people were sleeping; they had a jar of water which
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was covered with something. I uncovered it, drank some water
and replaced the cover as I had found it. The evidence of this is
that their caravan is now approaching from al-Bay∂å< at the pass
of al-Tan>•m; it is led by a dark-coloured camel with two sacks
on it, one black, the other multi-coloured.” The people hurried
to the pass and it was as Mu˙ammad had described.25

The basic substance of the entire story of the night journey and
ascension is found in Ibn Is˙åq’s S•ra and it has continued to be 
elaborated up until today.26 Such miraculous stories are not abundant
in the popular life accounts of Mu˙ammad (as compared to Jesus’s,
for example) but they do tend to play an important role both in 
providing a guarantee of Mu˙ammad’s status and in supplying a 
focal point for popular belief. Other instances of popular stories 
are frequently connected to Mu˙ammad’s birth and youth. Very pop-
ular is the account of angels visiting him to cleanse his heart. The
story exists in many renditions. One version speaks of two men in
white clothes seizing the infant Mu˙ammad, opening his chest and
removing his heart. They then proceed to wash his heart in a golden
basin with purifying water from the well of Zamzam, which was
located next to the Ka>ba in Mecca. This type of story and many
others like it reveal a colourful adaptation of Jewish and Christian
legends regarding prophetic qualifications and initiation; the stories
frequently combine this thematic borrowing with anecdotes spun
around statements from the Qur<ån, as in the instance of the account
of the heavenly journey.27

Mu˙ammad as intercessor

Another aspect of the popular Mu˙ammad which is of great signifi-
cance is that of his role as intercessor on behalf of the members of
his community on the day of judgement. While not finding any
explicit support within the Qur<ån (which emphasizes individual
responsibility on this point), it is commonly held that Mu˙ammad
will act as an advocate before God on behalf of his people. While
this sort of idea has not developed into a notion of redemption through
the prophet by his suffering on others’ behalf, as in Christianity, nor
into an idea of Mu˙ammad having a store of merit which he can
share, his role is clearly enunciated in the texts of classical Islam,
which concentrate on the events on the day of judgement. A text
ascribed to the famous Í¥f • theologian al-Ghazål• (d. 1111) pictures
Mu˙ammad saying in the afterlife scene: “I am the right one! I am
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the right one [to intercede] insofar as God allows it for whomever
He wills and chooses.” God then says to him: “O Mu˙ammad, lift
your head and speak, for you will be heard; seek intercession and it
will be granted.”28 Once again, the popular portrait of Mu˙ammad
constructs him as an extremely important element in the salvation of
his community, someone far more significant than simply the recip-
ient of the revelation of the Qur<ån. Islam very much revolves around
its twin sources of authority, the Qur<ån and Mu˙ammad, with both
of those entities being firmly situated in the prehistory of the
community in Arabia.
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Part II

Emergence of Islamic
identity

Significant dates

632 death of Mu˙ammad
634 death of Ab¥ Bakr, first caliph
644 death of >Umar, second caliph
656 death of >Uthmån, third caliph
661 death of >Al•, fourth caliph and figurehead of the Sh•>a
661 Mu>åwiya becomes caliph
661–750 Umayyad dynasty
680 death of Óusayn, son of >Al•

death of caliph Mu>åwiya
685–705 rule of caliph >Abd al-Malik
691 Dome of the Rock built
728 death of writer al-Óasan al-Baßr•
750 >Abbåsid dynasty begins
767 death of jurist Ab¥ Óan•fa

death of historian Ibn Is˙åq
795 death of jurist Målik ibn Anas
798 death of jurist Ab¥ Y¥suf
805 death of jurist al-Shaybån•
813–33 rule of caliph al-Ma<m¥n
820 death of jurist al-Shåfi>•
838 death of theologian/exegete Ab¥ >Ubayd
855 death of jurist A˙mad Ibn Óanbal
870 death of ˙ad•th collector al-Bukhår•
875 death of ˙ad•th collector Muslim ibn al-Óajjåj
884 death of jurist Dåw¥d ibn Khalaf, founder of 

¸åhir• school
912 death of Mu>tazil• theologian al-Khayyå†
935 death of theologian al-Ash>ar•
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944 death of theologian al-Måtur•d•
945 Buwayhids take over Baghdad

1025 death of Mu>tazil• theologian >Abd al-Jabbår
1037 death of jurist/theologian al-Baghdåd•
1055 rise of the Seljuks
1065 death of ¸åhir• jurist/theologian Ibn Óazm
1096 death of jurist al-Sarakhs•
1142 death of theologian al-Nasaf •
1197 death of jurist al-Marghanån•
1258 Mongol takeover of Baghdad
1453 Turkish takeover of Constantinople/Istanbul
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4 Political action and theory

Muslim sources, frequently confirmed by the unintentional witness
of contemporaneous Greek and Syriac writers, make it clear that the
Arabs came surging out of the Arabian peninsula in the seventh
century, with the initial attack on Damascus in 635 (the city being
taken finally in 637), Ctesiphon in 637 and Jerusalem in 638. The
area had been made ready for such an invasion by the political 
situation of the Near East as sketched in Chapter 1. A critical matter
of dispute among historians is the extent to which religion was a moti-
vating factor in these wars of expansion. The simple explanation 
that religion, in the common sense of the word, provides the under-
pinning of the whole phenomenon is not necessarily supported by the
archaeological data available; nor is it substantiated by the historical
texts, at least not when they are critically assessed in the light of an
understanding of the theological back-reading of history which took
place well after Islam was fully established. What appears fairly plain
is that, in the first century of Arab rule in the Near East, a religious
ideology was being employed both by those in power and by those
struggling for power; it was by means of this ideology that authority
was established in the community. Once again, then, one must be
careful in speaking of the religion in the earliest period. To call it
“Islam” leads easily to the glossing of the difference between what
was conceived then and what the religion became by the beginning
of the third Muslim century when a fixed religious system had
certainly emerged (although its orthodox form was still at least a
century off even at that point). Some scholars have suggested that 
we should refer to this early religion of the Arabs as “Hagarism,” a 
word derived from the name used in some Greek and Syriac sources
when talking about the “Muslims.”1 Others have suggested a term
such as “Muhammadanism” or even “Arab monotheism.”2 Be that as
it may, in general some of the most important evidence for making
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a distinction between the earlier and later roles and forms of the 
religion in the area comes from the political actions of the early 
rulers of the conquered territory, especially as the rulers affected the
religious ideology and symbolism through their employment of it.

History of the Arab conquests and empire

Ab¥ Bakr took over rule of the community in the position of “caliph”
(khal•fa), upon the death of Mu˙ammad in the year 632; he was
selected by a group of elders, according to traditional reports, as 
being the person most qualified to rule. At that time the Arabs con-
trolled no territory outside Arabia, as far as the contemporary sources
let us know. It was under Ab¥ Bakr’s leadership in the year 633 
that early victories in Iraq (the city of Hira) took place. The year 634 
saw the beginnings of the conquest of Syria as well as the accession
of >Umar ibn al-Kha††åb, the second caliph. Syria gradually fell into
Arab hands with the Battle of Yarmuk in 636 inflicting a crushing
defeat on the Byzantine army. Damascus, Antioch, Jerusalem and
finally the whole Syrian area came under Arab control by 638. Mean-
while, Iraq was falling also, with the conquest of Ctesiphon (Madå<in)
and the defeat of the Sasanian army in 637, followed by the found-
ing of the garrison towns of Basra and Kufa in 638. By 641, the
Sasanian empire was coming close to its final end, with virtually all
of Persia open to the Arabs after the Battle of Nihavand. The con-
quest of Egypt was begun in 639 and completed by 642. With >Umar’s
death in 644, >Uthmån ibn >Affån, the third caliph, took over; in his
time, the armies made westward gains, coming near the Roman out-
reach of Carthage by 647, but the area proved much harder to subdue
than the former Sasanian or Byzantine territories. Some of the islands 
of the Mediterranean came under Arab domination at this time, with
Cyprus being taken in 649 and Rhodes and Crete occupied shortly
thereafter; these conquests came as a result of the emergence of Arab
sea power, which provided a means of defence for the armies against
the initially superior Byzantine naval forces.

>Uthmån was assassinated in 656, reputedly by a group of dis-
affected tribesmen from Egypt,3 and his rule was followed by that of
>Al• ibn ab• ˇålib, cousin and son-in-law of Mu˙ammad. >Al•’s posi-
tion was challenged, however, by a group consisting of >Å<isha, one
of the widows of Mu˙ammad, ˇalha and al-Zubayr, members of the
group of close followers of Mu˙ammad. The “Battle of the Camel”
was the result of this uprising, leading to the death of ˇalha and al-
Zubayr, and the removal from a position of influence of >Å<isha. >Al•
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was effectively in charge until a kinsman of >Uthmån, Mu>åwiya,
revolted. Power and authority were clearly the issues at stake in this
civil war once again, although rivalries between groups of Arabs,
both on matters of tribal loyalties and political/practical problems,
have also been seen to be partially responsible. 

>Al• and Mu>åwiya met in what is known as the Battle of Íiff •n
which was, in the end, submitted to arbitration because of the inde-
cisive outcome of the clash. The fact of submitting the matter to this
sort of resolution led to a clear erosion of >Al•’s power, for it acted
to legitimize the challenge to his position as ruler. Probably by the
year 660, Mu>åwiya had full control of his home province of Syria.
In 661, >Al• was murdered by a rebel, creating a situation in which
Mu>åwiya was able to take over Kufa in Iraq, the power base of 
>Al•, and emerge as the clear leader; thus was formed what became
the Umayyad dynasty which lasted until 750. Certainly not all the
people rallied behind Mu>åwiya; some supporters of >Al•, who gained
the name the Sh•>a, or “party,” of >Al•, remained outside the control
of the new leader. Others who are thought to have felt that the whole
process was somehow illegitimate, declared themselves opposed to
both sides and became known as the Khawårij, those who had “gone
out” from the community. The stance of such people plays a major
role in the debates over theological issues, as will be discussed in the
next chapter. It is tempting to see people such as the Khawårij as the
earliest bearers of the religious impulse which became Islam; thus
their rejection of the political powers of the day might be seen in 
religious as well as political terms. Such a reading of history remains
fairly speculative at this time, however.4

Meanwhile, the expansionist wars were continuing. By 661, the
armies had already arrived in Afghanistan, making their way to 
India, as far as the Indus river and the province of Sind. Under a
succession of Umayyad rulers, the armies went into central Asia, with
Bukhara being raided in 674 and Samarkand in 676, although it 
took until 711 for the area to be fully settled. Sporadically from 
670 onward, Constantinople was besieged, although it was never actu-
ally captured until 1453 under the Ottomans. Eastern sections of
Anatolia, and Armenia, fell towards the end of the seventh century.
Likewise, the conquests in the west continued, with Kairouan in
present-day Tunisia being founded in 670, and Carthage finally falling
into Arab hands in 693. From there, the armies went to the Atlantic
and crossed into Spain in 710, taking over Toledo in 712. Southern
France was invaded in 725 but the overstretched army was stopped
from further incursions into Europe by the Battle of Tours in 732.
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Mu>åwiya ruled from 661 until 680 when he died and, by previous
arrangement, the leadership of the empire went to his son Yaz•d.
This transfer of power did not go uncontested. Almost immediately
upon assuming power, Yaz•d faced a rebellion by one of >Al•’s sons,
Óusayn, whose efforts appear to have been pitiful, although his 
actions had an enormous mythic power among the later Sh•>a. A more
serious and lasting challenge came from >Abd Allåh ibn al-Zubayr 
who was a member of the Quraysh tribe to which Mu˙ammad had
belonged and a resident of Medina. Amassing power in his home 
base, Ibn al-Zubayr was attacked by Yaz•d’s Medinan governor in 
680 but he was able to flee to Mecca, where he gained power espe-
cially when Yaz•d died in 683. His rebellion continued, even reaching
such an extent that he was the most significant leader within the Arab
empire for a certain period of time, until a strong power re-emerged
within the Umayyad family, that of >Abd al-Malik (685–705), and he
was defeated. It was also under the rule of >Abd al-Malik and his son
al-Wal•d (705–15) that the final surge of the conquests in the east and
the west were accomplished.

By 744 the power of the Umayyads was being challenged again
and, despite a strong ruler, Marwån II (744–50), an apparently Sh•>•-
inspired rebellion fomented in the eastern province of Khurasan. 
This eventually led to civil war and the rise of the >Abbåsid dynasty
in 750. The Sh•>a were quickly disavowed by the new rulers, but the
change in ruling families did have far-reaching consequences beyond
the actual political structure of the state. A socio-economic restruc-
turing of the empire took place, with the partial removal of the 
“old guard” who were entrenched in positions of power within the
social system and the eventual emergence of a new and powerful
class of bourgeoisie and religiously devoted scholars. The capital of
the empire was moved from Syria to Baghdad and this action provided
the pretext for the splintering of various areas of the new empire. 
For the western reaches of the empire, this eastward shift of the
caliphal seat of power was cited as an example of the lack of interest
exhibited by the central administration for the more far-flung portions
of the empire. A descendant of the Umayyads, >Abd al-Ra˙mån,
became the independent ruler of Spain in 756. Similar independence
movements affected North Africa during the late eighth and ninth
centuries. Likewise, separate dynasties emerged in the east, especially
in the provinces of Khurasan and Transoxiana, in the ninth century,
leading eventually to the Buwayhid family taking over Baghdad itself
in 945 and reducing the caliph to a person of little influence who
acted only as a puppet of the real military rulers. The Mongol takeover
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in 1258 spelled the end of even this remnant of >Abbåsid caliphal
prestige.

Such were the political events of the early centuries. There is little
reason to harbour substantial doubts concerning the overall chrono-
logical ordering of these conquests. What is significant, however, is
that during this period the gradual emergence of the classical form
of Islam may be seen. But just what was the role of Islam in all of
this political activity? Were the battles being fought religiously moti-
vated? To what extent did this shape the structures of Islam itself?
What was the role of politics in enunciating the classical form of
Islam? What was the position of the caliph as the leader of the
community and how did he use the idea of Islam in his ruling of 
the community?

The notion of jihād

A central image which has remained powerful in the Euro-American
mind is that of the Muslim jihåd spreading Islam by the sword across
much of the known world after the time of Mu˙ammad. However,
the religious nature of these early expansionist conquests has provided
a point of considerable debate in recent decades. Medieval Muslim
authors in writing the history of the era certainly saw the hand of
God behind the spread of Islam and the notion that this was a
“struggle” in the way of God, as the word and concept jihåd suggests,
was a characteristic to be applauded. This back-projection of reli-
gious motivation has made the reconstruction of the character of this
early historical period difficult. 

The medieval view held that the world was divided into two arenas,
dår al-Islåm, the “house of Islam,” and dår al-˙arb, the “house of
war.” The necessity of the armed struggle against the unbelievers was
clearly indicated in the Qur<ån, as in Qur<ån 22/39: “Permission is
given to those [believers] who are fighting [the disbelievers] because
they have been wronged. Surely God is able to give them victory!”
Whether this was a defensive or offensive struggle mattered little
because the resistance of people to Islam was often taken to be equiv-
alent to an attack on Islam. The final goal of jihåd must then be a
world which has been brought under the control of Islam and is, by
definition, peaceful.

Underlying the idea of jihåd is a unified Muslim community, the
umma, which has the collective duty to expand Islam; this was to be
done under the leadership or commission of the caliph. Expansionist
wars were the responsibility of those who were charged with the task
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or those who chose to do so as a group; defending Islam, however,
was a duty which fell on everyone who was capable. An expansionist
war could not be undertaken without first issuing a call for the un-
believers to join Islam; should there be resistance to that call, then
the war was justified. This notion of a unified community underlying
the idea of jihåd is crucial because it emphasizes the political (as
opposed to religious) significance of the doctrine, certainly as it
evolved. A caliph who issued a call for jihåd was also asserting legit-
imacy in his position as caliph. (As we will see in medieval and
modern times, in the absence of the caliph, the call for jihåd acts as
an assertion of authentic Muslim identity.)

Not all early wars were expansionist battles and this fact made 
the moral issue of war one which early Muslims had to deal with.
Battles between groups, all of whom identified themselves as part of
this new empire, provided a challenge which led to a terminological
distinction in dealing with ˙arb, “war”: fut¥˙, literally “openings”
were battles against unbelievers, while fitan, “moral disruptions,” were
battles between Muslims.5 Only the former could be a jihåd.

The complications of the historical records, the entanglement of
later Muslim theories of jihåd, and the underlying polemical over-
tones of any treatment of jihåd mean that other sources of information
are needed in order to provide a clear view of the nature of the 
religious and political context at the time of the rise of Islam.

The Dome of the Rock and its significance

During the rule of the Umayyad caliph >Abd al-Malik, an event of
major significance took place: the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem was
built. This is the oldest extant building of Islamic architecture and one
which can be dated with significant precision due to the presence of
an important inscription which is found on both sides of the outer
arched octagonal colonnade within the building. The inscription was
tampered with by al-Ma<m¥n, the >Abbåsid caliph (ruled 813–33). He
had ordered some repairs done to the Dome in about the year 831,
and he appears to have followed a general policy of attempting to
obliterate signs of the accomplishments of the earlier Umayyads.
Significant original information still remains in the inscription,
however, apparently due to an “oversight” on the part of those who
changed it. The end of the inscription, at the east end of the south face
on the outer band of the colonnade reads: “The servant of God >Abd
Allåh the imåm al-Ma<m¥n, commander of the believers, has built this
Dome in the year 72 [i.e. 691], may God accept him. . . .”6 Not only
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is the shade of the mosaic in which the inscription has been written
different when the name of the caliph is stated, but also the name is
written in crowded characters. Most telling, however, is the fact that
the date which is given (and is written in mosaics of the same shade
as the rest of the inscription) is that of >Abd al-Malik who, as all the
other sources tell us, had the Dome built and who ruled from 685 to
705. A similar tampering is also witnessed on the copper inscriptions
over the north and east doors, which are also held to have been written
in the time of >Abd al-Malik, according to the evidence of the shape
of the script itself.7

Why was the Dome of the Rock built?

Later Muslim historians provide several reasons for >Abd al-Malik
having built the Dome.8 As stated earlier, during the revolt of Ibn al-
Zubayr, control of Mecca fell to the rebel leader. In order to assert
his authority and independence, >Abd al-Malik, according to this 
tradition, had the Dome of the Rock built as a place of pilgrimage.
This explanation attempts to account for the unique (within Islam)
architectural style of the Dome, for it is not a mosque nor is it an
imitation of the Ka>ba. It is, however, clearly a place where pilgrimage-
type activities – especially circumambulation – were designed to take
place within the colonnaded passageways. Modern historians have
objected to this interpretation, suggesting that it is unlikely that any
caliph would attempt to displace Mecca as a point of pilgrimage 
for this would be likely to entail, as a result, the total rejection of
that person’s legitimacy to be ruler of an “Islamic” state. Such an
objection, however, is based upon a supposition that the pilgrimage
to Mecca was already a central symbol of nascent Islam. It would 
seem just as possible to conceive that, in the era of >Abd al-Malik,
the activity of pilgrimage was being used as a political symbol and
that two pilgrimages, one in Mecca under Ibn al-Zubayr and another
in Jerusalem under >Abd al-Malik, emerged at roughly the same time 
in competition with one another. 

Another suggestion classically put forth to explain the existence of
the Dome of the Rock is that it was a sanctuary built to commemo-
rate the “ascension” (mi>råj) of Mu˙ammad as related in Chapter 3;
the rock from which Mu˙ammad ascended into heaven is covered by
the commemorative dome. Such an interpretation is clearly late,
however, for no part of the colonnade inscription of >Abd al-Malik
found in the building makes any reference to this journey; nor do any
elements of the texts which are found in the inscription and which
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are also found in the Qur<ån even contain an allusion to this myth. It
is also worthy of note that early Muslim interpretation of Qur<ån 17/1,
the key text cited as related to the mi>råj, is ambiguous about the 
identification of al-masjid al-aqßå which is mentioned in this verse.
One interpretation is that this term refers to a town near Mecca on
the boundary of the sacred ˙aram (and, in parallel, al-masjid al-
˙aram refers not to a specific building but to the town of Mecca
itself ). Another idea is that al-masjid al-aqßå is in a celestial loca-
tion. Third, the term is taken as a reference to the Temple Mount in
Jerusalem as a whole, or even to Jerusalem as a whole. The associ-
ation of the Muslim buildings with this term is quite late, with the
so-called Mosque of >Umar, located on the southern end of the sanc-
tuary platform, being identified as al-masjid al-aqßå (as it is now
commonly called) for the first time only in the eleventh century.

Finally, texts from various Muslim historians suggest that the Dome
was built to rival the beauty of the Christian Holy Sepulchre in
Jerusalem.9 This is an account which has echoes throughout Islamic
history, for example in the accounts of Sultan Ahmet I and his com-
missioning the architect Mehmet Aga early in the seventeenth century
to build the Blue Mosque (Sultan Ahmet Camii) in Istanbul directly
opposite the Christian Church of Justinian, Haghia Sophia, dedicated
in 537, in order to rival its magnificence.

The interpretation of the Dome of the Rock

This latter explanation may, in fact, contain an element which is
meaningful historically when the building is interpreted as a whole
in its architectural form and in the light of the contents of the inscrip-
tions. It would appear that the desire of the builder was not only to
rival but to outshine all other buildings and, most importantly, to
symbolize the triumph of the conquerors over the land and over the
rival religions. The Dome of the Rock embodies the arrival of nascent
Islam and underlines the religion’s rising presence. It is a piece of
work representing the ultimate propaganda of the Arab rulers over
their subjects through the use of religion. That is why the building is
so important to any understanding of the rise of Islam. Still, though,
why the Dome should have been built over this specific rock in
Jerusalem remains unclear; a suggestion that, in fact, the Muslims
were completing a Christian project from an earlier time is possible
but, once again, there does not seem to be an overwhelming amount
of evidence for such a notion.10
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The evidence of the inscription on the colonnade (which people
circumambulating the rock would see and perhaps be able to read,
especially the one on the inner surface) also suggests significant
aspects of the Arab propaganda effort. The outer face of the colon-
nade contains a series of passages, found today in the Qur<ån, which
comprise five groups of short phrases, each emphasizing the unity
and absolute unrivalled power of God, that He has had no offspring,
and that Mu˙ammad is His messenger. The text on the inner face
declares the unity of God and Mu˙ammad’s status, and continues
with verses addressed to the “people of the book,” admonishing 
that no mistakes be made in religion, declaring the Trinity to be false, 
and telling of the correct view of Jesus, the spirit from God. “Do
not speak of three (gods),” one of the passages warns. The polem-
ical aspect of the inner text especially is clear. The testimony to the
development of Muslim doctrine is significant also. Here we have
evidence of the status of key beliefs in Islam – the non-messianic and
non-divine status of Jesus, the acceptance of a multiplicity of
prophets, Mu˙ammad’s receipt of revelation and the designation of
the religion itself by the name of Islam.

The style of the architecture of the building is also significant in
understanding the rise of Islam. The Dome itself is clearly modelled
after Syrian Christian churches – it may be seen as the final achieve-
ment of the Byzantine architectural style11 – although it has also been
suggested that it contains in its decorations many Sasanian traits.
Certainly, the only true Arab element in the building is the inscrip-
tional calligraphy. A close connection has been noted between the
Dome and various earlier buildings of the Byzantines, including the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre and the cathedral in Bosra (southern
Syria) built in 512.12 The resemblance extends most importantly to
the geometrical structure of the buildings themselves. By employing
a clear tradition in Byzantine architecture, the Dome was able to
provide evidence to the conquered people of the power of the new
rulers. It should be noted that circumambulation appears to have been
practised by Christians who went around the tomb of Jesus in the
rotunda of the Holy Sepulchre; thus, the entire rite connected to the
building in early times is likely to have been one which would have
reinforced this assertion of authority.

It has also been suggested that the inscription of >Abd al-Malik
inside the Dome aimed to provide spiritual guidance to the believers
and to show the fundamental difference between Christianity and
Islam. That is, the Dome was built as a symbol of, and a vehicle for,
the emergence of the self-definition of Islam over against Christianity.
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This was done through the means of a splendid building, undoubt-
edly built to surpass the beauty of Christian churches, but yet done
in the model of a Christian edifice. It was situated in Jerusalem as a
political symbol of triumph – symbolized in the very fact of its being
built. Its construction served to indicate the gradual emergence of
Islamic identity in a form expressive and meaningful for all to behold. 

Indeed, one of the statements in the inscription refers to Islam as
“the religion with God” (compare Qur<ån 3/19); from this point on,
therefore, those in power are clearly arguing for their religion “Islam.”
The copper inscription over the north door also refers to Muslims 
as those who believe in God, and what He revealed to Mu˙ammad,
and that there are no differences among the prophets, all of whom
God sent (compare Qur<ån 2/136 or 3/84). Additionally, the inscrip-
tion also indicates the direction of early theological self-definition in
the sense that the emphasis on Christianity can be seen to suggest
Islam’s supersession of the Christian faith, especially in the light of
its doctrine of Jesus and its condemnation of notions of the Trinity.
The connection of the rock over which the Dome was built to King
David and the Jewish Temple may well be intended to suggest both
the fulfilment of the promise of Judaism, as well as the abrogation
of that dispensation – Islam has taken over the Davidic heritage in
both religious and political ways.

The caliph and his authority

The Dome of the Rock represents, therefore, a conscious attempt 
on the part of >Abd al-Malik to assert the authority of the new rule 
and to champion the new religion of Islam. That this was very much
a personal matter, one which established his own authority not only
among the new subjects of the empire but also among the mem-
bers of the Arab community, appears to be evidenced by the self-
conception of the caliph in this early period. Thus, while the Dome
of the Rock provided the symbol of the caliph’s authority, the actual
conception of the position provided the source of his authority.

Classical Islam displays the phenomenon of religious authority
residing with a scholarly elite and ultimately, it would be claimed,
with the entire community. Some evidence has been interpreted to
suggest, however, that this situation was not always so. Early on, the
caliph, referred to by the title khal•fat Allåh, the “representative (or
deputy) of God,” appears to have combined religious and political
power, only to have the religious dimension of the power removed
in the third Muslim century (as reflected in the later theory of the
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caliphate), in recognition of the de facto change in the power struc-
ture by that time. This revamping of power appears to have occurred
at the hands of the scholars after a struggle involving an explicit
attempt by the caliphs to impose a specific religious system of thought
which upheld their position and asserted their authority; this was put
forth in opposition to the efforts and interests of scholars who stood
for their own independent authority.

Evidence for this position of the early caliph comes from the use
of the title khal•fat Allåh as testified most significantly on coins from
the reign of >Abd al-Malik, the builder of the Dome of the Rock. This
title is used in the place of the later khal•fat ras¥l Allåh (“deputy of
the messenger of God”), which was employed by the >Abbåsids along-
side the earlier formulation, a fact which has often (mis)led historians
to believe that the two titles were directly equivalent.

Some recent scholarship13 has suggested that the early caliph saw
himself in a mode very similar to the Sh•>• Imåm. Obedience to the
caliph was deemed to be necessary for salvation because the caliph’s
authority came straight from God. For the individual in the early
period, therefore, the choice of to whom to give one’s allegiance was
a religious one, since salvation was connected to it; at least, that was
the argument that those in power appear to have been suggesting.

Concomitant with his stress on divine authority, the caliph acted
as judge, creating the sacred law and acting as the reference point for
decisions on difficult items of law. The argument was made that his
rulings were based on the Qur<ån, the practice (sunna) – not that of
a fixed practice of the past embodied in the person of Mu˙ammad
but the practice as found in the territory concerned – and his own
(superhuman) insight.

The “inquisition” and the emergence of the
scholarly elite

The early ninth-century institution of the mi˙na, or “inquisition,”
unintentionally put a stop to this type of conception, although the
underlying tension remained a feature of Islamic history which occa-
sionally revealed its face.14 The final result of the attempt to assert
caliphal control over religious dogma embodied in this “inquisition”
was the emergence of an independent scholarly group of people
(symbolized in the figure of A˙mad ibn Óanbal, d. 855) in whom
religious authority, to the extent which that was conceived to exist,
was vested. Under the >Abbåsid caliph al-Ma<m¥n (ruled 813–33),
various attempts were made to assert the power of the caliph in the
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community in a variety of areas concerned with religion.15 Sig-
nificantly, beginning in 829, al-Ma<m¥n declared that all government
officials and religious leaders must believe in the doctrine of the
“created Qur<ån”; in 833 an “inquisition,” mi˙na, was initiated, such
that only those who agreed with the caliph’s dogma would be allowed
to hold official positions. Those who refused, including A˙mad ibn
Óanbal, were removed from their positions and imprisoned. This prac-
tice continued in the following reigns of al-Mu>taßim (ruled 833–42)
and al-Wåthiq (ruled 842–7). Al-Mutawakkil (ruled 847–61) put an
end to the enterprise in 849 but by then it was too late.

The significance of the actual doctrine which al-Ma<m¥n and his
successors tried to enforce is not as important as the actual act of their
trying to impose it. Until this point, the authority of the caliph to enun-
ciate and represent Islam, while not totally unchallenged, appears to
have been accepted. That is, for the Umayyad and early >Abbåsid
rulers, Islam was to a significant extent an ideological tool in the hands
of the ruling powers. Al-Ma<m¥n’s actions in attempting to enforce 
a version of Islamic orthodoxy backfired and led to the increasing
prominence of those who rejected the caliphal authority in favour of
the authority of a scholarly elite whose authority was said to lie in
their transmission and interpretation of the Qur<ån and the sunna of
Mu˙ammad. It is at this point that classical Islam as we know it today
began to come into existence, as is reflected in the literary sources,
virtually all of which stem from a time after this period and reflect
those scholarly concerns, perceptions and interpretations of Islam.16

The final implication of this change in power structure is that reli-
gion and politics in Islam became disentangled. This is reflected in
the later theories of the caliphate, which recognized the fact that the
two spheres were in practice separate, although mutually supportive.
The caliphate was defined as a “form of government which safeguards
the ordinances of the Sharia (Muslim law) and sees that they are put
into practice.”17 Beyond that, the relationship between the person 
of the caliph and the actual mechanism of rule in both military and
religious spheres was left open, such that the practical realities of 
the Islamic empire could be accommodated to the theory and thus
legitimized.
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5 Theological exposition

Chapter 4 examined the role of the caliph and the learned classes 
in defining what Islam was to stand for, both theologically and polit-
ically. That discussion focused on the role of authority; both within
and behind the debates which went on in the early centuries, however,
lie the actual doctrines which were to emerge as the central elements
of Islamic self-definition in theological terms. Certainly, no other
element in the understanding of the formation of Islam has consumed
such a great deal of intellectual effort among modern scholars as has
the development of theology. Ironically, the resulting picture is one
of considerable confusion, perhaps a consequence, once again, of the
abundance of late source material, the variety of ways of interpreting
the data provided, and the absence of a substantial quantity of texts
traceable to the early period itself. Some relatively early works do
exist, but the picture they combine to create remains disjointed.

Theological writing is the end result of an attempt at religious 
self-definition; it attempts to enunciate what is believed within a
certain group of people in terms of certain tenets. Within the Near
Eastern milieu, various elements emerged among the religions of
Judaism, Christianity and Islam which defined what they held in
common and where they differed. The process of defining where
Islam was to differ from the other religions and where it was to 
agree was what the early theological tracts attempted to accomplish.
The texts do not do this in an explicit way. They do not set up inter-
religious comparisons. Rather, the efforts were conducted under
topics which were, to a great extent, already predefined within the
general religious milieu and were then enunciated from within each
religious perspective.
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The emergence of Islamic theological identity

The basic elements of Islamic theology find their expression within
the Qur<ån and the sunna, and are elaborated to some extent in works
such as the S•ra of Ibn Is˙åq (d. 767). In these contexts, the state-
ments are not theology, of course, but rather simple creedal formulae
which have been isolated as being summaries of what Islam stands
for. It took several centuries of scholarly reflection to mould this raw
material into the mature formulations of Islamic faith. Belief in the
oneness of God, in angels, in all the prophets and their scriptures, in
the final judgement day, and in God’s decree for humanity are often
seen to be the core elements of faith for all Muslims; such simple
summations arose, however, only after extensive reflection and debate
concerning some very basic theological issues in the formative
centuries of Islam.

The definition of a Muslim

From the available sources, one prime question emerges which seems
to have been of major concern and may well have provided the stim-
ulus towards developed theological writing. This was the issue of
determining who was and who was not a Muslim. The later Muslim
sources, which provide us with additional data on the origins of this
dispute, picture it as first arising within the context of the history 
of the early Muslim community, in common with the general trend
in the sources to put the origins of Islam as back as far as possible.
Disputes over succession within the Arab ruling groups appear to
have been read and understood by later generations of Muslims in
theological terms as well as political ones. At stake was whether >Al•,
the fourth leader of the Arabs after Mu˙ammad, had the responsi-
bility for avenging the death of his assassinated predecessor >Uthmån;
the clan of >Uthmån, led by Mu>åwiya, championed the claims of its
kinsman, suggesting that >Al• had lost rightful claim to rule because
of his failure to follow up on this obligation. Civil war erupted and
Mu>åwiya and the Umayyad dynasty eventually took over. From
today’s perspective, there seems to be little reason to dispute the basic
historico-political events. Muslim theological sources, however, see
far more in these events and view them as paradigms for the discus-
sion of issues of religious self-definition; they use these earlier events
for discussion of the theological disputes which were, in fact, taking
place at least a century after the fact. From a historical perspective,
it is worth noting that the use of military force in trying to decide
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the issues concerning >Uthmån and >Al• indicates immediately that
there certainly was a great deal at stake at this time, and the issue
really was far more involved than the question concerning the death
of >Uthmån. In the later reading of these historical events, the notions
of piety and the “rightful” (i.e. moral) assassination of an “unjust”
ruler become the operative elements.

What emerges from the sources is a picture of a variety of groups,
each going under a name which is often provided with a connection
back to the times of >Al• and >Uthmån, each taking its own position
on what constitutes the definition of membership within the emergent
Muslim community. The reasons for being concerned with this ques-
tion were likely to have been of both a practical and a legal nature,
over and above being the result of polemical discourse with Jews and
Christians in the Near Eastern milieu.

The Khawårij

The Khawårij (or Kharijites) held a strict, activist position: all those
who fall short of the total adherence to the Islamic precepts are un-
believers. Any of those who might happen to slip are thus rendered
targets for the Islamic jihåd against all non-believers; membership 
in the community, at the very least, provided protection from such
attacks. In origin the group may have been involved in even more
basic discussions over the sources of authority in the community.
Their slogan is said to have been lå ˙ukma illå li-llåhi, “there is no
judgement except that of God,” which would suggest that they held
that only God, through His expression in the Qur<ån, has made binding
laws for humanity. At least in part, therefore, the Khawårij may be
pictured as the scripturalist party who rejected those who attempted
to supplement the single source of authority in the community with
a notion of the sunna. For the Khawårij, this sunna was not a part of
the divine revelation and therefore had no particular status in the
framework of Islamic law; it was, in fact, like the authority of the
caliph himself, part of a human endeavour which had no place along-
side the divine word. It may well be, then, that they are to be identi-
fied as a pietistic group in the context of emergent Islam, facing off
against the asserted power and authority of the caliph and his sunna.1

Later, however, a part of the ammunition of the Khawårij against
other groups was sought in ˙ad•th reports (that is, the sunna of
Mu˙ammad), which they saw as equating certain actions, for example,
adultery, as taking one out of the category of “believer.”2
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This activist position proved disruptive to the early Muslim com-
munity, and the legacy of the movement and its theological and moral
position has lingered until today. The Khawårij were, in many ways,
a marginal group when viewed within the overall context of Islamic
history. As a group their significance faded. However, the tendency
displayed in their thought has always provided a tension in Islam.
Their demands for judgement of adherence to Islam – always varying
in their intensity and their precise theological motivation, certainly –
provided a constant threat to the unity of the community, yet those
threats were enunciated under the guise of a demand for that very
unity which was considered possible only with a strict implementa-
tion of a single code of Islam. Such approaches to Islam have become
prominent at times of community stress. A threat from the outside to
the integrity of the Muslim community has, throughout history,
provided the stimulus for a retreat to a more closely defined concep-
tion of Islam and a greater call for a judgement upon fellow Muslims
as to the acceptability of their practice of Islam.3

The Murji<a
The Murji<a adopted a conservative position, preserving the status
quo. They argued that those who appeared not to be following the
outward precepts of Islam must still be accepted as Muslims; only
God truly knows their religious state. A profession of faith along 
with an inward assent to Islam was all that was required to confirm
community membership; faith (•mån) is “of the heart and of the
tongue.” The position starts with the emblem of theological identity
implied by the questions concerning >Al• and >Uthmån. Were these
two men guilty of sin? Were their assassinations justified? The Murji<a
are pictured in the sources as holding that the decisions on these ques-
tions must be left to God. As a theological position, this stance holds
that “works” – consisting of all human actions – are not a part of
faith; that is, as long as a person professes belief in Islam (through
the single “act” of confession of faith), then that person is a Muslim.
The actual performance of the ritual acts of Islam is not a criterion
for membership in the community. This position was supported in
the view of the Murji<a by the notion that in the Qur<ån God called
those who had confessed their faith (and that alone) “believers.”
According to Ab¥ Óan•fa (d. 767), good works will be rewarded
primarily in the hereafter:
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Whoever obeys God in all the laws, according to us, is of the
people of paradise. Whoever leaves both faith and works is an
infidel, of the people of the fire. However, whoever believes but
is guilty of some breach of the law is a believing sinner, and God
will do as He wishes with that person: punish the person if He
wills, or forgive the person if He wills.4

In the here and now, it was frequently argued that any increase in
faith as manifested in pious works was really only an increase in
conviction on the part of the individual. The whole doctrine thus had
a practical result in terms of the ease of conversion to Islam, as may
be seen especially in the case of the spread among the Turks in central
Asia in the eleventh century of the later theological school of al-
Måtur•d• which followed Ab¥ Óan•fa’s legal teachings.5

Ab¥ Óan•fa is generally pictured as the major early enunciator of
the Murji<a position; certainly, his name has become associated with
documents which are seen as coming from the Murji<a in their 
details. One such document is al-Fiqh al-Akbar,6 another the Risåla
(“letter”) to >Uthmån al-Batt•.7 These documents, and others from the
same school of thought, seem to have the preservation of the unity
of the Muslim community as their central concern, as is suggested 
by the tolerant nature of the definition of faith according to the
Murji<a.

The Traditionalists

A group generally termed the Traditionalists (often calling them-
selves, as do other groups, ahl al-sunna, “the people of the sunna”;
the name “Traditionalist” refers to the use of ˙ad•th materials in pref-
erence to the independent powers of reason)8 are generally connected
to the figure of A˙mad ibn Óanbal (d. 855) in the early period. Their
stance represents yet another position on this question of faith, essen-
tially arguing that there are degrees of “being Muslim.” Works do
count towards one’s status in the community, although one can still
be a believer and commit sin – there are, therefore, what may be
termed “degrees of faith.” This position is enunciated in works
ascribed to Ibn Óanbal and to Ab¥ >Ubayd (d. 838), and is also found
embodied in the books of ˙ad•th; it becomes the position of the later
theological school of al-Ash>ar• and thus of the majority form of
Islam. Ibn Óanbal is said to have summarized his position as “faith
consists in verbal assent, deeds and intention and adherence to the
sunna. Faith increases and decreases.”9
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Ab¥ >Ubayd was a scholar with broad intellectual interests who
“contributed pioneer studies of major significance, and in all of 
them he displayed a degree of erudition and reached a level of achieve-
ment which won the acclaim of contemporary scholars.”10 Theo-
logically, he argued that faith is submission to God through intention,
statement of belief, and works all combined. Such faith varies by
degrees, beginning with the basic confession of faith and then build-
ing from there; whoever makes the first step is entitled to be called 
a Muslim (and thus, in practical terms, the doctrine has the same 
consequences as that of the Murji<a) but perfection of faith is some-
thing to be reached through works. One can be termed a believer on
the basis of the statement of faith but there are ranks among the believ-
ers in accordance with the extent to which such people conform to
the requirements of the religious system of Islam. The Muslim who
commits a grave sin, therefore, is still to be termed a believer but is
not as good a believer as someone who has not committed a sin; 
such a person is not a believer in the full definition of that term.11

The Qadariyya

A fourth position in the overall debate became associated with some
people from within a group known as the Qadariyya (for example,
al-Óasan al-Baßr•, d. 728); here, as with the Murji<a, a person who
professes faith in Islam is considered a member of the community,
but those who can be observed not following the requirements of
Islam are to be considered neither believers nor unbelievers, but
somewhere in between – they are hypocrites. The end result in prac-
tical terms is, once again, the same as with the Murji<a, but the claim
is being made that it is, in fact, possible to have an opinion about the
status of a believer’s adherence to Islam. The position does not dis-
tinguish, however, between levels of faith as does that of the
Traditionalists.

The problem of free will and predestination

The Qadariyya were centrally involved in another theological dispute,
one which is generally understood to have provided them with their
name. The Qadariyya are those who discussed the issue of qadar, the
preordination of events in the world by God. This group held to the
position of the free will of humanity and was opposed in this matter
by those often said to be more closely aligned to the political powers
of the day. That is, the Qadariyya were on the more revolutionary
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wing of the theological groupings; their espousal of free will was
frequently connected to those agitating for a new political order which
was opposed to the ruling Umayyad caliphs who had appropriated
both political and theological authority under the guise of having 
been appointed by God (and thus destined to fulfil this function).12

If individuals were accountable for their actions, then so were govern-
ments, according to the argument of the Qadariyya. The Murji<a are
frequently pictured as those most supportive of the ruling powers, for
their doctrine of faith as a personal concern did not facilitate judge-
ments being made on people as to their status in the faith (beyond
the actual statement of faith), whether that person be a peasant or the
ruler.

The Risåla (often translated “Treatise” in this instance) of al-Óasan
al-Baßr• is generally seen as one of the earliest documents concerned
with the argument for free will, although both the ascription of an
early date to the text and its status as one of the earliest texts have
been questioned.13 Al-Óasan argues in the treatise for the position of
the individual’s free will on the basis of the Qur<ån; any suggestion
made in the Qur<ån that predestination is to be supported (as his 
opponents suggested) is to be countered by an interpretation of the
passage in the light of other statements. Most obvious in this regard,
statements such as Qur<ån 13/27, “God sends anyone He wishes
astray” (implying that the individual’s fate is in the hands of God
alone and there is nothing that can be done about it) are to be inter-
preted in the light of other statements such as Qur<ån 14/27, “God
sends wrongdoers astray,” where, it is asserted, the people are already
astray (they are already “wrongdoers,” by the act of their own free
will) before God confirms them in their “fate.” This became the stan-
dard interpretative tool of all those who argued for the free-will
position in Islam. From a more positive angle, the argument also ran
that God says in Qur<ån 51/56, “I have only created jinn and people
so they may worship Me,” meaning that all people must be free to
worship God, for God would not command them to do something
and then prevent them from doing it.

The Mu>tazila and the role of reason

Out of the political protest party of the Qadariyya there appears to
have developed a group known as the Mu>tazila. Clearly, this party
adopted the theological stance of the Qadariyya. Most importantly,
though, the Mu>tazila are generally credited with the perfection of 
the art of theological speculation in Islam in the form of kalåm –
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the dialectical style of discussion where objections are put forth 
and then the response, in the form “If they say . . ., it is said to them.
. . .” While this style of discussion originated neither with the Mu>ta-
zila nor even within Islam itself,14 it was through this means that this
group argued their position, one which was based around the dual
principle of the justice and unity of God. Working from this starting
point, all the implications were systematically laid out on the basis
of the use of reason in the argumentation. While the Qur<ån had its
place in the discussions, it was not so much a source when used by
the Mu>tazila as a testimony to the veracity of the claims which they
were making. The basic assumptions of the Greek philosophical
system (as understood and transmitted through Christian scholars)
formed the fundamental element underlying the whole position; it
was argued that reason, and not only traditional sources, could be
used as a source of reliable knowledge for human beings. The Mu>ta-
zila were the first to introduce the Greek mode of reasoning and argu-
mentation into the Islamic religious discussions, changing the face of
Muslim theology for all time as a result. Greek philosophical learning
remained a discipline in and by itself among Muslims (as will be
explored in Chapter 10), being developed by people such as al-Kind•
(d. c.870), al-Faråb• (d. 950) and Ibn S•nå (d. 1037). The subject
(known in Arabic as falsafa) was one which aroused the ire of many
traditionalists and remained, for the most part, a rival to theology as
a discipline, except in the hands of the Mu>tazila who used its tools
to their advantage. 

The justice of God 

The notion of the justice of God, something demanded of the divinity
by Greek logic, led to extensive discussions concerning the nature 
of the divinity and His relationship to humanity. “Justice” for the
Mu>tazila was equated with “good,” such that it was not possible to
conceive that God would be unjust or evil. The basic Muslim prin-
ciple that God will reward the true believers after death and punish
the unbelieving wrongdoers is then connected to this. God must be
just in assessing this punishment or reward, and therefore humanity
must have a fair chance to perform on the side of good or evil. Any
sense of predestination must be removed from the Qur<ån, therefore,
by reinterpretation. Al-Khayyå† (d. c.912), the earliest author of the
Mu>tazila from whom we have a complete text directly, speaks, for
example, of the Quranic notion of God “sealing hearts”:
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[the idea of “sealing”] is not that He prevents people from doing
what He orders them to do – He is above that! – rather, it refers
to the name, the judgment and the testimony [concerning an act].
Do you not notice that He said [in Qur<ån 4/155] “because of 
. . . their disbelief ”? Thus He sealed their hearts because of what
was in them of disbelief.15

The power to act given by God to humanity carries with it the power
to decide which action to undertake; individuals must therefore be
fully responsible for their own fate. Evil deeds must originate in indi-
vidual actions and have nothing to do with God, a problem which the
doctrine of predestination seems to create. However, unjust acts do
seem to occur in nature – death of young infants, death through natural
disasters and so forth. This theological problem was faced in a variety
of ways by members of the Mu>tazila. Some said, for example, that
while God could have created a perfect world where such things 
did not happen, He chose not to. All this is, for the Mu>tazila, a 
necessary consequence of the doctrine of the justice of God.

The created Qur<ån

The Mu>tazila had their moment of political support under the
>Abbåsid caliph al-Ma<m¥n (ruled 813–33) with the institution of the
mi˙na serving as an inquest body investigating the creedal stance of
leading figures at the time, as discussed in the previous chapter. Here
the figure of A˙mad ibn Óanbal looms large for his role in resisting
the creed of the Mu>tazila. A crucial issue at this time arose from the
notion that the Qur<ån was the word of God; the resultant discussion
concerned whether the scripture was, therefore, created “in time” or
uncreated and thus existent from eternity. The argument, it is worth
noting, was not a new one within the Judaeo-Christian world, as may
be witnessed by ideas of the “pre-existent Torah” and Jesus as the
Logos who “was with God at the beginning.”16 The Mu>tazila cham-
pioned the notion of the created Qur<ån as a part of their understanding
of the inherent free will of humanity, often pointing to Ab¥ Lahab
and his being condemned to hell in s¥ra 111. The Qur<ån must have
been created at the time of its revelation, they argued, for otherwise
the fate of Ab¥ Lahab would have been established beforehand, thus
removing his freedom to determine his own fate. This issue was also
related to the reality of God’s speech. Some took God’s speaking to
mean that He spoke as humans speak, with the organs of speech, a
point which was then rejected as impinging upon God’s “otherness.”
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For a Traditionalist such as Ibn Óanbal, the reality of God’s actually
speaking must be so, because such is stated in the Qur<ån.17 In the
beginning, it was this element which seems to have been crucial in
the development of the argument and only later did the argument turn
to one of the emergence of the Qur<ån “in time,” as was the issue 
in the mi˙na.

The unity of God 

The debate over the created Qur<ån relates to the other important
element of Mu>tazil• thought, the concept of the unity of God, taw˙•d.
Polemic with Christianity and Manichaeism appears to have been part
of the reason for the emphasis within Mu>tazil• thought on this
doctrine, and the use of the Greek mode of reasoning by protagonists
from these other two religions may well account for the introduction
of rationalism into Islam as well, occurring initially within this polem-
ical framework. Al-Khayyå†’s work paints the portrait of a real threat
posed by the radical dualism of the Manichaeans, although it is 
likely that the Christian Trinity was a far more important topic of
discussion. The position adopted by most of the Mu>tazila was that
God can only be described in negatives. Any attempt to ascribe 
positive attributes to God was seen as impinging upon His unity, for
such would suggest that He could be divided into a series of eternal
aspects. The closest that one may come to saying something positive
about God would be to say that God is “knowing,” but this “knowing”
occurs not by an attribute of God, but rather by and through God
Himself in His essence. Once again, the parallels in these arguments
to Christian discussions over the nature of Jesus in his relationship
to the Father cannot be overlooked.18

An implication of this position on the unity of God was the empha-
sis on de-anthropomorphization of the divinity especially as He is
described in the Qur<ån. Any suggestion that God might have a “face”
(Qur<ån 2/272, 6/52, etc.) or be “sitting upon a throne” (Qur<ån 2/255,
etc.) in reality was to be rejected and taken as a metaphorical state-
ment; no reference to the human form could be applied to God in its
usual meaning. God’s “face” was to be understood as His “essence,”
according to al-Khayyå†, for example. Thus, the discussion conducted
during the mi˙na over the status of the Qur<ån was not limited only
to the matter of free will. For the Mu>tazila at least, both major aspects
of their doctrine, unity and justice were encapsulated in the idea of a
created Qur<ån; an eternal Qur<ån would suggest an attribute of God
(speech) which existed separately (in the concept of the “heavenly
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tablet”) alongside God, impinging thereby on His unity, as well as
suggesting the predestination of events.

The fall of the Mu>tazila

The role of reason for the Mu>tazila was such that the main prin-
ciples of the conduct of life – the principles of good and evil – were
seen to be discoverable by any rational human. Revelation is neces-
sary only in order to supplement what reason can discover, especially
in such matters as the ritual law of Islam. For example, >Abd al-Jabbår
(d. 1025), one of the last major medieval Mu>tazil• thinkers, suggests
that the eating of meat would not be allowed in Islam if it were not
for the fact that scripture supports the practice; reason, therefore,
cannot be seen to provide necessarily the full delineation of the law
and scripture must provide the additional pointers needed.19 Revel-
ation also serves to motivate people with its emphasis on the promise
and the threat of the afterlife; the Mu>tazila recognized that human-
ity was in need of guidance and that, in its “natural state,” it would
not follow the dictates of reason.

This view of the role of reason is significant in terms of the ulti-
mate fate of the Mu>tazila, for it implied that the legal scholars of Islam
had, in fact, no particular claim to sole possession of the right inter-
pretation of all Muslim dogma. For the Mu>tazila, all humans are, in
theory, capable of making the correct decision on issues of faith and
law because of their God-given intellect. There is, therefore, implicit
in this stance an anti-jurist bias that may well have proven to be a part
of the cause of their ultimate downfall. Agitation by the scholarly elite
whose job it was to provide the interpretation of the law is likely to
have brought about the eventual political action, by the caliph al-Qådir
in the years 1017 and 1041, of demanding a profession of faith which
rejected the Mu>tazil• stance. This finally put a stop to the movement
(at least until more recent times when it re-emerged in the guise of
modernism).20

In the eleventh century, however, the Buwayhids, the rulers in
Baghdad, were backing politically the remnants of the supporters of
the fourth caliph, >Al•, known as the Sh•>a; the desire of the majority
of the Muslims at the time (known as the Sunn•s) to present a united
front against this pressure was probably part of the reason for this
final move against the Mu>tazila (whose theology had already influ-
enced the Sh•>a by this time and was probably perceived as a threat
by the Sunn•s for that reason also.)21 So, the eventual downfall of
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the Mu>tazila was undoubtedly a result of political circumstances of
the time as much as their doctrine. 

Al-Ash>ar•
Ab¥<l-Óasan al-Ash>ar• (d. 935) emerged out of the context of the
Mu>tazila in the tenth century to enunciate a theological position
which may be characterized as midway between the scripturalism 
of the Traditionalists and the audacious rationalism of the Mu>tazila;
this was a position which was to last as the most significant state-
ment of Islamic theology. In his book al-Ibåna, for example, he 
uses kalåm-style argumentation, setting up questions to be posed to
his opponents who are stipulated to be especially the members of the
Mu>tazila who “interpret the Qur<ån according to their opinions with
an interpretation for which God has neither revealed authority nor
shown proof.”22 To the questions which he poses in his arguments,
he responds: “If they say ‘yes’, then it follows that . . . or if they say
‘no’, then it follows that . . .,” with the arguments being pursued to
the point of logical contradiction or contradiction with the twin
sources of authority in Islam, the Qur<ån and the ˙ad•th.

Al-Ash>ar•’s method was based upon extensive use of the Qur<ån
and the ˙ad•th in order to formulate his rational arguments. He fully
supported the position of predestination, God being pictured in the
Qur<ån clearly as all-powerful and all-knowing; that God should not
know and not be in control of what people were doing is clearly a
problem if the free-will position is embraced. For al-Ash>ar•, God
creates the power for people to act at the moment of action (God
being the only one who actually has the power to create), yet the
individual is responsible for all he or she does. This responsibility is
referred to as kasb, “acquisition” – that is, that people “acquire” the
ramifications of their actions, perhaps to be thought of as similar to
the workings of the “conscience” in modern terminology. Says al-
Ash>ar•: “No human act can occur without His willing it, because that
would imply that it occurred out of carelessness and neglect or out
of weakness and inadequacy on His part to effect what He wills.”23

God’s attributes are real for al-Ash>ar• because the Qur<ån clearly
states them and so it must be meaningful to speak of God’s hand and
God’s face; de-anthropomorphization was one of the central elements
of Mu>tazil• thought which al-Ash>ar• denounced, for he saw it as a
symbol of rationalist excesses and wilful ignorance of the sense of
the Quranic text. Still, he did not wish to deny that reason indicates
that speaking of these attributes of God would seem problematic when
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put in conjunction with an infinite God. His solution was to speak of
the reality of the attributes but that these are not attributes in the same
way that humans have such. God does have a hand, but we just “do
not know how” this is to be conceived. The phrase bilå kayf, “with-
out knowing how,” became a key term in Ash>ar• theology, to be used
whenever reason and the Qur<ån or ˙ad•th met head-on in conflict. 

Al-Ash>ar• saw the Qur<ån as the eternal and uncreated word of God,
precisely because it was the word of God and, therefore, must partake
in the character of His attributes. Those attributes (most importantly
knowing, powerful, living, hearing, seeing, speech, and will)24 are all
strongly affirmed by al-Ash>ar• who argued that if God does not have
these attributes in reality, then He is somehow deficient and that, of
course, cannot be the case. For example, al-Ash>ar• states:

one who is living, if he be not knowing, is qualified by some
contrary of knowledge such as ignorance, doubt or other defects.
. . . But if He had been ever qualified by some contrary of know-
ledge, it would have been impossible for Him ever to know. For
if the contrary of knowledge had been eternal, it would have 
been impossible for it to cease to be; and if it had been impos-
sible for it to cease to be, it would have been impossible for Him
to have made works of wisdom. Hence, since God has made such
works, and since they prove that He is knowing, it is true and
certain that God has always been knowing, since it is clearly
impossible for Him to have been ever qualified by some contrary
of knowledge.25

Al-Måtur•d•
Ab¥ Manß¥r al-Måtur•d• (d. 944) was another of the tenth-century
theologians whose influence at the time seems to have been signifi-
cant in the emergence of Sunn• Islam. Living in Transoxiana, he
attacked the doctrines of the Mu>tazila and set down the foundations
of his theological system. Like al-Ash>ar•, al-Måtur•d• followed a
middle path between Traditionalism and rationalism, forging an Islam
which saw the written sources of the faith dominate but which found
a place for the activities of the human mind.26

Only a few texts have come down to us from al-Måtur•d• and
his school, but one of the most important, his Kitåb al-Taw˙•d, is
available in Arabic.27 The work commences by declaring that uncon-
ditional following of the teaching of another person is not valid. God
has given humanity intelligence so that all may think and that gift
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must be used. This, of course, is a doctrine held in common with the
Mu>tazila. Reason leads to knowledge, as do the senses and trans-
missions from the past, either from authoritative sources or from
prophets. Reason must be used to judge the information provided by
the other sources of knowledge. Reason also allowed knowledge of
God before prophets were sent, a position contrary to al-Ash>ar•
who held that prophets were necessary and belief was not incumbent
upon those who had not been reached by God’s messengers. Follow-
ing this in al-Måtur•d•’s work come arguments concerning the tem-
porality of the world, the necessary and eternal existence of God, and
that God is the creator of the world. This is all demonstrated using
rational proof. Likewise, the oneness of God is proven and the matter
of His attributes dealt with such that what the text of the Qur<ån says
about God must be believed, although we cannot know “how” God
is to be conceived of as “sitting” on His throne, for example; this sug-
gests a greater tendency towards interpretation of such matters than
in al-Ash>ar•. Al-Måtur•d• supports the idea of the free will of human-
ity, although God is, in fact, the only creator and He creates the actions
of His creation; using the same notion as al-Ash>ar• of individuals
“acquiring” their actions, al-Måtur•d• suggests that this acquisition is
connected to the choice or intention which precedes an act. This is 
to be distinguished from al-Ash>ar•’s sense of acquisition being the 
contemporaneous coming into the possession of the capacity to act 
at the time of the action. Evil deeds, while predetermined by God,
are the actions of the individual as a consequence of the choice and 
intention to do such acts. 

Al-Måtur•d• was the inheritor and perpetuator of the position of the
Murji<a on the question of faith. Only two states exist: having faith
or not having faith. The essence of faith is in the belief in one’s heart
but there must be some practical consequence of this within Islam.

For a century after the death of al-Måtur•d•, his teaching does not
seem to have been of much importance, for some 150 years not 
drawing the attention of even Ash>ar• opponents. The reason for this
neglect undoubtedly lies in the fact of al-Måtur•d•’s residency in
Samarqand, and thus his being well away from the centre of Islamic
intellectual activity; his doctrines appear to have remained of local
concern to the community in that region, with little external note
taken of the development. The position of al-Måtur•d• is generally
presented as being an outgrowth of Ab¥ Óan•fa’s stance, which had
already spread to Samarqand by al-Måtur•d•’s time. Ab¥ Óan•fa’s
position as eponym of the Óanaf• legal school allowed al-Måtur•d•’s
later followers to argue for the acceptance of their theological stance
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in areas outside Samarqand which were already dominated by the
Óanaf• legal school; they argued this on the basis of the previous
relationship between the two allegiances.

The spread and the eventual success of the school were a result 
of the conversion of Turks in central Asia to Islam of this Óanaf•–
Måtur•d• persuasion. The liberal theological implications of Óanaf•
juridical requirements – such that faith is present in the individual
even if all religious duties are ignored – is thought to have allowed
for the gradual conversion of these nomadic peoples. With the expan-
sion of the Turks, starting in the Seljuk period, adherence to the 
ideas of the Måtur•d• school came to the attention of other groups in
the Islamic community. The theological position of later Måtur•d•
school is represented, for example, in the >aq•da or creed of al-Nasaf•
(d. 1142), which has proven popular throughout the Muslim world,
attracting many commentaries and elaborations even from the fol-
lowers of al-Ash>ar•.28 In form, the creed presents what had become
the classical sequence of argumentation, starting with the enumera-
tion of the sources of knowledge and moving through discussion of
God and His attributes and His nature, belief, and the communica-
tion from God via messengers, to be concluded by a discussion of
life in the world. The whole theological position is thereby argued to
be one cohesive whole, leading its reader from simple observations
on how we know things to the compelling implication that, therefore,
the Muslim way of life is the true and divinely desired one.

The role of theological writing

Theological writing became an art in Islam, although, as will become
clear in the next chapter, it never had the place of honour in the
community which legal discussions held. To some extent certainly,
this is because the theological enterprise was dedicated more to the
theoretical than the practical aspects of Muslim life. Islam is, to a
great extent, predicated upon the idea of responding to the call from
God through action; thus, the most crucial and relevant discipline to
the vast majority of Muslims has been the one which guides human
behaviour – Islamic law – rather than theology, with its dedication
to the realm of human thought. Theology did provide some of the
intellectual basis for the enunciation of the distinction between Islam
on the one side, and Judaism, Christianity, and a multitude of other
“lesser” religions on the other; it was, therefore, a crucial element in
the formation of Islam as an independent and individual mode of
existence within which a religious way of life could be led.
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6 Legal developments

Sunn• Islam (as compared to the Sh•>a, to be dealt with in Chapter
8) is defined not by theological allegiance but by practice. Following
one of the four schools of law authenticated by the agreement of the
community as being true implementation of the sunna or practice of
Mu˙ammad makes one a member of Sunn• Islam. It is the individual
believer’s perspective on the law which becomes the central element
of self-definition as a Muslim and which has thus evolved as the
controlling element of the community’s identification as a whole. 
Law in this sense, however, is a far broader concept than that gener-
ally perceived in the English word. Included in it are not only the
details of conduct in the narrow legal sense, but also minute matters
of behaviour, what might even be termed “manners,” as well as issues
related to worship and ritual. Furthermore, the entire body of law is
traditionally viewed as the “revealed will of God,” subject neither to
history nor to change. 

The role of law in defining Islamic allegiance is emphasized by the
fact that the theological schools of Islam, discussed in the previous
chapter, gained their fullest support in the guise of appendages to
groups of legal scholars; this support occurred in correlation to the
attitudes manifested by those theological groups towards the roles of
speculative reason and tradition in human life.1 Theology, therefore,
is not only subordinate in importance to law as a discipline but also
incorporated within the whole legal framework. Since all law comes
from God, law is, in fact, theology as such, for both topics deal with
the contemplation of human action in relationship to the divine;
because of the practical aspects of Islamic life, law requires study in
a way that theology does not.



The idea of sunna

The focal point of the law in Sunn• Islam is the sunna, the concept
of the practice of Mu˙ammad, as embodied in the ˙ad•th and trans-
mitted faithfully by Mu˙ammad’s followers through the succeeding
generations down to the present. The sunna presents, for the indi-
vidual Muslim, the picture of the perfect way of life, in imitation of
the precedent of Mu˙ammad who was the perfect embodiment of 
the will of God and, in some conceptions, the living Qur<ån quite
literally. The ˙ad•th reports are the raw material of the sunna, and
must be sifted through by jurists in order to enunciate the details 
of rightful practice; the shar•> a is the “way of life” for the Muslim
which has been developed by the Muslim jurists on the basis of certain
jurisprudential principles, the uß¥l al-fiqh.2

The history of Islamic law indicates that the idea of the sunna was
not always perceived in this fashion, nor indeed was the sunna always
considered to be the authoritative body of law for members of the
community. Such a position took time and much argument before it
emerged. It is to Mu˙ammad ibn Idr•s al-Shåfi>• (d. 820) that most
of the credit must go in developing this aspect of the overall legal
theory of Islam. 

In contemplating that transformation, however, it must be remem-
bered that the concept of the law of Islam was a part of the emerg-
ing ideology and symbol system which provided a sense of identity
to the Muslim community. Much of Islamic law, in substantive terms,
can be seen to reflect a Jewish background and concerns common to
Judaism. At the same time, portions of the law appear to have devel-
oped in a pragmatic way, with the adoption of laws and practices as
they were found in the lands which were conquered; this is especially
evident in elements of Roman law which were adopted in the Muslim
environment.3 These two trends – Jewish and Roman – often merged,
and they were reshaped as the distinct Muslim law emerged. This
process was aided by many of the legal elements being recast by
Muslims such that they were seen as emerging from the historical
context of the jåhiliyya, as was suggested in Chapter 1.

In the early community, law was employed as a tool by which unity
was imposed from above and for which an authority was needed to
justify the requirements of that law. In the earliest period after the
conquests, it would appear that the caliphs themselves were pictured
as the authorities within the community on legal matters,4 and it took
some time before a unifying concept of the authority of Mu˙ammad
as enunciated in the notion of the prophetic sunna actually emerged.
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When the word sunna is used in texts from the early period it refers
not to the sunna of Mu˙ammad but to the sunna of the caliphs and/or
the sunna of a particular area, often combined with a sense of an
ideal behaviour which is normative.5 That is, as the Arab territories
expanded and Islam became the emblem of that region, the law devel-
oped in a non-uniform manner under the general umbrella of “Islam.”
Each local area developed, in a pragmatic style, a law based upon
the practice of its own region. This appears to have been supple-
mented to some degree by the centralized efforts of the caliph to unify
his domain.

The emergence of schools of law

From the early stages of developing the law in a pragmatic and author-
itative way, various “schools,” madhåhib (madhhab in the singular),
emerged in which people sharing common positions derived from
their own personal legal deductions gathered together. The schools
formed around the name of a single person, a teacher who had
instructed students in the law, although it is doubtful that any of the
individuals actually intended to start a “school” as such.6 The schools
themselves did not (and do not now) demand adherence or con-
formity, nor did the term madhhab imply any particular teaching
activity. What a school shared was a common interest in a specific
body of legal material which, in one way or another, was connected
to the eponymous founder of the school and his followers. 

There can be little doubt that these schools emerged through the
pious motivation and efforts of those involved in the study of law,
combined with the emergence of a class of scholarly elite whose
desire it was to wrest authority from the hands of the caliph. For
Muslims to be sure that they were fulfilling the will of God as com-
pletely as possible, it was necessary that every detail of the law be
expounded; this required that every aspect be discovered. As new
situations arose, never before encountered within Muslim society, it
was the jurists’ responsibility to discover “the will of God” in such
instances. The rules of jurisprudential theory (uß¥l al-fiqh) were 
eventually established in order to allow individual jurists to make
these sorts of decisions in an orderly and “Muslim” way.

The schools of law first emerged as local centres, reflecting the
geographical diversity in the law from the beginning. Basra, Kufa,
Medina and Damascus are to be distinguished as the major regions,
developing their own traditions and influencing others. In Basra, the
only lasting school of importance was that which became the Ibå∂•
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madhhab, a surviving relation of the theological school of the
Khawårij. In Kufa, there emerged the Óanafiyya, under the eponym
of Ab¥ Óan•fa (d. 767) but developed by Ab¥ Y¥suf (d. 798) and 
al-Shaybån• (d. 805) in Baghdad, as well as various Sh•>• groups,
including the Imåm•s, the Zayd•s and the Ismå>•l•s. Al-Awzå<• (d. 774)
was associated with a school in Syria although it did not last very
long. Medina produced Målik ibn Anas (d. 795) and provided the
impetus, at the very least, for al-Shåfi>• (d. 822). A later group, known
as the Óanbal• school (the Óanåbila), developed from Ibn Óanbal
(d. 855) with a substantial debt to Medinan practices.7

The differences between these groups should not be exaggerated;
the main contrast between the groups tends to be schematized best
as a difference between the early groups in Iraq (who seem to have
had close contact with Jewish law) and those in Medina (who had a
more “liberal” attitude than their Iraqi counterparts), with the later
schools following the Medinan position.8 The issues at stake were
generally matters dealing with customary practice and local condi-
tions rather than disputes primarily over principles or methods. This
sort of differentiation between the schools actually increased over
time, as the schools developed what had been the early core of the
law according to their own practices. Each school developed its 
own practice, its own sunna, which as time went on and authority
was sought for individual practices, was traced back, first to promi-
nent jurists in the past, then to companions of Mu˙ammad, and finally
to Mu˙ammad himself. This “backwards growth” in authority is a
tendency which has already been mentioned in Chapter 3 in terms of
the growth of isnåds; this is the same phenomenon but on a larger,
more theoretical scale. The final result was the emergence of the
sunna of Mu˙ammad. The ultimate motivation behind this develop-
ment was to create a structure of law which was Islamic through and
through, by denying all foreign elements and justifying all the law in
terms of the twin sources of Muslim life, the Qur<ån and the sunna.

The role of al-Shåfi>•
It is through the person and work of al-Shåfi>• that we can most easily
see the way in which the sunna of Mu˙ammad became the authori-
tative source of law for all Muslims. Stimulating al-Shåfi>•’s efforts
to champion this position were claims made by Traditionalists to the
effect that it was not sufficient for a jurist simply to assert that such
and such an item was the sunna of Mu˙ammad, using what the
Traditionalists felt was simply independent reasoning; there was, for
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these people, a need to prove each and every one of these statements.
This is where the role of the ˙ad•th with its isnåd came in. The
tendency to demand proof did not arise without a great deal of oppo-
sition, as evidenced most obviously within the Mu>tazil• movement,
which championed the use of reason in all matters of religion. For
the most part, the schools of law, to the extent to which they had
emerged by this point, only accepted the arguments and the demands
of the Traditionalists in so far as the latter’s points would support the
former’s legal traditions. Where traditions from Mu˙ammad could be
seen to agree with a legal practice, all fine and good; there was not,
at this point, any sense of changing the law in order to agree with
the ˙ad•th.

Al-Shåfi>• systematized what appears to have been chaos by devel-
oping a procedure for legal reasoning. While other jurists prior to him
and contemporary with him, people such as Ab¥ Óan•fa, Ab¥ Y¥suf
and al-Shaybån•, were involved in this process also, modern schol-
arly research (especially that of Joseph Schacht) has shown al-Shåfi>•
to be the pivotal person in the emergence of the legal system of Islam
as we know it.9 Al-Shåfi>• demanded the use of systematic reasoning
without arbitrary or personal deduction in formulating the law and
thus he created a system that was far more cohesive on a theoretical
level than had previously been the case. He argued for the authori-
tative sunna being that of Mu˙ammad, a sunna which was to be found
only in traditions transmitted from Mu˙ammad himself; the accep-
tance of traditions from the companions was not to be considered
sufficient.10 As al-Shåfi>• states: “the enactments of the Prophet are
accepted as coming from Allåh in the same way as the explicit 
orders of the [Qur<ån], because Allåh has made obedience to the
Prophet obligatory.”11 Furthermore, the Qur<ån could not contradict
the sunna; the sunna could only explain the Qur<ån – such had to be
the hierarchy of the sources of the law. A controlled notion of naskh,
“abrogation,” was implemented in order to handle cases of apparent
contradiction between and within the sources. The community of
Muslims could be said never to be in contradiction of the sunna if
they agreed on a certain practice: 

We accept the decision of the public because we follow their
authority, knowing that, wherever there are sunnas of the Prophet,
their whole body cannot be ignorant of them, although it is
possible that some are, and knowing that their whole body cannot
agree on something contrary to the sunna of the Prophet and on
an error, I trust.12
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This, in fact, must be the case in order to guarantee the transmission
of ˙ad•th reports from Mu˙ammad. It is not surprising, then, to note
that the books of ˙ad•th were all compiled after the time of al-Shåfi>•
when the need for these sources was crucial.

The development of the schools of law

The major schools of law which have survived down until today 
have their development in the time of al-Shåfi>• and after. The process
was not one of transforming the local practice into a school as such,
but of championing the doctrine of a teacher and the tradition which
that teaching represented. In Kufa the Óanaf• school, including the
star pupils al-Shaybån• (who attributed his writings to Ab¥ Óan•fa
and thus created the literary tradition which is the school of law, 
per se) and Ab¥ Y¥suf, became paramount and drew into their system
the city of Basra. Similarly, in Medina and followed by Egypt and
Mecca, Målik ibn Anas, the person associated with the book called
al-Muwa††a<, one of the first written compendiums of legal tradi-
tions,13 became central at the Målik• school, destined to find its major
development in North Africa. The book ascribed to Målik was an
attempt to provide a very limited number of traditions concerning 
a given topic, and then to interpret them in the light of the prevailing
legal system of Medina. This latter element is the controlling factor
in the whole book, rather than the traditions themselves.14

Al-Shåfi>•’s school appears to have been based around him person-
ally. He considered himself a member of the school of Medina, but
he ended up not following the tradition of that area. His efforts were
directed towards combining the pragmatic approach and position of
Medina with the demands of the Traditionalists for adherence to the
sunna of Mu˙ammad. Cairo proved to be the focal point of the devel-
opment of his school, an area where al-Shåfi>• spent the last part of
his life. The school emerged by the ninth century as one of the three
major groupings which continued their efforts in developing the
shar•>a, or law, of Islam and out of which eventually came the uß¥l
al-fiqh, the principles of jurisprudence. 

Principles of jurisprudence

The emergence of a fully enunciated theory of jurisprudence was 
not an instantaneous development of the law schools. The works of
the earliest representatives of the law schools display a measure of
disorder in their treatments of the law and rarely put forth the full 
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basis of the reasoning in individual cases. It was not until the eleventh
century that matters became more precise, so that definition of terms
and reformulation of earlier decisions took place in works such as 
that of al-Sarakhs• (d. 1096) in the Óanaf• school. This was not a
simple reiteration of, or commentary upon, the earlier works, but 
a creative reworking of the entire structure of the fiqh process. The
underlying drive behind the literature was a theological one. The 
desire was to demonstrate the completeness of Islamic law. Since it
must be possible to answer every legal question on the basis of the
sources of law, these works are dedicated to demonstrating that this
is so. In order to do that, cases with the most remote possibility 
of occurring in human interaction are dealt with, precisely to show
that the law (or the skill of the jurist) was such as to cover every 
potentiality.15

According to the developed jurisprudential theory in Sunn• Islam,
which has its ultimate basis in the work of al-Shåfi>•, there are four
sources from which law can be derived: the Qur<ån, the sunna of
Mu˙ammad, consensus (ijmå>) of the community and/or the scholars,
and analogy (qiyås). The first two provide the material basis upon
which qiyås must operate. The vast majority of laws have, in fact,
been fashioned by qiyås because the Qur<ån and the sunna provide a
fairly limited selection of detailed legal provisions.

In general terms, an individual jurist first had to scour the works
of previous jurists to find another case under consideration that was
the same, or a case with similar facts. Should he not find one, he was
faced with an unprecedented instance for which he would then use
qiyås, using as his starting point legal information found in the Qur<ån,
sunna or rendered absolute law by ijmå>.

Qiyås works on the basis of finding the >illa, the common basis
between a documented case and a new situation; this process depends
upon the powers of deduction of the jurist and the results of his 
work will depend upon ijmå>, “the consensus of opinion”, in whether
or not it supports his judgement. Should the decision find general
support, it becomes an irrevocable law and thus may serve as the
basis for further deductions by means of qiyås.

The operation of ijmå>, “consensus”, was a major issue in the devel-
opment of the principles of jurisprudence, one which jurists took pains
to prove was in fact a legitimate process substantiated by the Qur<ån
and the sunna; only in this way, it was argued, was it possible to
distinguish between jurists who delegated to themselves the right to
make laws (perhaps an accusation resulting from polemical discus-
sions with Jews and Christians) and those who worked legitimately
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within the Muslim framework. Ijmå> functions to confirm rulings.
While, in theory, this could take place at the time of a given ruling,
in practice it occurred in retrospect. If no dissenting voices were heard
by the time of the following generation, then it could be taken that
ijmå> had confirmed a ruling. Ijmå> is often seen to be the most crucial
element of the whole legal structure, for it is through its action that
all elements are confirmed, especially individual ˙ad•th reports and
even, one might say, the Qur<ån itself, which is only authoritative
because all Muslims agree that it is so. This is emphasized by the
fact that there is no centralized authority (in Sunn• Islam) by which
such a matter can be established. Muslim theorists, however, did not
view the process in this manner, since they still needed to confirm
the validity of ijmå> as a concept by means of ˙ad•th and Qur<ån. For
them, the twin scriptural sources were authenticated by customary
usage and their miraculous nature, rather than by consensus itself;
thus no circular reasoning was involved.16

Relations between the schools of law

The Traditionalist school, which had demanded a complete rejection
of personal reasoning, was not totally satisfied by al-Shåfi>•’s compro-
mise in working out the relationship between the sources of law. Ibn
Óanbal (d. 855), who was the eponym of the Óanbal• school, struc-
tured his thought on the principle of adherence to ˙ad•th in preference
to personal reasoning. He manifested this attitude in his compendium
of traditions, the Musnad. The anecdote is related that Ibn Óanbal
never ate a watermelon because he could not find a tradition which
suggested that Mu˙ammad had done so or that he had approved of
such.17 Over the centuries, however, even this school, by the time it
was accepted within the structures of Islamic juristic orthodoxy, came
to the position of accepting the uß¥l al-fiqh as enunciated by the other
schools, and thus embraced reasoning and consensus: watermelons
were deemed acceptable.18

Another school emerged in the ninth century, known as the ¸åhir•
group, founded by Dåw¥d ibn Khalaf (d. 884). Claiming allegiance
to the Ωåhir or “literal” sense of both the Qur<ån and prophetic ˙ad•th,
the school rejected all aspects of systematic reasoning employed in
the application of qiyås. This led to peculiar combinations of stances
on the part of the school in contrast to the others, appearing liberal
in some instances – because it followed the letter of the law and did
not extend it into the many other areas deemed analogous by other
schools – and being far more strict in others. Ibn Óazm (d. 1065)
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remains the intellectual high point of this school which, in fact, lost
much of its influence after his time.19

By the end of the tenth century, the four schools – Óanafiyya,
Målikiyya, Shåfi>iyya and Óanåbila – had solidified their position to
the extent that no further schools of law emerged from that point on.
This did not mean that no further legal judgements were to be made,
but, rather, that the principles for which the schools stood and the
legal stances which they had developed were to be the points within
which all further discussions were to be conducted.20

The extent to which the schools disagree on points of law is of little
concern to Muslims, for there is a tradition ascribed to Mu˙ammad
(although it is not found in the canonical collections of ˙ad•th) which
addresses itself precisely to the situation: “Difference of opinion in
the community is a token of divine mercy.”21 An attitude of mutual
recognition among the schools has prevailed, such that orthodoxy in
matters of law is defined only by acceptance of the roots of the law;
this means that the ¸åhir• school was excluded due to its rejection 
of qiyås. Where a difference of opinion exists between the schools,
it is to be taken that each opinion is an equally probable expression
of God’s will. On a matter seemingly as basic as the food laws, 
differences may be noted in whether certain animals are declared to
be permissible or disapproved:

The followers of al-Shåfi>• disagree concerning aquatic animals.
Some claim that fish are permissible but that frogs are forbidden.
Others say that if the animal is in the form of a fish or of an
animal ritually slaughtered in good faith, then it is permissible to
eat it if it comes from the sea without being ritually slaughtered;
however, if it is in the form of something which is not permitted
to be eaten in good faith, then one is forbidden to eat it. This is
the judgement of Ab¥ Thawr. Others say that everything from
the sea is to be judged by the law of fish, except the frog which
is forbidden because the prophet forbade killing it. This is the
judgement of >Al• ibn Khayrån.

Målik and Rab•>a declare all aquatic animals allowable, even
the tortoise and the like. This is suggested by a report from Ab¥
Bakr who said, “There is nothing in the sea besides animals which
God would slaughter for you.”

Ab¥ Óan•fa forbids everything which does not have the form
of a fish among the aquatic animals. 22
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Thus, the Óanaf• school allows aquatic animals to be eaten only if
they have the form of a fish, while the Målik• school considers all
aquatic animals permissible. Both positions are considered equally
valid and equally “orthodox” for all Muslims. 

Law and morality

After considering a given legal case, a jurist is able to declare whether
the resultant action itself is to be classified as falling within one aspect
of a five-level categorization of acts (al-a˙kåm al-khamsa): obligatory
(wåjib), recommended (mand¥b), permissible (mubå˙), disapproved
(makr¥h), or forbidden (˙aråm). Notably, in the light of the Quranic
data as discussed in Chapter 2, ˙alål did not become a preferred term
of ethical behaviour, generally (but not always) being restricted to a
quality of entities and not reflective of acts themselves. As legal theory
evolved, everything was deemed to be ˙alål which was not specifi-
cally prohibited (and in that sense was the opposite of ˙aråm), but, in
the ethical system as it developed, the word mubå˙ became most 
commonly used for permissible. The word ˙alål gained a connotation
of “permitted,” especially as it applied to dietary restrictions and thus
referred to whatever items may be eaten by Muslims such as ritually
slaughtered food (and became a functional parallel to the way “kosher”
is used in Jewish parlance).

Speaking in very broad terms, performance of obligatory actions
will bring reward in the hereafter for the person concerned, while
omission of the actions will bring punishment. Recommended actions
bring reward but no punishment for their omission. Forbidden actions
will bring punishment for being committed, but reward for being
avoided, while disapproved actions bring reward for being avoided,
but no punishment should they be performed. The vast majority of
actions fall into the “permissible” category, the ramifications of which
will not be felt in the hereafter. There are many subtleties in the appli-
cation of these categories, but, in principle, they apply whether the
concern is ritual, moral or legal; all activities are considered in the
same way and all are under the rule of Islam. It is in the nature of
this law, however, that even an act which is declared to be disap-
proved can still bring about a binding result. Marriages, for example,
can be dissolved in a number of ways. According to the Óanaf• jurist
al-Marghinån• (d. 1197), the most laudable way of divorce is for “the
husband to repudiate his wife within a single sentence during the time
she is not menstruating,” and then leave her alone for the next three
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months. This is best because such a divorce is revocable until the end
of the three-month waiting period, since it has only been pronounced
once. Repeating the repudiation regularly each month over a period
of three months is simply “laudable.” However, “an irregular divorce
is where the husband repudiates his wife with three divorces in a
single statement or three (arbitrary) times during a three month
period”: this is declared to be “disapproved” but, most significantly
the marriage is still considered to have been terminated in fact.23

There is, thus, a separation between what might be considered law
and morality, although it is all a part of one whole in the Muslim
system, for all law ultimately has as its purpose gaining entry for 
the individual into paradise in the hereafter. At the same time, it is
a sign of the realistic nature of Islamic law that the five moral 
categories of actions were adopted rather than a bipolar system of
good versus bad (a position championed by the Mu>tazila at one point
in history). The law recognizes that not all Muslims are going to be
saints in every aspect of their behaviour and that they will need all
the urging forth towards perfection that the law can provide. 

Underlying this system are certain assumptions about the ethical
nature of the law. In general Muslim understanding, the law has 
been determined by God in a manner that determines what is good
and what is evil according to God’s will. Reason cannot determine
morality because God and His will cannot be constrained in any way.
At the same time, God’s will is not arbitrary: it is deemed to be
purposeful. Because of this, the law is not limited to the literal state-
ments of the Qur<ån and sunna as they apply to specific situations.
Rather, it is reasonable for humans to extrapolate on the basis of 
one situation to a similar one because God’s will is understood to 
be purposeful and thus somewhat predictable. Furthermore, because
the laws found in the sources which set the dimensions of ethical
action are specific, they are not stated as ethical principles from which
further guidance may be deduced. However, the Muslim jurists 
did determine three general principles which were deemed to be
within the framework of Islamic law: necessity (∂ar¥ra), public
welfare (maßla˙a) and equity (isti˙ßån). These three “are invoked to
promote a good that would appear to be threatened by absolute 
adherence to the revealed command of God or to prevent an evil that
is likely to result from such adherence,”24 although all three princi-
ples were applied very cautiously in classical juristic thinking in order
to avoid permitting the law from departing from the plain meaning
of scripture in too many situations.
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The public role of Muslim morality – captured in the phrase
“commanding right and forbidding wrong” – was a theme which,
once provoked by the early disputes within the community, could
hardly be avoided. However, the history of its implementation and
precise dimensions displays a variation that reflects the practicalities
of any given situation.25 At stake was the extent to which the indi-
vidual Muslim and the Muslim state had responsibility for monitoring
and correcting the behaviour of fellow Muslims. For example, Ab¥
Bakr al-Khallål (d. 923) gathered together the sayings of Ibn Óanbal
on the topic of forbidding wrong. His text provides the fullest early
documentation of how the Qur<ån and the statements of Mu˙ammad
related to this moral responsibility were implemented; an analysis
shows that the doctrine was, at this time, an apolitical one which 
kept its distance from the political powers of the time and made no
demands of, and had no expectations of, the caliph. In dealing with
individuals, the approach was a non-invasive one, seizing the oppor-
tunity to speak to others when the moral occasion necessitated it and
taking action only where it would not endanger oneself. Otherwise,
recourse to performing the duty of commanding right and forbidding
wrong “in the heart” was always sufficient. However, an activist
Óanbal• position emerged in the tenth century, apparently as a result
of the growing popularity of the legal school and the weakening of
the power of the caliphate. The theory behind this stance is found in
the works of Ab¥ Ya>lå ibn al-Farrå< (d. 1066) and >Abd al-Qådir al-
J•l• (d. 1166). These authors present the conditions and obligations
of forbidding wrong in a somewhat systematic form, emphasizing the
need for knowledge of the law, the knowledge of the fact of viola-
tion and the persistence of the action, that forbidding wrong must not
lead to a greater evil, that it must be likely to succeed, and that it
must not involve personal risk although, even if it does, it would be
permissible to proceed. With Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328), Óanbal• coop-
eration with the state reached new heights and, as such, it supported
his extensive attempts to forbid wrong. In his work devoted to the
topic, Ibn Taymiyya was careful to argue for respecting a balance of
costs and benefits in assessing the necessity for action in any given
instance. He also argued that the duty to perform the action primarily
falls on those in authority; this is the purpose of state power and the
administrators are the ones who have the power to be successful in
accomplishing the duty (a position which obviously has moved far
from Ibn Óanbal’s own non-involvement with the state). 
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The role of the judge

The administration of the law in the Muslim community developed
institutionally first under the Umayyads, but it came into its more
lasting form under the >Abbåsids. A judge, known as a qå∂•, was
appointed by the government to administer the shar•>a. A central chief
judge was also appointed by the government, to whom all other judges
as well as the ruler himself would refer on all legal issues. He became
the person who recommended to the caliph the appointment of all the
judges and became the major legal counsellor of the ruler. The fact
that all the judges (including the chief judge) were appointed by the
government often led to conflicts; although in theory once a judge
was appointed he was to be independent of the government, in prac-
tice such things as implementing decisions against high government
officials was extremely difficult. 

One of the qualifications for being a judge was, obviously, full
knowledge of the Islamic law; other requirements included having
sound sight and hearing, and being free (that is, not a slave), honest
and a Muslim.26 Such scholars were often the most strenuous up-
holders of Islam and they frequently saw the activities of the govern-
ment as not being as fully “Islamic” as would be desirable. Their
ability to criticize those who gave them their jobs, however, was
tenuous. This led to a great deal of discussion over legitimacy of rule
and explains why there was such a lot of debate in Islam27 concerning
the need to follow an unjust ruler and the right of rebellion. The posi-
tion of the judge and the legitimacy of the appointment to that post
were never held to be affected by the nature of the ruling powers
who appointed him (or her, for a woman, according to some lines of
thought, could be a judge, although she certainly did not have the
right to rule in the imposition of the ˙add penalties – those penalties
specifically prescribed in the Qur<ån for crimes such as adultery,
stealing, armed robbery, drinking wine, false accusation of unchastity,
and apostasy). However, many of the leading jurists found it impos-
sible to accept a position as a qå∂• and made much of their refusal
to do so; their principles always dictated that since, in their opinion,
the ruler of the time was not fulfilling his responsibility to Islam,
accepting a judicial appointment from such a person would be morally
reprehensible.

The administration of justice 

The judges depended upon the power of the government to put their
decisions into action. This was crucial in issues of criminal justice,
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for example. Although the law had been structured by the jurists 
such that essentially there were no crimes against the state – a crime
is against another person or against God – the imposition of the
prescribed penalties, especially the ˙add penalties found the Qur<ån,
had to be enforced by some means. Eventually, a police force was
devised to deal with such cases. Judges were further hampered by
the terms of Islamic law, which only allowed them to receive evidence
that was submitted to them, rather than being able to search it out 
or conduct interrogations; the law was founded on the notion that
blameless witnesses would always tell the truth and that oaths of 
innocence would always be forthcoming from all honest persons. 
The jurists saw themselves “in the role of spiritual advisors to the
conscience of Islam rather than authoritarian directors of its practical
affairs.”28 The result of this was the inevitable situation of the polit-
ical powers having to assume some of the responsibility for direct
administration of justice; several additional institutions emerged to
deal with a variety of situations as a consequence. Among the legal
officials in the community was the “investigator of complaints” (naΩar
fi<l-maΩålim). This was an office originally designed to hear charges
concerning the miscarriage of justice, and was thus to act as a check
on judges; additional issues such as matters dealing with unjust taxes
and enforcing the decisions of the qå∂•s were also within its purview.
Later, the office emerged as a parallel system of justice, especially
in matters of lawsuits; this was the result of the maΩålim courts having
powers which the qå∂•s did not enjoy: the right to double-check and
investigate evidence, to restrain acts of violence, and to refer people
to binding arbitration. 

An “inspector of the market” (mu˙tasib, holding the office of the
˙isba) was also appointed, who was responsible for encouraging
Islamic morality in general and thus provided the possibility of pros-
ecutions in the general public interest. Specific duties of this office
included matters relating to defective weights in the marketplace and
commercial transactions where fraud or unpaid debts were suspected.
Once again, the role of the judge was to a certain extent duplicated.29

The nature of Islamic law

Overall, Muslim law is recognized to be an “ideal” system, one which
will be corrupted and will suffer at the hand of corruption in the
world. This is even more so because the law is, in the first instance
at least, a theoretical development and an enunciation of jurists, rather
than a body of law emerging from precedents, although this position
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is tempered to some extent by practical considerations. The theoret-
ical nature of the law may be best described as existing in tension
with its practical aspects. Islamic law is, to a degree, of a purely reli-
gious character, carrying with it only the threat of punishment by
God; failure to follow the law of Islam concerning the prayer, for
example, will not involve any juridical penalty in this world. An
exception would be the case of a person who went so far as to deny
the obligatory character of the prayer, which would then be evidence
of the rejection of Islam itself. The law is flexible also to the extent
that any law may be broken under duress or necessity; in such condi-
tions, a given act previously considered forbidden becomes valid,
including such things as eating pork when no other food is available
or drinking wine in the absence of all other liquids. This attitude of
flexibility also allowed Islamic law to spread gradually into lands
distant from the central places of Islamic learning, adapting to local
custom and integrating Islamic fundamentals while establishing a
solid foundation to the faith.

One final implication of the character of Islamic law is to be noted
in the treatment of Jewish and Christian communities living within
territories controlled by Muslims. These groups, known in Islamic
law as ahl al-dhimma or dhimm•s, were not subject to the specific
provisions of Islamic law, precisely because it was for those who
were Muslims alone. Rather, these communities were allowed to be
self-governing, following their own legal codes and principles,
although they were considered citizens at a lower level than their
Muslim neighbours, with certain restrictions on their public rights 
and a requirement of paying a special poll tax. Security of life, prop-
erty and religion was guaranteed by the payment of this tax, but 
no new religious buildings were to be erected nor was the public
display of religion to be allowed.30 In practice, the tolerance shown
for these communities fluctuated in the Muslim world according to
the political and social pressures of the time, but the theory, at the
very least, echoed the character of Islamic law and its integrative 
religious nature.
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7 Ritual practice

To a person standing on the outside observing the presence of a reli-
gion, ritual is the most obvious sign of the character and existence
of believers in that faith. Ritual activities and their attendant build-
ings, clothes and assorted paraphernalia provide the emblems of a
religion and become, for the members of the religion themselves,
modes for the expressions of their identity. Such ritual symbols also
fulfil an obvious political function for the ruler, as a way of declaring
his own dedication to the values embodied in the symbols and as a
way of unifying his people behind him in one common symbolic
expression.

For classical Islam, the notion of the “five pillars” represents the
epitome of the revealed law as enacted through ritual activity. The
five actions – the witness to faith (shahåda), prayer (ßalåt), charity
(zakåt), fasting (ßawm) and pilgrimage (˙ajj) – are duties for which
each individual is responsible, separate from general ethics and rules
for interpersonal relationships. They are an integral part of the belief
system of Islam, being a part of the explication of theological state-
ments of belief from at least the tenth century onwards, as illustrated
by the work of al-Baghdåd• (d. 1037), whose Kitåb Uß¥l al-D•n
includes an intertwining of theological matters with more formal legal
structures.1

The concept that “five pillars” were the ritual centre of Islam
emerged almost certainly within the second Muslim century; both the
˙ad•th collections of al-Bukhår• (d. 870) and Muslim ibn al-Óajjåj
(d. 875) contain early on in their books a report which states that
Mu˙ammad said, “Islam is based upon five (principles),” followed
by an enumeration of the five. While the term “pillar” is not used in
these reports (that term would appear to be a tenth-century coinage),
the isolation of these specific ritual activities is clear. Even earlier
than the ˙ad•th collections, al-Shåfi>• (d. 822), in his Risåla,2 isolated
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prayer, charity, fasting and pilgrimage as among the central elements
of the faith; it would appear that, for him, these elements had not
become the actual defining factor of Islam, but the recognition of
their prominence is present. A similar observation may be made for
the Muwa††a< ascribed to Målik ibn Anas (d. 795), whose work is
organized such as to give prominence to the four rituals; that presen-
tation, however, may well be the work of later editors, reflecting a
more developed strain of thought than that of Målik himself. It is
equally clear that none of the individual elements of the “five pillars”
was simply imposed upon new believers in Islam from the very begin-
ning. Each ritual has its own history and its own significance, both
aspects often being very difficult to reconstruct. None of the rituals
have their requirements fully expressed in the Qur<ån.

The evidence of archaeological remains from the earliest stages of
the Arab conquests, for example in the area of the Negev desert, does
not provide us with any clear indication of cultic or ritual emblems
in this period either. Inscriptions found in these places reveal the rise
of a religious ideology by their use of various religious invocations
and also exhibit the emergence of places of worship. No clues are
left, however, as to the character of this worship other than the obser-
vation that it took place alongside various pagan and Christian (and
probably Jewish) worship practices.3

Testifying Muslim faith

The witness to faith (shahåda) consists of repeating the two phrases,
“There is no god but God,” lå ilåha illå <llåh, and “Mu˙ammad is the
messenger of God,” Mu˙ammad ras¥l Allåh. These phrases are
recited in order to witness conversion to Islam. Such utterances 
have practical implications for the political order, therefore, entitling
one to the privileges of membership in the Muslim community. The
phrases must be recited in Arabic and prefaced by an honest state-
ment of intention. Thus al-Baghdåd• states that the person who utters
the shahåda must know “the truth of the statement” and must repeat
it “out of understanding and with heartfelt sincerity.”4 The shahåda
is repeated as a part of the Muslim prayer, ßalåt, and thus gains more
of a sense of being an oft-repeated ritual than simply a once-in-a-
lifetime statement.

The notion of an “intention,” niyya, which comes at the beginning
not only of the utterance of the shahåda but of all ritual activity, is
especially important in Muslim law. A statement of intention as the
first step of a religious devotion declares the act to be “in accord with
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the will of God.” Intention, as a discreet act in the process of ritual,
brings the mind into accord with the body in any act of devotion,
producing an enveloping performance for the individual. In essence,
intention serves to differentiate acts of devotion – acts which are for
God – from mundane acts, the difference between reading the state-
ment of the shahåda in the previous paragraph and invoking it as a
ritual activity.5

The two basic statements of the shahåda are found in the Qur<ån,
but they are not put together as a single statement, nor are they
suggested in that book to be some sort of defining notion of what a
Muslim is, as is implied within the concept of their ritual use. The
refrain “There is no god but God” and variations upon it are frequent
in the scripture, found for example in Qur<ån 47/19; “Mu˙ammad is
the messenger of God” and statements to that effect are also found,
for example in Qur<ån 48/29, but the sense is never one of a refrain,
but rather as a part of an argument.

The emergence of the statement as a key part of Muslim identity
is witnessed on coins from the first Muslim century and in the Dome
of the Rock inscriptions, as well as in the ˙ad•th literature. Coins
from the eighth decade of the hijr• calendar contain phrases such as:
“There is no god but God alone,” a statement reminiscent of Qur<ån
5/73 and similar passages, but obviously it is differentiated by the
addition of the word wå˙id, “alone,” from the first half of the shahåda.
“Mu˙ammad is the messenger of God” also appears starting, it would
seem, with coins from the years 77 and 78 (= 696–8). To that state-
ment is added: “whom He sent with guidance and the religion of
truth, that He might make it victorious over all religions.”6 Such invo-
cations continue on many coins from this point on and thus become
the standard numismatic phraseology. It would appear to be an 
accident of history that coins continue to use a formula which does
not precisely follow the shahåda as might have been expected; this
likely occurred because coinage was introduced before the shahåda
reached its mature formulation. So, while the phrases of the shahåda
themselves became stock items of the religious vocabulary, it is
apparent that, by the time of the issuance of these early coins, the
phrases had not yet emerged as the ritual statement which was to
identify all Muslims. However, it would appear to be a short step,
both historically and phraseologically, before just that occurred.

The same comments hold for the Dome of the Rock inscriptions 
of >Abd al-Malik as they do for the coins. Both phrases in reference
to God and Mu˙ammad are found in the inscriptions, but they are
found neither joined together nor distinguished as isolated elements
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within the texts. For example, there is the statement on the outside of
the colonnade on the south side, “There is no god but God alone; He
has no partner with Him,” followed by “Mu˙ammad is the messen-
ger of God.” Over the north door, the inscription reads “Mu˙ammad
is the servant of God and His messenger whom He sent with the guid-
ance and the religion of truth . . .,” the same as coins from Umayyad
times after >Abd al-Malik; the lack of emphasis on the formula expres-
sions of later Islam is once again notable and significant for what 
it reveals of the gradual development of this element of Muslim 
identity.

As was mentioned earlier, the idea of the “five pillars” is found
listed in the ˙ad•th collection of Muslim ibn al-Óajjåj for example,
but several of these reports indicate an instability in the matter of the
shahåda. While all the reports confirm that testifying to faith in one
way or another was the first part of the “five” elements stipulated by
Mu˙ammad, it is expressed in a number of ways. For example, this
testifying is called “declaring the oneness of God” in one instance.7

Furthermore, the actual form of the shahåda witnessed in the collec-
tion of Muslim ibn al-Óajjåj is specifically a testimony to faith; that
is, it is prefaced by the statement shahåda an, “the witness to faith
is that . . . .” That statement is, in fact, a part of the ritual prayer (and
so the traditions themselves also come within the chapter concerned
with the “testimony to faith within prayer”). The fact that the material
as presented by Muslim ibn al-Óajjåj provides a non-cohesive picture
suggests two things: that the isolation of the shahåda as an individual
part of a concept of the “five pillars” took place at least two centuries
after Mu˙ammad, and that it was a formulation which received its
final shape fairly late also.

Islamic prayer

Prayer, ßalåt, is spoken of numerous times in the Qur<ån; the notion
of regular times of prayer is stipulated on some occasions, but the
text itself can only be made to support the classical Islamic practice
of five prayers a day by a tenuous interpretation. Various elements of
the ritual connected with the ßalåt are also stipulated in the Qur<ån,
including standing, bowing, prostrating, facing in a set direction
known as the qibla (the word itself is used in the Qur<ån seven times,
mainly in Qur<ån 2/142–5), and performing ablutions before prayer
(Qur<ån 5/6). The Friday (noon) prayer as one for the whole com-
munity is also designated in Qur<ån 62/9. The recitation of the Qur<ån
within the prayer is also sometimes seen to be supported by the text
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itself (Qur<ån 17/78, where reference is made to “reading at day-
break”). None of these elements, however, is presented in a system-
atic or detailed manner such that one could actually reconstruct a ritual
on the basis of these texts alone. Rather, most are presented in a very
general manner (for example, Qur<ån 25/63–4: “and the servants of
the All-merciful are those . . . who spend the night bowing down to
their Lord and standing”) and only later did Muslims peg upon these
verses the elaborate ritual which had developed in its own way and
according to many different impulses.

By the time the collections of ˙ad•th material emerged, the ritual
of the prayer had become quite explicit, although still not with total
unanimity in detail. Such differences are to be found manifested in
the traditions of the various schools of law, as with all the rituals 
in Islam, and therefore it is not possible to present a single picture
of “prayer” within Islam. Basic elements are common to all schools,
however, and may be summarized.

The five times of prayer (miqåt) are defined as daybreak (ßalåt al-
ßub˙ or fajr), noon (ßalåt al-Ωuhr), mid-afternoon (ßalåt al->aßr),
sunset (ßalåt al-maghrib) and evening (ßalåt al->ishå< or >atama), but
the precise way in which these times are determined varies. Clearly,
it also depends upon where in the world the individual is at a given
moment, so Muslims are, in theory, praying all over the world all the
time. The call to prayer (adhån) is given by the muezzin (mu<adhdhin)
at each mosque (masjid, literally “the place of prostration” but in the
Qur<ån meaning “sanctuary”) but it is not necessary to go there in
order to pray, except for the Friday noon prayer, for anyone may pray
in any clean spot alone or in the company of others. Following the
ablution, either minor (wu∂¥<) or major (ghusl) depending on the state
of ritual purity of the individual prior to the ablution, a series of recita-
tions and body movements are undertaken in stages, many of which
are liable to be supplemented by other traditional elements which
vary according to the school of law. The prayer is done facing the
direction of the Ka>ba in Mecca and entails recitation of sections of
the Qur<ån, with a special emphasis falling on s¥ra 1. The worshipper
moves from a standing position to one of bowing, half-sitting and
full prostration. The whole sequence of the ritual is repeated twice
in the morning, three times at sunset, and four times in the noon,
afternoon and evening prayers.8

The stipulation of these five prayer times is, according to Muslim
tradition, a result of instructions given to Mu˙ammad while on his
heavenly journey. Clearly, even on the basis of the text of the Qur<ån
alone, the idea of there being five prayers took some time to emerge,
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but the evidence which is available to us just does not allow any
insight into when the number five was decided upon or why. The
suggestion that “five” is the median number between the three 
daily prayers of Judaism and the seven stages of the day of the Syrian
Christian monastic orders fits within much of the elaboration of
Muslim ritual as a conscious attempt to produce a self-definition
which was midway between and yet clearly distinct from Judaism
and Christianity.9 The number “five” is often used in Middle Eastern
literature as symbolic of half a group – that is, half of “ten” – and
the usage of the number itself in the Qur<ån is limited to expressions
of large numbers (5,000 swooping angels in Qur<ån 3/125; one day
is 50,000 years in 70/4), and simply appears to convey a significantly
large quantity. The attachment of “five” to ritual matters (not only in
the “five” daily prayers, but also the “five” ritual pillars, and the five
“pillars” of the creed) is clearly a later development not dependent
upon any symbolic or literal sense present in the Qur<ån.

Friday noon prayer

While the daily prayer may be said anywhere and may be said alone
(although saying it with others is considered more meritorious), the
Friday noon prayer is held in a large jåmi> or “congregational”
mosque.10 These buildings are generally supported by government
funds, as opposed to the smaller mosques found throughout the Muslim
world which have been built with private funds and are typically used
by a defined group of people for the prayer at all other times. The
Friday noon prayer will always be led by an imåm, the prayer leader
(such a person may be present any time a group of Muslims prays
together, however, simply to keep the group in unison), and a sermon
will be given by the kha†•b (who may be the same person as the imåm).
Attendance at the Friday noon prayer was declared obligatory for all
Muslims who were legally capable, with the exception of “women,
slaves, the sick, travellers, those tending the sick and those fleeing
oppression,” according to al-Baghdåd•.11

Function of prayer

Additional prayers of a non-compulsory nature, but still of the ritu-
alized ßalåt-type, are also stipulated in Islam. Special prominence is
given to the witr prayer, performed at night and to which an extra
section, rak>a, may be added. Additional sections may also be added
to the five daily prayers. Also, there is the wird, the ritualized private
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prayer which concentrates on the recitation of the Qur<ån. Another
prayer is the du>å<, a non-ritualized individual address to God. Prayer
is not therefore restricted to the daily five prayers alone but may be
performed on other occasions as the need and desire arises within the
individual Muslim. Thus prayer as a phenomenon in Islam does not
function simply to bring the community together at regular times of
the day and the week; neither is it just a matter of providing struc-
tured time periods within the day to Muslim society, nor a way of
simply providing a constant reminder of the presence of Islam in the
world. Certainly, it is all those things, but it also does seem to be
conceived as a personal communication with God, providing the
opportunity for expressions of thankfulness and worship in the full
sense of those words.

The mosque

Even though it is not actually necessary for the ritual of prayer, the
mosque has become the central element manifesting the physical 
presence of Muslims in a given place in the world, a source of iden-
tity for the individual believers and a symbol and centre of purity 
for the Muslim community. The central elements of this physical
manifestation of Muslim identity as connected to the mosque may be
isolated and, as such, may well provide a statement about the symbols
which Muslims consider are essential to their self-definition and self-
understanding as Muslims. The phenomenon of churches turned into
mosques provides an interesting illustration of such elements.12 The
most obvious examples which allow an insight into this conversion
are those found in Istanbul which, while their transformation dates
from a late period (the Turkish conquest of Constantinople was in
1453 and thus all such examples are necessarily after that date),
include features which are fully representative of classical Muslim
self-understanding.

Although overgrown and derelict in the 1980s and suffering from
the effects of a partially completed restoration in 1964–5, the church
identified as the Myrelaion and known as the Bodrum Camii or the
Mesih Ali Pa£a Mosque in Istanbul, provides a splendid example.
Built in about 922, the building is fascinating in its own right for 
its architectural design and the presence of a crypt underneath the
building. In the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century, the church
was converted into a mosque. The most obvious evidence of the
conversion is the presence of the minaret, built into the south-west
corner. The history of the minaret as a form of Muslim architecture
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is intriguing and, while its practical function of providing a place for
the call to prayer is well known and often suggested to be the origin
of the edifice, it seems more likely that the form was taken over 
from earlier buildings. The earliest examples of minarets are those
found on the Mosque of al-Wal•d in Damascus constructed between
706 and 715; this mosque was built on the base of a Roman temple
and incorporated the three original corner towers as minarets. (The
absence of a minaret on the Dome of the Rock should be noted.) The
generalized symbolism of the minaret in the early period is not hard
to comprehend: towering over the inhabitants is the pillar of the
conquerors. It is clear, however, that regardless of its early function,
in classical Islam a minaret became the central symbol of both the
Muslim faith and the place of worship as illustrated in the conver-
sion process of churches into mosques. (It should be noted, however,
that it is quite possible for a building to be a mosque without having
a minaret.) In the Myrelaion, no other major architectural modifica-
tions were required to make the church functional as a mosque. A
small window appears to have been installed on the ground level 
to allow sufficient light for Qur<ån reading. The other changes are all
internal and to do with furnishings. A mi˙råb, or niche, indicating
the direction of prayer, was provided. This indicator would appear to
be a necessary feature of converted buildings but a purpose-built
mosque would, of course, be properly aligned anyway and thus it
appears redundant in such instances. Yet the niche is found in all
mosques. It may be that the feature was copied from the design of
ancient religious buildings, being the place designated for the pres-
ence of the honoured image in Roman temples, for example.13 A
minbar, or pulpit, was required for the sermon (khu†ba) of the
preacher (kha†•b). A women’s gallery had to be installed to keep the
sexes separate. All these items had to be aligned in the correct Muslim
direction, facing Mecca, within the former church structure. Ancillary
chambers appear to have been constructed for the imåm and the
muezzin, and a vestibule created for latecomers. No evidence of a
place for ablutions appears to exist, although the presence of a cistern
within the original building complex may have provided a source for
the necessary flowing water.

This pattern of conversion may be witnessed many times in Istanbul
and in other parts of the Islamic world. Istanbul provides a further
vivid example in the Church of Saints Sergius and Bacchus built in
the year 527 for Justinian and thus older than Haghia Sophia, which,
of course, with its four minarets provides another instance of a
conversion. Some churches proved more problematic, as in what is
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believed to be the Church of St Andrew in Krisei, now known as the
Koca Mustafa Pa£a Camii, which required a complete reorientation
for its successful use as a mosque.

Muslim charity

Alms tax or zakåt (the term ßa∂aqa is often synonymous but can also
mean “free-will offerings”), like prayer with which it is often men-
tioned in tandem, is demanded in the Qur<ån in statements which
provide exhortations to believers to give (“You will never attain piety
until you spend something of what you love,” says Qur<ån 3/92), but
few details are actually provided as to what to give and when. The
Qur<ån responds to a demand to know how much to give in s¥ra 2,
verse 219, with the statement: “As much as you can spare!” An
explicit statement is made about the recipients of the alms, with the
result that Qur<ån 9/60 has served as the peg for all legal discussions
on the issue: 

Charity is for the poor, the needy, those working at collecting it,
those whose hearts are being reconciled [to yours], for freeing of
captives and debtors, and in striving along God’s way, and for
the wayfarer, as a duty imposed by God.

A general emphasis throughout the Qur<ån is made on helping the
poor, orphans and widows, and it also suggests that all such payments
should be made discreetly, without drawing attention to the one who
is giving. The alms tax given should come out of the money or produce
which one possesses.

It was up to the jurists of the later centuries to develop a precise
system of donation and payment. This development can be seen in
the books of ˙ad•th, and the institution of charity provided endless
opportunity for the jurists to work out subtle details and theoretical
considerations.

Early ˙ad•th reports appear to be ignorant of precisely how much
should be given as zakåt and from precisely what sorts of things it
should be paid; such reports simply say that possessing “wealth” is
forbidden and thus everything which is in excess should be given
away. Within the developed schools of law, however, full rules
emerged which, while they vary in their precise detail from school
to school, can be summarized fairly accurately. Crops of the field,
grapes and dates are liable to zakåt on each crop, as an amount stip-
ulated as 10 per cent of the crop, paid at harvest time. Camels, oxen
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and other small domestic animals which are freely grazing are also
liable, the amount paid being a portion of the excess over certain stip-
ulated amounts. Of gold, silver and merchandise, 2.5 per cent of the
amount held each year is also payable. The amount is payable directly
to the recipient, but it is preferred that the tax be paid to the author-
ities in charge of its distribution (a notion seen to be supported by
the fact that the Qur<ån refers to those involved in collecting zakåt
as one of the groups eligible to receive it).14 In practice, zakåt became
difficult to collect, especially in times of high taxation. At various
times during Muslim history, however, governments inspired by pious
scholars attempted to return to a system of collecting zakåt as the
only legitimate form of taxation. But the amount collected often
proved insufficient and eventually there occurred a reversion to other
forms of tax on items more profitable to the government which were
not covered in the traditional working out of the zakåt laws (for
example, by the imposition of import duties).

Zakåt has shown great flexibility over time in adapting to and being
adapted by social and political realities. For example, variation in
whether the tax was a voluntary one or a required contribution to the
state frequently reflected the conditions at the time in terms of 
the state’s prosperity. Also, the imposition of zakåt was seen, starting
in about the eleventh century, as the central symbol of the revival of
Islamic rule; the “proper” (that is, the juridical) implementation of the
tax was urged by reformers and initiated by rulers at various points 
in history in order to bolster Islamic ideological claims. For example,
al-Malik al-Kåmil (d. 1238), a ruler during the Ayyubid dynasty cen-
tred in Egypt, invoked the Islamic ideal of voluntary payment of taxes
under the term zakåt, but the programme quickly crumbled under the
impact of the revenue lost by the central government.15

The Muslim fast

During the ninth month of the hijr• calendar, Rama∂ån, a fast called
ßawm or ßiyåm is enjoined upon Muslims. From sunrise to just after
sunset for the thirty days of this month of the lunar calendar, adults
are ordered to abstain from all food and drink (the regulation being
not to allow any material substance to enter the body in so far as 
that is possible), from deliberate vomiting, and from having sexual
intercourse or emission of semen if that is a result of conscious desire.
Menstruation, bleeding after childbirth, an unsound mind, and intoxi-
cation produce an invalid fast. Numerous legal qualifications surround
the fast, including what to do if the fast is violated and what sorts 
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of behaviour in general are permissible during the month; the var-
ious schools of law see different implications arising from many 
of the situations. Because the lunar calendar is followed, the fast
moves through the seasons, occurring some eleven days earlier each 
solar year. 

It is considered especially meritorious to read the whole of the
Qur<ån during the month of Rama∂ån. To facilitate this, the text has
been divided into thirty equal sections, one for each day of the month.
When the fasting month is over, the >•d al-fi†r celebration is held; this
is the major festival of the Muslim year. The day itself sees a special
public prayer for the whole community and, following that, a vast
feast is put on, with celebration, visiting and the giving of gifts (called
the zakåt al-fitr) being special features. The Qur<ån contains several
fairly detailed explanations of the fast of Rama∂ån, indicating that 
it was a practice which came into existence early in Islam, being
recognized as a symbol of the religion or at least indicating Islam’s
comparability to Judaism and Christianity. The Qur<ån itself declares
in s¥ra 2, verse 183, “O you who believe, fasting has been prescribed
for you just as it was prescribed for those before you, so that you
will be godfearing.” The sense is, therefore, that Islam has a practice
equivalent to that of Judaism and Christianity, although it is distinct
in its calendar situation and length: 

The month of Rama∂ån in which the Qur<ån was sent down as a
guidance to the people, and as clear signs of the guidance and
the salvation – so let any of you who are present during the month,
fast in it.

(Qur<ån 2/185)

Here we have a case of a ritual which is adopted and adapted from
the earlier religions but which is given a distinctly Islamic flavour
and mythological significance with the month’s connection to the
revelation of the Qur<ån.16

Stories abound in the ˙ad•th material concerning an “earlier” fast
which Mu˙ammad instituted on the Jewish Day of Atonement. Sug-
gested to have been a one-day, twenty-four hour fast, the reports are
often seen to be an explanation of the Quranic phrase suggesting that
there was an earlier fast (that is, Qur<ån 2/183, quoted above); as
such, the historical value of the reports is certainly questionable. Most
notable, however, is the understanding that these reports provide for
the significance of Rama∂ån; the month-long fast is to be understood
as the truly Islamic version of the institution of fasting.
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Fasting at times other than Rama∂ån

Fasting in Islam is undertaken more often than simply during
Rama∂ån. The notion of kaffåra, atonement for sin or for duties which
have been omitted, is stipulated in the Qur<ån on a number of occa-
sions. In s¥ra 2, verse 196, fasting is to replace the pilgrimage for
those unable to go to Mecca under certain conditions; in Qur<ån 4/92,
fasting is an atonement for killing a believer by mistake; in Qur<ån
5/89, fasting is prescribed for breaking an oath; in Qur<ån 5/95, fasting
is the penalty for killing an animal while on the ˙ajj; and in Qur<ån
58/4, one may fast in order to retract a divorce. In each of these situ-
ations, fasting is seen as a replacement or another possibility in the
suggested ways of making amends for one’s moral or ritual errors.
All these indicate that fasting as an activity in general is seen to have
a certain redemptive effect within Islam; this redemption is some-
times thought to be applicable to the fasting which takes place in the
month of Rama∂ån as well, at least in a limited way.

The Muslim pilgrimage

The ˙ajj to Mecca and its surrounding area is an annual ritual lasting
up to seven days which contains within it a fully detailed sequence
of events enjoined upon all those who are physically able to come to
the city. Performed during the first half of the last month of the year,
Dh¥<l-Óijja, the ˙ajj requires a state of ritual sanctity for the activi-
ties. Prior to the ˙ajj itself, ritual purification is undertaken, and the
Ka>ba is circumambulated and a run is performed between al-Íafå
and al-Marwa, two hillocks near the Ka>ba (now joined to the central
Meccan mosque by a covered arcade); both activities are performed
seven times, interspersed with prayers and invocations. On the seventh
of Dh¥<l-Óijja, the pilgrims participate in a prayer service at the
mosque around the Ka>ba. On the following morning, the pilgrimage
itself starts and, over the next three days, the following activities take
place. The pilgrims assemble in Minå, just outside Mecca, and stay
there for the night. The next morning, they depart for the plain of
>Arafåt, 15 kilometres east, and assemble on and around the Mount
of Mercy where a prayer ritual is performed and a ceremony entitled
the “standing” is undertaken, lasting from the time the sun passes the
meridian until sunset. That evening, the pilgrims return to Muzdalifa,
about halfway back to Minå, where the night is spent. The next day,
a journey to Minå brings them to the stone pillar ( al-jamrat al->aqaba)
at which seven pebbles are thrown; the column is said to represent
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Satan. This is followed by a ritual slaughter of sheep, goats and
camels, and a meal, the >•d al-a∂˙å, “the festival of the sacrifice” (per-
formed by all Muslims whether in Mecca or not and seen as the second
major festival of Islam). Returning to Mecca, the Ka>ba is circum-
ambulated and the running between al-Íafå and al-Marwa (unless
completed prior to the ˙ajj itself) is performed. The state of ritual
purity is also abandoned on this day, symbolized by men having their
heads shaved and women having a lock of hair cut off. Three days
of celebration at Minå generally follow for most pilgrims, with more
stones thrown at the three pillars of Satan, all followed by another
circumambulation of the Ka>ba. A visit to Medina will also often be
included before the pilgrims return to their own homes.17

The Qur<ån’s major testimony to this ritual is found in s¥ra 2,
verses 196–200 and s¥ra 5, verses 95–7. Various parts of the ritual
are detailed, as are some of the legal regulations which bear on the
participants. However, no full and cohesive explanation is given. An
element which does receive mention on a number of occasions is the
relationship of some elements of the pilgrimage to the activities of
Abraham and Ishmael. The Qur<ån states in s¥ra 2, verse 127 that
“Abraham and Ishmael laid the foundations for the House [under-
stood to be the Ka>ba]” and that they did a number of the activities
which the later pilgrims also do: performed the circumambulation,
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ran between al-Íafå and al-Marwa, sacrificed a sheep, and stoned
Satan.

Historically, the pilgrimage has given tremendous prominence to
Mecca but, as has already been mentioned in Chapter 4 above, there
was a time when Jerusalem may well have been an alternative pil-
grimage destination, although clearly the Dome of the Rock was not
constructed with a view to facilitating the vast number of pilgrims
which are received at Mecca each year. Notably, the inscriptions in
the Dome do not exhort people to perform a pilgrimage; the inscrip-
tions are perhaps there, however, to be read while performing a
circumambulatory ritual within the domed area.

Other ritual activities

The extent to which Muslim identity is expressed through ritual is
not limited to the “five pillars,” although the prominence of that
grouping is obviously high. The mawlid festival, celebrating the birth
of Mu˙ammad (not fully established in Islam until about the thir-
teenth century) and the informal du>å< prayers are two additional
ritual-type activities which are considered by Muslims to be signifi-
cant in terms of the expression of their faith. Visits to tombs of 
holy men and women are also a popular activity, especially in areas
which have been deeply affected by the mystical side of Islam. Such
visits are generally used as occasions either to ask for favours of 
the deceased saint or to ask for forgiveness. The power of the saint
is believed to reside in his or her ability to intercede on behalf of 
the individual believer with God.

The interpretation of Muslim ritual

Most noticeable when contemplating the sum of Muslim ritual is the
emphasis upon the ritualism of the activities; all events are fully
planned and formalized. But beyond that, one may observe a general
lack of mythological sense in any of the rituals. The only meaning
which can be seen in these rituals, according to many classical Muslim
thinkers and modern scholars of Islam alike, is the sense of being an
expression of an individual’s piety and obedience to God’s command
and as an indication of the person’s membership within the Islamic
community. There is a very real sense of what has been termed “anti-
sacramentalism” and also of the rituals being “commemorative” but
at the same time “amythical.”18 That is, many of the actions in these
rituals are done with a remembrance of past actions of Mu˙ammad
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or Abraham, but without those actions becoming mythological such
that the believer becomes, in any sense, the person of the past.
Likewise, the animal sacrifice in the ˙ajj and the performance of the
fast of Rama∂ån for the most part do not take on the character of sacra-
ments, conceived to have specific effects for the believer, but, rather,
remain acts which individuals do within their sense of obedience.
Overall, ritual is the full manifestation of the special character of
Islam, separate from other religions by its conscious decision to be
unique in its ritual constituents; that process of creating a separate 
definition appears to have been done, in the case of the development
of the ritual practices, in a reasonably arbitrary fashion with no over-
all consistent pattern imposed in creating that “uniqueness” of Islam
within the Judaeo-Christian milieu. Islam, in its construction of its 
rituals, is different from Judaism and Christianity and has rejected, or
at least greatly modified, the central ritual activities of its two prede-
cessors. In this way, it has created its “uniqueness” through difference,
but that does remain a “uniqueness” which cannot be systematized
into a cohesive perspective, at least not within the framework of ritual. 
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Part III 

Alternative visions of
classical Islamic identity

Significant dates

632 death of Mu˙ammad
661 death of >Al•, fourth caliph and figurehead of the 

Sh•>a
661–750 Umayyad dynasty
680 death of Óusayn, son of >Al•
728 death of al-Óasan al-Baßr•
740 death of Zayd ibn >Al• of the Zayd•s
750 >Abbåsid dynasty begins
765 death of Sh•>• Imåm Ja>far al-Íådiq
767 death of historian Ibn Is˙åq
855 death of jurist A˙mad ibn Óanbal
857 death of the mystic al-Mu˙åsib•
874 twelfth Imåm Mu˙ammad al-Mahd• in “lesser 

occultation”
875 death of the mystic al-Bis†åm•
910 death of mystic al-Junayd
922 death of mystic al-Óallåj
941 twelfth Imam Mu˙ammad al-Mahd• in “greater 

occultation”
likely death of Traditionist al-Kulayn•

945 Buwayhids take over Baghdad
988 death of mystic al-Sarråj
991 death of theologian Ibn Babawayh

1022 death of theologian Shaykh al-Muf•d
1044 death of theologian al-Shar•f al-Murta∂å
1067 death of Traditionist al-ˇ¥s•
1072 death of mystic al-Qushayr•
1111 death of theologian/mystic al-Ghazål•
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1166 death of Í¥f• saint al-J•lån•
1240 death of mystic Ibn >Arab•
1328 death of Sunn• theologian/jurist Ibn Taymiyya
1501 Safavids ruling in Iran
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8 The Sh•>a

Islam remained, for the most part, remarkably unified in its religious
manifestations during the classical period. It is only the split between
the legal and theological schools already discussed and what is known
as the Sh•>a of >Al• that has produced any degree of cleavage and 
only the latter which has produced a true sense of an “alternative
vision” of Islam. Of course, such nomenclature reflects only the statis-
tical reality that there are (and have always been) more Muslims who,
by virtue of their legal and theological school practices, would be
defined as members of the ahl al-sunna than there are and have been
Sh•>ite Muslims. Few Muslims would approach these differences as
a “choice” to be made on the individual level; rather, in the exist-
ence of the Sh•>a and the Sunn•s, we are confronted with the outcome
of inner Muslim debates which resulted in different enunciations of
Islam and in variant claims over the legitimate (and thus from each
group’s perspective, normative) nature of Islam in the world. It may
be asserted, thus, that the Sh•>a represent an alternative vision of Islam
in the sense that they do indeed hold to different tenets on some very
significant points within Muslim theory, dogma and practice. 

A number of treatises were written by various Muslim authors which
detailed a tendency toward sectarianism within the faith, which would
seem to contradict the preceding statement. Famous works by al-
Baghdåd• (d. 1037) and al-Shahrastån• (d. 1153) provide lists of the
seventy-three “groups” into which the Islamic community fractured.
Sh•>• writers such al-Nawbakht• (d. between 912 and 922) did simi-
larly.1 These works, however, reflect less what would normally be 
considered true variation in expression of Islamic identity, and more
a documentation of variations on specific points of Muslim theology.
The books are a part of a tendency towards classification of all 
sorts of sundry matters, which was common in classical Islamic times.
They also reflect an interpretation and justification of a tradition
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ascribed to Mu˙ammad which speaks of his community dividing 
into seventy-three (or seventy-one or seventy-two) parts. The import-
ant concluding statement of this tradition provides its significance: 
only one of these groups will actually be saved in the hereafter. It 
was the job of the authors of these texts, then, to enumerate the multi-
plicity of groups, while, at the same time, providing a clear definition
of the group which would be saved: that group, of course, being 
identical with the author’s own allegiances. In some instances, one
suspects that, in these books, political rebels have been made into 
theologically based heretics, thus once again reinforcing the traditional
picture of a well-defined “Islam” as existing from the very earliest
times.2

One of the groups detailed by these “heresiographers,” a group
divided into numerous sub-divisions according to their classificatory
schemes, was the Sh•>a of >Al•. Once again, how many of these groups
really existed as clearly identified units is questionable and certainly
few of them actually survived for any substantial period of time.
Several main groupings did become prominent, however.

The Sh•>• understanding of its origins

As was mentioned in the discussion of the rise of theology, the Sh•>a
pictures its roots back in the days of >Al• ibn Ab• ˇålib and the early
caliphs. The Sh•>a, or “party,” of >Al• consisted of those who defended
his right to rule the early community in the civil war with Mu>åwiya.
They claimed, on the basis of statements of Mu˙ammad and by virtue
of >Al•’s relationship to Mu˙ammad (being his cousin and son-in-
law), that he had a legitimate claim to rule. Much is made of traditions
from Mu˙ammad, accepted by both the Sunn•s and the Sh•>a, in which
>Al• is designated as having a special relationship to Mu˙ammad. Al-
Tirmidh• (author of one of the canonical Sunn• books of ˙ad•th)
reports: “The prophet said in reply to someone who had complained
about >Al•: ‘What do you think of one who loves God and his prophet
and who in turn is loved by God and his prophet?’” Also transmitted
is: “The most loved of women to the prophet of God is Få†ima
[>Al•’s wife, Mu˙ammad’s daughter] and the most loved of men is
>Al•.”3 Such traditions, however, tend to fall into a general category
of discussion of the “merits of the companions” found in all ˙ad•th
literature, in which each of the early followers of Islam is honoured.
In this way, their authority as “founding fathers,” and subsequently
as transmitters of ˙ad•th, was enhanced, and it seems likely that this
was the function of such reports in the beginning. It was only when
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>Al• as an individual had his persona enhanced by the Sh•>a that 
such reports acquired a greater significance. It would appear, how-
ever, that this must have taken place to a great extent after traditions
enhancing >Al•’s position were already in circulation in the early
community; >Al•’s position within the family of Mu˙ammad is prob-
ably sufficient to explain why early sources would consider him an
especially prominent person. 

From the Sh•>• perspective, there was more at stake in the whole
debate, however, for example concerning the nature of the rule of 
the early community. Was the leader to be one who combined reli-
gious with political authority? Or, with the death of Mu˙ammad, had 
religious authority passed to each individual believing Muslim? 
It remains a matter of debate among scholars as to whether >Al•
received his earliest support because of a nascent belief in his reli-
gious significance (which thus suggested that he had authority in 
religious matters, an element which becomes fully developed among
the later Sh•>a as we shall see), or whether this was a purely political
manoeuvre which later became coloured with religious significance.

However, as was the case for theology, these debates among
scholars essentially accept the Muslim accounts at their face value and
argue over the various aspects of them, rather than appreciating the
ideological viewpoint from which such material was compiled. These
debates still work from the standpoint of acceptance of the data pro-
vided about the early period and that data’s impulse to demonstrate a
legitimating and detailed view of Islamic origins.

The Sh•>a and the Qur<ån

Most significant in the stance of the Sh•>a, vis-à-vis their origins, is
their general acceptance of the text of the Qur<ån virtually intact, in
line with the Sunn•s. While there certainly have been tendencies
within the Sh•>• community to debate the accuracy of the text as 
they have it and even a tendency to suggest modifications to the text
– citing additions, omissions, changes and alterations to the version
promulgated by >Uthmån – this sort of activity has been relatively
restrained.4 Much of the contemplated modification to the Quranic
text is of such a nature as to take place within the legitimated (from
the Sunn• perspective) range of “variant readings.” An example of
this is found in Qur<ån 3/110, “You are the best community which
has been produced for humanity,” such that rather than being read
umma, “community,” the Sh•>a have read the word as a<imma and
taken it as referring to the leaders of the Sh•>• community, the Imåms.
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What this may be taken to suggest is that the differentiation between
the Sunn•s and the Sh•>a arose only after the promulgation of an estab-
lished text of the Qur<ån for all such arguments depend upon a text
of the Qur<ån which is fixed and well known.5

This view of the historical development of the Sunn•s and the Sh•>a
fits in with the account of the rise of Islam and the caliph’s authority
given earlier in this book. A fully variant text of the Qur<ån in the
hands of the Sh•>a would have indicated an earlier establishment of
the Sh•>a than the evidence concerning the rise of Islam as a whole
might otherwise suggest. It might also have suggested a “fixed” text
of the Qur<ån being established early on, to which the Sh•>a responded
with their own version. However, since the Sh•>a do not have their
own Qur<ån, both the late establishment of the Sh•>a and the Sunn•
community as two interpretations of Islam, and the establishment of
a fully fixed text of the Qur<ån prior to that division, are historically
possible.

The Sh•>a and ˙ad•th
The other significant element in understanding the rise of the Sh•>a
is the observation that the Sh•>a have a distinct body of ˙ad•th mater-
ial, much of it traced back to or through the early leaders of the Sh•>•
community or, at the very least, containing variants compared to the
Sunn• community’s versions.6 In its written form, this material started
to emerge during the ninth century. Given the function of the ˙ad•th
in Islam in general, the existence of a separate body of material indi-
cates that the central matter of dispute causing the separation of the
Sunn• community and the Sh•>a was one of ultimate authority in the
community as a whole and within each group separately. In the early
unified community, the caliph appears to have had complete authority,
as was discussed earlier in Chapter 4. With the rise of the learned
classes in the eighth century, the disputes over authority became more
pronounced. The Sunn• community emerged with its trust placed in
fixed written sources of authority, leaving what became the Sh•>•
group continuing to hold to authority vested in an individual.

The authority of the Sh•>• Imåm

This understanding of the development of authority makes sense of
what is the most prominent and distinct element in the Sh•>a, and 
that is the person of the Imåm. Designated by Mu˙ammad, >Al• was
the first Imåm for the Sh•>a; this was seen as the designation of a 
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spiritual position, not one of temporal power, and thus the inability of
the Imåms in later times to seize power within the community was 
of no particular concern to their followers. The function of the Imåm
was to guide his followers by explaining and clarifying the divine 
law, as well as to direct those believers in the inner spiritual path of
Islam. This he was able to do because of his close connection to 
God, facilitated by ilhåm, “inspiration” (as distinct from wa˙y, “reve-
lation,” which is the mode through which scripture is produced), and
the knowledge passed on to him by the one who designated him. 
God’s mercy and justice indicate that there can never be a time 
when the world is without an Imåm, for, if that were so, people would
have no guidance and there would be no proof available of God’s
beneficence towards His creation. The Imåm is thus termed the ˙ujja,
“proof,” and håd•, “guide.” The people who were to be Imåms were
designated by God from the beginning of creation, and were even
viewed as pre-existent in the form of primordial light according to
some mystically flavoured interpretations. They are, as a consequence
of these ideas, seen as sinless and the best of all creation. The actual
existence of an Imåm is to be taken as part of God’s beneficence
towards humanity, for he facilitates the salvation of God’s creation by
providing a sure guide in the world and a certain answer to issues of
dispute.

The most prominent branch of the Sh•>a, known as the “Twelvers”
(in Arabic Ithnå >ashariyya) or more generically as the Imåm•s, iden-
tifies a chain of twelve men through whom the line of authority passed
in the formative centuries of Islam. These people were designated by
their predecessors and their birth was generally pictured as accom-
panied by various miraculous signs, confirming this designation. That
the clear delineation of this line was, up to a certain point, ex post
facto would appear likely and is even evidenced by mid-tenth century
Sh•>• sources who speak of people in their community being unsure
of the identity of the Imåm. It will only have been when the need for
authority emerged within the community that the tracing back of a
chain of authority (as in the isnåd of a ˙ad•th) would have actually
been necessary. The established line of the twelve Imåms is as
follows:

>Al• ibn ab• ˇålib, d. 661
Óasan, his son, d. 669
Óusayn, >Al•’s second son, d. 680
Zayn al->Åbid•n, his son, d. 712 or 713
Mu˙ammad al-Båqir, his son, d. 735
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Ja>far al-Íådiq, his son, d. 765
M¥så al-KåΩim, his son, d. 799
>Al• al-Ri∂å, his son, d. 818
Mu˙ammad al-Taq• al-Jawåd, his son, d. 835 
>Al• al-Håd•, his son, d. 868
Óasan al->Askar•, his son, d. 873 or 874
Mu˙ammad al-Mahd•, his son, born 868

The formation of the Sh•>a
Ja>far al-Íådiq appears to have been the pivotal figure through whom
the Sh•>a actually came into existence as a religious movement. Up
to that point, the best that one may suppose is that rival groups, whose
primary focus was in the political arena, existed in the community;
some of these groups saw their right to rule traced back to >Al•. As
with the emergence of the whole system of Islam itself, the partic-
ular elements manifested in the Sh•>a took time to evolve, even though
the sources themselves wish to project the origins back to the earliest
period. The rise of the >Abbåsid caliphate, making its appeal to
persons in sympathy with the rights of >Al•, would coincide with the
dates of Ja>far al-Íådiq. It is with the sixth Imåm and his designated
successor, M¥så al-KåΩim, that the incipient notions of the Imamate
would appear to have originated, based on the information provided
by various heresiographical works and Sh•>• tradition itself, which
sees Ja>far as the formative spokesman. One crucial element here is
the establishment of a procedure for the designation of the Imåm,
rather than that person being determined by a process of battle; the
Sh•>• platform can then defend a quietist attitude despite a lineage
which would suggest a need to usurp rule in the world; this also had
the effect of cutting off a tendency towards the proliferation of rival
claimants to the position of Imåm. Another crucial element was the
Imåm’s receipt of esoteric knowledge passed on from the previous
Imåm. Regardless of these early elements, it is only in the time of
the twelfth Imåm that we actually have any Sh•>• sources which
provide us with detailed information on the Shi>a and their beliefs,
and it is clear that it is in the post-twelfth Imåm period that the Sh•>a
as we know it today actually came into being.7

The occultation of the last Imåm

The twelfth Imåm is said to have disappeared and to have entered
into his “lesser occultation,” being hidden from the view of the world.
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He designated a series of four persons (in parallel to the first four
caliphs perhaps) to whom he communicated his commands; this situ-
ation lasted from 874 until 941. He then entered into his “greater
occultation” in which condition he no longer communicates with the
world. This notion of occultation is a necessary consequence of the
line of Imåms ending at a particular point in history. If humanity
cannot be without an Imåm and the line of Imåms has ended, then
the last Imåm cannot be dead but must be alive; otherwise, a substi-
tute for him must exist. Known as the ghayba, the occultation will
last until God determines its end. The return of the twelfth Imåm in
the role of the messianic Mahd• is awaited; this will occur shortly
before the day of judgement. At that time, he will be manifested on
earth and will lead the righteous into battle against the forces of evil.
Finally, good will triumph over evil, and the Imåm will subsequently
rule over the world in a period of peace.8

The notion that there should be twelve Imåms and that the twelfth
should permanently “disappear” took some time to solidify within the
Sh•>a. Certainly, authors writing at the time of the twelfth Imåm appear
to have expected the line to continue beyond him. Although they 
admitted that at the time he was “hiding,” he was clearly expected to
show himself once again. Indeed, the presence of the Imåm as a “proof”
and a “guidance” was deemed essential and was the major element 
in polemic against the Sunn• schools which the Sh•>a felt were adrift
with no guidance. It would appear to be the case, however, that other
Sh•>• groups had already developed the notions of a limited chain of
Imåms and of the last one “disappearing.” All that was really happen-
ing, then, was that the Imåm• group was employing already circulating
ideas as an explanation of events taking place in their “twelver-Sh•>•”
line. By the time of the Sh•>• writer al-Kulayn• (d. c.941), the idea of
there being a line of twelve Imåms was established, although, for the
rest of the century, authors still found it necessary to compose works
which would explain and defend this notion of an occulted Imåm.
Arguments in favour of there being a line of only twelve Imåms were
found in Quranic references to the number twelve (e.g. twelve months
in the year, Qur<ån 9/36) and in Sh•>• and Sunn• traditions which talk
of Mu˙ammad naming twelve successors, which in Sunn• sources are
found in texts written in a period before the occultation of the twelfth
Imåm and perhaps reflect notions regarding “twelve” as a number 
symbolic of restoration, fulfilment and authority, as in the twelve tribes
of Israel and the twelve disciples of Jesus.9

There seem to be political reasons lying behind the idea of the
“disappearance” of the twelfth Imåm which account for it becoming
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a successful doctrine in Sh•>• circles. As long as the Imåm was phys-
ically present in the world, he represented a threat, albeit ineffectual,
to the ruling powers. The Sh•>a found themselves virtually always
persecuted under the rule of the >Abbåsids. Removing the worldly
reality of the Imåm, after enduring some one hundred years of
>Abbåsid rule, was a way of securing a continued existence for the
group, but also may be linked to a growing sense of material 
prosperity among certain groups of Sh•>•s which they were unwilling
to forego.10 Cooperation with the ruling powers was far easier with-
out the Imåm present, but believing in his “occultation” meant that
one’s loyalty to him did not have to diminish; cooperation with the
rulers brought power as well as a more comfortable existence, some-
thing which took place under the pro-Sh•>• Buwayhids and clearly
separated political and religious dimensions of existence. The Sh•>•
doctrine of taqiyya (“religious dissimulation”), by which it was 
considered acceptable to conceal one’s true allegiance in the face of
adversity, fitted in with this situation and attitude. It is likely also
that, as with Sunn• Islam, a rise in the status and power of the >ulamå<,
“the learned or scholarly classes,” put pressure on the Imåm whose
actual presence proved inconvenient for the learned classes and their
expectations and aspirations. As well, for all practical purposes, by
the time of the twelfth Imåm, the >ulamå< had taken over positions
of effective authority anyway, the Imåm himself generally being 
kept out of contact with the vast majority of his followers; it was
dangerous for the Imåm to be in public view, due to his political
pretensions. The authority of the learned classes after the ghayba
resided in the basis of their knowledge of the traditions transmitted
by the Imåms. Thus the emergence of the books of ˙ad•th at approx-
imately the time of the lesser occultation is to be expected.

Sh•>• theology

Much of developed Sh•>• theology follows that of the Mu>tazila,
discussed earlier in Chapter 5, with a few crucial differences. It is
significant to note that, in a sense, the Sh•>a represents a re-emergence
of Mu>tazil• thought which appears to have lost much of its popular
appeal in the Sunn• world in the preceding century or so. The signif-
icance and meaning of the Imamate were the major factors which
separated the Mu>tazila and the Sh•>a. Further significant differences
are really a consequence of this stance. One of the Imåm’s functions
is to intercede on behalf of his followers in the hereafter; this func-
tion runs counter to the Mu>tazil• insistence on “the punishment and
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the threat” as applying to all persons, consistent with their percep-
tion of the justice of God. Likewise, for the Sh•>a, there can be 
no “intermediate position,” that of the hypocrite, applicable to those
who appear to sin in their actions but declare their belief; those who
declare their allegiance to the Imåm are quite clearly members of the
community and must be accepted as such. Other than these elements,
the theological doctrines are familiar: belief in divine unity and
justice, in the role of prophethood and the bringing of the law by
sinless prophets, and in the resurrection at the end of time.

The Sh•>a did not always hold this theological position, however;
the debates in the post-ghayba period clearly show an evolution from
a tradition-based system to a more fully rationalistic one. Prior to that,
however, in the very early period, the information regarding the sit-
uation is even less clear and provides at least some evidence of an
even greater measure of shift in theological doctrine. However, the
fact of the matter remains that there are no sources which can be
trusted to be fully reliable, to give us information on the doctrinal
stance of the Sh•>a prior to the tenth century. Some scholars have
made the suggestion that any sources internal to the group itself suf-
fered destruction at the hands of the later Sh•>a who found the early
doctrines unacceptable. The degree to which these early doctrines
were contrary to later ones is suggested, perhaps, by Sunn• sources,
specifically al-Khayyå† (writing around 882) and al-Ash>ar• (writing
around 912). The doctrines of these early groups, dubbed the ghulåt,
“the exaggerators,” included notions of the transmigration of souls,
an anthropomorphic conception of God, God’s willing of the evil
deeds of humanity, and the possibility of alteration in God’s will. At
one point, it is also held that some believed in the absolute divine
nature of the Imåm, although the later Sunn• sources perhaps reflect
the lessening of this doctrine for they no longer make that accusa-
tion. The trouble here is that the Sunn• sources are clearly polemical
in tone and approach, and the items of doctrine with which the ghulåt
are associated are precisely those items which bring about the great-
est reprobation from the Sunn• schools; to represent these doctrines
as being held by the largest Sh•>• school at the time may well be a
case of attempting to mislead deliberately.

Ibn Babawayh

By the tenth century, when the Buwayhid dynasty took over in
Baghdad and made the >Abbåsid caliph simply a tributary to the ruler,
the Sh•>a had become a political force and a clearer picture of its 
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theological stance starts to emerge. Ibn Babawayh (d. 991) appears
to have been one of the leading figures in this movement. He wrote
against the notion of anthropomorphism – which certainly suggests
that some Sh•>•s still held to such doctrines – and, by the end of his
life, also seemed convinced that humanity has a degree of free will
under God’s law: 

Our belief concerning human actions is that they are created . . .,
in the sense that Allah possesses foreknowledge . . ., and not in
the sense that Allah compels mankind to act in a particular manner
by creating a certain disposition. . . . And the meaning of this is
that Allah has never ceased to be aware of the potentialities . . .
of human beings.11

At an earlier stage of his life, however, Ibn Babawayh held to a
firmer predestinarian position. What marks all of his works is a reli-
ance on tradition rather than reason and a total rejection of the stance
of kalåm (“The partisans of the kalåm will perish and the Muslims
will be saved”)12; this is similar to the stance of al-Ash>ar• in the
Sunn• world who was reacting to the full force of Mu>tazil• doctrine.
Ibn Babawayh, on the other hand, came before the major impact of
Mu>tazil• thought among the Sh•>a, although some tendency in the
direction of rationalism is to be noted in writers from earlier in 
the tenth century. 

Later theologians

Mu>tazil• theology proper came into the Sh•>a through the work of al-
Shaykh al-Muf•d (d. 1022), al-Shar•f al-Murta∂å (d. 1044) and al-ˇ¥s•
(d. 1067). While the basis for the particulars of the Mu>tazil• posi-
tion was already firmly established in the Sh•>a (and, some would say,
was there since the time of Ja>far al-Íådiq), it is these authors who
emphasized the use of reason in support of the doctrine, seeing the
need to defend the religion on that basis. Al-Shaykh al-Muf•d argues
for a less radical type of Mu>tazil• stance than some of the later
authors; he avoids saying that people are the actual “creators” of their
own acts and that the Qur<ån is created. Rather, he says that the Qur<ån
“originated in time” and acts are “produced” or “made.” God’s actions
in the world are always in the best interests of humanity (this being
provided as an explanation of evil in the world). Overall, al-Shaykh
al-Muf•d attempted to avoid going beyond what he sees as the limits
of Quranic phraseology in enunciating his theology.13
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With the later authors, the position became more radical, with reason
becoming the basis of all doctrine rather than being the tool by 
which authoritative doctrine could be defended and enhanced, as it
was for al-Shaykh al-Muf•d. Al-Murta∂å may best be thought of as
the Sh•>• al-Ash>ar• in the sense that his writings became the basis for
all later Sh•>• exposition of theology, being the virtually unquestioned
source.

Why the Sh•>a adopted this rationalist position in theology would
appear to be connected to the need for authority. While the Imåm was
in the world, the source of authority for the Sh•>• community was
clear: it was the Imåm; being an authoritative source was the very
purpose of his presence in the world. The Sunn•s were, in the Sh•>•
view, reduced to mere conjecture on all elements of their religion.
With the ghayba of the twelfth Imåm, authority first came through
the series of four representatives who were able to put questions to
the Imåm and bring back answers. With the greater occultation,
however, this could no longer happen, although the appearance of the
Imåm to a worthy individual, either in reality or in a dream, was at
least held to be possible. In the absence of the Imåm, then, authority
was in the hands of the learned classes. But this was no better than
the Sunn• position, which the Sh•>a had criticized for having no sound
basis. Mu>tazil• theology provided a way around this problem, by sug-
gesting that reason alone could provide the certitude which is required.
Deduction based on reason, therefore, rather than tradition as used by
the Sunn•s, was the ideal replacement for the Imåm, whose rulings 
would only conform to the laws of reason anyway. As the line of Sh•>•
thought developed, al-Murta∂å argued that reason could prove the
necessity of the existence of the Imåm in the first place, providing
the proof for the key element of Sh•>• thought that the Mu>tazila lacked.
He argued that the office of the Imåm was necessary and that 

[t]he way to prove its necessity is reason, contrary to the doctrine
of the Mu>tazilites and their like. It is necessary only for bringing
those who are under moral obligation close to what is for their
interests and for keeping them far from what is harmful.14

Sh•>• legal thought and practice

In the legal field, a late development is quite clear also, as in theology.
The tenth-century work by al-Kulayn•, al-Kåf • f • >Ilm al-D•n (“The
Sufficient in the Knowledge of Religion”), marks a pivotal point in
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the emergence of defined Sh•>• law. This work gathers together tradi-
tions, either from the Imåms or from Mu˙ammad and transmitted
through the Imåms, which serve as the basis for all discussions (both
legal and theological) in this period.15 The writing of the book is
significant and contains, by its very composition, a polemical element.
The book clearly wants to argue that the Imåm in the world is no
more. No longer can that source of authority be utilized, and the Sh•>a,
like the Sunn•s, must turn to written sources to substantiate their posi-
tion. The writing of a work such as al-Kulayn•’s marks a stage in the
emergence of the Sh•>a in which the learned classes, who had control
of the sources, were starting to assert their authority; in such a way,
it was ensured that any potential claimants to the position of the Imåm
were effectively silenced. Al-Kulayn•’s book is one of four, the others
written by Ibn Babawayh and al-ˇ¥s• (the latter having two to his
credit), which are considered the counterparts to the six authoritative
collections of ˙ad•th in the Sunn• world.

Without the Imåm, or his representatives, in the world, the specific
duties assigned to him were said to be lapsed. These included leading
the holy war ( jihåd), division of the booty of war, leading the Friday
prayer, putting juridical decisions into effect, imposing legal penal-
ties, and receiving the religious taxes.16 The absence of the Imåm left
the community leaderless, and it fell to al-T¥s• in the eleventh century
to enunciate a theory of juridical authority being in the hands of those
knowledgeable in jurisprudence, the fuqahå<. Even then, the role of
the jurists was limited and it took several centuries and a number of
other theorists to develop a more encompassing theory; it was only
in the sixteenth century that the fuqahå< took over all the duties of
the occulted Imåm, with the exception of offensive jihåd which, it
was determined, could only be undertaken by the Imåm himself.17

The absoluteness of this delegation of the authority of the Imåm
was tempered by the theological speculation over the return of the
twelfth Imåm. This expected return, though, was of little practical
concern to the jurists whose role was to create a legal system with
no reference to a living Imåm, only to one who existed theologically.18

The actual theoretical development of the principles of Sh•>•
jurisprudence was, for the most part, late in being written (fourteenth
to sixteenth centuries), at least in comparison with the much earlier
Sunn• development. To some extent, therefore, the Sh•>a depended
upon the principles already enunciated within Sunn• thought in order
to develop the legal basis of their society; the differences between
the two are, as a result, quite slight. The Sh•>a, in this view, are little
more than another legal school, parallel to the four major Sunn•
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schools. Minor differences occur in the prayer ritual and the fast of
Rama∂ån, but these are precisely of a nature which would be seen 
as a variation between schools of law. Friday noon prayer is not as
important to the Sh•>a because of the absence of the Imåm who is
supposed to lead that prayer, although this became a problem of some
seriousness in juridical discussions. Various practices are enjoined,
such as visiting the tombs of the Imåms, and these visits are conducted
with extensive rituals on a par with those of the ˙ajj.

There are, of course, some significant differences between Sunn•
and Sh•>• practices. The phenomenon of “temporary marriage,” mut >a,
considered to be referred to in Qur<ån 4/24, is specifically forbidden
in the Sunn• world, where any limit put on the length of a marriage
makes a marriage contract null and void.19 Divorce and inheritance
laws also vary. Most striking is a different form of the shahåda
employed at some points in Sh•>• history. The phrase, “I testify that
>Al• is the wal• [‘friend’] of God” is added to the two-part Sunn•
witness to faith; this is, however, a fairly late addition, mention of 
it not being made in the earliest texts of Sh•>• law other than that 
of Ibn Babawayh, who condemns its usage. The sixteenth century
saw arguments in favour of its employment, urged probably by the 
political aims of the rulers at that time, the Safavids, who instituted
the Sh•>• position as the state religion of Iran in 1501. The argument
for the basis of the statement as opposed to its ritual employment,
however, is to be found quite early in Sh•>• thought, for example 
in al-Kulayn• who argues that the belief in the wilåya of >Al• is
a fundamental tenet of the Sh•>a, and that the belief simply in 
“There is no god but God and Mu˙ammad is the messenger of God”
is not sufficient to ensure salvation; clearly, the third element of the
testimony is needed in the belief of the individual, even if in this
early period it was not actually part of the ritual repetition of the
shahåda.20

Additionally, Ibn Babawayh reports the following tradition about
Få†ima bint Asad, the mother of >Al•. Mu˙ammad is quoted as saying
that immediately after her death: 

She was asked about her Lord, and she said, “My Lord is Allåh”.
And she was asked about her Prophet and she replied, “Mu˙am-
mad”. And she was asked about her Imåm and wal• and she
faltered and paused. And I said to her, “Thy son, thy son”. So
she said, “My Imåm is my son”. Thereupon they [the two ques-
tioning angels who appear to everyone after death] departed from
her and said, “We have no power over you . . .”.21
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Undoubtedly, it was the pressure of Sunn• condemnation which did
not allow this statement to enter the Sh•>• shahåda from the very
beginning and it was only after many centuries that it was actually
approved under more propitious political circumstances. 

A prominent celebration which is not found in the Sunn• world
revolves around the commemoration of the death of Óusayn, the son
of >Al•. Culminating on the tenth day of the first month of the year,
Mu˙arram, the day of >Ashurå<, it observes the day of the death of
Óusayn and his followers which took place at the hands of the 
forces of the Umayyad ruler Yaz•d. This occurred in the year 680.
Martyrdom to the cause of the party of >Al• became the operative
motif in understanding Óusayn’s death and the celebration of this
became the central event of the Sh•>• religious calendar. Visitation of
sacred places, especially the tomb of Óusayn in Karbala, play an
important role in the celebrations on this day.22 Generally, these ritual
differences between the Sh•>a and the Sunn•s have gained symbolic
value for the Sh•>a in terms of providing a distinct (and, implicitly,
correct) religious identity, especially in times of political antagonism
with the Sunn• world.23

Variants of the Sh•>a
Given that a fundamental notion among the Sh•>a was the necessity
of the identification of an Imåm in each generation, it is hardly
surprising that rival claimants appeared at various points in history.
We thus see the emergence of several branches within the Sh•>a, each
of which differed over the line of descent of authority at a certain
historical moment. The Ismå>•l•s, Zayd•s and Druze (Dur¥z in Arabic)
are three such prominent groups. Some of these splits account for
their origins in terms of differences over political strategy. The
Zayd•s, for example, picture their origins in armed revolt against the
Umayyad rulers. They were formed as a group in support of Zayd
ibn >Al•, a grandson of Óusayn ibn >Al•, who was defeated and killed
in 740. While in certain situations these small offshoots of the Sh•>a
have proven politically volatile, throughout a good portion of history
they have been politically quiescent, looking forward to the end of
time and the return of the Mahd•. This simply goes along with the
doctrine of the occultation of the Imåm when faced with the polit-
ical realities of the historical situation. The Ismå>•l•s are particularly
noted for their “inner” interpretations of much of Muslim practice,
looking to make the point that the law was to benefit the soul as well
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as the body. For them, the person of the Imåm is a key link to God
who provides the authoritative interpretation of all Islamic matters.24

The central issue which separates all of the Sh•>a of the Sunn•s,
then, is this issue of the Imåm and his role. The answer to this was
not, for the Sh•>a, straightforward because of issues related to iden-
tifying the person of the Imåm and dealing with his absence (in those
branches of the Sh•>a which held to that idea). As is always the case,
historical contexts affected the way in which this doctrine evolved
but it is clear that the fundamental disagreement between Muslims
over the nature of community leadership had a long-lasting and
profound effect upon the unity of the umma.
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9 Í¥f • devotion

The question of the origins of Sufism (taßawwuf ), the mystical aspect
within Islam, and its devotees, the Í¥f•s, seems to have attracted its
own particular type of dispute within the academic study of Islam.
The reason for this dispute would appear to go back once again to a
memory of medieval (and later) polemic between Christians and
Muslims. Christians have often pictured Islam as a very sensually
based religion: Mu˙ammad’s multiple marriages, the Qur<ån’s very
physical and sensual portrayal of heaven and its rewards, and Islam’s
permitting of polygamy and enjoining holy war ( jihåd ) have all been
featured in these kinds of characterizations. At the same time,
however, Christians have been very well aware of a profound ascetic-
mystical trend in Islam. Ab¥ Óam•d al-Ghazål• (d. 1111), for example,
one of the most famous of all Í¥f•s, became well known in the
medieval west especially in his philosophic guise; this was true of a
variety of other mystically inspired writers also. In trying to recon-
cile the two natures perceived within Islam, the implicit suggestion
given by some early writers on the subject was that the mystical trend
could not be inherent in Islam but must have come from Christianity,
a far more elevated religion in their view.

It is the case, then, that raising the question of the origins of Sufism
today is no less controversial than the question of the origins of the
entire religion of Islam, because behind the questions lies the aura,
if not the attitude, of medieval polemic. To suggest that Islamic mysti-
cism is, in fact, a borrowing from outside raises the spectre of the
denial of the intrinsically spiritual nature of Islam and thence of the
spiritual nature of Muslims themselves.

The question of origins here is twofold. The basic point, much
argued by Í¥f•s themselves in their search for the legitimization of
their spiritual quest, is whether Islam as a religion contained within
itself a spiritual-ascetic tendency from the very beginning; that is,



does Islam inherently see that the mystical way (defined, for the time
being, as the quest for some intimacy with God as induced through
certain practices of a meditative, repetitive or self-denying nature) is
the ideal life that should be aimed for? From the Islamic perspective,
is that lifestyle inherently pleasing to God?

The second issue is one concerning the origins of Sufism itself.
Regardless of where the original spiritual-ascetic impulse came from,
were the practices, aspirations and the mode of expression used by
the Í¥f•s elements developed within Islam or were they the result of
influences from another source (be that Christian, Indian, Iranian or
whatever) and adapted to an Islamic style?

The source of Sufism in Islam

The problem with answering the first question is, of course, one of
interpretation. How do we judge an issue such as “inherent asceti-
cism”? Some would say that a basic world-denying attitude is a part
of Judaism, Christianity and Islam, especially because the overall
tradition has been influenced by the radical dualism of Manichaeism
with its distrust of the material world. This attitude is difficult to
reconcile, however, with the picture of Islam and Judaism especially
as “nomocratic,” where a very practical attitude towards life in the
here and now, as manifested in the law, is a prime characteristic of
the religion. The other aspect of the problem is the common one found
in all elements of the origins of Islam and that is the lack of contem-
porary sources. There simply are no ascertainably early sources which
give us a glimpse of a spiritual-ascetic lifestyle from before the ninth
century, in common with the lack of documentary evidence for the
beginnings of Islam in general.

Muslim arguments on the subject revolve around the citation of the
Qur<ån and elements of the ˙ad•th and the S•ra, the life story of
Mu˙ammad, which indicate the possibility of, if not the positive
encouragement and enactment of, the ascetic ideal. This approach fully
answers the question from the internal Muslim perspective. The Qur<ån
and Mu˙ammad, as Í¥f•s have always said, support the mystical 
quest. Statements concerning God are popularly cited, for example,
Qur<ån 2/186, “Whenever My servants ask you about Me, I am near
to answer the call of the caller,” and Qur<ån 50/16, “We [God] are
closer to him [humanity] than his jugular vein!” Looking inward, there-
fore, becomes the goal and the quest, although Qur<ån 2/115, “wher-
ever you may turn, there is the face of God,” adds another dimension
to the quest. The wandering way of life of the early ascetic is supported
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in Qur<ån 29/20, “Travel in the land and see how He began creation.”
Qur<ån 9/123 asserts, “God is with the godfearing” whose way of life
is echoed in the Quranic refrain to remember God always (for example,
Qur<ån 33/41, “You who believe, remember God often”). The “light
verse,” Qur<ån 24/35, is the most famous of all verses for Í¥f• spec-
ulation and its very presence in the Qur<ån is often claimed to be proof
of the need for the mystic way: 

God is the light of the heavens and the earth. The likeness of His
light is as a niche in which there is a lamp; the lamp is in a glass;
the glass is just as if it were a glittering star kindled from a blessed
tree, an olive neither Eastern nor Western, whose oil will almost
glow though the fire has never touched it. Light upon light, God
guides His light to anyone He wishes.

As for Mu˙ammad, his whole experience of revelation and his
preparation towards receiving it are seen as models for the ascetic
life and its product. This is also true of other Quranic figures, espe-
cially Moses and al-Khi∂r whose stories, as told in s¥ra 18, have
been elaborated into accounts of the mystic quest. Many of the tradi-
tions about Mu˙ammad most favoured by the Í¥f•s are not to be
found in the major ˙ad•th collections, generally having been rejected
by the collectors as unsound, but the Í¥f•s kept their traditions going
among their own circles. Many aphorisms are found on Mu˙ammad’s
lips which are applicable to the Í¥f• quest, and Mu˙ammad is also
portrayed as following an ascetic way of life. The latter traditions
found their way into works such as the Kitåb al-Zuhd (“The Book of
Ascetic Practices”) of Ibn Óanbal (d. 855), the eponym of the legal
school, who is often seen as a supporter of the early ascetic move-
ment. Poverty especially became an ideal espoused by Mu˙ammad.
For example, Ibn Óanbal cites the tradition from >Å<isha who “was
asked what the Messenger of God did in his house. She replied, ‘He
patched clothes, fixed sandals, and did similar things’.” >Å<isha also
reported that when Mu˙ammad died, “he did not leave a dinar or a
dirham, nor any sheep or cattle, nor did he bequeath anything.”1

Even more productive for the Í¥f•s has been the story of the mi>råj,
Mu˙ammad’s night journey (based around Qur<ån 17/1), which is
seen as a tale of the supreme mystical experience to which every
mystic aspires. While the basic account is found in all orthodox
sources about Mu˙ammad, starting in germ form in Mu˙ammad’s
early biographer Ibn Is˙åq, the Í¥f• understanding and interpretation
of the account are, of course, unique.2 The emphasis frequently falls
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on the role of the journey as a prophetic initiation, leading the way
for all mystics after Mu˙ammad to journey to their own union with
the divine presence, not as prophets but as saints or “friends of God.”

Interestingly, there is a marked anti-ascetic tendency within the
Sunn• books of ˙ad•th, especially focusing on the rejection of Chris-
tian monasticism. For example, these reports are often used in Islam
to support the notion that even Í¥f•s should marry. Other such ele-
ments include a rejection of forty-day food restrictions and pleas
against poverty (even to the point of denying excessive charity).3 Most
of this material can be seen as anti-Christian in tendency and as reflect-
ing the tension that Muslims felt over the status of ascetic tendencies
in early Islam.

However, all of this attention to the Qur<ån, S•ra and ˙ad•th on the
part of the Í¥f•s simply indicates that they have, like all other
Muslims, always gone back to the prime sources of Islam for inspi-
ration as well as justification of their position; in that way they are
no different from the jurists in the quest to define the law as closely
as possible, for example. For modern historians to take “objective”
facts from this type of material and attempt to reconstruct a picture
of mystical trends in early Islam is to commit the error of anachro-
nistic reading of the texts; one is clearly looking at the texts through
the eyes of later people and we learn nothing from them of the earliest
meaning given to these sources. The most that may be concluded
from this part of the discussion, therefore, is simply to say that
Muslims have found the life story of Mu˙ammad and the Qur<ån itself
to be vital sources in their mystical quest. One would not want to
discount the possibility that even the early versions of the biography
(S•ra) of Mu˙ammad have been affected by early mystics and thus
reflect some of their concerns and desires, as is reflected also in the
˙ad•th literature with its books devoted to zuhd, asceticism, as prac-
tised by Mu˙ammad. That the Qur<ån might, in fact, contain such
ascetic elements is a possibility that needs to be entertained; however,
whether the pieces of the Qur<ån which suggest this background was
always understood that way by Muslims, and where those pieces of
the Qur<ån actually originated, are vexing questions which still must
be faced by scholarship.

Sources of Í¥f• practice

The solution to this first aspect of the problem of the origins of Sufism,
then, would seem to be to put aside the questions about the inher-
ent spiritual asceticism of Islam and perhaps simply admit that the
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understanding of the nature of God as contained within the Judaeo-
Christian-Muslim tradition is one which is potentially amenable to
the mystical way of life. There only remains, then, the second ques-
tion of the development of what we may truly call Sufism in Islam,
the influences upon it and its role in the emergence of Islam. For the
early period there is the major problem of definition, of how to deter-
mine for example, whether Ibn Óanbal should be considered a Í¥f•
or simply an ascetic Muslim, given his encouragement of that way
of life. That he should have combined this role with one of the
upholding of traditionalism is significant, of course; one of his works
which displays ascetic tendencies is the above-mentioned Kitåb al-
Zuhd, a collection of traditions about the life of Mu˙ammad. Indeed,
for the earliest period, this emphasis on asceticism is the primary
element that one can isolate with certainty as the forerunner of the
later mystical way. The evidence suggests that it was in the early to
mid-ninth century that these sorts of tendencies found their expres-
sion in written form; it was only later in that century that this became
combined with speculative thought, producing as a result a true
system of mysticism, which may accurately and meaningfully be
called Sufism. The dating of this era for the emergence of Sufism is
confirmed within juridical works, where the disdain for the ascetic
way of life is displayed and a resultant attempt on the part of the
jurists to restrict its scope can clearly be seen; the end of the eighth
century and early in the ninth century appears to be the era for the
greatest disputes on this matter.4

Certainly, the influence of Christianity on the foundation of asceti-
cism in Islam is clear in some of the earliest writings. Al-Mu˙åsib•
(d. 857), for example, has been shown5 to have borrowed heavily
from the New Testament for various sayings and commendations 
of the Í¥f• way of life. As well, the practice of wearing woollen
garments called ß¥f, by means of which it is popularly believed that
the term “Í¥f•” (meaning “those who wear rough woollen garments”)
was coined, is said to have been done in imitation of Christian
hermits; this was carried out in order to serve as an indication of
poverty as well as being an ascetic practice in and by itself.

The development of a mystical litany was also a part of the early
enunciation of the movement. Termed dhikr, the practice was
connected by the Í¥f•s to the Quranic injunction to “mention God
often,” as in Qur<ån 33/21. The developed form of this litany consists
of the constant repetition of various phrases, often lå ilåha illå
<llåh, “There is no god but God.” This practice serves as the focal
point of devotions for virtually every Í¥f• group.6 Christian modes
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of worship once again may have provided some of the impetus for
this particular element.

Doctrinally, the early mystics are held to have been devoted to the
notion of tawakkul, “total trust” in God. The characteristics are com-
plete indifference to the world and its affairs and a full dependence
upon God supplying the needs of the individual; this attitude was said
to demonstrate one’s total trust in the power and mercy of God who
will supply those needs. A total lack of possessions and deprivation
of any bodily comforts were the marks of such a person. This trend
is often seen to have been influenced by Christianity also, that being
a tendency of monasticism in the church.

Given the geographical contexts in which Islamic asceticism is
generally seen to have emerged – Baghdad, in the environment of
the Christian heritage, and Khurasan, a former Buddhist centre – it
is not surprising that elements of various religions, especially Chris-
tianity as the above examples show, should be present; little would
seem to be gained by denying it. However, it has frequently been
pointed out that the ascetic lifestyle in Islam developed with a certain
overt political motivation. Once again in Islam, a religious position
appears to have been used as a rallying point for rebellion against the
ruling powers. The whole early ascetic inclination is frequently
pictured as a renunciation and rejection of the political strife in the
formative Islamic period. The early mystics were the true Muslims
who held onto the Islamic spirit in the face of the manipulation of
the religion by the ruling powers for their own purposes. The
emphasis on tawakkul would be pictured in marked contrast to the
efforts of all other Muslims to secure their places on earth rather than
in heaven, at least from the perspective of the mystics. Al-Óasan
al-Baßr• (d. 728), famous for his role in the theological debates
discussed in Chapter 5, emerges in the literature as one of the central
figures of this type of spirituality, going to the extent of denying the
value of existence in this world and speaking of the hereafter as 
the realm free of the contamination of political self-interest. Revolu-
tionary involvement in the political arena was not sanctioned by 
al-Óasan al-Baßr•, even if that could have meant replacing an unjust
ruler with a pious one; the slow persuasion of rulers was about the
best that could be hoped for in the effort to improve the lot of all
Muslims in the community.

Overall, then, the argument certainly can be made for “foreign
influences” on the development of Sufism but, without a doubt,
modern scholarship sees the internal tensions of the Muslim com-
munity as crucial in the emergence of early ascetic tendencies.
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Development of Sufism

The ninth century was marked by a rapid progression of mystics, each
famous for adding a certain element to the emergent mystical view-
point and creating the central tenets of Sufism. Under the influence of
neo-Platonism, at least according to some writers, mystical doctrines
of the love of God, the beatific vision of the mystical experience, 
gnosis as the goal of the experience, the image of the mystical ascen-
sion, the absorption into God and the theory of the mystical states are
all seen to emerge.

Al-Junayd (d. 910), a pupil of al-Mu˙åsib•, is often given the 
credit for establishing a true system of mystical speculation, bringing
together the insights of his predecessors and creating a lasting system
for all subsequent generations. He is credited with the elaboration of
the doctrine of fanå<, the goal of the mystic in “dying in one’s self,”
“passing away” or “absorption” into God, supported by the Quranic,
“All that is on the earth will disappear while your Lord’s face abides,
majestic, splendid” (Qur<ån 55/26–7). The mystic quest is based on
the need to return to God, the state in which humanity was before
creation. Baqå<, the “continuance,” is the existence of the mystic after
fanå<, when he or she lives in God. Al-Junayd combined this goal
with an ethical theory which demanded of the mystic who has reached
the state of “absorption” a return to society; this was so that the 
individual would make clear “the evidence of [God’s] grace to him,
so that the lights of His gifts in the return of his individual charac-
teristics scintillate and attract the community to him who appreciate 
him.”7 This meant, for al-Junayd, that the Í¥f• had the responsibility
to return to his community life and fulfil all the obligations of Muslim
existence; the knowledge of the individual’s absorption into the divine
remains a “secret treasure” which shines through the person in 
everything done in the world.

Al-Óallåj

Contemporary with al-Junayd was al-Óallåj (d. 922) who, likewise,
was convinced of the necessity of the mystic quest, but who was con-
demned to death for the blasphemy of considering that individuals
could recognize their God-nature through mystical experience. Stories
relate that al-Óallåj proclaimed, “I am the Truth,” which was taken
to mean that he felt himself actually to be God incarnate in the world.
Such Í¥f•s (another early example is al-Bas†åm•, d. 875) have come
to be termed “intoxicated” as compared to the “sober” mysticism of
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al-Junayd, for they had become so overcome by the mystical experi-
ence that existence, as such, had no meaning to them; their utterances
became the focal point of their understanding of their experiences 
and vice versa.8 The ethical aspect of al-Junayd’s doctrine became
submerged within their experiences.

Later developments

These authors were only starting to develop a truly systematic picture
of Sufism; it fell to authors such as Ab¥ Naßr al-Sarråj (d. 988) in
the following century to construct general accounts of Sufism, its
history and its meaning in the Islamic context. Al-Sarråj wrote in his
Kitåb al-Luma> of the legitimacy of Í¥f• practice, based upon the
precedent of Mu˙ammad and his companions. With this, he combined
a great deal of definitional material in an attempt to distil the essence
of the mystical path as it existed in his time. He states, for example: 

The meaning of “passing away” and “continuance” . . . is the
passing away of ignorance into the abiding condition of know-
ledge and the passing away of disobedience into the abiding 
state of obedience, and the passing away of indifference into the
state of continual worship, and the passing away of the consid-
eration of the actions of the servant, which are temporary, into
the vision of the Divine Grace, which is the eternal.9

The eleventh century brought greater systematization to the the-
oretical basis of Sufism in the writings of al-Qushayr• (d. 1072).
Writing in 1046, al-Qushayr• was concerned with demonstrating that
Sufism was not in conflict with Sunn• Islam. Part of this proof was
provided by the biography of many prominent Í¥f•s. He also pre-
sented a picture of the theory of the stations through which a Í¥f•
passes on his or her mystic quest and the states which God may grace
the mystic with during that quest. Such had already been detailed by
al-Sarråj before him, but al-Qushayr• added further detail to the
schema. Forty-five terms are used to describe the quest, starting with
tawba, “repentance,” which is seen as the manifestation of the con-
scious desire to follow the mystic way, through “patience,” “constant
awareness of God” and “satisfaction with God,” culminating in
“gnosis,” “love” and “yearning to be with God.”10

Abu Óam•d al-Ghazål• used the basis established by earlier Í¥f•
theorists for promoting the assimilation of Sufism into orthodoxy in
developing his own arguments; his magnum opus, I˙yå< >Ul¥m al-D•n,
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the “Revivification of the Religious Sciences,” written between 
1099 and 1102, tried to accomplish just what its title suggests: bring
life back into the orthodox “religious sciences” through the inspira-
tion of Sufism. In the process, Sufism itself would be seen to gain 
total legitimacy as being an essential part of the Islamic way of 
life. His work is divided into four sections. The first, “worship”, con-
centrates on the “inner meaning” of the rituals of Islam. The second,
“personal behaviour,” sees the progression from religious law to 
mystical training as intimately linked. The third, “deadly sins,” details
the discipline needed for the mystic quest. Finally, the fourth, “the
way to salvation,” concentrates on the interpretation of spiritual
experience. This progress in the life of the individual reflects al-
Ghazål•’s overall view of life and the mystic quest:

If, then, you ask, What is the Beginning of Guidance in order
that I may test my soul thereby? know that the beginning of guid-
ance is outward piety and the end of guidance is inward piety.
Only through piety is anything really achieved; only the pious
are guided. Piety designates carrying out the commands of God
most high and turning aside from what He prohibits . . . .11

The Í¥f• orders

The tendency towards increased intellectual support and the system-
atization of Sufism was developed even further in the Í¥f• orders,
which are based on the principle of the relationship between the
master and the pupil. The authority of the master who has ascended
through the stages of the mystic must be accepted wholly by the 
pupil, for only with guidance will the union with God be possible.
The foundation of the †ar•qa, the “way” or “path,” and later coming
to mean the “order” or “brotherhood,” emerged as a way of providing
a practical and structured way for the initiate to be guided through
the stages of mystical experience. Beginning as an informal group,
companionship with an acknowledged master was the focal point of
the †ar•qa. Groups emerged early on, centred in dwellings known as
ribå†s, khånqåhs, khalwas or zåwiyas, all meaning “Í¥f• retreats,”
in one part or another of the Muslim world. Such retreats were not
organized in any particular way, however; the participants simply
wandered from one such place to another. In the eleventh century the
institutionalized †ar•qa movement received a boost with the Seljuq
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reorganization of the madrasa, the Islamic school, and the provision
of support and supervision of Í¥f• dwellings at the same time. This
trend was encouraged even further by the success of al-Ghazål•’s
work in bringing Sufism into the fold of orthodoxy. The process
culminated in the thirteenth century with the emergence of special
centres of Í¥f• training; focused on the activities and way of a single
man, a centre would perpetuate the name, teaching, exercises and rule
of life of that person. The †ar•qa was handed down through the isnåd
or silsila of the shaykh, the leader of the order, passing on to the spir-
itual heirs of that person. The initiate swore allegiance to the shaykh,
and thereby became linked to the spiritual chain. Often incorporated
into these silsilas were famous Í¥f•s of the past, such as al-Junayd
and al-Baståm•; the initial stage of the chain is frequently Mu˙ammad
and from him >Al•, although this does not necessarily indicate any
Sh•>• leanings on the part of the groups. 

All such †ar•qas, formally at the very least, accept the law and
ritual of orthodox Islam as binding. In this way, they provide a sup-
plement to the Islamic way of life, rather than a true “alternative
vision,” although, obviously, their view of the true nature of Islam
and its purpose is different from those who remain outside the †ar•qa.
The point remained, however, that in order for the †ar•qas to ensure
their acceptance by orthodoxy (i.e. the jurists), the attention to the
externals of Islamic life continued to be necessary.

The major †ar•qas in classical Islam were the Suhrawardiyya, the
Qådiriyya, the Rifå>iyya, the Yasawiyya, the Kubråwiyya, the Çish-
tiyya, the Shådhiliyya, the Badawiyya, the Mawlawiyya (Mevlevi)12

and the Naqshbandiyya.13 These groups trace their foundations to
various persons who lived in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

The practices of the Í¥f• orders

Taking the Qådiriyya as an example of the †ar•qa phenomenon, one
may see the role these institutions played in the fostering of the Í¥f•
attitude. >Abd al-Qådir al-J•lån•, the shaykh of the movement, was
born in Jilan in Persia in 1077 and went to Baghdad at the age of
eighteen; there he became a popular preacher within the Óanbal• tradi-
tion at the age of about fifty, and he died in 1166. There is no evidence
that he ever consciously set out to form a Í¥f• school, although the
legends told in great profusion about his life certainly want to picture
him as a Í¥f• miracle worker. The following story is reported by a
disciple of al-J•lån•:
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Once, while I was still a young man, I entered the presence of
Shaykh >Abd al-Qådir (may Allah be well pleased with him),
together with a large group. I had with me a book that dealt with
questions of abstract philosophy and the speculative sciences of
spirituality. As soon as we entered his presence, the Shaykh spoke
to me – to me personally, not to the group as a whole – and
before he had examined the book, or asked me about its contents,
he said, “That book of yours is a bad companion. You had better
go and give it a thorough wash!” I reacted to this by deciding to
leave his presence, drop the book into some receptacle or other,
and then refrain from carrying it with me after that, for fear of
offending the Shaykh. My lower self could not accept the idea
of giving it a wash, because I had developed quite a fondness for
it, and some of its theories and principles had stimulated my intel-
lectual curiosity. I was about to get up and leave, intending to
carry out this plan of action, but the Shaykh gave me such a stare,
like someone regarding me with incredulous amazement, that I
simply could not get up. I felt trapped in a state of paralysis, but
then he said to me, “Hand me that book of yours!” So I opened
it, and lo and behold, there was nothing inside it but blank paper,
with not a single letter written on it! I gave it to the Shaykh, and
he thumbed through its pages, then he said, “This is ‘The Book
of the Excellent Merits of the Qur<ån’ by Mu˙amad Ibn al-
Durays.” When he handed it back to me, I saw that it was indeed
that book, written in a most handsome calligraphic script! The
Shaykh then said to me, “Are you ready to turn in repentance
from saying with your tongue what is not in your heart?” I said,
“Yes, O my master.” So he told me to stand up. I obediently rose
to my feet, and I had forgotten all about philosophy and the prin-
ciples of spirituality! They had been totally erased from my inner
being, as if they had never captured my interest.”14

It was to the two sons of >Abd al-Qådir that the formation of the
school actually fell and, by the year 1300, centres existed in Iraq 
and Syria, with the major expansion coming in the fifteenth century.
>Abd al-Qådir himself is famed as a saint and the belief in his power
of intercession is what has made the †ar•qa a significant presence
throughout the Islamic world. 

The Qådiriyya’s practices reflect the beliefs of the group itself but
also the general Í¥f• stance on the role of the master and the efficacy
of various mystical practices. The initiation procedure contains the
promise to “recite the dhikr in obedience to the dictates of the 
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shaykh” and the shaykh accepts the initiate “as a son.” The dhikr itself
is recited by the group seated in front of the shaykh and repeated 
hundreds of times. The novice members repeat lå ilåha illå <llåh,
“There is no god but God,” 165 times, while the more advanced
members repeat a series of statements praising God and >Abd al-Qådir
121 times, followed by 100 repetitions of s¥ra 36, 41 repetitions of
s¥ra 72, 121 repetitions of s¥ra 110, 8 repetitions of s¥ra 1 and topped
off by 1 recitation of s¥ra 112.15 All this is done under the control of
the shaykh at a pace which increases as it goes on, until individual
members, potentially, have a mystic experience appropriate to the
level of their spiritual advancement.

Ibn >Arab•
Mu˙y•<l-D•n ibn >Arab• represents the culmination of another strand
within Islamic Sufism. Born in Spain in 1165, he travelled throughout
North Africa and the Middle East, becoming initiated into Sufism in
1194, and eventually dying in Damascus in 1240. He was a prolific
author and wrote al-Futu˙åt al-Makkiyya, “The Meccan Revelations,”
a Í¥f• encyclopaedia, and Fuß¥ß al-Óikam, “The Bezels of Wisdom,”
his most famous work which summarizes his vision. A difficult writer
to comprehend, without a doubt, he was fully educated in the Islamic
sciences and brought to his work a vast quantity of learning.

His thought represents a true theosophy, believing in the essential
unity between humanity and God. Having brought speculative Sufism
to its apogee through his emphasis on gnosis (ma>rifa) as the way to
the experience of truth, Ibn >Arab• has been accused of monism, of
denying the reality of the separation between God and His creation.
The doctrine of God’s transcendence is often held to be essential to
Muslim orthodox theology, denying as it does any possibility of the
incarnation of God in the world, a consequence of its ancient polemic
with Christianity. In theory, the theosophical Í¥f•s got around the
problem with the notion of “the reality of Mu˙ammad” in control of
the universe, that being the power to which the Í¥f•s could aspire in
their mystical quest. Ibn >Arab• argued for the doctrine of wa˙dat al-
wuj¥d, the “unity of being,” where certain implications seem hard to
avoid: being and existence are all one and are combined in God; being
which is apart from God exists only by virtue of His will, but was,
prior to its being made separate, one with God; the “perfect human”
(al-insån al-kåmil ) is the one who knows of oneness with God, who
loves God, and who is loved by God. For Ibn al->Arab•, the concept
of the barzakh, the barrier and bridge between material existence and
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the divine world referred to in Qur<ån 25/53 and 55/20 in a metaphor
of “the place where the two seas join,” is of central importance
because that is the realm of existence in which humans play a crit-
ical role. The ability, or even the necessity, for humans to bridge that
gap both in life and in death provides the unity of being but preserves
the conceptual tension between the immanence and transcendence 
of God.16

The role of Sufism

The influence of Ibn >Arab•, despite the complexity of his thought,
has been enormous, not only on all Sufism from that point on, but
also in the modern scholarly world, which is still trying to get to grips 
with his ideas.17 But Sufism was not only of this elevated intellectual
type, for the role of the brotherhoods in bringing Sufism closer 
to the popular level cannot be underestimated. It was the efforts of
the brotherhoods which spread Islam into many far-flung corners 
of the contemporary Muslim world, often facilitated by means of 
mystical poetry and aided by a tolerant attitude towards local reli-
gious practices as long as they were accompanied by the basic spir-
itual impulse of Islam in its Í¥f• guise. Such attitudes within Sufism
are often seen as key to empowering local culture through its associ-
ation with the worldly powerful religion of Islam; furthermore, 
the empowerment of social groups, notably women, has often been
facilitated by Sufism especially given the exclusion of females from
many aspects of normative, formal Islam.18 As well, Sufism has 
served throughout its history as a source of general religious revival
for Muslims, breathing life into institutions when they tended to reach
the point of self-suffocation. While many of the orthodox have
remained deeply suspicious of many Í¥f• practices and, at certain
points in history (most notably with Ibn Taymiyya, d. 1328), renewal
of Islam has been sought by means of a purge of non-mainstream
Í¥f• influences, Sufism has remained alive and well, catering to those
who picture life in terms of the “mystic quest.” 
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Part IV

Consolidation of
Islamic identity

Significant dates

632 death of Mu˙ammad
661–750 Umayyad dynasty
750 >Abbåsid dynasty begins
813–33 rule of the caliph al-Ma<m¥n
889 death of exegete/writer Ibn Qutayba
925 death of philosopher al-Råz•
945 Buwayhids take over Baghdad

1037 death of philosopher Ibn S•nå
1111 death of theologian/mystic al-Ghazål•
1144 death of exegete al-Zamakhshar•
1209 death of exegete Fakhr al-D•n al-Råz•
1272 death of exegete al-Qur†ub•
1315 death of exegete al-Bay∂åw•
1328 death of theologian/jurist Ibn Taymiyya
1350 death of Traditionalist Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya
1373 death of exegete Ibn Kath•r
1382 death of historian/sociologist Ibn Khald¥n
1392 death of exegete al-Zarkash•
1459 death of exegete al-Ma˙all•
1501 Safavids ruling in Iran
1505 death of exegete/polymath al-Suy¥†•
1641 death of mystical philosopher Mullå Íadra
1762 death of reformer Shåh Wal• Allåh
1787 death of reformer Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb
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10 Intellectual culture

In order to study the formative period of Islam, the main evidence
we have before us is found embodied in the Muslim literary tradi-
tion. This is a tradition which has been creatively formed and read
by Muslims throughout their history. This reading and re-reading is
not a process which came to an end at a certain point; indeed, the
vitality of Islam – of religion in general – may be seen in the way
in which it brings forward the past and reforms it – re-reads it – in
ways appropriate to its contemporary situation.

In the emergence of Islam as a religion, there are two major factors
displayed in the sources, which we have isolated and examined in the
preceding chapters. One relates to the formation of Islam as a distinct
entity alongside Judaism and Christianity. The other relates to social
issues and the emergence of structures of authority in the community.
The solidification of the identity of Islam appears to have been a
dynamic process, working on several levels all at the same time. 

At the base of all the discussions over identity or authority are the
Qur<ån and the sunna, linked to God and the person of Mu˙ammad.
These are the texts which have gained central symbolic authority
within the Muslim community by being connected to both divine reve-
lation and divine protection. In that respect, these sources are fol-
lowing the tradition of the past of which they are re-readings, the
tradition of the earlier religious dispensations of the Near East. The
basis for the establishment of a new tradition called Islam was created
thereby for those who wished to embrace that identity, understand-
ing of authority, and relationship to God. This accomplished, it was
possible for a true culture and civilization that had Islam at its 
base to emerge.
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The culture of Islam

The formation of Islam and its emergence as an identity in the world
were accompanied by a flowering of an integrated culture. It is a mark
of a mature religion, perhaps, that it becomes the motivator, supporter
and basis for many aspects of the social structure beyond those obvi-
ously involved in the religio-legal paradigm itself. Examples may be
seen in the developments that took place within medicine and science
in the Islamic context. One could also point to the development of
the material arts as an additional example. Furthermore, such a mature
structure becomes able to tolerate challenges to it and to find ways
of integrating those challenges which it deems to be a product of its
own culture rather than the result of external pressures. Such was the
case with philosophy in the Islamic context.

Medicine, science and philosophy share a common rigorous, ratio-
nal foundation and their presence at the time of the flowering of
Islamic culture reflects both internal and external developments. The
polemical encounters with Christians and the remnants of the Mani-
chaean tradition were paralleled by the internal Muslim development
of the Mu>tazila. Greek texts of philosophy, medicine and science
were translated into Arabic not only as a result of Arabic becoming
the lingua franca of the Christian community in whose possession
these texts were, but also because of their appeal to Muslims for their
support in developing rational proofs for religious tenets on the 
basis of empirical data. In doing so, the basis was found for the firm
establishment of an Islamic civilization in every aspect.

The influence of Greek philosophy on Islamic theology has already
been mentioned in Chapter 5. The need for a systematic presentation
and defence of the Islamic faith was apparent as Muslims interacted
with Christians in the area of Syria and Iraq. But this apologetic
tendency acted in consort with the basic appeal of Greek philosoph-
ical thinking to produce a desire and a need to study and Islamicize
the Greek works. Initially, through the process of translation, these
works were incorporated into the Muslim world. 

In the same manner, to achieve such ends within the field of medi-
cine required not only the study of the ancient Graeco-Roman texts
and intelligent people, but also a process of Islamicization of pre-
existing ideas. This can be seen in the emergence of a medical
tradition which can be called Islamic. Two elements combine to form
this tradition: Greek medical texts and popular Near Eastern medical
beliefs and practices.1 Medicine provides a good example of the
general tendency in the Islamic world to integrate the assumptions of
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the Muslim faith about the nature of humanity and the world with
pre-existing knowledge in order to create this conceptual entity of
culture and civilization which constitutes what we call the “Muslim
world.”

Medicine

The popular medical beliefs from the time of the formation of Islam
which became incorporated into the religion were not unique to the
Arabs. Folklore and superstition provided the basis for a common
approach to sickness. Such practices were transmitted and supported
through custom, and they were referred to by the word which became
the common term used for medicine of the developed Islamic system,
†ibb. Remedies included the use of plants and herbs as medicines, 
and incorporated various physical approaches such as cupping and
cautery. These fundamentals were intermixed with, and sometimes
based upon, beliefs in the power of spirits, jinn, and related malevo-
lent tendencies such as the evil eye. Thus, magical remedies and pre-
cautions were an integral part of this tradition. Incantations, charms
and amulets were important defences. Evidence for these sorts of prac-
tices has frequently been discovered in items such as magic bowls
with inscriptions and talismanic squares of letters combinations.

At the same time, there existed a learned Graeco-Roman tradition
of medicine based upon formal investigation and isolation of causes
which was continued within the eastern Christian monasteries and
which was then encountered and incorporated into the Islamic
context. The study of the Greek texts (and their Christian Syriac trans-
lations) within the Islamic world likely started in the eighth century,
but it did not become systematic until the ninth century. This, of
course, coincides with the emergence of an educated elite in Islamic
culture and the solidification and flourishing of that culture itself. The
interaction between Muslims and Christians, as was so crucial in the
development of Islamic theology, exposed Muslims not only to Greek
philosophy in a limited sense, but also to the medical tradition from
which it cannot really be separated. There was even specific support
for theological argumentation to be seen in medical texts: 

Galen in particular offered powerful evidence for the ancient and
much-used argument from design – if the parts of the body worked
together for the benefit of the whole, for example, and accord to
some principle of harmony and order, then this necessarily implied
the giver of harmony and order, i.e., God.2
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The translation of Greek texts into Arabic entered an enthusiastic
phase with the caliph al-Ma<m¥n (ruled 813–33) whose support for
the rationalist Mu>tazila encouraged pursuit of the Greek tradition for
its value in providing a rigorous foundation to discussion and argu-
mentation. One manifestation of this support was the foundation of
the Bayt al-˙ikma (“House of wisdom,” meaning a library) in Baghdad
in 832 in which this translation movement set to work. Hundreds of
texts were rendered into Arabic, especially works by Galen, before
the demise of the school came about in the wake of the loss of caliphal
support for the Mu>tazila towards the end of the ninth century. This
did not spell the end for the translation of Greek works by any means,
such efforts continued through the tenth century as well, although, as
time went by, original Muslim research became more highly valued
and relevant than the remaining untranslated Greek classics.

The work of Galen thus established the principal element of the
agenda for Islamic medicine, just as the terminology used in the trans-
lations set the vocabulary for later generations. The translation
movement was also conscious of the need to incorporate the material
upon which it was working within the Islamic framework. References
to pagan deities were eliminated and specific works were ignored in
the translation efforts. 

The final manifestation of this is in the Arabic literary tradition,
which emerges from the tenth century on, of writing about medicine
on the basis of original work. Here, persons often associated famously
with philosophy are also seen to have written about medical topics,
for example Rhazes (d. c.925) and Avicenna (d. 1037). The end result
is the emergence of vast compendia of medical information following
a variety of organizational patterns. 

Islamic basis of medicine

The Qur<ån says little about medical matters. Statements about the
lame, blind and sick tend to fall into moralistic, symbolic exhorta-
tions common to the monotheist tradition. One statement about the
curative power of honey (Qur<ån 16/69: “Then there comes out of
[the bees’] bellies a drink of diverse shades in which is a healing
[shifå<] for people.”) is the only substantive statement. The fact that
the Qur<ån does mention the jinn, however, and makes reference to
the purveyors of spells and the like, was also an element in the emer-
gence of the Islamic medical tradition. Some of these elements created
controversy. The use of the Qur<ån as a talisman was likely one of
the earliest ways of bringing together Islamic elements and popular
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practices. Such procedures included the Qur<ån’s use in amulets, on
magic bowls, and in potions (by the washing off of the ink of the
written text). More significant than the support of the Qur<ån, how-
ever, was the tendency in this popular approach to medicine to use
the example of Mu˙ammad to support various activities. The emer-
gence of ˙ad•th reports dedicated to the “Medicine of the Prophet,”
gathered together in medieval works by people such as Ibn Qayyim
al-Jawziyya (d. 1350) and al-Suy¥†• (d. 1505), indicates the attempts
to suppress those elements considered inappropriate to the Islamic
framework and to support those popular practices that were deeply
imbedded in society. Accounts of early Muslims have also been retold
in order to bridge the gap between ancient medical traditions and the
ideas of Islam. Anecdotes are told of al-Óårith ibn Kalada who was
an “Arab doctor” who used popular remedies in his cures but who is
spoken of at the same time as acquiring knowledge of medicine from
Persia. Mu˙ammad used to send people to him for help in their
illnesses. The treatments spoken of were “uncomplicated, common-
sensical, and self-sufficient,” reflecting folk tendencies, while the
knowledge which al-Óårith tapped was foreign and ancient. The
combination was legitimized through the person of Mu˙ammad.3

The plague

Perhaps the most significant way in which disputes about medicine
versus religion emerged is to be seen in the attitudes towards
epidemics, a concern which has been the focus of scholarly study.4

The plague was a recurring and severe problem at several points
during medieval history. Following earlier Greek thought, its cause
was generally thought to be spread through bad quality air (miasma)
which upset the balance of the four elements (fire, air, water and
earth) within the human body. Ibn Khald¥n (d. 1382), a historian 
and philosopher who is also often spoken of as an early sociologist
who studied the rise and fall of societies, reports:

In the later [years] of dynasties, famines and pestilences become
numerous. . . . The large number of pestilences has its reason in
the large number of famines just mentioned. Or, it has its reason
in the many disturbances that result from the disintegration of the
dynasty. There is much unrest and bloodshed, and plagues occur.
The principal reason for the latter is the corruption of the air
[climate] through [too] large a civilization [population]. It results
from the putrefaction and the many evil moistures with which
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[the air] has contact [in a dense civilization]. Now, air nourishes
the animal spirit and is constantly with it. When it is corrupted,
corruption affects the temper of [the spirit]. If the corruption is
strong, the lung is afflicted with disease. This results in epidemics,
which affect the lungs in particular.5

Astrological factors and evil spirits were also thought to play their
role in the spread of epidemics. However, ideas of contagion as a
cause were certainly present but frequently downplayed. The recog-
nition that corpses could be the source of the plague, for example,
was certainly known and experimentally confirmed. But the idea of
corrupt air was always firmly held to be the vehicle for such trans-
mission. Fleeing to an area of pure air was generally seen to be the
best preventative step along with fumigation of one’s place of
dwelling. Bloodletting was the main method of treatment.

These ideas about the plague were constrained and directed by reli-
gious factors in many instances. Three factors have been isolated: 

1 A Muslim should not enter or flee from a plague-stricken land. 
2 The plague is a martyrdom and a mercy from God for a Muslim

and a punishment for an infidel.
3 There is no infection (contagion).6

The first and second factors go together, although the first does 
suggest a certain medical attitude and understanding of the nature of
epidemics. However, one cannot, and should not, flee from one’s God-
given fate, for such is an expression of disbelief. Epidemics before
Islam and those which befell non-Muslim populations were God’s
means of rendering justice in the world; when the Muslim population
was afflicted, the incident had to be understood as an opportunity 
to reach paradise, just as in dying in battle ( jihåd) for Islam. Such
notions were supported by ˙ad•th reports from Mu˙ammad. That reli-
gious thought did not accept the notion of contagion finds its basis 
in the notion that God is the cause of all things and is supported 
once again by appeal to ˙ad•th reports. Such attitudes were wide-
spread regarding medicine in general and some people argued that it
was an attempt to “contravene the omniscience and omnipotence 
of God.”7

The link to philosophy

As in medicine, so too has it been observed in other scientific endeav-
ours that an uneasy relationship existed between those who continued
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within the “folk” traditions and those who pursued the rational basis.
Procedures regarding how to determine the start of a lunar month
(especially crucial for Rama∂ån) and how to align a mosque in the
direction of Mecca were established by rigorous approaches to
astronomy yet they were rarely incorporated into Muslim religious
practice. Rather, the time-tried methods of observation and approxi-
mation were continued despite significant advances in mathematical
reckoning.8 Underlying the conflicts in these and many other fields
of thought on the part of those Muslims who had certainly been 
influenced by the rational basis of medicine, science and philosophy
but who felt the need to protect Islamic theological dogma, was a
distrust for those who wished to support the philosophical project
wholeheartedly. Those who pursued in-depth study of philosophy
(and, frequently, medicine at the same time) were often seen (some-
times justifiably so) to pose a challenge to Islam in their thought.
Famous in this regard is Ab¥ Bakr al-Råz• (d. c.925), known in the
West as Rhazes. As a philosopher, much of al-Råz•’s written legacy
has been lost (he states that he wrote about 200 works on medicine,
logic, philosophy, theology, natural sciences, alchemy, astronomy and
mathematics), but it is clear that he was a Platonist and a “free
thinker” whose challenge to Islam was fully informed by Greek phil-
osophy.9 He argued for the eternal existence of five principles – the
creator, the soul, matter, space and time. Through the study of phil-
osophy, the soul can be released from the cycle of birth and rebirth.
Humanity has no need of a belief in prophets and revelation as reason
is sufficient as a guide. Material existence poses a constant challenge
to pure intellectual existence, the soul always being tempted by the
pleasures of nature. 

As a doctor, al-Råz• headed up hospitals in Rayy and Baghdad.
Among his significant extant works are a tract on smallpox and
measles, and two compendia on diet, hygiene, anatomy, physiology
and pathology, along with general descriptions of diagnosis, therapy
and surgery. In his work F•<l Óaßba wa<l-Judar•, al-Råz• distinguished
smallpox from measles, a considerable achievement for the time. The
details provided are based upon observation rather than dogmatic
assumptions:

The eruption of the smallpox is preceded by a continued fever,
pain in the back, itching in the nose and terrors in the sleep. These
are the more peculiar symptoms of its approach, especially a pain
in the back with fever; then also a pricking which the patient feels
all over his body; a fullness of the face, which at times comes
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and goes; an inflamed colour, and vehement redness in both
cheeks; a redness of both the eyes, heaviness of the whole body;
great uneasiness, the symptoms of which are stretching and
yawning; a pain in the throat and chest, with slight difficulty 
in breathing and cough; a dryness of the breath, thick spittle 
and hoarseness of the voice; pain and heaviness of the head; 
inquietude, nausea and anxiety; (with this difference that the
inquietude, nausea and anxiety are more frequent in measles 
than in smallpox; while on the other hand, the pain in the back
is more peculiar to the smallpox than to the measles;) heat of the
whole body; an inflamed colon, and shining redness, especially
an intense redness of the gums.10

One feature of al-Råz•’s medical system which often gets noted is
the emphasis on cures through diet, combined with an acknowledge-
ment of the influence of psychological factors on health. He used
animals for the testing of remedies and introduced the use of alcohol
for medical purposes. This latter element and related matters created
some of the adverse attitude and suspicion of the Islamic religious
leaders towards medicine in general. The use of substances banned
by the shar•>a could not but draw their attention.

Ibn S•nå
Ibn S•nå, known in the West as Avicenna (d. 1037) is another example
of the physician/philosopher. He is credited with having written 
250 works, the most famous of which in the medical field is his 
al-Qån¥n f •<l-ˇibb, “The Canon of Medicine,” a rigorously organized
treatise based on Aristotelian principles concerned to see medicine
within the context of the whole of the natural sciences. The “rational
sciences” for Ibn S•nå were divided into two groupings. One was 
the “speculative,” which searched for truth through physics (includ-
ing medicine, astrology and physiognomy), mathematics and meta-
physics. The other was the “practical,” including personal morality,
domestic morality and politics.11 Philosophy thus covered every item
of value to humans. 

Neoplatonism was the foundation of Ibn S•nå’s philosophy but he
combined that with a mystical aspect and spoke of 

the intellectual urge of the soul to achieve contact or conjunc-
tion (ittißål) with the Active Intellect, or conversely the divine
Nous of Plotinus, rather than union (itti˙åd) with, or even vision 
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(kashf, mushahadah) of, God, who both for Plotinus and Muslim
Neoplatonists continues to be unattainable.12

The soul aims to exist in conjunction with God (or the “Active
Intellect”), which will thereby allow the beauty and goodness of the
world to be perceived; in that lies true happiness and the meaning of
human existence. Such an end can only be reached by the philoso-
pher or the prophet, whereas most people must rely upon the message
of the prophets for guidance and, at best, would be able to experience
only a shadow of the true happiness after their death.

Attitude to philosophy

Certainly, philosophical thought challenged Islam in this period. This
did not mean, however, that it did not flourish, or that the associated
ideas of the medical tradition did not have a tremendous impact.
Rather, for most Muslims during this period of intellectual develop-
ment and consolidation, the role of reason as conveyed within the
philosophical tradition was accepted as God-given and a useful tool
in the development of human existence. Even those more closely
associated with traditional approaches to learning in the early period
saw the benefits. Ibn Qutayba (d. 889) wrote:

Knowledge is the stray camel of the believer; it benefits him
regardless from where he takes it: it shall not disparage truth
should you hear it from the polytheists, nor advice should it be
derived from those who harbor hatred; shabby clothes do no injus-
tice to a beautiful woman, nor shells to their pearls, nor its origin
from dust to pure gold. Whoever disregards taking the good from
its place misses an opportunity, and opportunities are as transient
as the clouds. . . . Ibn >Abbås . . . said: “Take wisdom from
whomever you hear it, for the non-wise may utter a wise saying
and a bull’s eye may be hit by a non-sharpshooter.”13

That such attitudes did not continue throughout Islamic history is also
true and philosophy as such was perceived by many to be a danger
to true Islamic belief. The ramifications of that attitude are still being
felt today, as will become clear towards the end of this book. That
this attitude did not necessarily extend to all aspects of Greek learning
is important to keep in mind, although the tendency to “reclaim” the
knowledge by ascribing it to Arab or biblical predecessors of the
Greeks was known in medieval times (just as it is today).
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11 Medieval visions of Islam

Despite the emergence and definition of Islamic identity in the earlier
centuries, Muslim thinkers did not cease in their efforts to enunciate
the substance of their faith, each responding to the needs and condi-
tions of his (and virtually every name which is known to history is
male) time. The period from the thirteenth century through to the 
eighteenth century saw a continuance of the distillation of Islam in
textual form. The structures employed for this varied, however, often
in mutually opposing ways. Super-commentaries emerged, encourag-
ing reflection upon and preservation of some of the great intellectual
achievements of the past. Distillations become more popular, in
response to general educative aims. Expansions of previous work, ever
accumulating the knowledge of the past in celebration of the endless
potential of tradition, were popular. Reformulations, often involving
a contraction of tradition in response to a perceived need to avoid 
certain excesses, also abounded. The writings in a discipline such as
Quranic exegesis, tafs•r, illustrate this, while emphasizing at the same
time the continuing perception of the relevance of Islam, but also the
need to keep the faith ever adaptable, albeit in different ways.

Tendencies in medieval exegesis

Ab¥<l-Qåsim Ma˙m¥d ibn >Umar al-Zamakhshar• (d. 1144) was a
philologist, theologian and Qur<ån commentator. For most of his life
al-Zamakhshar• lived in the region of his birth, Khwarizm in central
Asia, although he did spend some time studying in Bukhara and
Baghdad, and twice he visited Mecca. Motivated by a great appreci-
ation of Arabic (although he was a native Persian speaker) and
influenced by rationalist Mu>tazil• theology, al-Zamakhshar• wrote
one of the most widely read commentaries on the Qur<ån called al-
Kashshåf >an Óaqå<iq Ghawåmi∂ al-Tanz•l, “The Unveiler of the



Realities of the Secrets of the Revelation.”1 Despite what came to 
be regarded as a heretical theological slant, the work has been an
essential part of the curriculum of religious education throughout the
Muslim world for centuries. It attracted many super-commentaries
which attempted to explain its terse style and intricacies, as well as
refutations (e.g. by Fakhr al-D•n al-Råz• (d. 1209))2 and bowdlerized
versions (e.g. by al-Bay∂åw• (d. probably 1315–16)). Al-Zamakhshar•
commented on each phrase of the Qur<ån in sequence, providing
philosophical, lexicographical and philological glosses, while dis-
playing a concern for the rhetorical qualities of the text. His text is
also imbued with his theological vision which is characterized by 
a thoroughgoing de-anthropomorphization and support for the doc-
trines of human free will and the notion of the created Qur<ån.
Al-Zamakhshar• also wrote a number of other works, including works
on Arabic grammar, rhetoric and lexicography, and also a collection
of proverbs.

The significance of al-Zamakhshar•’s work was recognized quickly,
with the emergence of explicit commentaries on it written by Ibn al-
Munayyir (d. 1284) and Sharaf al-D•n al-ˇ•b• (d. 1343), for example.
Super-commentaries such as this are not very common within the
tafs•r tradition, but the form itself certainly emerged earlier in other
disciplines such as grammar. Their existence indicates the nature of
learning and of the consolidation of Muslim identity in society in
general at the time.

Al-Bay∂åw•’s work, Anwår al-Tanz•l wa Asrår al-Ta<w•l, “The
Lights of Revelation and the Secrets of Interpretation,” plus a com-
mentary on it by al-Khå†ib al-Kår¥n• (d. 1553), has continued to be
an important element in the course of studies at the Muslim religious
university, al-Azhar in Cairo. Al-Bay∂åw•’s text, short, succinct, yet
exhaustive, presents the essence of Sunn• doctrine and has attracted
a large number of other commentaries as well. While clearly depen-
dent upon al-Zamakhshar•, although avoiding those points of 
Mu>tazil• doctrine which he deemed unacceptable, al-Bay∂åw• was
also indebted to a good deal of the general tradition of exegesis which 
preceded him.

The commentary on the Qur<ån by Mu˙ammad A˙mad al-Qur†ub•
(d. 1272), al-Jåmi> li-A˙kåm al-Qur<ån, “The Compendium of the
Rulings of the Qur<ån,” indicates by its title that a major concern of
this medieval Quranic exegete was to support the use of the Qur<ån
as a source of law with Islam.3 However, al-Qur†ub•’s work is not
limited to that for it provides a vast source of opinion on the meaning
of the Qur<ån, much of it presented with little indication of the
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author’s preferred meaning of the text. Rather, the point of the work
seems to be the demonstration of the potentiality of the text for
conveying a multiplicity of meanings. 

According to Norman Calder: 

[t]he process of citing authorities and providing multiple read-
ings is in part a declaration of loyalty; it defines the tradition
within which one works. It is also a means to establish the indi-
viduality or the artistry of a given mufassir [commentator]. The
selection, presentation and organization of citations constitute
always a process that is unique to one writer.4

Although such compilations may strike us today as mere repetition of
the ideas of others, it is a creative act that is the result of the dedicated
work of the author. Finally, the books themselves are, of course, one
element in a theological message: the possibility of the community
and the text containing a multiplicity of interpretation while remain-
ing one community and one text is asserted through this process.

The desire to distil tradition into compact units suitable for study
and for reflection may be seen in the work of Jalål al-D•n al-Ma˙all•
(d. 1459) which was completed by Jalål al-D•n al-Suy¥†• (d. 1505)
and is known as Tafs•r al-Jalålayn, the “Commentary of the Two
Jalåls.” The work focuses upon grammatical issues which are pre-
sented succinctly in a manner appropriate to those who have a 
solid training in the subtleties of the Arabic language. Yet at the 
same time, al-Suy¥†• also complied another work of exegesis, al-Durr
al-Manth¥r f •<l-Tafs•r bi<l-Ma<th¥r, “Scattered Pearls in the Inter-
pretation (of the Qur<ån) by Tradition,” which is a vast compendium
of older sources brought together complete with abbreviated isnåds
in order to provide an overview of opinion. This latter work is more
in keeping, in fact, with the overall character of al-Suy¥†•’s work. He
was a polymath whose compilations on many subjects set the tone
for a general understanding of this age of consolidation. His aim was
clearly to compile, in card file fashion, a sum of useful knowledge
as it had been transmitted from the past. Much of the same material
finds itself repeated in multiple works all by al-Suy¥†•; the apparent
vast number of his books is exaggerated by the tendency also to create
separate works on individual subjects which are also found in his
larger compendia. His classic work on the Quranic “sciences,” al-
Itqån f • >Ul¥m al-Qur<ån, “The Perfection Concerning the Sciences
of the Qur<ån,” brings together about eighty subjects, each related to
the Qur<ån and its study: where pieces of it were revealed, how they
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were revealed, what difficult words there are in it, what foreign words
there are in it, what metaphors there are, and so on. This ency-
clopaedist tendency provides a categorization of knowledge that is
functional rather than necessarily original, although the classification
system itself may be innovative in some cases; al-Suy¥†• himself
builds upon a tradition of such matters in this case, working on the
model provided by al-Zarkash• (d. 1392) in his al-Burhån f • >Ul¥m
al-Qur<ån, “The Disclosure of the Sciences of the Qur<ån.”

Counter-tendencies in exegesis

However, this expansive, encyclopaedist tendency also came in for
criticism in a manner which resulted in a contraction of available
information. Two names stand out in medieval times for this tend-
ency: Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn Kath•r. >Imåd al-D•n Ismå>•l ibn >Umar
ibn Kath•r was born in Basra in 1300 and moved to Damascus when
he was six, where he studied with some of the most famous scholars
of his time, including the Óanbal• theologian, jurist and reformer Taq•
al-D•n A˙mad ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328). Ibn Kath•r became known as
a scholar of law and a teacher of ˙ad•th, as well as being praised as
one of the most respected preachers and lecturers in Damascus. He
died in 1373. His major work, a commentary on the Qur<ån entitled
simply Tafs•r al-Qur<ån, provides a synopsis of earlier material in a
readily accessible form, a factor which gave the work much popu-
larity in subsequent generations.5 His reliance is totally upon ˙ad•th
material; the era of Ibn Kath•r, in fact, marks the final submersion of
rationalism under the powers of traditionalism. No longer did even
the minimal measure of explicit personal opinion displayed in the
work of al-ˇabar• or al-Zamakhshar• have any substantial place in
the understanding of the Qur<ån. Ibn Kath•r frequently structures his
commentary around extracts from the classical books of ˙ad•th, citing
those reports as relevant to the passage in question. In doing so, the
tradition of tafs•r is being contracted severely; no longer are the intel-
lectual disciplines of grammar, law and theology being brought into
dialogue and debate with the text.6

It was Ibn Taymiyya who provided the theoretical basis to Ibn
Kath•r’s approach, through his emphasis in his Muqaddima f • Uß¥l
al-Tafs•r, “An Introduction to the Principles of Tafs•r,” on the steps
which one must take in explaining the Qur<ån:

If someone says, “What is the best method of tafs•r?” the answer
is [as follows]. The most sound method is that the Qur<ån be 
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interpreted by the Qur<ån. What is summarized in one place may
well be explained in another, and what is abbreviated in one place
may well be expanded in another.

If that [approach] thwarts your efforts, then you should [inter-
pret the Qur<ån] by the sunna, for it is a commentary (shar˙) and
an elucidator of the Qur<ån. . . . About this the Messenger of God
said, “Is it not that I was given the Qur<ån and the like of it with
it?’’, that is, the sunna. The sunna was also revealed to him by
revelation (wa˙y), just as the Qur<ån was revealed. It is just that
it is not recited as the Qur<ån is recited. . . . The objective of this
[approach to understanding the Qur<ån] is that you search for the
interpretation of the Qur<ån within itself and if you do not find
it [there], then from within the sunna. . . . Whenever you do not
find an explanation in the Qur<ån nor in the sunna, you should
look concerning that matter at the statements of the companions
of Mu˙ammad (ßa˙åba). They are the most knowledgeable in
that regard because of what they witnessed [of the revelation] of
the Qur<ån and the circumstances by which they were distin-
guished and because they have complete understanding and sound
knowledge. This is especially so of their scholars and elders who
include the four rightly-guided Caliphs and the rightly guided
imåms. . . . When you are unable to find the interpretation in either
the Qur<ån or the sunna and you cannot find it on the authority
of the Companions, in that situation most learned people go to
the statements of the Successors. This includes people such as
Mujåhid ibn Jabr, for he is a mark by which tafs•r is known. This
is as Mu˙ammad ibn Is˙åq said, saying that Abån ibn Íåli˙ told
him on the authority of Mujåhid ibn Jabr that he said, “I went
through the Qur<ån with Ibn >Abbås three times from beginning
to end, stopping at each of its verses and asking him about them.”7

The goal of both Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn Kath•r was to render the
Qur<ån accessible and intelligible through an assertion of authority of
the >ulamå<. Elements of classical exegesis that were deemed unnec-
essary and impractical were excluded and condemned as lies or even
the material of the enemies of Islam. The emphasis on Mu˙ammad,
the person, and his revelatory sunna, along with his closest follow-
ers as the focus of authority in Islam, rather than the intellectual 
tradition, is covered in the term salaf, the “pious ancestors.”

Clearly, such tendencies in all these exegetical works and their
conflicting aims can be explained to some extent by the differing
audiences which the authors contemplated for their works. However,
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it is important to recognize the ideological stance which is conveyed
within these books, especially in its attitude towards the past. The
“acquisitive” nature of the works of al-Qur†ub• or al-Suy¥†•, their
gathering together of material from the past in a celebration of the
significance of the living Islamic tradition, is opposed to the more
monovalent attitude of Ibn Kath•r. Of course, these expansive and
contractive tendencies show the power of religion to renew itself
through a constant movement of reinterpretation. 

Developments in Sufism

A survey of works in the field of history, theology or law would reveal
the same variety of tendencies and liveliness in intellectual activities
among Muslims of the post-thirteenth century. Some special attention
is needed to Sufism in this period because it, too, went through a
period of development, significantly consolidating institutionally in the
post-sixteenth century, and starting to follow new lines in ritual.8 The
setting of the stage for the developments of the nineteenth and twen-
tieth centuries is clearly to be seen both in terms of the developments
within Sufism and in the reactions against it during this period. 

Most of the Í¥f• †ar•qas were rather loosely organized for much
of their history, with individual branches within a given order exist-
ing independently. It would not necessarily have been possible for 
a Í¥f• to recognize a follower of his own order from a different area;
no common mode of dress or practice was implemented. The
commonality of such Í¥f•s was located only in their respect for the
founder of the order. Even the person of the shaykh was nominated
by the local centres with no centralized control. The Í¥f• orders were,
therefore, of no particular significance in terms of general social
movements in the earlier period; their influence was regional and not
political.

This started to change first within the context of the sixteenth-
century Ottoman empire, where the Mawlawiyya (Mevlevi order) and
Bektåshiyya were prominent and had significant influence with the
people and were, to some extent, controlled by the government as a
result. Such organizational movements became more widespread in
the eighteenth century, with, for example, Shaykh Khålid (d. 1826)
of the Naqshbandiyya order creating a network of more than 100
subsidiary khal•fas or “deputies,” each with his own geographical
region of control.9 At the same time, the notion of dynastic succes-
sion (rather than spiritual selection) in the designation of the shaykh
became more common. 
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Furthermore, a tendency emerged towards requiring allegiance to
a single Í¥f• order. In earlier times, the spiritual benefit of Sufism
was thought to be such that more such benefit could be gathered by
belonging to more than one order. It is common to read of people
being initiated into multiple orders. Furthermore, many Í¥f• orders
displayed (and continue to display) a syncretic nature in terms of
matters of authority and ritual. Í¥f• saints who are apparent key
figures in one order will be appealed to by members of another order.
Rituals commonly associated with one order, such as the whirling
dance of the Mawlawiyya order, will be employed by another order
which is normally associated with other rituals, such as the deep-
breathing Rifå>iyya.10 However, the Khalwatiyya in eighteenth-
century Egypt emphasized the need to belong to this one order and
to leave all others behind. Such an attitude created a similar effect in
other orders, notably the Tijåniyya of A˙mad al-Tijån• (d. 1815) and
its rival, the Qådiriyya in North Africa.

These changes tended to elevate the status of individual shaykhs
in a manner which became reflected in ritual activities also. The
centralized leadership of Shaykh Khålid of the Naqshbandiyya, for
example, became the focus of devotional activities rather than the 
local leader (who, as the “spiritual guide,” had formerly been the centre
of attention). Other changes reflect more on the desire to popularize
and spread Sufism rather than simple organizational manoeuvres. An
interesting shift in the practice of the dhikr has been noted within
disparate and different Í¥f• orders, including the Naqshbandiyya in
China and the Khalwatiyya in Egypt in the eighteenth century. The
dhikr can be performed either silently by individuals or out loud by a
group. The former procedure tended to be considered more orthodox,
and those who wished to maintain a respectable image for Sufism were
concerned to see that the tradition was maintained, especially since
the vocal dhikr was often accompanied by music and dance which
was frequently condemned by more conservative religious leaders. In
moving to a vocal dhikr, it has been suggested that a larger number
of common people were attracted to the performances, making the
message of the orders that much more widespread, but also indicating
the greater influence upon society which these groups had despite the
reaction which some of their practices provoked.11

It is apparent from the perspective of later history that all of these
elements of change are significant within the development of Sufism
and its impact upon Muslim society in general in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. A strong organization, coupled with a good deal
of popular appeal, made the Í¥f• orders a force to be reckoned with.
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However, the changes in Sufism were not limited to the †ar•qas, but
may also be noted in the emergence of several significant figures who
added to the body of the imagery and theory of Sufism in particular
ways. Íadr al-D•n al-Shiråz•, known as Mullå Íadra (d. 1641), is
perhaps the most significant. Working within the developed tradition
of Sufism in the wake of Ibn >Arab• in the context of Sh•>• thought,
Mullå Íadra’s works reflect an integration of those two elements with
Greek philosophy. 

Purification movements

A certain backlash against Sufism can also be seen within the medi-
eval period. Ibn Taymiyya argued strenuously for purging Islam of
various practices prevalent at his time, especially popular Í¥f• prac-
tices such as excessive asceticism, tomb visitations and saint worship,
along with beliefs such as miracle working. Although Ibn Taymiyya
appears to have aligned himself personally with Í¥f• orders and was
thus not opposed to Sufism as such, he argued against these specific
activities by appealing to the Qur<ån and the practice (sunna) of
Mu˙ammad; anything within Sufism which could not be justified on
this basis was to be rejected. Thus, music and song were to be consid-
ered non-Islamic, for example. The entire Í¥f• proposal of the ecstatic
experience of God was not a valid criterion by which to judge what
is right and wrong (which is one of the arguments which al-Ghazål•
had used a few centuries earlier to legitimate Í¥f• practices). Similar
thoughts arose in the eighteenth century as well, primarily in the
Arabian movement, which became known as the Wahhåbiyya, once
again a movement against Sufism and the Sh•>a. Led by Mu˙ammad
Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb (1703–87), the movement argued that the atti-
tude of reverence towards saints had led to a blind acceptance of their
authority and this was to be rejected and replaced by the sole authority
of Islam, the Qur<ån and the sunna. Shåh Wal• Allåh (1702–62), a
mystic/theologian, represents a similar tendency in the Indian context,
but he placed greater emphasis on gradual reform rather than the 
strident confrontations of Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb.

A prolific writer, Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb includes among his many
tracts one with the title Nawåqi∂ al-Islåm, “The Things which Nullify
Islam,” which harkens back to the moral stance of the Khawårij.12

This work sets out in point form the limits to what a Muslim may
believe or do and still maintain membership in the community. 
The text appears to be a distillation of many of the central points 
of Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb’s most famous and emblematic text, his 
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Kitåb al-Taw˙•d, “The Book of Unity.” The document Nawåqi∂ al-
Islåm needs to be seen within the context of Muslim discussion of
defining community membership with a view to understanding the
political ramifications of theological issues. Such discussions show a
remarkable evolution through time, adapting to the situation of the
writer and, in doing so, reflecting the perceptions of the social and
political pressures of the day. The text reads as follows:

Know that the greatest matters which nullify your Islam are ten: 

1 Ascribing partners in the worship of the one God who has
no partners. The indication of that is in His saying, “God
does not forgive setting up partners with Him but He forgives
whom He pleases for sins other than that.” [Qur<ån 4/116]
This includes slaughtering animals in the name of someone
other than God, as in slaughtering the name of the jinn or
[spirits connected to] tombs.

2 Setting up intermediaries between oneself and God, making
supplication to them, or asking their intercession with God
is unbelief by the consensus of the community. 

3 Anyone who does not consider the polytheists to be
unbelievers, or who has doubts concerning their unbelief, or
considers their way to be correct, is an unbeliever by con-
sensus.

4 Anyone who believes any guidance to be more perfect than
the prophet’s, or a decision other than his to be better, is an
unbeliever. This is like those who prefer the rule of evil to
his rule. 

5 Anyone who hates any part of what the messenger of God
has brought, even though he may act in accordance with it,
is an unbeliever by consensus. God has said, “This is because
they hate what God has sent down, so He has made their
deeds fruitless.” [Qur<ån 47/9]

6 Anyone who ridicules any aspect of the religion of God, or
any of its rewards or punishments, is an unbeliever. The indi-
cation of that is in God’s saying, “Say: Was it God, and His
signs and His Messenger that you were mocking? Make no
excuse; you have disbelieved after you had believed.” [Qur<ån
9/65–6]

7 The practice of magic. Included in this, for example, is
causing a rift between a husband and wife by turning his love
for her into hatred, or tempting a person to do things he
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dislikes using black arts. One who engages in such a thing
or is pleased with it is outside the fold of Islam. God said,
“But neither of these two [angels, Hår¥t and Mår¥t] taught
anyone magic until they had said, ‘Indeed, we are a trial; so
do not disbelieve.’” [Qur’an 2/102]

8 Supporting and aiding polytheists against the Muslims. The
indication of that is God saying, “Whoever among you who
takes them as allies is surely one of them. Truly, God does
not guide the wrongdoers.” [Qur’an 5/51] 

9 Anyone who believes that some people are not required to
follow Mu˙ammad is an unbeliever and that leaving its
shar•>a is possible just as al-Khi∂r left the shar•>a of Moses,
is an unbeliever. 

10 To turn completely away from the religion of God, neither
learning its precepts nor acting upon it. The indication of that
is God’s saying, “And who does greater wrong than he who
is reminded of the revelations of his Lord and turns aside
there from. Truly, We shall exact retribution from the guilty.”
[Qur’an 32/22] 

It makes no difference whether such violations are committed as
a joke, in seriousness or out of fear, except when done under
compulsion [i.e. from threat of loss of life]. We seek refuge in
God from such deeds as entail His wrath and severe punishment. 

The concern of a text such as this one is the clear delineation of 
the community combined with high moral expectations and a closed
definition of what Islam stands for. The sense of the cumulative hist-
orical community fades in such a presentation, to be replaced by 
an authoritarian definition which demands support and control by a
central authority which will make decisions regarding rightful 
membership. Such efforts establish their sets of standards by isolat-
ing those factors that are not in keeping with the desired ethos of 
the group (a culturally conditioned factor) and declaring all such
attributes to be “mere” (and illegitimate) cultural intrusions into the
purity of Islam. It is, however, the willingness to declare someone a
non-Muslim, harking back to the early Muslim discussions of 
“commanding right and forbidding wrong,” that marks this position
of Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb as so particularly strident. 

The movements connected to Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb and Shåh Wal•
Allåh may be termed “pre-modern,” in the sense that they developed
before the impact of the industrialized West had been felt. They may
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be best termed “purification” movements13 and they certainly sowed
the seeds for later social and legal change in the Islamic world. They
seem to have been caused by a dissatisfaction with the more rigid
formulations of medieval Islam, especially in the legal schools. The
movements also pick up on a well-established tradition in Islam
regarding the mujaddid, or renewer of the faith, believed to be an
essential part of each age.14 Fazlur Rahman has characterized these
pre-modernist groups as having the following traits:

1 a deep and transforming concern with the socio-moral degener-
ation of Muslim society; 

2 a call to “go back” to original Islam and shed the superstitions
inculcated by popular forms of Sufism, to get rid of the idea of
the fixity and finality of the traditional schools of law, and to
attempt to perform ijtihåd, that is, to rethink for oneself the
meaning of the original message; 

3 a call to remove the crushing burden of a predeterministic outlook
produced by popular religion but also materially contributed to
by the almost ubiquitous influence of Ash>ar• theology; and 

4 a call to carry out this revivalist reform through armed force
( jihåd ) if necessary.15

The birthday of Mu˙ammad

Such stances towards Sufism also reflect some of the developing atti-
tudes within ritual and law. An example may be seen in the festiv-
ities connected to the celebration of the birthday of Mu˙ammad.
Known generally as mawlid al-nab•, “the birth of the prophet,” the
celebration of this day does not have full community consensus behind
it. The commemoration of the day is not recorded in the classical texts
of Islamic law and it has no connection to the sunna. When jurists did
contemplate it in later centuries, they often termed it a bid>a ˙asana,
a “commendable innovation.” Historically, the present festival is
thought to stem from the twelfth century; this is when the historians
of the period start to record various practices related to the twelfth day
of the month of Rab•> I which was designated as Mu˙ammad’s birth-
day.16 The activities within the celebration are characteristic of a gen-
eral Muslim approach towards honouring local saints. Mawlids were,
and still are, held for the most popular holy men and women of Islamic
history as a part of mystical devotion. A holy day is stimulated by a
connection with a holy person, a day on which celebrations and devo-
tions may be expected to bring great merits and benefits. The central
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events of such days are processions (frequently lit with candles or the
like), chanting, singing and telling stories. A fair is often organized
for children. The celebrations culminate in religious devotions to the
holy person, producing “exaltation, fervor, rapture and in many a tran-
quil contentment.”17 Today, in most parts of the Muslim world, the
birthday of Mu˙ammad is celebrated in a similar manner. Each area
has its own particular form of celebration and in many countries it has
become an official state holiday. This official character is reinforced
by the presence of the head of state who will frequently attend the 
festivities held at the main mosque in the capital city.18

Characteristic of the celebration is the recitation of poetry in praise
of Mu˙ammad, often known as mawladiyya. Much of the material
found in the poems recited even today is derived from classical
sources,19 which emphasizes the continued role of and devotion to
the learning of the past, and the significant role that Mu˙ammad’s
miracles and his human qualities has played in the practised faith of
Islam. As well, the characteristics of the poetry reveal a definite
mystical element which has permeated Muslim belief. One example
of the Í¥f• influence may be seen in the theory espoused in much 
of the poetry regarding the pre-existent “Muhammadan light,” an
element of the miraculous but also the salvific nature of the con-
ception of Mu˙ammad through which this world is connected to the
divine domain. A typical poem contains the following lines:

The lights of Mu˙ammad streamed upon us,
The full moons have hurried away; we have never seen 

such beauty.
Only you are the face of happiness.
You are a sun; you are a full moon.
You are light upon light.
You are an elixir, very precious
You light up (our) hearts, my Beloved Mu˙ammad.
You are the bride of both East and West
You are firmly backed (by God) and honored,
You are the Imåm of the two qiblas.
Whoever gazed upon your face felt elated.
You are from distinguished parentage and your background 

is peerless.20

Together with the recitation of poetry in honour of Mu˙ammad on
these occasions, a more definitive element of Í¥f• practice makes its
presence felt. The poetry is often followed by litany of a dhikr. This
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will not always be the case on the actual day of the celebration of
Mu˙ammad’s birthday, but it frequently occurs on other occasions in
which the person of Mu˙ammad is invoked for blessing, such as 
in marriages. The performance of the mawlid poetry becomes the 
task of entertainers hired for the purpose. The poetry is not limited
to the praise of Mu˙ammad, but that theme always “brackets the
proceedings.”21

Reactions against the mawlid

The entire celebration of the mawlid, whether connected to Mu˙am-
mad or to specific Í¥f• saints (the latter celebration is often referred
to by a variety of names), frequently raised the ire of those Muslims
who wished to purify Islam of all elements that could not be expli-
citly supported by the regulations of the Qur<ån or the practice of
Mu˙ammad.

However, the power of Sufism, both in its institutionalized form
and in the way that its general influence has been felt in Islam as a
whole, was such that that Í¥f• brotherhoods and their associated 
practices remained a vital part of the religious environment and have
done so down until today.22 The desire for an emotional aspect to
religious life, in combination with the appeal of images which glorify
Mu˙ammad and, indeed, the divine, has a substantial place in Islam
and this is frequently provided by the Í¥f• tradition. Grouped around
a spiritual leader and following certain practices designed to stimu-
late the experience of God, Í¥f• brotherhoods flourished through-
out the Muslim world, even if they were not always condoned by
governments or establishment religious forces.
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Part V

Modern visions of
Islam

Significant dates

632 death of Mu˙ammad
1798 Napoleon lands in Egypt
1897 death of reformer al-Afghån•
1898 death of reformer Sayyid A˙mad Khån
1905 death of modernist Mu˙ammad >Abduh
1935 death of modernist Rash•d Ri∂å
1938 death of modernist Mu˙ammad Iqbål

death of founder of Republican Turkey, Atatürk
1956 death of writer Mu˙ammad Óusayn Haykal
1966 death of Islamist Sayyid Qu†b
1979 death of Islamist Mawd¥d•
1985 death of modernist Ghulåm A˙mad Parv∑z
1988 death of scholar Fazlur Rahman
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12 Describing modernity

In 1798 Napoleon landed in Egypt, ostensibly to protect French
merchants there from local misrule, but more especially as a base
of operations against the British in India. The Egyptian Mamluk
troops were helpless against him, having maintained even less
than other Ottoman troops an awareness of modern military
developments. The population generally was likewise relatively
parochial in outlook. The French set up as much as they could
of the apparatus of the Enlightenment on Egyptian soil: modern
hospitals, impersonal administration, scientific laboratories (they
set about, among other things, recording in scientific detail the
non-technologically based ways still prevailing, which were
presumed about to vanish before modern French civilization);
they invited the astonished local savants to inspect the show and
acknowledge the moral superiority of the Revolution – claimed
to be true Islam.1

With the French occupation of Egypt, the Middle East (and other
parts of the world, of course) was confronted directly by a techno-
logically advanced and expansionist Europe. The impact on Muslims
has been both substantial and significant, especially as they debate
whether or not Islam itself can or should change, and how it should
change if it should, to meet the current challenges and remain 
relevant to the lives of individuals. 

Studying modern Islam

It is hazardous to make generalized judgements about an entity as
manifold as modern Islam from Indonesia to Morocco, in a time so
turbulent as this century; whatever is said must be suitably modest
and tentative.2 It is especially dangerous, although many observers
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often seem to miss the point, to view the entire world as revolving
around developments in Europe, as if the rest of the world had no
significant existence prior to and independent of Europeans or has
been irrelevant to the creation of what modern Europe is now. It is
an important corrective to keep in mind that the transformation of
European society over the last five centuries is not the culmination
of a straight line from ancient Greece and Rome to modern France
and Germany, but the result of the interplay of general human history.

Certainly, a transformation of European society did take place
between the late 1500s and the late 1700s. It is highlighted by two
significant changes: the industrial revolution ushering in the techno-
logical age, and the French revolution, which altered basic social
values. This transformation not only affected Europe where it initially
took place, but the rest of the world as well, especially through the
rise of European colonial expansion. However, one should not think
that everything which has happened in the Muslim world and else-
where during this period is simply a response to those changes on
the “outside”; the Muslim world continues on its own path of organic
growth and change which interacts with the rest of the world. Change
is very much a two-way street.

One area which proves a great stumbling block in the study of 
modern Islam is the implicit (and even on occasion explicit) moral
valuation of progress as it has manifested itself in the West through
the transformations of the technological age. Countries which have
benefited most from progress are seen to be “more advanced” or 
“better” than those which have not. However, while various useful
changes in human life have come about, not all of them may be 
championed as necessarily good. Certainly, some of them may well 
be thought of in this mode – modern medical advances and the erad-
ication of smallpox, for example – but a facile judgement of the 
state of modern progress in one society versus another does not sat-
isfy the demands of careful scholarship nor the understanding of
human societies in their multiplicity.

The terms “traditional” and “modern” are a part of this value-laden
system in common parlance, where traditional stands for the irra-
tional, non-scientific world-view, and modern for everything which
opposes that. But it is possible to use these terms meaningfully, if
carefully done. Traditional refers to taking the attitude that one is
doing things in the way in which they have always been done, that
is, looking to the past for authority on a given matter. Modern then
becomes identified with the technological age, not necessarily more
rational than the traditional way, but with a different view of the past,
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the authority of which has been displaced. The trouble is that the 
division is not as clear as such a definitional stance wishes to pretend.
There is a tendency to assume a process of evolution from traditional
to modern, but, in fact, the situation is far more of a flux. The tradi-
tional world deals with change by rejecting or subtly altering its
inherited conceptions (and thus the traditional world most assuredly
does change), while the modern world never frees itself totally from
the authority of the past. The modern aspects of a society are gener-
ally seen as following along hand-in-hand with its traditional ones.
In sum, one might say that the terms are, at best, generalizations 
and that they do not reflect the realities of life as it is lived. They are
intellectual abstractions, which can, if used reflectively, aid under-
standing. “Modern” refers to the embracing of the technological
aspects of contemporary society, that being understood in the broadest
manner; “traditional” does not mean the rejection of the modern but
the continuation in certain aspects of life in a mode authorized by the
past, notably in areas of life where other people have changed to a
“modern” view.

The methodological dilemma is somewhat further confused by the
fact that many nineteenth- and twentieth-century Muslim spokesmen
(and there have been, until more recent times, very few spokes-
women) adopted the chauvinistic European mode of understanding
the world: that the highlight of world existence is, in fact, in the West,
that the rest of the world had to evolve and progress to that level,
and that the Islamic world had been unchanging since the rise of the
Mongols in the twelfth century. Time and again in reading Muslim
sources this kind of apologetic, which accepts the European perspec-
tive on the question, is encountered. So, methodologically, we become
even further tangled. We wish to understand contemporary Muslim
world-views and to do so we must recognize the cultural biases with
which we approach the subject. Yet those biases are precisely what
much of the material is interacting with, responding to and even
adopting. And that is, in fact, what we are interested in: how modern
Muslims have constructed their world-views. 

The phenomenon of modernity

The real challenge that the Muslim society has had to face and 
is still facing is at the level of social institutions and social ethic
as such. And the real nature of this crisis is not the fact that 
the Muslim social institutions in the past have been wrong or
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irrational but the fact that there has been a social system at all
which now needs to be modified and adjusted. This social system
has, in fact, been perfectly rational in the past, i.e., it has been
working perfectly well, as perfectly well as any other social
system. The disadvantage of the Muslim society at the present
juncture is that whereas in the early centuries of development of
social institutions in Islam, Islam started from a clean slate, as it
were, and had to carve out ab initio a social fabric – an activity
of which the product was the medieval social system – now, when
Muslims have to face a situation of fundamental rethinking and
reconstruction, their acute problem is precisely to determine how
far to render the slate clean again and on what principles and by
what methods, in order to create a new set of institutions.3

While Fazlur Rahman, the author of the above passage, is enunci-
ating a particular position within the modernist Muslim debate, he
strikes a central point common to all who try to contemplate the 
relevance of Islam today by speaking of a modern situation of “funda-
mental rethinking and reconstruction” in which Islam now finds itself.
But, before tackling the proposed answers to that question, something
more basic must first be approached: why and how has this situation
of “fundamental rethinking and reconstruction” arisen? What are the
characteristics of the modern age which have created this situation?
Why has Islam had to face them? And why does facing them seem
to be such a problem?

The characteristics of the “modern era”

There are many ways of analysing the idea called “modernity.” At
its simplest level, it might be said that modernity is that which renders
the past problematic. Notably (and this is what makes this definition
so significant), once tradition – the past – has been questioned and
examined, there is no going back. The ideas of the past (for example,
in terms of historical facts) can never have the same weight again,
even if the challenge of modernity is ultimately rejected.4

Modernity is that which has created fundamental changes in behav-
iour and belief about economics, politics, social organization and
intellectual discourse. Once again, it is important to keep in mind that
changes have happened throughout the world; this is not just a matter
of Western influences on the rest of the world. Modernity must be
seen as a world phenomenon.
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In the economic sphere, change is seen in terms of industrializa-
tion and consequent economic growth, the formation of large capital
sums, the growth of science and the emergence of new classes of
people and social mobility. In the political arena, it is the growth of
political parties (and the belief in the moral evolution resulting from
that growth), unions and youth groups. In the social dimension, the
change in relations between the sexes (with its economic implica-
tions), mass communications, urbanization, travel and generally
increased mobility are especially marked. In the intellectual realm,
the prominence of the idea of progress, the emergence of secular-
rational norms and the rise of historical studies5 all make the
phenomenon of change so apparent. All of this has brought with it
or brought about as a consequence, a change in the historical reality
in which we live.

The five pillars of modernity

Many attempts have been made to try to define more closely the char-
acteristics of the modern period in order to say just how it is different
from past eras. Peter Berger’s “Toward a Critique of Modernity”6 has
become a classic statement of such a definition. He speaks of five
“dilemmas of modernity”: 

1 Abstraction (in the way life confronts bureaucracy and tech-
nology especially).

2 Futurity (the future as the primary orientation for activity and the
imagination, and life governed by the clock).

3 Individuation (the separation of the individual from any sense of
a collective entity, thus producing alienation).

4 Liberation (life viewed as dominated by choice and not fate;
“things could be other than what they have been”).

5 Secularization (the massive threat to the plausibility of religious
belief). 

Harvey Cox7 has modified these into a slightly more positive 
form and speaks of the aptly named (for this context) “five pillars of
modernity.” The modern period is said to be characterized by the
following aspects: 

1 The emergence of sovereign national states as legally defined
entities in a global political system, most of which have emerged
in their present form at most 200 years ago. 
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2 Science-based technology as a principal source of images for life
and its possibilities. 

3 Bureaucratic rationalism as a way of organizing and adminis-
tering human thought and activity, where institutions take on their
own intellectual life producing people who feel alienated, power-
less and apathetic (“I only work here”). 

4 The quest for profit maximization as a means to motivate work
and distribute goods and services (thus both within capitalism
and socialism) as manifested in, for example, the capitalist mode
of production and marketing. 

5 Secularization and trivialization of religion and the use of the
spiritual for profane purposes manifested in the removal of 
religion’s concern with politics and economics.

Secularization needs further comment, given the context of our
investigation. This concept may be defined8 as the process of emanci-
pation of certain areas of social, cultural and political life from the
dominance or control of traditional religious ideas; it has been both
a contributing factor in modernization and a result of it. The terms
used to describe the modern era – enlightened, secular, rational, dis-
enchanted (i.e. the loss of magic), scientific, post-traditional – all 
indicate the tendency of secularization. 

In fact, the attitudes towards religion are central elements of what
many people identify as modern, at least in popular parlance. For
example, the demolition of the truth of the Bible, the rejection of the
divinity of Jesus, and the doubts expressed about the value of much
that has been taught for generations are all the most obvious elements
within Christianity.9 But these are negative elements, matters which
have created fear and terror along with an almost perverse attraction
to this modern age. Speaking positively of the modern age as coin-
ciding with the emergence of the philosophical principle of the 
self as the judge on matters of truth and validity, Descartes’ “I think
therefore I am” remains the only basic certain truth as opposed to
traditional religious values and their claims to eternal validity.

Some observers have noted that this tendency towards seculariza-
tion especially, but the other aspects of modernity also, happened in
Europe initially but has become of crucial significance for the rest of
the world. Therefore, European religion (Christianity) has had to
respond to this situation from the beginning of the age of industrial-
ization and the ways in which it has done so have become para-
digmatic (at least to some extent) for other religions. To a degree,
this would appear to be intrinsically true, but it is also a position
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urged by some writers: that Muslims should learn from the Christian
experience and be prepared to relinquish certain aspects of their 
traditional faith while maintaining others. This kind of writing about
Islam especially has received a great deal of criticism recently10 but
continues nevertheless.11

Other people, perhaps with a greater political (rather than religious)
orientation towards life, have isolated another series of adjectives
which characterize the modern period: colonial, imperialist, mission-
ary, Western invasion. There can be no doubt that isolating such
elements is important in understanding the perceptions of the modern
period in the Muslim world. However, this view tends to see the
modern world in terms of confrontation between the West and the
Islamic world; other people may wish to subsume these elements
under broader categories, however, such as the worldwide emerg-
ence of national states. Still, the reality of this perception cannot be
underplayed.

Characteristics of the modern era in the 
Muslim world

How has modernity made its impact on the Muslim world? The sense
of the tension created in the modern context is one of the first things
which strikes many travellers and may be seen in many films and
other media portrayals: the absurd and distressing confrontation
between modern and ancient ways of life. Donkeys are still vying for
a place on the road as decrepit cars and trucks, amid the Mercedes,
go whizzing by; the importation of the McDonald’s–Coca-Cola global
consumer culture exists in the face of vast wealth and abject poverty
without a period of time to allow for the build-up to consumerism (a
period of time which North American and European societies
certainly had). Consumer society “is at odds with the pre-take-off
stage of the Middle Eastern economy, creating new needs and raising
expectations that the economy cannot deliver.”12 This becomes a
powerful conservative argument against the West, for appealing to
Western values and aspirations is seen to be the cause of contempo-
rary frustrations. Yet the Muslim world has, in certain ways, adapted
to the modern world through the use of its ancient resources; these
have proven a source of strength as well as a source of tension. The
utilization and reutilization of modern materials – the implicit 
rejection of the throwaway society and the planned obsolescence of
the West – are frequently startling and encouraging to the observer 
accustomed to North American-style consumerism.
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The impact of modernity on the Islamic world has been felt in a
vast number of ways. Some can easily be isolated: the cycle of ascen-
dancy and decline through which the Islamic world feels itself to have
been historically, the impact of the nationalist and socialist challenge,
the impact of Zionism, and the impact of oil revenues, among many
others.

Ascendancy and decline

A recognition of the impotence of the Islamic world in the face of
the newly emerged power of Europe along with a shared memory 
of a powerful past has produced a great deal of soul searching and
analysis. What are the reasons for this decline into subjugation and
exploitation? The answers have frequently been religious, a response
fostered and encouraged by negative post-Enlightenment attitudes
towards religion in general and towards Islam in particular. 

Haunting all of the discussions within the Muslim world is the
notion of the failure of Islam. Has Islam somehow fallen by the way-
side, become unable to cope with the emerging world and the contem-
porary human situation? This, of course, is a shattering thought for
any religion, but it is especially so for Islam because the idea of
success in the world has been central to Islamic ideology from the
very early period of Islam. Acting as a paradigm for later Islamic
thinking, Mu˙ammad is pictured as moving from Mecca to Medina
(the hijra) in the midst of his preaching career in order to be
successful. Islam would not have been revealed to the world, as God’s
last statement, if it were not divinely preordained to succeed. God’s
word cannot be frustrated by human obstinacy. Islamic history and
the golden age of Islam, in the same time period as the dark ages of
Europe, only reinforces the notion of the success of the religion in
further, very tangible terms. The rise of Europe as a colonialist power,
therefore, shattered a deeply held Muslim idea – even, it might be
said, one of the basic presuppositions of Islamic existence. A crisis
of identity faced those who did not get carried away on the Western
bandwagon and who wished to investigate the roots of the problem.
The modern situation was perceived to be one of a fundamental chal-
lenge to Islam, therefore; the failure to be able to respond would be
the failure of Islam as a religion. What, then, is the status of Islam
when it is not in political ascendancy in the world? 

The answers to this problem have been varied: the extent to which
Islam itself might be seen as the cause of the gradual decline of 
its civilization is, in part, the subject at debate. Is it Islam itself 
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which needs modification in the modern world or is it Muslims 
who have not lived up to the demands of Islam and consequently 
the civilization has declined? This question arises most frequently 
in discussions over science and technology. The failure to embrace
modern science (which, it is often championed, stems from Muslim
medieval advances) along with the scientific mentality as embodied
in the Western educational system is the cause of Islam’s decline
according to some. Others, however, would say that it is faith in God
which is more crucial than the technology itself and thus they reject
this entire argument.

Some have pointed to the irony present in this Muslim self-
conception when they note the reality that “Islam today is a monu-
mental success story, its popularity reflected in overflowing mosques
from Panama to Peking.”13 The so-called crisis of Islam is, in this
view, an external perception dependent upon the impact which some
elements of Islam have had on the non-Muslim world and has nothing
to do with the values of Islam itself. Judging Islam on the initial basis
of its worldly success is a mistake, it would be claimed. This response,
however, is a part of a modernist platform which separates out Islam
as a faith from Islam as a civilization, precisely in order to grapple
with this factor of ascendancy and decline. Be that as it may, the
contemporary success of Islam in terms of the willingness of indi-
viduals to adopt the religion, complete with its external symbols and
values, is certainly of note for considering the role that Islamic iden-
tity plays as a source of resistance to an assumed ascendancy of a
global modernity.

Nationalism and socialism

Modern political ideologies have been seen by some as a way out of
the present dilemma of decline, but also as an attractive modern option
in and by themselves. Socialism especially has attracted attention 
both as an alternative to Islam and as a way to construct an entirely
new society. But it has also been seen as the true embodiment of
Islamic principles, especially in the aspects of equality and social 
justice and as anti-Western capitalism. In this view, Mu˙ammad estab-
lished socialist principles in his state, which means that such a 
structure of society should take precedence over capitalism. After the
period of occupation by European nations, democracy as a system of
government, in the argument of many people, has lost its glamour and
its moral claim to supremacy. Yet the civic virtues of Europe still held
their appeal for many. The impact of more recent developments – the
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collapse of the colonial empires – has resulted in further confusion 
in the overall picture. The emergence of new political states, areas
which formerly had little unified identity in many cases, has fostered
the new phenomenon of nationalism in ethnic and/or cultural terms
which often does not include Islam, at least not as that religion has
been classically portrayed. Events in 1991 in Iraq, the ongoing
Kurdish rebellions in Turkey, the situation in Bosnia and the emer-
gence of Muslim states out of the now divided Soviet Union are 
evidence of the strength of such issues. This indicates that there have
been significant changes in traditional, pre-modern loyalty patterns
brought about by nationalism.14

Zionism

Zionism has led to a strengthening of Islamic identity according to
many observers, although most would also comment that even so, no
united front has appeared among the Islamic nations, especially the
Arabs. The sense that the existence of Israel represents the absolute
trough of the decline of Muslim civilization is felt by many. Whether
Israel is perceived as a punishment for Muslim errors in the past or
as a part of a continued Western presence in the Middle East, the
insult that the nation represents to the Muslim world cannot be under-
estimated. Some people have argued that Israel’s success as a nation
– economically and politically – is evidence of the need to adopt
Western ways. But, for the most part, many feel that Israel represents
further evidence of the sinful ways of Muslims and the need for a
purification of Islam. The 1967 war between Israel and the Arab world
deeply affected the collective psyche of the Muslim people in the
wake of the defeat of the Arab troops.15 The rise of fundamentalist
movements, a renewed interest in the symbolic role of Jerusalem and
a host of other factors are frequently attributed to this war. Today,
the sense in which the Israelis are regarded as an outpost of Euro-
American civilization at the vanguard of the attack upon Islam is
strong throughout the Islamic world. 

Oil

Oil revenues have produced an ambivalence similar to that caused by
the existence of Israel: they are either a curse or a blessing, according
to the perspective taken. The impact of the vast revenues has been
to take Muslims away from Islam, to the point that Saudi Arabia is
frequently pictured as the most corrupt and un-Islamic nation in the
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world, a land of wine-drinking multi-millionaires who repress the 
less fortunate citizens of their own country and do nothing to enhance
Islam. The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and the various justifications
which emerged for it, especially as revealed in statements from
Muslims outside the Arab countries, echo this sentiment to a great
extent. The opposite argument, that oil revenues now put the popu-
lation of the Muslim world in a position of affecting the world, giving
them the possibility to stand up for their own rights and permitting
the propagation of Islam within the context of the modern world, 
is also frequently made: oil revenues are a gift from God to allow
the Muslim world to function in the modern context.16 The impact of
oil is, of course, only a part of the whole discussion of the modern
industrial-technological civilization and its impact upon the economic
and social life of individuals in society.

Beyond this ambivalence stands another factor related to the
increased wealth of the oil-producing countries which looms large in
many contemporary discussions. Increasing attention is paid, espe-
cially by more radical Islamic groups, to the autocratic nature of the
regimes who rule in many of these countries. It is the wealth from
oil which keeps such regimes in power because they are able to make
a considerable financial commitment to maintaining their own posi-
tion through amassing armed forces and the like. The context of the 
worldwide dependency on oil also brings international alliances into
play in the support of such regimes. It is in the strategic interests of
many countries to maintain the political stability of the oil-producing
countries in order to ensure a continuing flow of oil. The fear of 
the unknown consequences of a move to a democratic system of gov-
ernment, for example, leads to the pragmatic support of autocracies
by the international community. It is the United States, of course, that
has been particularly isolated as being responsible for this state of
affairs, as its involvement in world affairs becomes more widely
known. This manifests itself in a strong anti-American rhetoric among
many Muslim groups who cite the attempts of the United States to
manipulate the internal politics of some Muslim countries (notably
pre-revolutionary Iran, Soviet-era Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia) to
its own financial and political advantage. The United States is often
seen to be a major inhibitor to the growth of democracy in the Muslim
world because, it is suggested, the outcome would have the potential
to constrict American economic growth. This has sometimes been
phrased in more recent times as the hypocrisy of the United States,
and that charge takes on a moral tone. Furthermore, the critique of 
the United States extends further into questioning the honesty of all
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the values with which the United States has been associated, not only
democracy but pluralism, secularism and peace as well. The portrayal
of the United States as a country ruled by evangelical Christians
whose mystique of violence and victory guides their every move,
accentuates the extent to which attempts to control political regimes
within the Muslim world are seen as an overwhelming conspiracy
against the interests of Islam in general. Even when the rhetoric
reaches this level, it must be remembered that underlying all of this
is the basic point about oil, its importance to the global economy and
its impact on Islam; linking this to a general critique of the foreign
policy of the United States characterizes the contemporary discussion. 

Other factors

In presenting the situation of the modern Islamic world, Emmanuel
Sivan17 speaks of television as the most obvious and blatant symbol
of the contemporary invasion and the most effective tool in moder-
nity’s propagation. Loose morality, instant gratification, life as centred
in love and pleasure while oblivious to religious beliefs are all a part
of the Hollywood image which is bringing the Islamic world into the
global village.18 Other points may be raised. Education makes no
attempt to relate the modern scientific world to Islam, the modern
family is reinforced over the traditional structure, and nationalism is
more firmly established than the concept of the Islamic community.
Of course, this analysis of society and its ills is by no means unique
to Islam.19 With their own cultural forms and their own socio-cultural
assumptions, these same sentiments are echoed by certain segments
of the population throughout the world. Clifford Geertz has said: 

[In face of the modern world, people] lose their sensibility. Or
they channel it into ideological fervor. Or they adopt an imported
creed. Or they turn worriedly in upon themselves. Or they cling
even more intensely to the faltering traditions. Or they try to
rework those traditions into more effective forms. Or they split
themselves in half, living spiritually in the past and physically in
the present. Or they try to express their religiousness in secular
activities. And a few simply fail to notice their world is moving
or, noticing, just collapse.20

The role of Islam in the modern world

A basic point needs to be made in understanding the various discus-
sions which relate to the role Islam should or could (or should not
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and could not) play in the modern world. Religion, and Islam specif-
ically, is classically thought of as the element which provides the
grounding for an individual’s life, the interpretative core through
which life’s experiences may be understood. But the past-oriented
nature of religion as it acts to preserve that grounding has meant that
its role in the contemporary period has been problematic. The issue
then revolves around the form Islam should present to the world in
order to take its place in modern society.

As has already been suggested, much of the character of the mod-
ern period could be termed the impact of secularism upon a traditional
religious system; in that way, the threat to Islam is the same as that
posed to Judaism and Christianity. Whether Islam is viable in the 
modern world is the question, especially since Islam has classically
been conceived (if not always manifested in history this way) as a
politicized religion. The reality of the matter is that, in the modern
context, politicization is even further distant than it was in medieval
times. In those ancient times, at least the presence of the caliph as a
religio-political authority figure was maintained, even if that person
was, during many periods, powerless in front of the military rulers and
the independent scholarly elite. The office of the caliphate was offi-
cially eliminated with the rise of Republican Turkey in 1924. The per-
ception of some Muslims in the modern period is that secularization
is thus attacking the heart of Islam at its theoretical basis. 

Islam is the civilizational basis of the Muslim world in politics, in
society and in life. In modern terminology, it provides the linguistic
basis by which life is experienced, delimits how things are to be
perceived and sets the limits to discourse.21 Can Islam continue with
this role in the modern world? Should it even try to? These are the
fundamental questions which some Muslims have chosen to face, and
continue to face. It is the nature of religion in and by itself which
has rendered the questions so difficult.

Some would say that it is the traditional nature of religion as it is
manifested in its attitude to authority, based upon a notion of sacred-
ness, and which sees authority as stemming from the past in a
continuous flow up to the present, that jars so much with the modern
ethos. A value is placed on the past because it supports the authority
which exists today. But modernity involves rapid and multi-faceted
change. Religions have always had to face changing circumstances
and they have developed a number of mechanisms by which this is
handled. New ideas, whether emergent, borrowed or acquired, are
legitimated in a number of paradigmatic ways: change is seen as a
legitimate unfolding of the past; new ideas are proven to have been
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present always; new ideas are proven to have legitimacy by saying
that they should have been present, but the faithful have ignored/
suppressed them so that a more legitimate continuity with tradition
is discovered through change; or new ideas are accepted through a
cultural revolution, the most radical of all strategies.

Under the impact of the rapid change which the modern world 
has inflicted, many Muslims have experienced a severe weakening of
the traditional conception of the eternal, unchanging Muslim legal
code, the shar•>a. At the same time, it is within the shar•>a that various
strategies have been employed in order to try to face the challenge
of change. The Muslim law had been firmly established by the great
jurists of the past. Within the traditional framework, there is room
for interpretation and modification, but there cannot be a questioning
of the nature and the basis of the authority and the relevance of the
law. How to assess the law today, then, in the light of those charac-
teristics of modernity as suggested above, has proven to be a
challenge, to say the least. This is especially a problem because of
the range of topics covered by the shar•>a: while matters such as poli-
tics and taxation remained only theoretically under the guidance of
the religious code in medieval Islam, areas of personal law – marriage,
divorce, inheritance – remained the stronghold of religion.22 It is,
however, precisely in many of those areas that the contemporary
world has effected a great deal of change and where the pressures,
especially of nineteenth-century European values, have been felt the
most. Equally problematic has been the fact that during the nineteenth
century (if not earlier) most Islamic states either adopted or had
imposed upon them European law codes which simply displaced the
traditional shar•>a. This process provided a means by which to intro-
duce reforms, for example in areas of women’s and family rights, but
the result has been that those who wished to see religion continue to
play a significant role in their societies either had to demonstrate that
their religion, in fact, supported the reforms (and this became the
position of those commonly termed the Modernists) or demand that
the secular law codes be repealed and simply replaced by Islamic
ones (a stance characteristic of more conservative elements).

The response of modern Muslims to this situation has indeed been
of every conceivable type. For some, the solution to the question of
the role of Islam today is found in Islamic “totalism”: that Islam
should govern every part of life, from politics to personal conduct 
to scientific investigation. At the other end of the spectrum, some
have argued that the former Muslim ideal of a religio-political mix
is the main stumbling block to the modernization of Islam, itself a
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desirable aim; religion should be a personal, interior matter, an issue
between the believer and God, and only in that way will Islam remain
a vital force in today’s world. In between these two responses remains
a variety of compromise solutions and non-solutions which do not
foster an integrated way of being for the individual.

The post-modern phenomenon

For those on the outside, however, some of the Muslim discussions 
of this confrontation with the modern period often seem rather 
quaint. The arguments still seem to revolve around the relevance or
danger of Darwin, Marx and Freud, as if those figures represent the
state of Western thinking. There is little evidence in the Muslim world 
of what is called in some circles post-modernism. Certainly, radical
Marxism is present and that may be viewed as a reaction within 
the post-modern framework; it is one, however, that calls for a 
total rejection of Islam and thus it can hardly be termed an Islamic 
post-modern ideology.23 The post-modern questioning of the basic 
presuppositions of religion within a religious framework – the struc-
tures of authority, its orientation to the past, its fixation on success – is
extremely limited.

Furthermore, to some people, the descriptions given above of what
characterizes the modern world are woefully inadequate. The world
has already entered a new period of challenge. Mass communications
have made the existence of independent states anachronistic; a world
community is emerging, but its character is extremely unclear.24

Recognition has come about of the limits to progress in science and
the impact that faith in science has had on the world; the perception
of an ecological crisis is a large part of this. The recognition of the
threat of technology has raised questions of whether just because
something can be done, it should be done. Despite earlier optimism,
technology has not managed to solve basic problems of the world
such as starvation. Faith in the moral evolution of humanity (espe-
cially the trust in democracy) has been destroyed in the furnaces of
Auschwitz; the reality of continuing racism and of the potential for
evil that lurks in humanity is felt. The impact of the industrialization
of the world in terms of unemployment, pollution, maldistribution of
goods and the merging of cultures has been recognized. Feminism
and the assertiveness of less-developed countries (with a view to
directing their own future through their own value systems) have both
accompanied and perhaps been precipitated by post-modernism.
These issues are manifested in general terms by the post-modern 
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realization of the powerlessness of the individual to effect change 
on what have become living institutions.25 To paraphrase the words
of Harvey Cox, if the problem of modernism is termed “we cannot
pray,” the problem of post-modernism is “we cannot (and others
cannot) eat.” Post-modernism entails confrontation with the social
issues of the day, here conceived within a religious framework: femi-
nism, peace and war, minority expressions of theology, political
stances, economics and so forth. 

Whether the post-modern situation is taken seriously is one of 
the differentiating factors in trends in modern thought in general.
Fundamentalism tends not to confront the reality of the situation; 
it proposes in its crasser forms, for example, that homeless people
are those who simply choose to live that way. The emergence of crit-
ical theology in Christian and Jewish circles is marked by a
willingness to confront the post-modern condition with compassion
and thoughtfulness. 

To the extent that Muslim post-modernism does exist, its greatest
manifestation is to be found outside the cultural sphere of the Muslim
countries themselves. The future may offer a different situation, in
some people’s estimation, with the rise of the women’s movement
and the potential inversion of power structures which could result
within the Muslim world. It is worthy of note now, however, that
even here, the positions enunciated seem limited: we do not see many
women enunciating a new shar•>a that displaces the male prerogative
nor many who work on a theology based upon a female (or all-
inclusive, gender-neutral) language, for example. 

Classification of Muslim approaches to modernity

The main issues for Islam in the contemporary situation relate to the
place of religion in public life – social, economic, legal, political,
intellectual. It is precisely those dimensions which are crucial to a
definition of modernity and which thus create the problems to be
faced. The dimensions of the phenomenon of modernity focus on the
changes which have taken place in all these aspects of public life.
That the focus of the conflict is found in this sphere is confirmed by
the complementary principle that, to an almost complete extent, there
has been no calling into question of Islam itself as a private need or
mode of personal devotion, nor have there been many major attempts
at a theological reformulation of the faith in the light of the modern 
world. Therefore, studying the reactions of Muslims to modernity is
primarily a matter of addressing the question of what specific place
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the religion is to have in modern life rather than questioning the 
existence of the religion as such. Can answers to the dilemmas and
problems of modern life be found in the religion? If so, how? Can
religion at least provide a way to cope?

A tri-part division of religious ways of interacting with the modern
age is suggested by many analyses: Traditionalist (sometimes termed
Normative or Orthodox); Islamist (sometimes termed Fundamentalist,
Neo-Normativist or Revivalist); and Modernist (sometimes termed
Acculturating or Modernizing).26 A simple, although controversial
example can serve to illustrate how this sort of division works in the
case of Islam: polygamy. 

The Traditionalist group may be characterized by their acceptance
of multiple-wife marriages, suggesting that to think otherwise is to
accept Western standards; Islamic tradition has allowed polygamy
and that is the way things should be. 

The Modernist group would suggest a position based on the premise
that men and women are equal and monogamy is morally good
because it aims towards a concept of social welfare, while polygamy
has potentially negative effects on family life; it is often argued that
the Qur<ån supports this position.27

The Islamist group will start from the Qur<ån and say that the
Qur<ån was aiming for monogamy all along but made allowances for
ancient habits which no longer have any relevance. 

It must be remembered that these three divisions are theoretical
categories only; people, in the realities of their life situations, can
rarely, if ever, be fitted neatly into one position or the other. The cate-
gories are heuristic, helpful to indicate tendencies but rarely sufficient
to support a full analysis. Furthermore, such categorizations do not
allow for historical change within the categories themselves, as will
become clear. Modernists, for example, have a substantially different
face today than they did at the start of the twentieth century. While
the characterizations of these groups, along with refinements to be
added later, will be employed in subsequent parts of this book, they
are too schematic and reductive to provide structure for a full analysis.
The value of these characterizations lies in their ability to reflect the
overall dimensions of discussions in modern Islam and thereby
provide some tools for more critical analysis.

The Traditionalist group

Each of the above three main categories may be said to display a
different attitude towards the authority of the past. The Traditionalist
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group holds to the full authority of the past and that change should
not and does not affect the traditions of the past. Change is to be
rejected. Such an expression of the essence of the Traditionalist group
is misleading, however: to some extent it falls captive to the group’s
own rhetoric. Islam, as a cultural entity, has, after all, always been
able to cope with change and has built into its structures ways of
dealing with change. New situations were ably managed by the insti-
tutionalized juridical system. Certainly, it is true that the basic sources
of Islam – the Qur<ån and the sunna – are viewed as unchanging 
for they are, in some manner, representations in the world of the
unchanging God. But this conception, contrary to some suggestions,28

did not curtail all reaction to changing circumstances. Rather, the
issue for the Traditionalists in the contemporary period has been 
one of substantial challenge to well-established patterns of life and
methods of legitimizing change. The Traditionalist group contains
within it many of the learned scholars (>ulamå<) who might be thought
to have a vested interest in maintaining the status quo, many of the
mystically oriented Í¥f• groups, and the vast majority of those who
have not been exposed to modern education and thus to a great extent
have not experienced the challenge of modernity to such a degree as
to consider it a personal problem.

One trend within Traditionalism can be termed “Neo-traditionalism.”
This is a tendency which has been seen as a transitional position from
Traditionalism to any of the other groups. It may be, however, that 
as a position it has its own inherent permanent protagonists; such 
a position (displayed in S. H. Nasr’s writings and, perhaps, in the 
Iranian revolution) urges a gradual change, seeing the advantage 
in certain elements of modern technology, for example, but wanting 
to withstand the rush of the acceptance of it all. In the short term, 
urgent change may be required but, in the long run, Islam will reign
supreme.

Islamism and revivalism

The Islamist group, in contrast to the Traditionalist, is characterized
by its desire to accept change in a controlled fashion; it therefore uses
the authoritative sources of the past to legitimize changes in the
present day. This group has a long intellectual history in Islam, or,
at least, that is the perception of its adherents. Picking up on the line
of thought from Ibn Taymiyya through Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb, these
revivalist tendencies emphasize the absolute character of the sources
authority of Islam – the Qur<ån and the sunna. This reliance on text
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results in what is frequently termed literalism or fundamentalism 
but, at the same time, it opens up the possibilities of independent
reasoning through the rejection of authority by that very process of
the return to the text and the ignoring of traditional interpretation of
those texts. Such thinking also tends toward an anti-intellectualism,
especially anti-philosophy. This is perhaps one of the key points for
differentiating Modernists and Islamists.29

These trends in thought are crucial to the writings of people asso-
ciated with contemporary expressions of Islam revivalism led by the
Islamists. Ab¥<l A>lå< Mawd¥d• (1903–79) is a prime example. His
call was for a return to the Qur<ån and a purified sunna so that Islam
might be revitalized; this could only truly happen if Islam became
the constitution of the state and this was the political goal towards
which he worked in Pakistan. Sayyid Qu†b (1906–66) of Egypt
provides another example. He became the intellectual spokesman 
for the Muslim Brotherhood. He championed a return to “pure Islam”
and a move away from the materialism of the West, which he per-
ceived as contaminating Islam. Allegiance should be to Islam alone,
for that provides the perfect social system for all humanity, one 
which will cure all the ills of the modern world. Once a truly Islamic
state is established, all aspects of life will fall into their proper 
place. Both of these thinkers will be dealt with in later chapters of
this book. 

Revolutionary radical Islamism – that fringe element which domi-
nates the media picture of Islamic fundamentalism – is somewhat
distinct in the emphasis it places on the corruption to Islam from
within the community. True Islam is the cure and must be applied
through armed uprising. Also notable is the tendency to view things
as opposing spheres: for example, the Government of God versus the
Great Satan in Iranian propaganda. Thus, for someone such as Sayyid
Qu†b, everything is jåhil•, that is, in a state of barbarism, except Islam.

The Islamist movement is sometimes called “Fundamentalism”
although that latter term involves the use of a designation borrowed
from early twentieth-century Christianity, which some people see as
inappropriate.30 In its application to religious groupings, the word
“fundamentalism” arose in the United States and was used by a coali-
tion of theologically conservative Protestants who came together in
1920 to struggle against modernism and liberalism; it was coined
because these people were said to be holding to the great funda-
mentals of their faith.31 For Protestant fundamentalists, the key
fundamental is the inerrancy of the Bible, which is a defence of basic
religious ideals – the seriousness of sin, the need for redemption and
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the idea that Jesus has granted that redemption. There is a great stress
placed on individual salvation and personal morality. Fundamentalists
are prepared to do battle for their fundamentals. The best examples
are seen in court cases against the teaching of evolution in the 1920s
and in the more contemporary Moral Majority movement.

In the Islamic world the term “fundamentalism” has been applied
(mainly by Westerners) to those who call for a strict implementation
of the shar•>a, including the call for an Islamic state. Opposition to
Western ways and to the perceived corruption of Muslim society is
important, and even, according to some,32 the most important elements
uniting fundamentalists of all religious persuasions.

The issue of scripture marks a difference between Muslim and
Christian fundamentalists. Virtually all Muslims are “fundamentalist”
in their attitude to scripture. Protestant doctrines, on the other hand,
which are seen as intimately linked to inerrancy (for example, the
resurrection of Jesus), are rejected by all Muslims. Likewise, while
Muslim fundamentalists stress political goals and the implementation
of religion in all areas of life, Christian fundamentalists can go either
way and some become secularists by Muslim standards.

The oppositional stance of both Christian fundamentalists and
Muslim Islamist groups is significant; they both “do battle” with
Western modernism. (Muslims also frequently attack elements with-
in their own societies and desire a total restructuring.) That element
of militancy (taken in either a figurative or literal sense) on behalf of
God’s way in the world unites both groups. The claim to be the
authentic expression of the tradition is also prominent; somewhat
ironically, then, both groups – Christians and Muslims – emphasize
the distinctive elements of their own faith. Both groups wish to take
scripture very seriously (if not always literally, although in theory
they may be more inclined that way than more Modernist groups).
Absolutism in ethics follows from this and both groups emphasize
the supernatural, seeing God’s will at work in the world in very 
direct ways.

Islamic modernism and its history

The Modernist group has seen that greater advantage is to be found
within the modern circumstance by embracing change and making
religion itself subject to change. The Modernist position is frequently
based upon a principle of differentiating basic moral precepts from
specific legal prescriptions. This movement too has had a substantial
history. It developed in the nineteenth century with people such as
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Jamål al-D•n al-Afghån• (1839–97), Mu˙ammad >Abduh (1849–1905)
and Rash•d Ri∂å (1865–1935) in Egypt, and Sayyid A˙mad Khån
(1817–98) and Mu˙ammad Iqbål (1876–1938) in India. Al-Afghån• is
famous for his idea of pan-Islamism, which he saw as a way of reviv-
ing and uniting Islam against Europe; this idea was to be combined
with an embracing of philosophy and science which, he argued, tran-
scend particular communities. He greatly influenced >Abduh, and
through him, Ri∂å, who worked further to synthesize those features
of the West which seemed desirable (especially its scientific rational-
ity) with the essential truths of Islam. The situation in India was very
similar. A˙mad Khån argued that modern knowledge and the use of
reason were what was required in order to bring vitality back to Islam.
Essentially, this involved a separation between Islam as a religion of
ritual and law, and reason and science which was not seen to be under
the control of religious law, although it was in keeping with the true
principles of the faith itself. Deep down, the argument went, there was
no conflict between Islam and modernity, for they both functioned on
different planes. Islamic law is not fixed but must change in each sit-
uation, especially in the social realm. Iqbal’s message, frequently
couched in mystically inspired poetry, urged the same return to the
essentials of Islam, to be found in its true sources. 

Reconstruction, ißlå˙, became the catchword for this trend.33 As a
movement it may also be seen to have had a substantial influence on
the Islamists as well, with its call of “back to the sources.” But its
emphasis on elements of the West as having some value for Islamic
culture (as opposed to the self-sufficiency of Islam), and its tendency
towards a definition of religion centred on the individual in his/her
relationship with God along with its flexible attitude towards the social
aspect of the faith, mark the Modernists as distinct. A number of
factors may be isolated as contributing to the rise of the Modernists,
which illustrates once again that speaking simply of modernism as a
reaction to Europe does not represent an accurate summary of the
issues involved. According to the analysis of Ali Merad, the pressures
of pre-Modernist fundamentalism, the development of the printed
word as a result of the introduction of the printing press in Arab coun-
tries around 1822, the influence of Western culture, the liberal evo-
lution of the Ottoman regime (for example, the introduction of a code
of civil liberties in 1839) and the structural renovation of the eastern
Christian churches showing an example of “zeal in the service of a
faith,” all contributed substantially to stimulating an Arab “renais-
sance,” nah∂a, which has become identified with the Modernist
trend.34
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Islamic modernism wants Islam to be the basis for political life as
well as the religious, but it perceives a need to reinterpret those struc-
tures in the light of contemporary needs, frequently with a clear and
unapologetic adoption of Western notions. This generally reflects an
idea of the flexibility of Islam such that modern ideologies may be
seen as fitting in with Islamic ones. Generally, Modernists (such as
Fazlur Rahman and Ghulåm A˙mad Parv∑z, to be discussed in a later
chapter) argue that the juridical basis of Islam must be put aside 
for the modern use of independent judgement based on the Qur<ån
and (perhaps) the sunna. This is a way of limiting the binding nature
of the past, thus allowing some flexibility, but note that it does not 
deny its authority. Rather, it allows for a radical reinterpretation of
the past, enabling principles of the past to be seen in the light of
modern ideals, such as democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance and
social justice. In fact, these and other ideals become general princi-
ples which Islam is seen as standing for, and through which Islam
must be implemented in today’s world. Other examples are to be seen
in the value of work and the redistribution of excess wealth. Matters
which do not fit within these ideals are deemed superstitions and must
be done away with, for they are not in keeping with Islam. Notable
too, is the frequent Modernist appeal to the Islamic basis of many
Western ideas: democracy being found in the early Islamic
community; dhimm• – non-Muslim subjects living under Muslim rule
– being the foundation of religious pluralism and so forth. This sort
of tendency can lead to apologetics where the superiority of Islam
over all things Western is argued, a tendency also to be seen perhaps
less frequently in Islamism. Modernism, then, differs from secularism
by the efforts it makes to find support in the Qur<ån and the sunna;
from the critic’s point of view, this method is only “a cover for what
secularists do more openly.”35

In looking at these three main divisions, Traditionalism, Islamism
and Modernism, one factor differentiates or becomes crucial in the
definition: the attitude towards what is termed “Islamic totalism.” To
what extent is Islam seen as encompassing all of life in its social,
political and economic spheres? To what extent is Islam seen as a
guide to social action and public legislation? The extent of this can
range from Islam governing the full social structure to Islam being a
“religion” in a Protestant sense, that is, as a matter for the individual
and his/her conscience alone. Here too, for Islamists, as we shall see,
it is possible to separate modernization from Westernization. That is,
Islam can modernize without being Western: Islam can be pictured
as providing the basis for all of life without having anything to do
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with Western ideas, and, at the same time, change may be embraced
as fully as is desired in order to allow for that modernization.

There are other possibilities for a solution to the dilemmas which
Islam faces which come from a rejection of Islam per se. For ex-
ample, the arguments for agnosticism and atheism present themselves.
The former, perhaps also to be seen as a simple embracing of secu-
larism, is as rampant in many Muslim countries as it is elsewhere.
Some may well argue that it is not really a solution as such; rather, 
it is a platform displaying a failure of nerve, the inability either to
commit oneself to religion or to leave it totally. It is for many, how-
ever, a pragmatic solution where issues of religion are simply not as
important in life as are matters of finding a job and maintaining a 
family. Our concern here, however, is primarily with those who are
active in trying to find a religiously based answer to the questions of
today.
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13 Mu˙ammad and modernity

It is crucial to any understanding of religion in the modern world that
an assessment of the attitude towards the past be undertaken: how is
the authority of the past dealt with in the modern situation? In the
Islamic case, the many specific issues which arise stem from one
major question: what is the status of Mu˙ammad and the Qur<ån in
the view of modern Muslims?

In dealing with Mu˙ammad, there are a number of approaches that
may be contemplated in order to embrace the totality of the subject.
Mu˙ammad’s role as a source of authority through the status of what
he actually did during his lifetime, summed up in the word sunna, is
crucial. There are other, more subtle ways in which Mu˙ammad is
discussed in the modern context, however, each of which reflects 
the impact of modernity and differing conceptions of Islam. They are
frequently implicit positions, versus the explicit ones found in the
discussions of the sunna and its authority. They are frequently more
popular and significant in terms of their influence.

The role of biography 

All Muslim groups in the modern world join in their veneration of
Mu˙ammad. In fact, within the context of the modern world, that must
be taken as one of the defining elements of what Islam actually is.
The writing of biographies of Mu˙ammad is, therefore, a singularly
appropriate enterprise for all concerned, and it provides, thereby, 
a glimpse into the adjustments that Muslims have as a response to
modern context. Biography is a powerful mirror for the reflection of
ideals, as well as standards, of the age in which the biographies are
written and thus may be seen to reflect the contemporary situation of
their authors in the very construction of the facts which the works
intend to record.



Because of Mu˙ammad’s role in Islamic society as “teacher and
exemplar”1 – ideals embodied in the concept of the sunna – his life
story has been used constantly as an inspirational source, manifesting
itself in the writing of biographies. With the impact of change in the
modern world, it has become necessary for a biographer to create a
biography which may be read as having some relevance to the modern
world: a relevance which will reflect the ideals and aspirations of 
the writer’s perception of the needs of the Muslim community. For
example, encouraging the use of reason, the pursuit of education, and
the fostering of science have frequently been pictured as cures for the
ills of the Muslim world. Providing women with a more active role
in society has become another common goal. The support that the
actual details of the life of Mu˙ammad can provide for these ideas is
crucial to the process of legitimizing the change which is deemed
necessary. The sense of legitimization is important for most reformers;
if Islam is to remain relevant to human life, then the changes deemed
desirable must be incorporated within it. There is also a pragmatic
reason for the appeal to legitimization by Mu˙ammad: literature, 
especially of the biographical type, is a powerful tool of propaganda. 

Furthermore, for reformers, biographies can become the vehicle for
reform by being a message couched in traditional terms and thus not
so subject to attack from the more conservative elements in society.
The example of widely criticized reformers from the nineteenth
century made a number of twentieth-century reformers feel the need
to veil their ideas in a form acceptable (or less easy to reject out-of-
hand) to the religious powers.

The character of biography

A number of motifs are found repeatedly in modern biographies of
Mu˙ammad which are worthy of attention. Among these are the
following:

1 The treatment of the process of revelation versus the role of
reason – can the traditional view of revelation as a supernatural
event be maintained in the light of reason? 

2 The issue of Mu˙ammad’s sinlessness – does it really make sense
that Mu˙ammad never committed an error during his life as has
been traditionally held? 

3 The nature of Mu˙ammad’s heavenly journey, undertaken early
in his prophetic career, according to traditional accounts, when
he travelled on the back of a winged horse to Jerusalem and
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ascended to heaven in order to meet the former prophets and
receive a vision of God – was it in the body (as was classically
emphasized) or by the soul only (perhaps as a vision)?2

4 The general status of miracles in Mu˙ammad’s life – can they
be accounted for by rational scientific explanations? 

5 Mu˙ammad’s personality as a husband and as a statesman, with
jihåd, “holy war,” a major part of the issue – can these sorts of
activities be accepted in a modern context? 

These topics reflect two concerns, both prominently displayed in 
the biographies. One is the impact of modern scientific thought and
ways of understanding phenomena such as prophecy and miraculous
occurrences. The other is the impact of Orientalism and general
Christian attacks on Islam, especially in charges of Mu˙ammad’s
“immorality” (as reflected, for example, in concerns over the number
of his marriages) and “war-mongering” (as reflected in the assess-
ment of the many battles which he led against the various tribes in
Arabia). This last point is somewhat more complex. Orientalists, espe-
cially those who worked within the framework of colonialist regimes,
frequently spoke of Islam as being counter to modern ideals and
progress – that concept being glossed to include morality and ethics.
That is, the morality encouraged by Islam was not in keeping with
the modern ethos and would only hold Muslims back from being 
able to embrace science and progress. An example would be the horror
expressed by some writers at the idea of Muslim men being able to
have four wives; no man could possibly be an active member of an
industrialized workforce and cope with four wives! Therefore, these
two topics – modern scientific thought and the moral character of
Islam – are frequently intertwined. Thus the Muslim pro-science 
argument will frequently be anti-Orientalist at the same time.

With regard to the Orientalist attention to Mu˙ammad, while
Muslim devotion to their prophet was obvious enough, Christian
desires to discover the “historical Jesus” were undoubtedly being
reflected in some of the attention being given to Mu˙ammad. The
temptation towards implicit or explicit comparisons between Jesus
and Mu˙ammad – always being conducted from the viewpoint of 
the superiority of Christianity, to be sure – was undoubtedly too hard
to resist for many Orientalist writers.

The question of the historical reliability of sources and the rise of
historical criticism has also affected the Muslim biographical enter-
prise to a great extent. In embracing the ideals of modern scientific
thought and in rejecting Orientalist aspersions cast upon Islam, a
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method of historical-critical writing arose. This rise of the study of
history is one of the characteristics of the modern period, as was
suggested earlier. There was, therefore, on the part of some modern
Muslim writers, an effort to foster a historical-critical approach in
their writings about Mu˙ammad. No longer, it was said, could events
simply be narrated as they were in the past, but the sources must be
subjected to analysis for bias and implausibility. For those reformers
bent on introducing the scientific method into the Muslim world, what
more appropriate (but potentially dangerous!) vehicle could there be
than the biography of Mu˙ammad? Many writers, therefore, certainly
raise these sorts of issues in their work, but, in many instances, the
actual implementation of the historical method has been quite mini-
mal. That fact, however, should not detract from the attention given
to the influence the idea itself has had.

Biographies and history

The emphasis in many (but certainly not all) of the modern biogra-
phies is not on Mu˙ammad’s actions as such – that is, not in the
historical narratives found in the classical books written by people
like Ibn Is˙åq – but on his spiritual attitude, his general outlook and
his morals. In this sense, Mu˙ammad is portrayed as the truly modern
man and, once that idea is fully understood, then Islam may not only
be seen to be compatible with the modern era, but may also be seen
to embody it fully.

Just as the classical biographies of Mu˙ammad provide a mythic
picture of a pristine society at the time of the foundation of Islam – a
portrayal of the Islamic ideal – so too do the modern ones. Each wishes
to portray the ideals of the community, but the fact is that those ideals
have changed over time. For the classical biographer Ibn Is˙åq, valiant
battles led by the divinely appointed leader of the community served
as an example for all to follow. Mu˙ammad’s special relationship to
God was displayed by the permission granted to him to marry many
wives. These were aspects of the argument for Islam at the time of
Ibn Is˙åq. But for modern writers, the ideals and aspirations are dif-
ferent and narrating the factual realities of Mu˙ammad’s life (as
recorded in these classical sources) does not necessarily accomplish
the desired goal of contemporary relevance. In fact, Mu˙ammad as a
real, live person tends to fade in many of the modern biographies, slip-
ping into the light of unreal absolute perfection in his heroic role, while
at the same time there is a downplaying of the “irrational” prophetic
elements in his life. Mu˙ammad’s greatest miracle for many modern
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writers, unlike the ancient writers such as Ibn Is˙åq, is not the 
splitting of the moon, or the sighing palm trunk as he walked by, or
talking sheep, but the moral and spiritual transformation which he
accomplished in society.

Another aspect appears in some biographies which needs attention.
The biographies frequently reflect the socio-political environment of
the writer to the extent that support for specific political parties
becomes manifest. The past becomes a source of inspiration, espe-
cially for nationalists, and nationalism was rife in Egypt in the 1930s,
for example, reflecting internal developments but also trends in
European political thought; Islam and Mu˙ammad became ideal chan-
nels through which nationalism could be expressed. There was a wave
of biographical writing in Egypt during this period; as a result, treat-
ments of Mu˙ammad became popular elsewhere in the Arab world,
the biographical form being adopted as a vehicle for reform. Looking
at some of these biographies briefly will indicate some of their scope.
Most of the attention falls on Mu˙ammad Óusayn Haykal, the most
significant and the most studied of all contemporary biographers.3

Mu˙ammad Óusayn Haykal

Mu˙ammad Haykal was born in 1888 and died in 1956. He studied
law in Cairo and then pursued further education at the Sorbonne in
Paris. He received his doctorate in 1912 for studies in economics and
law. He worked as a lawyer and educator as well as a member of the
government, as a novelist and, most significantly, as a journalist. His
first work, Zaynab, was written while he was in Paris and was
published in 1914; it is generally cited as the first Arabic novel. He
also founded a newspaper with a weekly literary supplement in the
1920s and much of his later work appeared in it.

Haykal was most concerned with establishing the rationality of
Islam and rejecting every Orientalist objection to, and criticism of, the
religion itself. Islam is, for Haykal, fully in keeping with modern life
and reason. Modern rational standards may, in fact, be identified as
inherently and originally Muslim, Greek and Egyptian. Writes Haykal: 

Long before the times of Moses and Jesus, the science of ancient
Egypt as well as its philosophy and law had passed to Greece
and Rome, which had then spread their dominion. It was Egypt
that contributed to Greek philosophy and literature their noblest
ideas. The new rationalist awakening thus produced, warned 
and convinced people that miracles constitute no argument at all.
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. . . it was God’s pattern that reason shall constitute the apogee
of human life, as long as it is not composed of empty logic, not
devoid of feeling and spirit, and as long as it martials [sic: read
“marshals”] all these faculties in a synthesized effort to discover
the secrets of the universe and achieve intimate knowledge of the
cosmic pattern. Thus, it was decreed by God that soon the Prophet
of Islåm would rise to call men to the truth through reason,
complemented by feeling and spirit, and that the one miracle of
such a gnoseological synthesis should be the Holy Book revealed
to His Prophet Mu˙ammad.4

Much of this paragraph is a reaction against Christian missionary and
Orientalist prejudice and is spoken of as a scientific inquiry into
Mu˙ammad, away from the biases of the Europeans. Haykal does use
European studies of Mu˙ammad as the basis of his work, however,
for he considered the traditional Arabic sources to be full of super-
stition and impossible stories. To some extent, Haykal suggests, the
Orientalists are not to blame for their distortions of Islam, for irra-
tional elements are clearly to be found in the classical sources. It
should not be thought, however, that Haykal’s method employs the
historical-critical method as expounded in the West; rather, his biog-
raphy of Mu˙ammad is guided by the ideals and spirit of Islam and
by the sources moulded by the methodological principle that things
“must have been” a certain way. It is generally not a critical analysis
entailing a comparison of various traditions, but simply a choosing
of the appropriate historical report through the elimination of any
elements deemed superstitious or in error according to the modern
sensibility.

Notably, Haykal also sees his approach as a rejection of Muslim
conservative elements. What is holding Muslims back is not Islam 
but the tradition which is so fervently maintained by the religious 
elite. Furthermore, the attitudes displayed by the conservative 
religious authorities only give the Orientalists and the Christian mis-
sionaries more ammunition. The sources used by these unfriendly
writers are those dominated by the conservative elements, and the
conclusions which those critics come to are not the result of the
methodology which they employ – a methodology which Haykal
argues should be followed – but of the sources themselves.

The only absolutely reliable source for talking about Islam is the
Qur<ån. Interpreting the other sources in the light of the spirit of the 
Qur<ån would correct all misunderstandings. For Haykal, the message
of the Qur<ån is clearly one of rationality and the search for scientific
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wisdom, and that is a message which the religious classes have 
perverted over the ages. Further, the Qur<ån supports ideas of social
order and individual freedom, keys to a truly modern Islamic society
and in agreement with Haykal’s own political position.5

Haykal’s Mu˙ammad

Haykal’s work, The Life of Mu˙ammad, published as a book in 1935,
has been extensively read, translated and studied, both in a popular
way as well as in scholarly analyses. Its aim is to provide a fully
modern biography, one written in accord with modern scientific
reason. At the same time, it is not a critical biography: for the most
part it is a reiteration of facts from the classical sources with no 
critical stance. Haykal started the work in 1932 and published pieces
of it periodically over the following two years. The work has been
through at least ten editions, gaining a few extra sections in the
process.

Haykal argues that all biographers reflect the standards of their own
day. That Ibn Is˙åq, for example, should speak of certain events as
miraculous simply reflects his understanding of the workings of the
world at his time. Likewise, the early biographers display a materi-
alistic slant towards an issue such as Mu˙ammad’s multiple marriages
(emphasizing elements like tribal alliances and so forth) and fail to
see the spiritual element implied by the prophet’s activities.

Several points prove crucial in Haykal’s biography, as they do in
most modern biographies, for they reflect the central issues which
have been emphasized in Western attacks upon Mu˙ammad and
Islam. This apologetic response of the biographers is frequently their
most notable element. Haykal discusses the trustworthiness of
Mu˙ammad to counter some of the charges laid against him. Involved
here is the notion of Mu˙ammad’s sinlessness. One special aspect of
this is in regard to the Satanic verses, concerning which it is declared
inconceivable that Mu˙ammad could have been deceived by Satan
into uttering certain verses supposedly to be in the Qur<ån (but later
withdrawn) which compromised the monotheism of Islam by
allowing minor goddesses to be viewed as intercessors with Allåh (a
story told in many classical sources). Mu˙ammad’s marriages are
dealt with in detail, especially those to Zaynab and Måriya where
images of lust and seduction were often conjured up. The treatment
of Mu˙ammad’s use of violence, minimized as much as possible by
Haykal, is especially noticeable in comparison with older texts in
which Mu˙ammad’s fighting is often seen as a part of his successful
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strategy and nothing to be played down: fighting took place under
God’s will and command. All these areas are focused upon by
Orientalists, and Haykal clearly rejects the Orientalist conclusions and
argues against the Orientalist methods. 

Finally, Haykal speaks from a certain time period in Egypt when
democracy was being promoted; his biography clearly reflects those
ideals as stemming from, and therefore legitimized by, the time of
Mu˙ammad:

While the non-Muslim inhabitants began to fear Muslim power
– knowing well that it stemmed from the depth of hearts which
had tasted sacrifice and persecution for the sake of faith, the
Muslims collected the fruits of their patience and enjoyed their
religious freedom. Their peace and freedom were now made
constitutional by the Islamic principles that no man has any
authority over any other, that religion belongs to God alone, that
service is to Him alone, that before Him all men are absolutely
equal, and that nothing differentiates them except their works and
intentions. . . . The theater was ready and the stage was set for
Mu˙ammad to constitute by his conduct the ideal exemplifica-
tion and embodiment of these teachings and principles, and for
his laying down the foundation stone of Islamic civilization.6

Because of Haykal’s sense of rationality, he sees fewer miracles
playing a role in Mu˙ammad’s life but puts an emphasis on natural
processes to explain some of them. The heavenly journey is taken as
psychological, for example. As well, the picture of Mu˙ammad is
framed in terms of modern ideals – loving, forgiving, perfect.

>Abd al-Ra˙mån al-Sharqåw•
Al-Sharqåw• (1920–87) was an Egyptian novelist and critic who, in
1962, published Mu˙ammad, the Messenger of Freedom. His previous
writings were famous for their poetic spirit as well as their political
commitment. His treatment of Mu˙ammad was not designed as a
biography to replace the classical ones in their recounting of history;
“everything has been said” on that topic, according to the author.
Rather, he was attempting to portray an image of Mu˙ammad as a
man whose aim was to produce a unified humanity based on notions
of love and mercy, and whose ultimate goal was to produce a better
future for his people. Inherent in Mu˙ammad’s message was progress
and liberation through a veritable revolution.7
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Al-Sharqåw• hoped to provide a positive picture for non-Muslim
readers, a potentially large and fruitful audience given the large popu-
lation of Christian Copts in Egypt. His work also, and perhaps more
successfully, reflects the political climate of Nasserite socialism in
Egypt, a revolt against capitalism (and thus against Europe). This is
conveyed by picturing Mu˙ammad as a worker, rising up on behalf
of others against the rich Quraysh tribe and the Jews; the latter are
pictured throughout the work as the rich enemies whom Mu˙ammad
constantly tried to befriend. Downplayed are the prophetic and mirac-
ulous elements in Mu˙ammad’s life; his experiences are seen as
dreams of the perfect state of human existence, free from the type of
oppression which was prevalent in pre-Islamic Mecca where every-
thing was done for the benefit of the rich. Al-Sharqåw•’s biography
then is apologetic while pursuing the clear political end of a modern
vision of society legitimized through Mu˙ammad’s life. As such, it
aroused some opposition within Egyptian clerical circles for its failure
to treat the traditional religious values of Mu˙ammad’s career and
Islam as a whole.

>Abd al-Ra˙mån >Azzåm

>Azzåm (1893–1976) was an Egyptian diplomat and served as
Secretary-General of the Arab League from 1945 to 1952. In 1938
he wrote an Arabic work entitled The Hero of Heroes or the Most
Prominent Attribute of the Prophet Mu˙ammad. A revised English
version was published in 1965 as The Eternal Message of Mu˙ammad.
The format of the book is worthy of attention. The life of Mu˙ammad
itself is briefly sketched in a short twenty pages. Following that 
are sections dealing with the basic message of Islam, social reform,
the state, international relations, dissemination of the message, the
causes of world disturbances, and the search for “a spiritual bulwark
for civilization.” The point is clear: Mu˙ammad, through his person 
and his action, has something to say about each of these aspects of
modern (political) existence. Bravery, love, the ability to forgive, and
eloquence are all attributes of Mu˙ammad that are emphasized,
leading to the conclusion that the diplomatic nature of Mu˙ammad’s
life is one that provides an example for today in the resolution of 
conflicts:

The Message of Mu˙ammad recognizes neither nationalism nor
racism in their modern contexts; the fatherland of the Muslim
admits of no geographical delimitations – it coexists with the
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faith. . . . Racism, or a fanatic attachment to tribe, nation, color,
language, or culture, is rejected by the Message as a product of
pre-Islamic idolatry.8

Political manoeuvres and military insights are also championed.

Recognizing the inherent and manifest evils of war, the Message
of Mu˙ammad circumscribed warfare with common rules of right
conduct (adab), defining its aims and limiting it to the repulsion
of aggression, the protection of the freedom of belief, and the
termination of battle with just and durable agreements. . . .
Certain states nowadays prefer surprise attacks on their enemies
without any previous warning. Preliminary precautions prior to
attack are such that the aggression-bent state can surprise its
enemies completely by pretending all along to favor peace; often
the true motives and pretenses for waging war may not be
revealed prior to combat. . . . There is nothing more distasteful
to Islam than this, and the tenets of Muslim law reject it in spirit
and in practice.9

Underlying this presentation is the common modernist approach to
the issue of jihåd, here presented as only defensive and hedged by
rules compatible with contemporary moral standards, in themselves
superior to the practice (rather than the theory) of other modern
nations. The centuries of Muslim discussion regarding jihåd and its
obligations and flexible application are discarded and replaced by an
invocation of modern liberal standards. 

Naj•b Ma˙f¥Ω
Awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1988, Naj•b Ma˙f¥Ω
(in English usually written Naguib Mahfouz) is probably the best
known of all contemporary Arab writers. Born in 1911, he published
his first novel in 1939 at a time when the Arabic novel as a form 
was in its infancy. His major works include The Cairene Trilogy,
written 1956–7, which traces the story of three generations of a 
Cairo family, putting into novel form the changes in the daily life of
middle-class people in the first half of the twentieth century. His
works were cited by the Nobel Prize committee as being “rich in
nuance, now clearsightedly realistic, now evocatively ambiguous.” 

Ma˙f¥Ω, in at least some of his writings, critiques the stance and
values of traditional religion, Islam included. Religion has not 
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accomplished what it set out to do. The divine has become irrelevant
to modern life because of the way in which He has been made absent
from human existence. The prophets, sent by God, have had little
effect on human existence, “unable after their demise to ensure any
abiding salvation for mankind from the burden of being human.”10

Ma˙f¥Ω’s Mu˙ammad

Published first as a serial in the newspaper al-Ahråm in 1959, Children
of Gabalawi is an allegory of God, His messengers through history,
and their interaction with the world. Its treatment of Mu˙ammad is
not therefore traditional biography by any means, although elements
of his life as depicted in early works are clearly discernible in the 
character of Qåsim and his environs of the streets of Cairo. The names
are changed “to protect the innocent,” but the story remains the same.
The book is even divided into 114 sections, echoing the 114 s¥ras of 
the Qur<ån.

Ma˙f¥Ω’s Mu˙ammad is a deeply committed man who challenges
the established secular and religious powers. He leads a band of vigi-
lantes whose aim is no less than setting the stage for a world where
human rights are respected and the law of God is enacted; this they
set out to accomplish by force, in a manner pictured as being midway
between Moses’ war-mongering and Jesus’ pacifism. Mu˙ammad’s
character embodies all the values that should be emulated, and this
includes his ability to love women; no modern apologetic is needed
to excuse Mu˙ammad’s multiple marriages.11

Ma˙f¥Ω’s main interest, however, is in the frustration of the goal 
of Mu˙ammad by later followers, and this is what the work goes 
on to explore in its final section. Science has become the prophet. The
leaders of the past have been made into legends. The story finally
leads to the death of Gabalawi (i.e. God). Mu˙ammad, in this way, is
no different from the earlier prophets talked of in the book (Adam,
Moses, Jesus) whose mission should have been sufficient to set the
world aright but, in fact, matters did not work out that way. Muslims
are now without God, even while they claim to be surrounded by Him;
this is the result of the failure to pose the necessary and penetrating
questions concerning the nature of God and existence. 

This is a biography for the modern world, one in which the message
is deeply veiled by the curtain of the medium and the form. One
cannot help thinking of Salman Rushdie’s attempt at the same feat,
and this parallel has been pursued by some observers.12 Ma˙f¥Ω’s
work created an outcry at the time of its publication and it did 
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not appear in book form until it was published in 1967 in Beirut 
(the venue for many a dissident Egyptian work). Kenneth Cragg’s
assessment of the work is fitting:

Its haunting, wistful scepticism presents a searching challenge 
to ordinary believers. Served by eminent narrative skill and
literary art, it invites them to look into a void, to think them-
selves stripped of their familiar securities, to divest themselves
of assumptions about God and His messengers which have always
been instinctive to their minds and culture. It confronts them 
with the unthinkable, with the implication that everything on
which they had relied might need, for its own sake, to be called
in question.13

Fatima Mernissi

A sociologist and university teacher in Morocco, Fatima Mernissi 
(b. 1940) recently published Women and Islam: An Historical and
Theological Enquiry, which is as close as one might conceive to a
feminist biography of Mu˙ammad. The root problem of Muslim
society today, according to Mernissi, one which the intrusion of the
West has forced Muslims to confront, is that women have not been
treated as full members of the community.

Mernissi does not see Islamic gender segregation as an isolated
social phenomenon of a religious nature, but as a political expression
of a specific distribution of power and authority, and an economic
reflection of a specific division of labour, both forming a total and
coherent social order. When this Islamic segregation is shaken, the
coherence of the traditional social order as a whole is put into ques-
tion, especially if social reform is not able to set up an acceptable
new system of values governing male–female relations.14

Women may have gained the right to vote in a country such as
Morocco, from where Mernissi writes, but they have not gained the
right to be elected, she says. Men continue to consider power the
privilege of the male and cannot conceive of the need to have women
participating in decisions regarding the future. Furthermore, in order
to support their position, the appeal is made to the foundations of the
faith of Islam. This accounts for the current surge in Islamist member-
ship, where men find comfort against the inroads of female demands. 

To counter these sorts of appeals to religion, Mernissi returns to
the sources to extract a picture of Mu˙ammad as the supporter of
women’s rights, though her picture is a mixed one. On one level, she
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seems to say that Islam is inherently male oriented and there is a 
need to move “beyond”: “One wonders if a desegregated society,
where formerly secluded women have equal rights not only economic-
ally but sexually, would be an authentic Muslim society.”15 But, at
the same time, she looks back to Mu˙ammad for inspiration and 
legitimization. This is an attempt perhaps to battle Islamist elements
(glossed consistently as anti-women) on their own grounds – inter-
Muslim apologetics. Mu˙ammad is the champion of women whose
opinion is even overruled by God on occasion (the implications for
the status of the Qur<ån in Mernissi’s books will be a topic for 
consideration in the next chapter) who seems to have been more 
influenced by the pragmatics of male-oriented power structures than
His prophet. The tendency towards reinforcing male power has been
further aggravated by male interpreters of the sacred texts who saw
only their own prerogatives at stake and who thought nothing of
ignoring Mu˙ammad’s intentions of improving the lot of women.

For Mernissi, Mu˙ammad’s character reflects precisely what is
lacking in contemporary male–female relations:

Muhammad was a chief of state who publicly acknowledged the
importance of affection and sex in life. And, during expeditions,
his wives were not just background figures, but shared with him
his strategic concerns. He listened to their advice, which was
sometimes the deciding factor in thorny negotiations.16

The institution of the ˙ijåb, “veiling” – here to be taken to mean
the entire social system which separates men and women in Muslim
countries, as will be explored further in Chapter 16 – became a part
of Islam only because of male concerns for their own privileges and
was put in place against the general principles which Mu˙ammad had
initiated. Attacks were made on Mu˙ammad because of his private
life in which his wives enjoyed a great deal of freedom and authority,
contrary to the established practices of society at the time: 

Hurt and weakened, [Muhammad] lost his ability to stand up to
>Umar [pictured here as the spokesman for the male prerogative],
and he agreed to the confinement of women. He gave his consent
to the hijab. He gave his consent to the reestablishment of male
supremacy.17

Mu˙ammad, for Mernissi, aspired to the ideal society, but the pres-
sures of the situation – a situation into which he had introduced radical
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change – would not allow these platforms to be maintained. But the
equality of men and women, and the freedom of women to control
their own lives and to be a valuable part of society are what
Mu˙ammad stood for, and it is the true core of Islam. The pragmatic
value of providing safety for his wives had overcome his principles.
Those principles are reflected in the very basis of the religion of 
Islam, except, it would seem, when it comes to dealing with women.
Islam, for Mernissi, stands for the use of the intellect as the means
by which good is to be separated from evil. The veiling of women
imposed the language of violence and power, whereas individual
responsibility was the essence of the society which God wished to
be instituted. But the ignorant forces of male power could not accept
that responsibility: 

Muhammad put great emphasis on politeness. He himself was
very shy. Several verses [of the Qur<ån] attest to this aspect of
his character, which . . . in the absence of tactfulness on the part
of some men of his entourage forced him to adopt the hijab.
He did not consider that having a house open to the world had
to mean that people would invade his privacy. The hijab repre-
sented the exact opposite of what he had wanted to bring about.
It was the incarnation of the absence of internal control; it was
the veiling of the sovereign will, which is the source of good
judgment and order in a society.18

Mernissi’s biography is not a traditional one, then. While it covers
a great deal of the life of Mu˙ammad, its focus is on the women
around him and his attitude towards them. This is no different, albeit
substantially more explicit, than Haykal arguing for the rationality of
Mu˙ammad. That is, the point of the biography is made more explicit
to the reader; it could well be that, with the rise in general literacy
levels, works like that of Mernissi have become more appropriate and
more convincing. No longer is it necessary to embed one’s ideas so
deeply in stories.

>Al• Dasht•
Biographies of Mu˙ammad are, of course, not limited to being 
written by Arabs. >Al• Dasht• was an Iranian journalist, novelist and
politician with a classical religious training; he served in the Senate
of Iran from 1954 to 1979. His book, Twenty-three Years: A Study
of the Prophetic Career of Mohammad, was published anonymously
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in 1974. He died shortly after the Iranian revolution at the age of
about 85 under vague circumstances.

Dasht•’s biography presents a full rationalization of prophethood
and is a fairly extreme example at that. Mu˙ammad’s experience of
prophethood was his own conscience or inner mind speaking to him.
Nothing supernatural occurred in Mu˙ammad’s life; everything can
be accounted for by modern psychology and sociology. Mu˙ammad’s
infallibility is rejected, and thus the “Satanic verses” are accepted.
The Qur<ån – Mu˙ammad’s book rather than God’s – is spoken of
as being full of grammatical errors, as should be expected from an 
illiterate man such as Mu˙ammad, and was taken from a variety of
sources. The miracle of the Qur<ån lies in its results, not its literary
formulation – it is as untranslatable as a poem by the famous Persian
poet ÓåfiΩ. This comparison is noteworthy because of its Iranian
emphasis; Dasht•, in fact, accuses the Arabs of being responsible for
most of the problems of Islam, especially as it is manifested in today’s
Arab Islamism. With the rise of Islam, “the Arabs did not suddenly
lose their materialistic outlook, their inability to think in abstract
terms, their unconcern with spiritual matters, and their unruliness and
obstinacy.”19 After only a few centuries of Islam did the Iranians
place “no value on their nationhood and [imagine] the Hejaz to be
the sole source of God’s blessings to mankind.”20

The lack of rationality in matters of belief has caused the spread
of superstition and illusion, according to Dasht•. Religion in general
is seen to blunt human reason, although there is no reason why this
should be so. If people would just accept that Mu˙ammad was fully
human, then they would understand that everything he did in his life
may be seen to fit with general psychological reactions and human
emotions. Mu˙ammad’s actions must be assessed in the context of
the social environment and in terms of their benefit to the community.
No standard of firm ethics can be expected from Mu˙ammad.
Apparently inhumane principles were used by Mu˙ammad based on
expediency and not on consistency with any spiritual or moral prin-
ciple. Laws from the time of Mu˙ammad are, in today’s context,
frequently useless and meaningless, as are even some ritual practices,
for example, the pilgrimage. Concerning Mu˙ammad’s wives and
various references to them in scripture, Dasht• says: “Every reader of
the Qor’an must be amazed to encounter these private matters in a
scripture and moral code valid for all mankind and for all time.”21 In
the context of a radical biography such as this, all traditional under-
standings both of the person of Mu˙ammad and his authority, along
with the authority of the Qur<ån, are brought into question.
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Biography and reform

The examples and the geographical distribution of these biographies
of Mu˙ammad from the modern period – both at the beginning and
at the end of the twentieth century – could be multiplied substantially.
Earlier publications from outside the Arab world – for example,
A˙mad Khån and Ameer Ali in India and Umar Cokroaminoto in
Indonesia – indicate that the phenomenon is much larger than what
has been sketched above. In fact, one could also point to a similar
use of the biography and ethos of the Sh•>• Imåm Óusayn ibn >Al• by
Ayatollah Khomeini in the Iranian revolution of 1978–9. Khomeini’s
appeal to the life story of the leader of the nascent Sh•>• community
who was killed by the Umayyad ruler, Yaz•d, in the year 680 was
both vivid and effective. This story is one which speaks to every
member of the Sh•>a about the need to rebel against an unjust ruler
and to be prepared to sacrifice one’s own life on behalf of the 
good of the community. Such actions are seen as redemptive for 
the individual believer. By alluding to this story and suggesting
implicitly that he himself could be viewed as Imåm Óusayn, Khomeini
was able to rally support for political and social reform in Iran des-
pite the overwhelming odds which the clerics faced when confronted
by the Shah’s power.22 This paradigmatic use of Óusayn achieved 
literary manifestation in the book by Shaykh Mu˙ammad Mahd•
Shams al-D•n called The Rising of al-Óusayn. Originally written in
Arabic by this Lebanese Sh•>• leader, the English translation (pub-
lished in the wake of the Iranian revolution, in 1985) has a fore-
word which summarizes well the continuing relevance of religious
biography in Islam:

Imam al-Óusayn, peace be with him, created a momentous
Islamic revolution, which has continued to live as history has
gone by and still provides writers with vitality and inspiring
material. Despite the passing of time, it is a revolutionary torch
whose light guides revolutionaries and those who struggle to pro-
claim and support the truth and to resist and oppose the symbols
of falsehood. For more than thirteen centuries, writers of differ-
ent groups, inclinations and ideas have continued to write books
and studies about this revolution. Yet neither has its spring been
exhausted nor have the streams which flow from it run dry. It is
the same as it was at the blessed time it took place in terms of
its great significance.23
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The use of the English word “revolution” (in Arabic, thawra) is
significant here and its usage continues throughout the translation.
Furthermore, the author alludes to its contemporary relevance:

From the time of Mu>åwiya ibn Ab• Sufyån, the Sh•>ite Muslim
has endured different kinds of persecution, harassment and terror-
isation. He has been pursued by the authorities and has seldom
felt secure. . . .

The tragic situation for the Sh•>ite has continued for long
periods. Out of this situation, under which generations and gener-
ations have lived and died, a man has emerged who carries, in
the depths of his being, a feeling of sorrow and a spirit of revo-
lution. This situation has made him keep close to his historical
symbols, in the vanguard of which is the revolution of Imam al-
Óusayn, in particular, and the history of the Imams, in general.24

The outpouring of biographical material related to Mu˙ammad
and other religious heroes seems endless. There appears to be good
reason for this, too. The appeal to authority is a necessity, it would
seem, and the life of Mu˙ammad is an obvious focal point with 
which to deal with the issue of reform. The life stories of Mu˙ammad
have no authoritative status themselves; they are not the actual source
of the sunna, although they certainly have relevance in understanding
the context of both Mu˙ammad’s actions and the Qur<ån. Therefore,
the subtle rewriting of his biography (as displayed in the examples
above) or even the maintenance of the traditional picture (and there
are many examples of that in the contemporary world also) 25 does
not raise substantial doubts over the basis of Islamic faith, at least on
the surface. It is notable, however, that embedded in a number of the
biographies, especially the more recent ones, are some far more
radical views of both the value of the sunna and of the Qur<ån as well. 

Issues of authority

Lying behind and presumed within all biographical treatments of
Mu˙ammad is the belief that Mu˙ammad has something to say to
modern Muslims. Clearly, all Muslims would agree that the story of
Mu˙ammad has didactic value; that is, there are lessons and wisdom
which can be learned from the life story itself. Furthermore, there is
fundamental religious inspiration to be gained from reading the story
of the founder of the religion, his trials and tribulations, his victories
and defeats. But a question still remains that underlies all of these
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treatments: to what extent is Mu˙ammad’s life, in the sense of all
those things which he did in his life, actually binding upon Muslims?
Are there simply general principles to be learned from Mu˙ammad’s
life or are the very details themselves elements which should or 
must be emulated? One Muslim scholar has expressed his views 
about this in the following way:

There is a difference between obedience to the Prophet in his
quality of prophet and obedience to him in his quality of am•r
[i.e. leader of the community]. In his quality of prophet he is to
be obeyed until the Resurrection, since the Koran is for all times.
But in his quality of amir he was only obeyed during his life-
time. . . . Instructions resulting from his amir-ship, will always
remain temporary, because circumstances change.26

The response to this, representing another point of view, is to say
that the two roles cannot be distinguished: Mu˙ammad’s example,
his sunna, covers both aspects and only by following that sunna can
salvation be assured.

Religion is, as has been mentioned several times before, traditional.
It orients itself from the past with a view to the present; it sees
authority as vested in and stemming from the past. Adherence to
˙ad•th material, the source of the sunna, has generally been pictured
as maintaining this cultural continuity within Islam. But at the same
time, it has been argued that the material gathered in the ˙ad•th reports
often hampers attempts to adapt Islam. Thus, questions have arisen:
are the ˙ad•th reports an essential part of Islam? Is it that they are
essential but that they must be subjected to a total reassessment? Are
they fully applicable? Or are they totally irrelevant and illegitimate
as a source? It is noteworthy that the authority of the Qur<ån remains
virtually unquestioned, although, as will be seen in the next chapter,
different ways of interpreting it have been urged and do, to some
extent, bring its status into question also.

The sunna today

The overall question to be raised here, then, is what is the authority
of the sunna today? Is it felt to give legitimacy to patterns of life,
social and ethical codes? Two opposing paths may be used as exam-
ples and both will recall the discussion of biographies. On the one
hand, Mu˙ammad is the “perfect man,” a perfect embodiment of the
message of the Qur<ån. His example, therefore, must be authoritative,
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although in modern discussions it is not as common to see this
conceived to be actual revelation as it was in classical times. On 
the other hand, Mu˙ammad is merely human, therefore capable of
error and conditioned by his time and circumstances. His example 
is, as a consequence, not overly relevant or at least not compelling
for the modern person. From the Modernist position, this removal of 
the constraints of Mu˙ammad’s example provides an opening for
evolution or progress in Islam.

It should be asked, however, why it is that the sunna specifically
has become the focus of these sorts of discussions, rather than the
Qur<ån? What is the point of these discussions? For those who enun-
ciate a position which involves extensive questioning of the sunna, the
aim is to distil Islam down to its essentials and thereby more easily
facilitate the incorporation of modern ideals. Those who speak from
this position certainly desire the survival of the relevance of Islam;
this is true despite the rhetoric of their opponents who picture them as
attempting to destroy the religion. Furthermore, one could also say that
all parties desire an intensification of Islam. All parties agree with the
concept of Islamic law, that is, that religion should have something to
say about legal issues, but they disagree on matters of jurisprudence,
that is, the extent to which the decisions of the past are binding on the
present. As well, the character of that Islamic law – Whose Islam?
Which Islam? – continues to fragment the various groups. 

The Modernist vision is one of an Islam which will more readily
incorporate change and, thus, the sunna has become the target for
criticism and an avenue for aspirations. Part of the reason for targeting
the sunna is because the custodians of the sacred law were those 
who were perceived by many reformers as doing the most to prevent
the modernization of the Islamic world. Many of the critics came
from a lay background; they were not fully trained in the traditional
legal sciences of Islam and did not have great admiration for 
such educational methods. Added to this is the use of Orientalist
notions regarding the ˙ad•th by some reformers. The reports of 
what Mu˙ammad had done and said during his life were subjected
to critical historical analysis by Europeans, especially by Ignaz
Goldziher at the end of the nineteenth century, who emphasized the
weakness of traditional Muslim evaluations of the material and, even
more, the tendentious nature of many of the reports themselves. Some
Muslims picked up on this and used these sorts of doubts about the
veracity of the material to attack the authority of the sunna. This was
primarily an Egyptian phenomenon; the criticism of the sunna as a
whole, however, has much earlier roots, especially in India, where
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the problem was attacked in more of a theological manner than a
historical one. 

Discussions in India

The fact that many of the discussions concerning the status of the
sunna took place in India, and continue to take place in areas distant
from the Arab countries, may be significant. The way in which the
sunna embodies, in a very literal way, Arabian customs may be the
jarring point such that, while the Arabs may feel secure in their iden-
tity as reflected in the sunna, the same may not hold true for those
in other parts of the globe. Some have suggested that the more direct
contact of Europeans with the Indian population could have been 
a factor in this movement, at least to the extent that the pressures to
adopt European ways was felt more strongly by some people. Also,
the Indian heritage of discussions about the sunna is long: Shåh Wal•
Allåh, in the eighteenth century, is famous for his encouragement of
a critical attitude towards ˙ad•th, for example.

Arguments between two contemporary Indo-Pakistani figures dis-
play precisely the dimensions of the issues conceived to be at stake
in the authority of the past for Muslims. Ghulåm A˙mad Parv∑z rep-
resents what is clearly a minority position today in arguing for the 
illegitimacy of the constraints of the example of Mu˙ammad, the
sunna. Ab¥ <l->Alå< Mawd¥d• is a far more significant figure in terms
of Pakistani politics but also the general Islamic resurgence world-
wide. His position, which urges a reassessment of the ˙ad•th reports
which underlie the sunna but still acknowledges the authority of the
concept itself, is far more widespread than that of Parv∑z. The dis-
cussions between the two indicate the tensions between the different
reform positions within modern Islam.

These arguments did not start in India with Parv∑z and Mawd¥d•;
in fact, the basic issues have been discussed ever since Indian Muslims
have tried to grapple with European rule and the relative status of
Islam. Sayyid A˙mad Khån represents an example of nineteenth-
century Modernist thought, and, on this point, is clearly a precursor
to the twentieth-century discussions.

All three of these writers – A˙mad Khån, Parv∑z and Mawd¥d• –
challenge the traditional religious classes, the >ulamå<; none of them
emerged from the context of the religious scholarly elite. There was,
therefore, no way for their views to be declared heretical since the
people promulgating the ideas were not subject to expulsion from the
religious circles of authority. However, at the same time, “none of
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them [is] advocating a situation in which every Muslim can believe
as he likes”27; the communal sense of Islam remains, just as do the
limits of the authority of the past. 

A˙mad Khån

Sir Sayyid A˙mad Khån was born in 1817 to a noble family of Delhi.
He died in 1898. He joined the East India Company in 1839 and was
loyal to the British during the uprising of 1857–8. He urged that all
that Muslims needed in India was the freedom to perform public reli-
gious rituals; the British should be supported, therefore, as long as
they protected the Muslims rather than suppressed them. Ultimately,
he saw the separation of the Muslims from the Hindu majority as the
only way that an independent India could allow for Muslim survival.
Until that goal was achieved, rule by benevolent foreigners was a
better solution. He was knighted in 1888.

A˙mad Khån may be characterized as a rationalist: he considered
the proposition “religion in conformity with human nature” as abso-
lute. All elements of supernaturalism must be declared false; this
would include miracles and the like. Ethics and practices, therefore,
should be based in nature; the law of Islam gives further guidance
only. Education about the natural world is essential. His major 
life involvement was in Muslim education, devoting his retirement
from 1876 on to the establishment and development of the Anglo-
Muhammadan Oriental College at Aligarh. Education was the only
way in which Muslims were going to be able to recapture their proper
status. The school in Aligarh was traditional in the sense that it was
a Muslim theological college, but it accepted students from all denom-
inations – Sunn•, Sh•>• and Hindu – and “aimed at the liberalization
of ideas, broad humanism, a scientific world view, and a pragmatic
approach to politics.”28 Its goal was to have its graduates enter 
government service and thus eventually pave the way for Muslim
separatism within India under this new leadership.

A˙mad Khån and the authority of the past

Deeply influenced by European ideas of history and change, A˙mad
Khån embraced the notion that Indian and Islamic history should be
studied within the perspective of Western methodologies. He wrote
a work on the life of Mu˙ammad (1870), using manuscript sources
found in London. This opening of the past to re-examination also 
led to the possibility of questioning the basis of its authority. His
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approach was also supported by his theological attitude, which saw
the need to reopen the discussions concerning very fundamental ideas
of Islam; all of this was marked by a severe anti-traditionalism and
a strident nineteenth-century modernism. The past interpretations of
Islam had become too embroiled in minor details and had lost the
essence of the faith. In fact, Muslims had built themselves a struc-
ture of law based not upon an infallible source but upon the ideas
and attitudes of Muslims from the first centuries of Islam; this was
embodied in the ˙ad•th material.

While the authority of the ˙ad•th had been established in the past,
A˙mad Khån felt that the issue needed to be reopened so as to provide
a basis for re-evaluating the shar•>a as a whole; individual reasoning,
ijtihåd, must be used. This argues, as Sheila McDonough suggests,29

that nineteenth-century people are as much in touch with determin-
ing the norms of Islamic society as the earlier ninth-century com-
munity which set the standards still followed in Islamic societies. Thus
authority itself is not being questioned, only the formulation of it. 
The only valid ˙ad•th reports are those which are in agreement with
the statements of the Qur<ån, those which explain Quranic injunctions,
and those which deal with basic issues not alluded to in scripture.30

A˙mad Khån critiques the institution which has maintained the
shar•>a and the idea of that institution itself. Foreign influences are
seen as one of the problems in the corruption of the shar•>a. His aim
was the liberalization of Islamic law in the light of modern demands
and the rationalization of other elements deemed to be essential.

Underlying A˙mad Khån’s ideas is the principle that true religion
does not change but worldly affairs do and the two must be separated.
“In his view,” says McDonough,

true religion should always be carefully distinguished from
worldly affairs. True religion, he said, is unchanging, but worldly
affairs are always changing. Originally, the great ulema used their
personal opinions to give judgments on worldly affairs. This was
in itself, he says, a valid thing for them to have done. Later,
however, these opinions on temporary issues became identified
with unchanging truth. This meant, he says, that the ulema were
considered law-givers in the same sense as the Qur<an; their
human opinions became identified with the will of God.31

It is important to notice that in this conception the status of the Qur<ån
as non-contingent in terms of worldly affairs is not challenged: only
the legal structure of Islam needs to contend with change.
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Parv∑z

Ghulåm A˙mad Parv∑z (in English sometimes Parwez) was born 
in 1903 in East Punjab, India, and died in 1985. He was raised in a
religious home and was deeply influenced, according to his own
account of his life story, by Mu˙ammad Iqbål who pointed out for
him the idea of a pure Islam without the centuries of foreign influ-
ence. He worked as a civil servant in India, which is often seen as 
a career that set the pattern for him to see the need for definite 
planning and instruction for the future of Islam. His first book, a 
political tract against the Soviet Union, was published in 1926 or
1927 and it appeared anonymously because his government job
allowed no political involvement. He also wrote articles for Ab¥<l
A>lå< Mawd¥d•’s Tarjumån al-Qur<ån and other magazines. In 1938
he started publishing the magazine ˇul¥>-i Islåm (“The Dawn of
Islam”), which has remained the main vehicle for his ideas since 
then and is now published in Karachi. He moved to Pakistan in 1948
and worked there as a government official until his retirement. He
was a fervent opponent of Pakistan’s religious classes whom he 
saw as the protectors of elite interests, not of true Islam and true 
rationality. His audience appears to have been mainly well-educated
young people, those who have presumably been deeply influenced 
by the West but are also searching for meaning within their own
heritage.32

Parv∑z saw that ˙ad•th had been treated as a revelatory source 
by the religious classes of the past. This was not legitimate for him.
The shar•>a, the “path” of life which Muslims follow, was, as a result
of the status given to the sunna as a source of revealed knowledge,
fundamentally wrong. All of the Muslim past, with the exception 
of the time of Mu˙ammad and the first four “righteous caliphs,” 
must be rejected and considered a corruption of true Islam, because
foreign influences, especially Byzantine and Persian, had become
fully embedded in the shar•>a. For Parv∑z, the Qur<ån alone can 
function in taking people from their complacent, destructive ways
toward becoming full persons; reason is a base human instinct (but
one which demands cultivating certainly) and needs revelation to
complete it. At the time of Mu˙ammad there was the ideal politi-
cal situation, everything being before God, with absolute authority
vested in the leader. To restructure society into its pure Quranic 
foundations was Parv∑z’s goal. In this way, the decline of Muslim
civilization – in terms of its power and conditions – would be 
halted.33
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Parv∑z on ˙ad•th
Parv∑z’s argument has a number of aspects. The Qur<ån explains
everything that an individual needs and no further source is needed.
The Qur<ån contains no ruling saying that ˙ad•th must be followed.
Traditionalists claim that the word ˙ikma in Qur<ån 2/129, “teach 
them the book and the ˙ikma,” refers to the sunna of Mu˙ammad,
but Parv∑z contends that this word is meant in the general sense 
of “wisdom.” Likewise, s¥ra 59, verse 7, “Whatever the messenger 
gives you, take; whatever he forbids you, give over,” relates only to
distribution of spoils after battle for Parv∑z, not to general things
which Mu˙ammad proclaimed.34 Mu˙ammad himself, on the basis of
˙ad•th itself, argued against the continuing relevance of his person:
“Do not write down anything from me except the Qur<ån.”35 The
historical background to this ˙ad•th, it should be noted, is undoubt-
edly to be found among those people who in the early centuries of
Islam also took Parv∑z’s position on ˙ad•th, seeing the Qur<ån as the
only legitimate source.36 Óad•th and its authority were the result of a 
compromise, according to Parv∑z, reached between the rulers and
those who wished to uphold the Qur<ån alone. 

Óad•th reports occasionally contradict the Qur<ån; for example, the
punishment for adultery is 100 lashes in the Qur<ån but stoning in 
the ˙ad•th. Thus, for Parv∑z, ˙ad•th cannot be considered reliable. The
unreliability of ˙ad•th transmission also undermines its validity; any
source will be garbled over time (except the Qur<ån, which was widely
transmitted in uniform style). Subjective judgements were made in the
past regarding the transmitters of ˙ad•th. According to Parv∑z, even
the companions of Mu˙ammad may have erred in their transmissions;
this is a position which opposes all traditional theological statements
which hold the companions of Mu˙ammad to have transmitted the
material perfectly, limited only by their own perspective on the event
being reported. 

Furthermore, Mu˙ammad was an ordinary man according to Qur<ån
18/110 and he could have erred. The ˙ad•th reports frequently include
repugnant material, mixing ethical and doctrinal matters. The ˙ad•th
reports have fixed numerous elements of society in a static way in areas
not governed by the Qur<ån; for example, in the Qur<ån it is commanded
to give zakåt, “charity,” which is seen to legislate the principle of 
“giving,” whereas in ̇ ad•th it is stipulated that such and such an amount
should be given. Says Parv∑z, “If it had been the will of God that 
[the rate of zakåt] had to be 2 1/2 percent [as the shar•>a stipulates] until
the Day of Resurrection, He would have stated it in the [Qur<ån].”37
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Significance

Parv∑z’s position, in a manner similar to that of other Modernists,
tends to separate existence into two parts. For Parv∑z, the distinction
is between madhhab, the ethnic (principally Iranian) elements imple-
mented in revenge for military defeat at the hands of the Arabs (and
now to be identified with society), versus d•n, “religion,” which is 
the Qur<ån. His overall platform of urging people to go straight to the
Qur<ån is one which accommodates the greatest possibilities for change
while staying within a traditional understanding of the authority of 
the scripture; the Qur<ån is, after all, far less precise and detailed 
than the sunna as elaborated in medieval Islam, and thus adaptation
is far easier to legitimize.

It is interesting to note that much of the emphasis in Parv∑z’s argu-
ments is methodological and theological. Historical questions of
whether Mu˙ammad did or did not do such things – questions which
have motivated many scholarly studies of ˙ad•th – seem subsidiary;
the concerns are internal Muslim ones, despite the likelihood that
Western influence accounts for some of the impetus of the discus-
sions. The overall impact of these arguments, for Parv∑z, is that the
decisions of the past made on the basis of ˙ad•th are all open to ques-
tion. Fazlur Rahman points out, however, at least one danger in this
position: “the historical validity of the Koran itself is vouchsafed only
by the tradition.”38 Some may not agree that the Qur<ån depends upon
tradition to that degree, preferring to see the status of the scripture
vested in the results it has had in society, for example. The point does
demonstrate, however, the potential need for those who enunciate
such positions to elaborate a full theological vision of Islam.

Mawd¥d•
Parv∑z found his opponent in the figure of Mawlånå Ab¥<l A>lå<
Mawd¥d• (1903–79). Mawd¥d• was raised in a professional and reli-
gious family and was educated within a private, family setting in
Hyderabad, India. He received no formal religious training, but his
education was based on traditional Islamic knowledge. He learned
Arabic and Persian in addition to his mother tongue, Urdu; later, 
he taught himself English and read widely in modern thought and
science. He became a journalist at an early age, and by 1921 was
editor of the Delhi newspaper Muslim; from 1925 to 1928, he was
editor of al-Jam>iyyat. Both these papers were sponsored by an organ-
ization of Muslim scholars known as the Jam>iyyat >ulamå<-i Hind. He
started his personal writing, translating and involvement in political
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activities during this period. In 1933 in Hyderabad, he became editor
of Tarjumån al-Qur<ån, a monthly magazine which became the major
vehicle for the enunciation of his views. His early writings of this
period concentrated on the conflict between Islam and the Western
world-view, all being judged on the basis of the Qur<ån and the sunna.

By the middle of the 1930s, Mawd¥d• became more involved in
political issues. He argued strenuously against nationalism as being a
foreign invention and anti-Islamic, and felt that within India such
nationalism would result in the destruction of Muslim identity. In 1941
he founded Jamå>at-i Islåm•, the “Islamic Society,” and remained its
head until 1972. The goal of this organization was to effect a change
in the life of Indian society, to make it more properly Islamic.
However, in 1947, events forced Mawd¥d• to emigrate to the recently
formed Pakistan, and there he vowed to help establish a truly Islamic
state; if this state for Muslims was to exist, he argued, it should be an
Islamic one. His methods for urging this formation were the involve-
ment of the Jamå>at-i Islåm• in Pakistani politics, constant criticism
and inciting to action of the political powers, and a stream of writings
all of which aimed to explain the Islamic way of life. This political
agitation led to prison terms for Mawd¥d•, even to the sentence of
death for a “seditious” pamphlet in 1953 (a sentence which was even-
tually commuted to two years in jail). He remained active in Pakistani
politics throughout the 1960s.39

Mawd¥d•’s vision of Islam

Many of Mawd¥d•’s works clearly illustrate his basic view of Islam
and portray him as an Islamist. His largest work, Tafh•m al-Qur<ån,
is a translation and explanation of the Qur<ån in Urdu. Its aim is to
present the message of the Qur<ån in a clear style for people of today,
using the commentary to display how that message is relevant to
modern-day concerns.

The fundamental structures of Islam all revolve around God who is
in complete command of the universe and to whom all allegiance 
is owed. The natural order demands that people “submit,” become
Muslim; in order to facilitate that, God has sent prophets who bring
the guidance which is needed for all humans to govern every aspect
of their lives; this guidance is based on the idea of total loyalty to 
God. Any allegiance to something other than God – nationalism, 
modernism and the like – is anti-Islamic. Anything other than God
which demands allegiance from a person belongs to the jåhiliyya, the
term used in the Qur<ån for the non-Islamic ethos.40 Islamic guidance,
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the form of divine guidance which is the most complete and totally
pure which directs full allegiance to God, is embodied in the Qur<ån
and in the sunna of Mu˙ammad. The understanding and interpretation
of these sources are not vested with the religious learned classes but
are available to all by use of personal judgement; those judgements
will be made by the yardstick of “Is it Islamic?” rather than “Is it 
rational?” as is done by so many Modernists.

Mawd¥d• and the authority of the past

Mawd¥d• argues, on the basis of the Qur<ån, that Mu˙ammad is to 
be taken as a good example for all Muslims at all times. Mu˙ammad
as a prophet is inseparable from his being a full example. The very
purpose of revelation is to use a person to enact the message, other-
wise, God would just send an angel with a book and be done with it.
Mawd¥d• suggests, however, that the idea of Mu˙ammad as an exem-
plar does not validate slavish adherence to everything Mu˙ammad
did. Not everyone should marry an Arab woman, for example!41 It is
worth mentioning at this point that, for a Modernist, the issue remains
in Mawd¥d•’s position of how to distinguish what should be fol-
lowed from what should not. Parv∑z certainly perceived this problem.
J. M. S. Baljon notes that Parv∑z accuses Mawd¥d• of “denying 
tradition” when convenient, as in the length of his beard not neces-
sarily being the same length as that of Mu˙ammad, yet condemning
others for doing the very same thing – denying tradition. The accu-
sation is made that those who claim to be able to determine which
elements of the ˙ad•th reports are to be followed and which are to be
ignored – as Parv∑z would suggest Mawd¥d• is doing – are really
claiming for themselves the status of prophethood. This is a veiled
reference to the problems in Pakistan with M•rzå Ghulåm A˙mad of
the A˙madiyya (discussed in Chapter 17).42 The ultimate answer to
this direction of the debate must lie in the concept of ijmå>, the con-
sensus of the Muslim community, embodied in a more general notion
of tradition. The real question, then, is to what extent are twentieth-
century Muslims going to maintain those basic elements of the past
in their search for modern Muslim identity?

Mawd¥d•, like Parv∑z, wants to find an Islamic flexibility which
would legitimize change and allow Islam to continue to be relevant
to life in the contemporary context. He is concerned, however, that
the position which Parv∑z argued vis-à-vis the ˙ad•th reports, espe-
cially where it raises issues concerning their historical value, would
eventually be applied to the Qur<ån, and Islam would crumble as a
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result. On the question of whether Mu˙ammad’s example should be
emulated in all times, he asserts that the Quranic evidence argues that
it must; the prophetic example is the guarantor of the meaning of
revelation and is indispensable to accepting the Qur<ån as revelation.
The ˙ad•th reports are reliable as texts because memorization was a
highly developed skill among the Arabs and Mu˙ammad was an
important person whose words and actions people would have remem-
bered. Certainly, fabrication of ˙ad•th reports did occur, but this is
no reason to dismiss the entire package. The scientific procedures of
the past used to assess ˙ad•th reports were good but subject to error
and were only based upon probability. In an argument typical of
Mawd¥d•’s rationalism, the point is made that all of life is based 
upon probability and we all must use our God-given judgement to
decide what to trust. “Blind imitation,” taql•d, is no longer sufficient,
even though from a traditional standpoint that imitation is the best
anyone can attain. To put one’s trust in the learned people of the 
past and follow their interpretations is, from the traditional viewpoint,
the appropriate manner of behaviour rather than follow one’s own
insights, which will be sure to be influenced by personal desires and
lack of knowledge. Mawd¥d• rejects this; for him, the learned classes
have failed to preserve true Islam and are only acting to preserve their
own self-interests. In Charles Adams’ words:

Mawd¥d• puts particular emphasis on the argument from prob-
ability, saying once more that the fact of a piece of information
being only probable does not make it necessarily either wrong or
untrustworthy. The proper thing for a serious man is neither to
reject all the Ωann• ˙ad•th [probable reports] nor to accept them
all but to investigate each one individually. The vast majority of
˙ad•th, because they are akhbår-i-å˙åd [reports transmitted via
one isnåd only] fall into the Ωann• category. One should accept
those he is able to prove to be reliable, reject those which he
cannot prove, and reserve his judgment about any that fall in the
neutral ground between proof and its lack. This he holds to be a
reasonable stand and one that is in accord with Islam since Islam
is a reasonable religion.43

Mawd¥d•’s answer to modernity is rigorous discipline and self-
sufficiency along with revolt against Muslim rulers who do not
support Islam appropriately. His call is to a return to Medina, the
perfect political time of Mu˙ammad when true Islam existed and true
interpretations were available; the true collectivity of the Muslim
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community in this period is the final goal of the present time.
However, this will only be arrived at by an initial return to the Islamic
revolution through quiet conversion as displayed in Mecca. Parv∑z’s
call, on the other hand, is to Mecca alone: Islam is internal, and Mecca
was the era of pure faith, before time and place constricted Islam in
Medina.44

Authority

The controversy over the sunna – and it has taken place throughout
the Muslim world, not only in India and Pakistan – points straight to
the heart of the views about Islam in the modern period. What is the
essential part of Islam that must be maintained and passed on to future
generations and what may be discarded as trappings from the past?
This is the universal problem for all religions today. All parties in
these discussions agree that Islam needs to be revitalized so that its
relevance to modern life can be perceived and so that it may be advan-
tageous for individual believers. But what is the proper Islamic way
of deciding the basic question of the authority of the past? Does the
sunna, in fact, have any authority within an Islamic framework or
was this, as Parv∑z suggests, simply a construct created in the past
for political expediency? Is the sunna a vital part of Islam which has
simply become mired in the analyses of the past? These are very
fundamental questions about the structural bases of Islam and the
answers to them produce radically different views on what Islam
might be in the future. Most answers, when they are, in fact, produced,
seem to urge a gradual reassessment of the past, one which will not
produce a severe fracture with practices which are already a part of
Muslim society. For some, this is too slow a solution and for them
a more radical approach is needed. Others may try to side-step the
issue and instead turn to the Qur<ån, the agreed-upon locus of Islamic
identity, and attempt a positive formulation of Islam on that basis.
Chapter 14 will pay attention to the implications of these discussions
about the Qur<ån.
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14 The Qur<ån and modernity

In a manner which would seem to be quite exceptional within contem-
porary world religions,1 there is an impressive amount of activity
occurring in writing works of Qur<ån interpretation throughout the
Muslim world. The reasons for this must be examined.

Clearly, the search for Islamic identity, for the Islamic answer to
the problems of the modern world, has led many Islamic thinkers 
to make recourse to the original resources of Islam: it has led them
back to the Qur<ån. This tendency is widespread and not overly
surprising; Islam has always been a scripturalist faith and few have
wanted to question that basic orientation to the revealed text. Be that
as it may, the writing of commentaries on scripture still needs some
explanation to account for its prominence and significance.

The field of tafs•r, the Arabic word for “commentary,” is a tradi-
tional one. The act of writing a tafs•r is an expression of individual
piety on the part of the writer, but it also acts to enunciate each
writer’s particular view of Islam and its relevance to his or her age.
Therefore, each writer faces a basic difficulty anew (although each
works from the basis of what had been said in previous generations):
how to make the text communicate meaningfully within his or her
own time and cultural framework. Clearly, explaining the text to
Malaysians in the twenty-first century requires a different approach
from that in Arabia of the tenth century.

The mode of commentary writing has not changed substantially
since its emergence in classical times, although the use of certain
modern forms – magazines, newspapers – may be noted. Modern
Qur<ån interpretation is marked, in many of its manifestations, by
three interrelated principles: 

1 The attempt is made to interpret the Qur<ån in the light of scien-
tific reason and methodology. “To interpret the Qur<ån by the
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Qur<ån” is the phrase frequently used to express this, implying
the rejection of all the extraneous material provided by tradition
in the form of ˙ad•th reports and earlier commentaries.

2 Following from the previous principle, the attempt is made,
through the expediency of interpretation, to divest the Qur<ån of
all legendary traits, primitive ideas, fantastic stories, magic, fables
and superstitions; symbolic interpretation is the primary means
for such resolutions. 

3 The attempt is made to support doctrine by finding it in, or justi-
fying it by, the Qur<ån.

Overall, it is common to find in modern commentaries an emphasis
on the spiritual content of the Qur<ån and its guidance. As well, 
some Modernist approaches are marked by an attitude of viewing the
Qur<ån as the work of Mu˙ammad’s mind, at least to the extent of
speaking of the text not as descending from heaven in its actual 
wording (as was classically expressed and is still held in many circles),
but as being the spirit of revelation filtered through Mu˙ammad’s
psyche and thus being expressed within the limits of his intellect 
and linguistic abilities. As has been remarked by Fazlur Rahman,
however, this has not always led to “historical inquiry into the Koranic
revelation on scientific lines, [but] has enhanced the emotional inten-
sity for the Prophet’s person.”2 The ramifications of that have been
sketched in the previous chapter.

The beginnings

The earliest focal point of Modernist tafs•r activity was in India.
Sayyid A˙mad Khån (1817–98) wrote the first major explicitly
Modernist commentary, entitled simply Tafs•r al-Qur<ån. His book
was directed towards making all Muslims aware of the fact that
Western influences in the world required a new vision of Islam, for
Islam as it was actually practised and believed in by most of its adher-
ents would be seriously threatened by modern advances in thought
and science. Where, therefore, was the true core of Islam to be found?
How was its centre to be defined? For A˙mad Khån, these questions
were to be answered through reference to the Qur<ån, which, if it were
properly understood through the use of the powers of reason, would
provide the necessary answers. The basis of the required social and
educational reforms, for example, were to be found in the Qur<ån. By
returning to the source of Islam, the religion would be revitalized and
the proper future would be secure.
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Mu˙ammad >Abduh

Generally considered the most significant Modernist figure in the
crucial nineteenth-century developments in Egypt, Mu˙ammad
>Abduh lived from 1849 to 1905. He was born in lower Egypt and
was educated at the home of Islamic orthodoxy in Cairo, al-Azhar.
He studied philosophy with Jamål al-D•n al-Afghån• and started
writing on social and political issues, reflecting many of Afghån•’s
views. In 1877 he started teaching at al-Azhar and, shortly after 
that, at Dår al->Ul¥m in Cairo. When the British invaded Egypt in
1882 (after the Egyptian army had taken over governing the country
from the ruler Ismå>•l), >Abduh, who had emerged as a leader of the
civilian wing of opposition to Ismå>•l, was exiled for a time to France
along with Afghån•. He taught for a period in Beirut, and his lectures
there form his book Risålat al-Taw˙•d, “The Theology of Unity,” one
of the few explicit attempts made to write a Modernist Islamic the-
ology. In 1888 he returned to Egypt and spent the rest of his career
as a judge (muft•) giving decisions ( fatwås) which embodied his
Modernist stance. He became the chief muft• of Egypt in 1897. 

For >Abduh, the central problem which had to be faced was the
decay of Islamic society.3 Changing circumstances, unforeseen by
Mu˙ammad in forming the Muslim community, had resulted in the
status of Islam deteriorating within the community. New codes of law
were being imposed, ones which some felt were more compatible
with modern economic and social realities. New schools and institu-
tions were emerging throughout society. These changes created a
basic issue which had to be confronted: what is it that actually makes
Muslim society Muslim?

>Abduh saw change as inevitable and beneficial, but he also saw
the danger of the increasing separation of Islamic spheres of influ-
ence and areas controlled by the modern sense of human reason.
Bringing these two together became the central platform of his
Modernism. The simple transplantation of European law, for example,
would not provide a viable basis for an Islamic society. Traditional
Islamic schools were stagnant and modern schools were devoid of a
religious ethos, and this resulted in the further splitting of Egyptian
society into traditional and European-influenced sectors. 

>Abduh’s answer to this dilemma was to link the principles of
change to Islam; Islam would be the controller of change, providing
the criteria for selecting what was good and necessary in modern life.
His aim was not to convince the traditional learned classes of the need
for change, but rather to demonstrate to the more secular-influenced
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group that it was possible to be devout in the modern age. He hoped
thereby that a new learned class would emerge which would be able
to articulate the new, revitalized, rational Islam. His book, The
Theology of Unity, is a good example of the way in which he worked
out this position. The book is structured in the form of a classical
work of theology, starting with epistemology and moving through 
the topics of God, prophets, revelation and Islam. Throughout the
work the emphasis is on logical argumentation such that the conclu-
sion that Islam is the one, true religion must be accepted by all rational
people. The logical argumentation, however, avoids the “excesses”
connected to probing into matters declared to be “unprofitable” for
speculation.4

Fundamental to this revitalized Islam was the identification of 
elements in traditional Islam which were consonant with modern
thought. Islam was to be seen as a “civilization” and an activity in
life. Ijmå>, the principle of consensus in law, was to be identified with
public opinion. Sh¥rå, consultation of the elders, was, in this view,
parliamentary democracy. Maßla˙a, a legal principle reflecting the
ideal of the public interest, could be identified with utilitarianism, in 
which legal opinion always aims toward the position from which the
greatest good will flow.

In order to accomplish his aims, >Abduh urged a “return to the
sources” in order to reassess them in the light of the modern predica-
ment and with the assistance of human reason. This task is reflected
in his Qur<ån commentary and has made him the reference point for
many Modernist writers as well as Islamist groups who highlight his 
scripturalist emphasis.

>Abduh and the Qur<ån

Leading the way for a changed Quranic interpretation, >Abduh strug-
gled against the traditional enterprise of tafs•r. He argued for the 
need to make Qur<ån commentary available to the people as a whole.
The intellectual efforts of the past had made the text “illegible”; any
sense of a distinction between what was important and what was not
had been lost. As well, the efforts of the past did not respond to the
needs and questions of his day. >Abduh thus embarked on a com-
mentary that would be minus the theological speculations, the detailed
grammatical discussions, and the obtuse scholarship, all of which
characterized the commentaries of the past. The similarities in impulse
and direction to those of the Protestant Reformation of Europe may
be noted: Luther’s Bible translation taking the text out of the hands
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of the clergy alone and giving it to the common people; and the impact
of the printing press, the latter being a major factor in the develop-
ment of Egypt with the first press established there in the 1820s.

>Abduh’s commentary, which was published under the title Tafs•r
al-Manår and was based upon his class lectures and the texts of his
legal decisions, is marked by a moderate rationalist spirit coupled
with an emphasis on the moral directions for the modern world as
provided by the spiritual and religious guidance of the Qur<ån.5 The
search for knowledge, the use of the intellect, the need for education
and the prerequisite of political independence were all to be found in
and justified by the Qur<ån. What is unknown should be left unknown,
rather than embrace the traditional folk tales that attempt to explain
them. Any ambiguity which exists in the Qur<ån as a result is there
for a reason: in order to divert attention away from the material world
toward the spiritual. “If more details were useful, God would have
added them.” This, it should be noted, leads to a marked attitude 
of rejecting interpretations which find modern science in the Qur<ån.
This tendency is even more pronounced in the work of Rash•d
Ri∂å, >Abduh’s follower who completed >Abduh’s tafs•r after the
latter’s death. For >Abduh himself, the Qur<ån certainly tolerates (even
encourages) scientific investigation, but science is not seen to reveal
the true meaning of the Qur<ån. References in the text of scripture to
telephones and spaceships are functions of the imagination according
to >Abduh and are not based upon sound principles of interpretation,
contrary to the opinion of some other prominent writers who will be
discussed below.

That the moral point of the Qur<ån is the text’s highest and ultimate
aim in >Abduh’s view, may be nicely illustrated by his commentary
on the Quranic passage dealing with marriage of multiple wives:

God has made the condition that one keep far from injustice to
be the basis for his giving of a law [concerning marriage]. This
confirms the fact that justice is enjoined as a condition and that
duty consists in striving for it.

. . . Polygamy is like one of those necessities which is permitted
to the one to whom it is allowed [only] with the stipulation that
he act fairly with trustworthiness and that he be immune from
injustice. . . . In view of this restriction, when one now considers
what corruption results from polygamy in modern times, then one
will know for certain that a people . . . cannot be trained so that
their remedy lies in polygamy, since, in a family in which a single
man has two wives, no beneficial situation and no order prevail.6
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Ab¥<l-Kalåm Åzåd

Åzåd, who lived from 1888 to 1958, was an Indian politician who
was influenced in his modernism by A˙mad Khån and thought highly
of his educational ideas. Åzåd is also said to have been in contact
with Mu˙ammad >Abduh’s ideas when he travelled in the Middle 
East in the early 1900s. He started his career as a journalist and con-
tinued to work for his political causes through journalism throughout
his life. He was President of the Congress Party in India in 1923 
and 1940 and was Minister of Education from 1947 to 1958 in 
independent India. Journalism was his main activity but, in every-
thing he wrote, he manifested his aims concerning the nation of India.
He opposed the creation of a separate Muslim state in India and
served, from 1937 on, as Gandhi’s adviser on Muslim issues. He
urged the necessity for Hindu–Muslim cooperation in India in the
struggle for independence from the British. 

True religion is universal for Åzåd, echoing a stance of modern
Indian pluralism and of opposition to the India–Pakistan split. To
recognize this unity is to recognize the unity of humanity. Antagonism
between religions has emerged only because people have come to
think that they have a monopoly on truth within their own faith; in
fact, all religions share in the truth. All religious people should return
to the true form of their own religion; this is what the Qur<ån instructs.
All should submit to God and lead a life of right action according to
their own religion. This religious spirit of cooperation reflects Åzåd’s
ideals concerning the Indian political situation. All Muslims should
return to the Qur<ån and the sunna and purify their religious tradition
from all foreign additions. Care must be taken not to over-emphasize
the importance of ritual and law of any faith, for this is what has
produced conflict between religions in the past.

Åzåd wrote his Tarjumån al-Qur<ån in the late 1920s as an ex-
planatory translation, but his treatment of s¥ra 1 is a full commentary
which presents all the basic concepts of Islam. D•n is what has been
given to all prophets everywhere and this is Islam. Shar•>a or minhaj,
used by Åzåd to refer to the path of Islam, varies with time and condi-
tions, although it is an absolutely necessary and desirable part of all
religions.

The Qur<ån presents its message as one based on truth, justice and
righteousness. Its method of presentation is equally important:

The primary and the most important feature of the method of
presentation followed by the Qur’an is the appeal to reason that
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it makes. It lays repeated emphasis on the search for truth, on the
need of exercising one’s reason and insight, of reflecting over the
outward experience of life and drawing valid conclusion. In fact,
there is no chapter in the Qur’an wherein it has not made an
earnest appeal to man to reflect upon everything.7

Åzåd’s comments on s¥ra 1, verse 4, “[God is] the Lord of the
Day of Judgement,” illustrates how he finds the theme permeating
the text:

The current religious beliefs had invested God with the charac-
teristics of an absolute and moody monarch who, when he was
pleased, showered gifts all around him or, when he was dis-
pleased, inflicted dire punishment. Thus arose the custom of
offering sacrifices to appease God’s wrath and win His favour.
The Quran’s conception of God, however, is not that of an arbi-
trary ruler who governs according to his moods and whims. On
the contrary, the law of divine reward and retribution is a natural
law of cause and effect which has universal application. We see
its operation in the physical world around us all the time and
should therefore have no difficulty in understanding its operation
in relation to our spiritual conduct. . . .

So, just as man needs the protection of God the Preserver and
the grace and bounty of God the Merciful [as presented in the
previous verse of the Qur<ån], he cannot do without the divine
quality of justice, which makes for organised good life and 
eliminates, or at least minimises, the elements of harm and
mischief.8

Sayyid Qu†b
Born in 1906 and executed in 1966 for his role in plotting against
the rule of Egyptian President Abdul Nasser, Sayyid Qu†b was
spokesman for the radical manifestation of the Islamist Egyptian
Muslim Brotherhood, al-Ikhwån al-Muslim¥n, and continues to be a
powerful, martyred voice for the movement. He represents, therefore,
not the Modernism of >Abduh, but an activist Islamic totalism, one
initiated by Óasan al-Bannå< in 1928 and a major force in Egypt in
the 1940s and 1950s. The thrust behind the Brotherhood was the
desire to purify Islam of the corruption of Western morals and influ-
ence in general. This was to be done through revolutionary social
action, bringing Islamic policies into action in Egypt.9 Islam was
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argued to be a comprehensive ideology, one which held the only
possible answer to the ills and despair of the day. Islam would and
should regulate life totally and, with the full acceptance of the shar•>a
in public life, social justice and political freedom would follow.
Reason and public welfare are the operative principles in life, but
these must work within the moral principles of Islam alone. Islamic
order rests on three basic principles: justice of the ruler, obedience
of the ruled and the notion of consultation (sh¥rå) by which the ruler
is elected, controlled and, if need be, deposed. It is thus a political
platform under which all political parties would be outlawed, the law
reformed to the shar•>a, and administrative posts given to those with
religious education. This type of Islamism has proven very popular
in many places in the Muslim world, especially among the better
educated young who have rejected both the traditional approach to
scripturalism (as manifested in the works of the scholarly elite) and
Western modernity. Mawd¥d•, whose ideas have already been exam-
ined, and Qu†b represent the most successful manifestations of the
enunciation of this Islamist tendency. 

Qu†b himself embraced Westernization early in his life but became
disenchanted with it, so it is reported, after Israel’s formation and
after experiencing first hand what he spoke of as the anti-Arab senti-
ment in the United States during a stay there in 1949–51. He did not
think much of the entire Western way of life:

I do know how people live in America, the country of the great
production, extreme wealth, and indulgent pleasure. . . . I saw
them there as nervous tension devoured their lives despite all 
the evidence of wealth, plenty, and gadgets that they have. Their
enjoyment is nervous excitement, animal merriment. One gets the
image that they are constantly running from ghosts that are
pursuing them. They are as machines that move with madness,
speed, and convulsion that does not cease. Many times I thought
it was as though the people were in a grinding machine that does
not stop day or night, morning or evening. It grinds them and
they are devoured without a moment’s rest. They have no faith
in themselves or in life around them.10

These attitudes towards the West and its materialistic trappings are
reflected in Qu†b’s tafs•r called F• ¸ilål al-Qur<ån, “In the Shade of
the Qur<ån.” Islam is the “final, comprehensive, perfect and accom-
plished message” from God. This Islam is not merely the religious
principles of the Modernists, but a full system of life, perfect in its
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integration of freedom, equality and social justice, one which is in
perfect accord with the cosmic order.11 This is expressed in the tafs•r
in the following way:

“Those who believe and do righteous deeds are the best of all 
creatures” [Qur<ån 98/7]. This is also an absolute verdict that
makes for no dispute or argument. Its condition is also clear, free
from any ambiguity or deception. The condition is faith, not
merely being born in a land which claims to be Islamic, or in 
a family which claims to belong to Islam. Neither is it a few 
words which one repeats again and again. It is the acceptance 
of faith which establishes its effects on the actual life, “and do
righteous deeds.” It is entirely different from the words which go
no further than the lips. As for the “righteous deeds,” these are 
everything which Allåh has commanded to be done in matters of
worship, behaviour, action and day-to-day dealings. The first 
and most important of these “righteous deeds” is the establish-
ment of Allåh’s law on this planet, and the government of people
according to what Allåh has legislated.12

Everything outside Islam is, as for Mawd¥d•, jåhiliyya, derived
from the spirit of barbarism and contrary to everything Islam stands
for.13 Unbridled individualism and depravity are the marks of the
modern world, and these have culminated in moral and social decline.
Islamic society has not simply degenerated; it has, in fact, left Islam
and become non-Muslim by negating God’s sovereignty and sub-
stituting materialism. Modernization and development are plots to
colonialize, in material, moral and cultural ways, the entire Muslim
world. The reassertion of Islam and the condemnation of jåhiliyya
are the ways to combat this threat. There can be no compromise;
Islam must be fully implemented according to the shar•>a. A group
such as the Muslim Brotherhood must exist in order to create an alter-
native counter-society which will produce a model generation of true
Muslims. Such a society will substitute divine rule for human rule,
for the latter is the key marker of the jåhil• attitude.14

A study of Qu†b’s commentary reveals the careful way in which
his vision of Islam and society is embedded in the text. A. H. Johns,
for example, has looked at the way Qu†b treats the story of Moses in
the Qur<ån.15 Moses is the “great figure of moral and social libera-
tion” and provides Qu†b with a fitting vehicle for his ideas. Pharaoh
is the tyrant ruler of every age who wishes to destroy religion; Moses
is the model for all who wish to proclaim the triumph of God’s 
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word. Egypt – despite Qu†b’s emphasis on the whole of the Islamic
community, as Johns points out – is the “cradle” of the world, a green,
fertile valley providing all the necessities of life. Threats of jail made
by the tyrant to the devotee of God do not cause loss of self-control
but only produce demonstrations of the truth of the message, guided
by God’s power. And this message will resound in the hearts of the
people who have lost their faith because of the humiliation they have
suffered at the hands of the tyrant. But the remnant of their faith,
which remains in their hearts, will be rebuilt. All of this, of course,
while acting to interpret in vivid fashion the story of Moses as told
in the Qur<ån, is a reflection of Qu†b’s life itself, his struggles on
behalf of religion against the hypocritical powers of the world, a
struggle which radical Islamists continue down to today.

Qu†b also based his position on an argument about the merits of
the Qur<ån and his style of presentation in his commentary reflects
this urge. The lack of artistic appreciation of the text on the part of
Muslims has meant that the holistic emphasis of the message has been
missed; this is especially the fault in traditional commentaries, which
took an atomistic approach to the text. The unity of the Qur<ån as 
a book, as reflected in its artistry, is a mirror of divine unity and an
image of the cohesive unity of Islam, the religion and social order.
The dramatic elements of the Qur<ån are a reflection of the drama of
human life and the text must therefore be lived for it to be mean-
ingful. Qu†b reveals here his own earlier avocation as a belle lettrist.16

ˇan†åw• Jawhar•
As has already been mentioned, both A˙mad Khån and Mu˙ammad
>Abduh were intent on encouraging their compatriots to welcome the
scientific outlook of the West in order to share in the progress of the
modern world. Often this effort involved little more than simply
stating that the Qur<ån enjoins its readers to seek and use rational
knowledge. However, at other times, it also involved the historical
claim that Islam had developed science in the first place and had 
then passed it on to Europe, so that, in embracing the scientific
outlook in the present situation, Muslims were only reclaiming what
was truly Islamic. A more distinctive trend in tafs•r emerges also, for
example in the writings of ˇan†åw• Jawhar• (1862–1940), an Egyptian
secondary school teacher who published, among many other educa-
tional, religious and spiritualist works, a twenty-six-volume work
entitled Al-Jawåhir f • Tafs•r al-Qur<ån (“Jewels in the Interpretation
of the Qur<ån”) between 1923 and 1935.17
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Jawhar•’s writings are permeated by two main themes, common to
much Modernist writing from the turn of the century: first, Islam is
in perfect accord with human nature and second, Islam, as found in
the Qur<ån, contains within it an explanation of the scientific work-
ings of the world. God would not have revealed the Qur<ån had He
not included in it everything that people needed to know; science 
is obviously necessary in the modern world, so it should not be
surprising to find all of science in the Qur<ån when that scripture is
properly understood. Jawhar• also makes reference to the classical
notion of the miraculous character or inimitability of the Qur<ån
(i>jåz), which he takes to refer primarily to the content of the text in
terms of its knowledge concerning matters which are only now
becoming clear to humanity. Since the scientific knowledge contained
in the text is proof of its miraculous character, references are found
in the Qur<ån for numerous modern inventions (electricity, for
example) and scientific discoveries (the fact that the earth revolves
around the sun). Jawhar• always claimed that his exegesis was no
more far-fetched than the traditional legal approach to the text.
Scientific exegesis stems from a view of the Qur<ån and the sunna
as providing all the knowledge that people would need. The Qur<ån
therefore anticipates modern science. What is more, as a tendency 
in interpretation, this exegetical approach has an honourable pedi-
gree with classical precedents, for example in al-Murs• (d. 1257) 
who found astronomy, medicine, weaving, spinning, agriculture and
pearl-diving mentioned in the Qur<ån.

The tendency to scientific interpretation (although now markedly
out-of-date in the actual scientific information provided in the instance
of Jawhar• himself) has become widespread, and it is often used as
a popular means of trying to convince non-Muslims of the divine
nature of the Qur<ån and Islam. A startling example which was in
circulation in Turkey in an English language publication (and thus
presumably designed for tourist/non-Muslim consumption) comments
in the following manner on Qur<ån 66/6, “The fire whose fuel is men
and stones”:

A vast amount of energy lies locked in the nuclei of matter. In
accordance with Einstein’s equation, E = mc2, it is known that a
single gram of matter, if converted into energy, would yield
energy equivalent to that contained in 2500 tons of coal. If the
atoms of men and stones could be converted directly to energy,
we would be faced with inexhaustible amounts of fuel.
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The real aim of the sacred verse, then, is to direct our attention to
this fact. In other words, it intends to teach us the truth hidden in the
essence of matter.18

Apologetics is not the only accomplishment of scientific exegesis,
however. Muslims have found their faith enhanced and renewed
through exposure to these types of claims. Typical is the following
testimony from an Egyptian Doctor of Pharmacy, published in a 1991
textbook of world religions:

Some of the statements in the Qur’an had no meaning at that
time, 1400 years ago, but they have meaning now. For example,
“We have created this universe and we have made it expanding.”
“We have made the earth look like an egg.” Such statements 
cannot come from just an average person living 1400 years ago.
Among ancient Egyptians, ancient Syrians we cannot find this
information. I started to believe that someone was giving the
knowledge to Muhammad. I’m not a very good believer – don’t
ask me to believe just because there is a book. But this informa-
tion cannot come from any source except One Source.19

The argument against this type of approach, as enunciated by some
Muslims, is that it suggests that the language of the text was not that
of Mu˙ammad and his times20; that is, a lexically unsound approach,
according to these critics. The word samawåt (literally “heavens”)
translated as “universe” in the previous quotation, for example, would
have conveyed a certain meaning to Mu˙ammad and his followers
which would have been quite different from what is conveyed by the
word “universe” today. As well, of course, such interpretations are
opposed to the common Modernist idea that the Qur<ån’s value is in
its spirit and general guidance and it is not a sourcebook of facts.21

The ever-changing scientific ideas of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries should not be identified with the unchanging value of the
Qur<ån, say many opponents. Shabbir Akhtar points out that these
“arguments, if indeed that is the appropriate term for them, carry
conviction only with devotees.” Rarely, Akhtar notes, is the criterion
of scientific consistency applied throughout the text:

If the koranic claims tally with scientific views, it is cause for
celebration in the religious camp; if not, it is declared either that
the beliefs currently prevalent in the scientific community are,
conveniently enough for Muslims, erroneous or else that secular
scientific truths are irrelevant to judgements about the truth of
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revealed claims. . . . For to accept a consistent application of the
criterion is, as the religionists themselves vaguely sense in some
moods, in effect to impose a very exacting demand upon reve-
lation. Is the Koran’s authority, then, dependent upon its being
able to achieve conformity with current scientific scholarship?22

Scientific interpretation of the Qur<ån is a particularly modern
approach to scripture because it reflects a very modern assumption:
that science holds a single objective truth and scripture, for it to be
valid, must conform to and confirm that truth. This is a value system
which is markedly at variance with that of medieval times in which
science was treated as a separate endeavour which contained multiple
attempts to describe the world, as compared to the absoluteness of
the Qur<ån.23

Tafs•r in other parts of the Islamic world

The writing of commentaries goes on throughout the Muslim world,
not just in India and Egypt. Ibn Bådis (1889–1940) was a famous
Algerian Modernist reformer who turned to tafs•r to provide a vehicle
for his ideas about contemporary political questions.24 In Iran, Sayyid
Mu˙ammad Óusayn al-ˇabå†abå<• (1903–82) published an Arabic
work entitled al-M•zån (“The Balance”), some of which is avail-
able in English translation, which presents a totalist vision of Islam
with a Neo-traditionalist flavour.25 In Indonesia, people such as
Ahmad Soorkatie presented the Modernist ideas of Mu˙ammad >Abduh
in the form of Quranic commentary embedded in lectures given in
Arabic.26

As should be apparent from the above discussions, books of
Quranic interpretation have become a vehicle for the spread of diverse
ideas in the Islamic world. Support for various conceptions of Islam
are found in the scriptural text, along with many passages which are
deemed to have the answer to the dilemmas faced by Muslims and
their faith in the modern world. All such works urge the relevance
of Islam to the modern day, but it must be an Islam that is properly
understood; and that is where the differences between the approaches
begin to appear. Each approach argues for its own definition of what
is essential in Islam. It is notable that the discussions and presenta-
tions thus far illustrated have not raised fundamental questions about
the nature of the Qur<ån and how that is to be understood in the
modern world.
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Types of critical approach

Practical examples of looking at texts from the Qur<ån provide the best
illustration of the issues which are at stake in talking about types of
Muslim critical approach to the Qur<ån, the problems which they raise,
and the limits which the interpretations will reach. Here is a good
exercise for the reader: read the following three sections of the Qur<ån27

and consider their problematic aspects within the modern context.
Assume the stance of a Modernist Muslim: what do you perceive as
problematic? Assume the stance of an Islamist: what is your response
to a Western perception of difficulties with these texts? Assume the
stance of a Traditonalist: how would the passage be interpreted?

The first example

S¥ra 56, verses 11 to 24:

These will be 
Those Nearest to God: 
In Gardens of Bliss: 
A number of people 
From those of old, 
And a few from those 
Of later times. 
(They will be) on Thrones 
Encrusted (with gold 
And precious stones), 
Reclining on them, 
Facing each other. 
Round about them will (serve) 
Youths of perpetual (freshness), 
With goblets, (shining) beakers, 
And cups (filled) out of 
Clear-flowing fountains: 
No after-ache will they 
Receive therefrom, nor will they 
Suffer intoxication: 
And with fruits, 
Any that they may select; 
And the flesh of fowls, 
Any that they may desire. 
And (there will be) Companions 
With beautiful, big, 
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And lustrous eyes, – 
Like unto Pearls 
Well-guarded.
A Reward for the Deeds 
Of their past (Life).

This sensual picture of the rewards of heaven can evoke a variety
of responses. For the Modernist, such portraits are potentially objec-
tionable for what they imply about the relations between the sexes
and for their material imagery in dealing with the rewards in the here-
after. Furthermore, Modernists will react to the Orientalist-missionary
suggestion that this afterlife picture is somehow unspiritual (with the
insinuation that Christianity has a more elevated view). Such a posi-
tion may wish to propose that the picture is to be understood as
mythic; this is not a description of reality as such, but is a figure
which is expressed in a language which would appeal to those at the
time of Mu˙ammad and would motivate them to convert and “submit”
to the will of God. Such a resolution of the perceived problem sug-
gests a certain relativization of the Quranic message in history such
that parts of it may only be directly relevant to a certain age.

Muslims of the Islamist persuasion will insist that the passage
reflects a reality, but that the reality is spoken of in metaphors and
similar figures of speech. The “Companions,” often translated less
euphemistically as “fair maidens” (in Arabic: h¥r) are not maidens at
all, but priests who will minister to all, for example. The accuracy of
the text, therefore, is not to be relativized but to be reinterpreted in a
fashion amenable to the modern spirit – but the reality is still there in
the text.

Traditionalists have no difficulty with such a passage. There is no
reason to suggest that the hereafter will be the least bit different from
its literal description as provided by God in the Qur<ån. The only
evidence which we have for the nature of the afterlife is provided in
scripture, and God will have described it accurately and will have
designed it in a manner pleasing to Him and to humanity.

The second example

S¥ra 23, verses 12 to 18:

Man We did create 
From a quintessence (of clay); 
Then We placed him 
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As (a drop of) sperm 
In a place of rest, 
Firmly fixed; 
Then We made the sperm 
Into a clot of congealed blood; 
Then of that clot We made 
A (foetus) lump; then We 
Made out of that lump 
Bones and clothed the bones 
With flesh; then We developed 
Out of it another creature. 
So blessed be God, 
The Best to create! 
After that, at length 
Ye will die. 
Again, on the Day 
Of Judgment, will ye be 
Raised up. 
And We have made, above you, 
Seven tracts; and We 
Are never unmindful 
Of (Our) Creation. 
And We send down water 
From the sky according to 
(Due) measure, and We cause it 
To soak in the soil; 
And We certainly are able 
To drain it off (with ease).

The previous passage suggested a situation about which humans
have no evidence other than scripture. Here we are dealing with 
issues which relate to our knowledge of the natural world: birth, the
notion of heavens (“tracts”), and rain. From some perspectives this
information must be either right or wrong. For the Islamist, all 
this information must correspond to scientific knowledge, when both
are properly understood. The very translation of the words relating to
birth, for example, already reflects the assumption that the words were
understood at the time of revelation in a semi-scientific fashion which
agrees with current investigations into the stages of development of a
foetus. More problematic, perhaps, is “seven tracts” or “heavens,” but,
even there, various layers in the earth’s atmosphere can be identified
with these seven. It is significant to note the implication here that 
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the proper interpretation of these passages would only have become
clear to Muslims in the latter part of the twentieth century, according
to this view

Scripture, for the Islamist, cannot be relativized to the point of
saying that the text reflects the state of knowledge of the world at the
time of Mu˙ammad, as would be the position of some (more radical)
Modernists. These passages, Modernists might suggest, do not
attempt to tell us of the facts of the world. Rather, they reflect basic
ideas that all suggest the glory and power of God; the importance of
the text lies not directly in what it says but in what it points to.

For more Traditionalist thinkers, any apparent conflict between
such passages and modern science only illustrates the changing nature
of scientific knowledge. The reality of the world is in the accurate
description given by God. When observation of the world is done
properly (and investigation is generally to be encouraged), the truth
of the Qur<ån will be borne out.

The third example

S¥ra 4, verse 34:

Men are the protectors 
And maintainers of women 
Because God has given
The one more (strength) 
Than the other, and because
They support them
From their means.
Therefore the righteous women
Are devoutly obedient, and guard
In (the husband’s) absence
What God would have them guard.
As to those women
On whose part ye fear
Disloyalty and ill-conduct,
Admonish them (first),
(Next), refuse to share their beds,
(And last) beat them (lightly);
But if they return to obedience,
Seek not against them
Means (of annoyance):
For God is Most High,
Great (above you all).
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It is unlikely that any other passage in the Qur<ån has created more
furore in the contemporary period than this. Pivotal is the word wa-
∂rib¥hunna, translated as “(and last) beat them (lightly)”; other trans-
lators soften the tone further with “chastise them”28 or other similar
sentiments. The Arabic word is commonly used to mean “beat,” and
there is no doubt that traditional Islam has taken the word in that
physical sense. For the Islamist, there are two options, depending on
the view of society and family values. First, the passage can be taken
literally but with an emphasis placed on the legal requirements which
are associated with the passage. For example, the necessity to “fear”
disobedience would have to be taken very seriously. The strict appli-
cation of the passage could then be argued to be “for the woman’s
own good,” to protect her from herself. Implicit here (and, in fact,
frequently made explicit) is the rejection of what is considered to be
a Western norm of family and male–female relations that would
suggest that using physical force to ensure obedience is necessarily
wrong. Some would claim that the ethical code promulgated by this
passage under this interpretation is, in fact, the way things should be;
the failure to embrace a proper (that is, Islamic) family structure is
what has led to the degeneracy of the West – the “spare the rod, spoil
the child/woman” syndrome.

However, another Islamist position on this passage would be to
reinterpret the word “beat them.” Phrases such as “chastise them”
leave the text of scripture intact, and suggest that Islam has its own
standards which are, in fact, better than those encouraged in the West
but are fully respectful of the responsibilities of both men and women.

It is Modernists who encounter the greatest problem in dealing 
with this passage. To declare the law appropriate for an earlier 
time, appropriate for a stage when people were still evolving morally,
is to suggest that even the legal content of the Qur<ån is contingent
upon history; only the basic religious impulse of the Qur<ån – the
existence of God, His omnipotence and majesty – remains as the ever-
lasting message of scripture. 

This position of the contingency of the law is not accepted by many
among the vocal promulgators of Islam in the contemporary period,
for the absolute nature of the law of the Qur<ån is generally consid-
ered one of the central tags for the identification of Islam. Many
Muslims fear – especially those of the Islamist persuasion, but the
feeling is more widespread than that – that relativizing the Qur<ån to
the standards of today (as in equality between men and women) will
lead to “immorality” and similar sins, and will eventually lead down
the “slippery slope” to the abandonment of Islam.
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The issues at stake

There are two main questions which arise in modern discussions 
of the Qur<ån which illustrate, in a more abstract fashion, the limits
to which these critical approaches may go in dealing with the con-
tingency of the text. The first begins from the question of the mirac-
ulousness of the Qur<ån and moves into the general question of 
the rationality of the Qur<ån, and the second raises the question 
of the difference between legal and moral regulations. Both of these
are interconnected, one leading to the next, at least in the thought of
some people.

The miraculousness of the Qur<ån

Classically, the doctrine of the i>jåz (“miraculousness,” “inimitabil-
ity”) of the Qur<ån has been seen to assert the totally non-contingent
nature of the text: it is fully divine and the language is that of God.
The Qur<ån is the word of God per se. It has no relationship in its form
to the passage of historical time. It literally descended from heaven,
having been written on the pre-existent divine tablet. Any conflicts
created by this attitude to the ultimate authority of the Qur<ån have
always been solved by pointing to the limits of human knowledge –
we simply do not fully understand.

Some Muslims have urged a somewhat modified understanding of
the miraculousness of the Qur<ån. In general, this conviction may be
viewed as an aspect of the anti-supernaturalism and the support of
rationalism, which has already been noted, especially in discussions
of Mu˙ammad’s biography. But the question remains, to what extent
can anti-supernaturalism be taken regarding the Qur<ån without
destroying Islam, while remembering that underlying that question is
always a second one, what is Islam? 

A frequent response, as in the case of >Al• Dasht•, is that the miracle
of the Qur<ån lies not in its form, which is the most important 
aspect of the classical statements on the matter, but in the divine 
guidance which the book provides and the success which it has had.
Thus the elevated, divine status of the Qur<ån (and, therefore, in one
sense, its miraculousness) is maintained, but the traditional interpre-
tation of each doctrine is done away with. This, then, allows two
further thoughts for some people: a removal of all other supernatural
elements within the Qur<ån and a questioning of the precise under-
standing of the non-contingency of the text.29

Another common tendency is to conceive the Qur<ån not as revealed
literally but as installed in Mu˙ammad’s heart and then spoken
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through the human faculties of the prophet. The language, there-
fore, is Mu˙ammad’s, although it is still possible to hold that this 
is ultimately God’s word also.30

The impetus behind these discussions rests with the basic drive of
the Modernist movements: the need to modernize, reform and reju-
venate Islam. The means to do this is found in removing what is
envisioned to be the stumbling block: anti-rationalistic ideas along
with norms which are perceived as not being in keeping with modern
society.

In addition, there has been the methodological influence of the
historical–critical method as developed in Europe. Basic to this method
are a number of assumptions – all revolving around the scientific 
rational impulse – that history moves by causality and that those causes
may be determined and studied. History must be studied according 
to the laws of reason for that is the way the world works. Religion is
nothing special in this regard: it is like any philosophy or literature
and like nature itself. It must be coherent, logical and capable of being
incorporated into an understanding of human history. Biblical schol-
arship of the eighteenth century enunciated this stance quite plainly,
for example, in the case of Johann Salamo Semler who published a
study of the Bible between 1771 and 1775 which “called for a purely
historical-philological interpretation of the Bible, in the light of the
circumstances surrounding the origin of the various books, without any
concern for edification.”31 Detached from theological and philosoph-
ical restraints in the nineteenth century under the impact of
Schleiermacher, biblical studies in the early twentieth century “made
impartial and objective research the ideal.”32 The end result of this is
summarized in the following:

The only scientifically responsible interpretation of the Bible is
that investigation of the biblical texts that, with a methodologi-
cally consistent use of historical understanding in the present state
of its art, seeks via reconstruction to recognize and describe the
meaning these texts have had in the context of the tradition history
of early Christianity.33

For the most part, the impact of the historical–critical method has
been slow to be felt in the Muslim world, at least within the study
of the Qur<ån. The reasons for this lie within the traditional discus-
sions concerning the nature of the Qur<ån which have just been
mentioned. It must be remembered how much Muslims perceive to
be at stake here. The existence of Islam classically depends upon the
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miracle of the Qur<ån. Thus, for those who have determined that 
this is the reform route to follow, caution is a continuous feature.
Assessing the basic character and nature of the Qur<ån must be accom-
plished first, and that means raising questions of the rationality of the
text and of its relationship to historical fact. The issue still lingers,
as the following examples will show, of just how far Muslims can
go in pursuing these questions while still remaining Islamic.

Mu˙ammad Khalaf Allåh and historical specificity

Rationality or anti-supernaturalism is one area where the limits of
interpretation are confronted; the desire to see scripture as fully in
keeping with reason can only be taken so far before those who main-
tain a more traditional view of Islam raise their objections. Another
area where these limits are confronted is seen in the relationship
between the text and historical reality, often spoken of in terms of
the conflict between “truth” and “reality.” Mu˙ammad A˙mad Khalaf
Allåh (b. 1916, d. 1997), in a thesis submitted to Cairo University 
in 1947, brought this issue to prominence in the Islamic world. While
the issue had been broached by others before him, especially his
teacher Am•n al-Kh¥l• (1895–1966),34 in Khalaf Allåh’s instance
public reaction was fairly rapid. He wrote that the prophetic stories
in the Qur<ån were not historical as such but kerygmatic: that they
were being repeated for their moral/religious aims, and were reiter-
ated in different forms according to Mu˙ammad’s needs in a given
situation. They were therefore contingent upon history even in their
aims. This is the distinction between what may be termed “truth” (in
a spiritual sense) and “reality” (as reflected in historical fact).

Khalaf Allåh was accused of “atheism and gross ignorance” and
had to rewrite his thesis several times before it was accepted; it was
published in 1950–1 but he was subsequently forced out of his univer-
sity teaching post. Traditionally, all the stories of the Qur<ån have
been seen to be of equal value and to be of a historical nature. This
position raised a number of questions in the modern world, however.
What of stories which did not seem to be in agreement with other,
earlier sources? For example, in the Qur<ån Håmån is presented as
Pharaoh’s minister, while in the Bible he is a minister to the Persian
king of a much later period. What is a modern Muslim to believe?
Are the facts of the Qur<ån all necessarily true historically and all
other sources false? How will this attitude work in conjunction with
the historical–critical method, which clearly values older sources over
newer ones? One of Khalaf Allåh’s concerns was apologetic: how to
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save the Qur<ån from the attacks of the Orientalists who continued to
cite all these problems within the text.

Khalaf Allåh’s resolution of the problem was to say that the concern
of the Qur<ån is to employ striking literary expressions through which
psychological and religious truths are expressed. Its concern is not
necessarily with historical or material truth (that is, “reality”). Literary
genres, specifically historical–literary, parable and allegory, have
been employed within the Qur<ån to embody these spiritual truths.
The aim of the Qur<ån was to “admonish and exhort,” not to instruct
in history. Hence, information about time and place is generally
missing in the Quranic narratives.35

Such controversies continue to replay down until today. Another
scholar in the tradition of al-Kh¥l•, Naßr Ab¥ Zayd, was charged with
apostasy in 1995 before the Egyptian Family Court. The Court found
him guilty on the following grounds:

1 he had allegedly denied the existence of angels and devils referred
to in the Qur<ån;

2 he had described certain images in the Qur<ån used of heaven and
hell as mythical;

3 he had described the text of the Qur<ån as a human production
(it is a “historically determined and culturally constructed” text);

4 he had advocated the use of the intellect to replace concepts
derived literally from the text of the Qur<ån, especially with
regard to matters related to inheritance, women, Christians and
Jews, and female slaves.

For these writings, Naßr Ab¥ Zayd was held to be an apostate and
his marriage was annulled.36 He and his wife fled the country as a
result. Ab¥ Zayd’s response is simply to note that such ideas have a
long heritage in Islam. They were the key notions held by the
Mu>tazila during the formative centuries of Islam. Such ideas cannot
simply be readopted within Islam, however; there is a need for a new
modern theology of Islam which will accept the literary study of the
Qur<ån. In his more recent writings, Ab¥ Zayd speaks of the Qur<ån
as “discourse” suggesting that scripture is more than the text between
two covers as it has classically been treated. The book, characterized
by its multiple speaking voices and its style of dialogue and negoti-
ation, cannot be limited to a literal or even a metaphoric reading, but
must be approached in its own spirit of openness, communication and
relationship. Ab¥ Zayd admits that the problem remains one of deter-
mining the nature of the universal principles that one may identify
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with the Quranic discourse, the common Modernist dilemma solved
only by the assertion of basic elements of human rights and dignity
to which no one, it is claimed, could object.37

The examples of Khalaf Allåh and Ab¥ Zayd raise issues about the
limits to which Muslims are prepared to take the reinterpretation 
of the Qur<ån. Rationalism, the underlying principle of the historical–
critical method, is fully applied in these cases in order to resolve the
problems perceived within a general Modernist tendency. Neither
writer actually doubts the authenticity of the text of scripture, only
whether the words themselves are to be taken as intending to convey
precisely what it has been traditionally thought that they say.

A contemporary response

Much of the response to Khalaf Allåh’s work at the time of its pub-
lication dealt with it by saying that the author was using history as a
criterion of truth higher than the Qur<ån, something which no Muslim
could accept. The ultimate truth of the text of scripture exists, in these
responses, a priori. A more subtle argument is made by Shabbir
Akhtar who does not raise the example of Khalaf Allåh specifically
but certainly deals with the principle in his book, A Faith for All
Seasons. He approaches the problem as though it had only affected
the Christian study of their scripture; he may well not be aware of
the extent to which Muslims have already broached these questions.
Regardless, the case of the “sophisticated Christians” (as an example
he cites Richard Swinburne), provides a cautionary tale for Muslims,
according to Akhtar, who wish to maintain their faith in the light of
philosophical approaches to scripture. Akhtar points out that it was
Darwin who made it so necessary for Christians to distinguish
between “the false non-religious husk and the concomitant true reli-
gious kernel.”38 This has gone to the extent now that Christians are
willing to talk about false cultural trappings in which scripture has
expressed truths for ignorant people of the past. Some statements of
the Bible, or the Qur<ån, in this view, may be taken as “unempirical
or false.” For Akhtar, the problem with this is: how can one be sure
that the underlying religious claims, which have been embodied in
these false statements, are necessarily true? There is no way, he con-
tends, to “distinguish in any unquestion-begging way . . ., between
the religious message presumed to be true and the culturally specific
incarnation presumed to be false.”39 After entertaining several possi-
ble ways around this problem – that God incorporated errors in scrip-
ture to keep us on our toes, or that apparent errors are matters which
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are simply beyond human reason – he concludes by saying that any
concession to the idea of false claims in scripture must be resisted. If
this is not so, then while 

today we disown what we take to be factually erroneous, perhaps
tomorrow we will reject apparent moral anachronisms – such as
scriptural claims about the relatively low status of women or the
impropriety of deviant sexual behaviour, not to speak of the 
occasional questionable doctrine about the nature or activity of
the Deity.40

Revelation, for Akhtar, is an all-or-nothing affair; that is the only way
to construct a philosophically defensible Islam. Watering down the
doctrine of the non-contingent nature of the text too far will lead to
no defence against claims that the entire basis of the religion may 
be false.

The contingent nature of Quranic law

Khalaf Allåh did not confront the question of the nature of the law;
in fact, he studiously avoided raising the issue. Neither did he ques-
tion the divine nature of the Qur<ån. It should be noticed that, from
his perspective, it is not necessary to question the Qur<ån’s status as
the actual word of God; God may reveal speech which does not have
the intent of providing historical facts, but it may still be conceived
of as God’s word. But when this kind of approach confronts the legal
parts of the Qur<ån, further issues arise. Are the laws contingent, that
is, applicable only to the time of Mu˙ammad? Are they embedded
in the history of the early Muslim community or are they expressions
of the eternal will of God?

Fazlur Rahman

Fazlur Rahman (1919–88) was Director of the Islamic Research
Institute in Pakistan from 1962 to 1968 but, after pressure from con-
servative elements in that country, was forced to leave; he became
Professor of Islamic Thought at the University of Chicago in the
United States and achieved a reputation of being one of the great
scholars in the field.41

Rahman was a fervent Modernist. In approaching the text of the
Qur<ån, he wished to differentiate legal regulations from moral regu-
lations, the former being contingent, the latter non-contingent. Legal
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rulings must be considered binding in a moral sense, even if not in
their literal wording.42 Much of the law of classical Islam has been
wrongly formulated because the jurists ignored the moral ideal behind
the text and the words were read as literal legal enactments, according
to this view. The Quranic acceptance of slavery, a form of owner-
ship of people which has fallen into disrepute under the impact of
modernity, is treated in the following way by Rahman:

As an immediate solution, the Qur<ån accepts the institution of
slavery on the legal plane. No alternative was possible since
slavery was ingrained in the structure of society, and its overnight
wholesale liquidation would have created problems which it
would have been absolutely impossible to solve, and only a
dreamer could have issued such a visionary statement. But at the
same time every legal and moral effort was made to free the
slaves and to create a milieu where slavery ought to disappear. 
. . . Here again we are confronted by a situation where the clear
logic of the Qur<ånic attitude was not worked out in actual history
by Muslims. . . . These examples [also including women and
wine,] therefore, make it abundantly clear that whereas the spirit
of the Qur<ånic legislation exhibits an obvious direction towards
the progressive embodiment of the fundamental human values of
freedom and responsibility in fresh legislation, nevertheless the
actual legislation of the Qur<ån had partly to accept the then
existing society as a term of reference. This clearly means that
the actual legislation of the Qur<ån cannot have been meant to be
literally eternal by the Qur<ån itself.43

It is not only on legal topics that Rahman has approached the 
Qur<ån in this manner, although it is in that area where the extent of
his demythologization becomes most clear. The psychological inten-
tion of the text as opposed to the descriptive meaning is frequently
employed as a principle in his work, Major Themes of the Qur<ån.
God’s power, humans being predestined, intercession in the afterlife,
divine punishment of humans, and the existence of the jinn are all
interpreted not for their literal sense but for what they were driving
at in terms of motivating humans toward the proper attitude regarding
God, life and creation.

This position fits into an overall Neo-modernist stance, according
to Rahman himself, one which recognizes the complexities of life as
opposed to the Islamist idea of everything (especially Islam) being
“simple.” Once again, it is the history of Islam which has taken
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Muslims away from the proper understanding of the Qur<ån; the 
text of scripture itself is still a perfect reflection of standards as 
they should be, as long as it is properly understood. Rahman blames
the educational institutions developed in the early Muslim centuries
for the failure to appreciate the true import of the Qur<ån. The edu-
cational system created what it called the Quranic sciences along 
with the legal structures of society. It separated these religious
sciences from the rational or secular sciences (Rahman traces this
division back to al-Ghazål•) and, with the growing disrepute of the
latter studies, Islamic civilization fell into stagnation. The worst
consequence of this was the rejection of Islamic philosophy, which
could have kept open ways of enquiring into the foundations of Islam,
but was unable to. No longer was the Qur<ån treated as a “vibrant
and revolutionary document”; rather, it became “buried under the
debris of grammar and rhetoric,” a trend reaching its apex with the
notion that only super-commentaries could and should be written.44

The way Islam can free itself from this burden of the past is by study-
ing history critically, in order to comprehend how the impetus of the
Qur<ån has been understood in the past and how Muslims have inter-
acted with it. Thereby, the essentials of the faith may be differentiated
from that which has simply attached itself unnecessarily.

Pushing the “limits”

Some Muslims would take this further or perhaps even question the
very presuppositions of the historical–critical method and approach
the issue in a totally different way. We have seen in the previous
chapter, for example, how Fatima Mernissi perceives the Quranic 
attitudes toward women: that they reflect male ideas put in the 
mouth of a male God. The law of the Qur<ån – through language –
is culturally conditioned from beginning to end.

The same sense emerges from the writings of Mohammed
Arkoun.45 In dealing with the Qur<ån specifically, Arkoun pays atten-
tion to the historical development of interpretation of the scripture, a
process which serves to establish how the Qur<ån takes on meaning
in the Islamic context. This then leads to the observation that, from
within the modern context, Muslims are attempting to read the Qur<ån
as if modern reason was in all ways identical to the linguistic shape
of the Qur<ån and Mu˙ammad’s epistemological environment. The
logic of the Qur<ån, from Arkoun’s perspective however, is a poetic
logic rather than a rational logic. Ironically, perhaps, it is precisely
because the Qur<ån is written with this poetic logic that it can be read
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as if modern rationality were reflected in it. For Arkoun, of course,
the Qur<ån conveys a mythical discourse rather than a historical one,
but by that very fact it allows a historical interpretation.

The necessity today is, for Arkoun, to approach the Qur<ån with
today’s categories, which are composed of the totality of the human
sciences. The selection of these forms a refrain – even a litany according
to one of his reviewers: ethnology, anthropology, history of religions,
psychoanalysis, semiotics, and with human consciousness to be viewed
mythically, historically, socially, economically, politically, philosoph-
ically, morally, aesthetically, religiously and so forth. The aim of this
is to discover the way in which all elements of culture are bound ideo-
logically with history. All of human existence is founded upon and
created by history and only through the realization of this can the past,
present and future become clear. This is demythologization at its
extreme.

As an example of what this might mean in a practical sense, an
issue of law is useful. For Arkoun:

The basic difference between the Quran and the Sharî>a is that
the first makes use of contingent data in order to emphasize the
relationship between God and man and to fill men’s minds with
a consciousness that there is a world beyond this world of events,
values, norms and possessions. All this is clothed in mythical
language and structure which opens the way to problems rather
than excluding them. The second, on the other hand, systematizes,
within the framework of a code of law, the pragmatic solutions
that were adopted at an early period. It is understandable, then,
why it is wrong to call norms that have been included in this
code and perpetuated by an inflexible teaching Islamic.46

The Qur<ån, then, does not provide answers but problems, ones which
must be struggled with in human life. 

It is the aim of Arkoun’s method to get “outside” the dualities of
contemporary discussions which still deal with the understanding of
the world in historicist terms. The historical-critical method is not the
answer for the needs of the Muslim consciousness in the latter part
of the twentieth century.47

This approach does not even seem to entertain the idea of Rahman’s
moral ideals within the Qur<ån. Could it be said that Mernissi and
Arkoun get to the point of challenging the authority of the Qur<ån
text itself? In traditional understandings of “text” and “authority” 
they clearly do. Their understandings seem to call for a re-expression
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of the Qur<ån – one that stands, however, completely within the 
Muslim ethos. Mernissi wonders, for example, if an Islam which 
gave women freedom could really be called Islam at all.48 It might
be termed post-Islamic, I would suggest. One of the reasons for the
radicalness of these positions is that neither writer stands within the
now-traditional method of historical criticism, although the reasons
for this may well be different in the two cases. Mernissi’s use of 
the feminist interpretative framework brings her face-to-face with the
historical issues, and there is a tendency in her writing to step back
from what might seem to be the inevitable conclusion. Arkoun, on
the other hand, wishes to change the very terms of the discussion and
eliminate the duality of the discussion between contingent and non-
contingent, for example, for those very terms imply that there can be
human knowledge which is outside the framework of historicity and
language. From this perspective, “limits” to critical approaches make
little sense, for the limits are those imposed by linguistic structures;
the deconstruction of those limitations is the entire purpose of the
exercise.
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15 Issues of identity 

In the discussion of the emergence of Islam in the seventh through
tenth centuries, three matters were isolated that provided the key
elements of Islamic identity. Theology, law and ritual were crucial
to those activities which would serve to identify Islam as a religion
over against other faiths (primarily Judaism and Christianity) and to
provide Muslims themselves with a sense of commonality with one
another. This motif has remained stable throughout Islamic history
down to current times, although the background against which that
identity must be read is now much more multifaceted than in previous
centuries. It is still possible to isolate the same three elements as
crucial, although theology perhaps has taken substantially more of a
back seat to law, which now manifests itself primarily within the
arena of politics and the role of Islam within it. Ritual, on the other
hand, remains a very important aspect, both from the perspective of
self-identity and for identity from the outside.

Each era has its way of interacting with these symbols of identity.
Subtly altered understandings of the basic ritual activities of Islam
illustrate some aspects of the transformations which are taking place
in modern Muslim faith. Once again, these changed understandings
and interpretations flow from changes in attitude toward the funda-
mental sources of Islam, the Qur<ån and the sunna. In most instances,
however, the abstract intellectual discussions regarding these sources
are not brought to the forefront when Muslims conceptualize their
basic religious practices within the modern context. What continues
to be of interest for our purposes is the way in which the issues and
approaches as employed in the considerations of the Qur<ån and the
sunna are also manifested in the approaches to the various issues which
surround the role and function of ritual practice in the contemporary
context.
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The pillars of Islam

The traditional definitional elements of Muslim faith – the summaries
of belief and the ritual “five pillars” – remain virtually intact in the
modern context. Any movement toward prayers being said in the
vernacular rather than Arabic, for example, or being able to perform
the fast of Rama∂ån during a more “convenient” month, has proven
singularly unsuccessful. But this should not be taken to suggest that
the modern world has not had its impact felt in Muslim practice at
all. Attention to Islamic ritual activities and their practice provides a
means of looking at ways Muslims have attempted to express their
religiosity in general; within the modern context, several factors lead
to these ritual aspects of Islam having a significant bearing on the
question of the contemporary manifestation of Islam.

What might be termed the politicization of Muslims, a worldwide
phenomenon in Islam but especially prevalent in diaspora populations
in North America and Europe, has led to a heightened sense of iden-
tity being felt through the affirmation of distinctive Islamic practices.
Another way of expressing this is as “the Islamization of the self,”
and the use of Islamic symbols to provide identity on a personal level.1

This tendency is connected not only with the move of individuals 
from a rural to an urban society, but also, one might contend, from a
“Muslim” society to a “non-Muslim” one. Village society has always
been characterized by the idea that “the life of the village is the reli-
gion of the village”; that is, the rhythm of life reflects the Islamic way
and is integral within each member’s life. Modern society, especially
that of a predominantly non-Muslim country, displays a separation
between religious life and secular life which has led to a tendency
toward affirming various aspects of Muslim existence – notably those
associated with ritual activity and self-study of the Qur<ån – as central
tenets of identity. Identity in these cases is a personal one, not a collec-
tively affirmed one as in the community-based village life. The idea
of women’s veiling, ˙ijåb, being a personal, home-focused idea serves
as a specific example of this reorientation. Such personalization of
faith is frequently a core element of Islamism, it may be remarked.2

This tendency toward personalization of faith may be the result of
the general globalization of Islam within the world community. While
Islam certainly spread widely in previous centuries, the present-day
mobility of world populations along with massive dislocations of
various groups within many countries has had some significant conse-
quences. The status of Muslim minorities around the world has
become an issue for Muslims, not perhaps impinging upon their self-
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definition within Islam in the same way as the creation of a diaspora-
centred Judaism did but significant nevertheless, and it may well have
an even greater impact in the future.3

Islam has always defined itself ritually as being focused on the
“five pillars.” In connection with each ritual, the impact of the modern
world may be noted, not so much in the practices themselves neces-
sarily but in the interpretation which is put forth of the activities. It
is, therefore, not a matter of continuing to legitimize the activities
themselves in the modern context but a question of how to mould
them to the modern age within an Islamic framework and how to
conceptualize them in relation to idea of self-definition. It is this prin-
ciple which displays, in a very practical sense, the ramifications of
the approaches towards reinterpretation of the Qur<ån and the sunna,
as discussed earlier in the previous chapters.

Witness to faith (shahāda)

The shahåda, or “witness to faith,” is the first of the classical five
pillars of Islam, repeating in Arabic the two phrases, “There is no
god but God” and “Mu˙ammad is the messenger of God.” An
example of the contextualization of the shahåda in contemporary
American society is provided by the following statement within a
wedding ceremony, addressed to the bride who intended to convert
to Islam:

“There is no priesthood in Islam. Anyone can perform the
[wedding] ceremony, even you yourselves, or a trusted represen-
tative of the bride and groom. I do not like the term conversion.
Sister, you are not converting, you are reforming. Islam is not
only the religion of Muhammad, it is also the religion of Moses
and Jesus. The term Christianity was not used by Jesus but only
by later generations, who modified his teachings. Thus, when we 
say, ‘There is only one religion and that is Islam,’ we mean that
all the prophets carried the same message from the same God.
Sister, you are not obliged to convert to Islam. You may keep 
your religion intact if you wish to do so.” Sue indicates her need
to “reform.” Nasem says, “Then let it be so.” He explains the 
three foundations of Islam: oneness of God, prophethood, and 
resurrection. . . .

Then come the two testimonies: “Sister, repeat after me, I
witness there is no God but God, Muhammad is His servant slave
and His messenger.” Then prayer: all present raise their hands
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and pray that she might be a good Muslim and have a happy,
prosperous life. Then the marriage ceremony.4

Islamists have often attempted to define Islam in terms of the
witness to faith alone, by emphasizing the concept of taw˙•d, the
oneness and unity of God, as expressed in shahåda. This follows 
from a statement made by Mu˙ammad as reported within the ˙ad•th
material to the effect that he brought nothing more important than
the shahåda. The idea of taw˙•d, then, for the Islamists, expresses
everything which Islam stands for and is the basis of all Islamic
thought; such a summary is a crucial part of the suggestion that Islam
is a “simple” religion, in that once the truth of this affirmation of 
the oneness of God is perceived, then everything else in Islam flows
from it.

So, when you recite these words [of the shahåda], you should be
conscious what an important commitment you are making to your
God, with the whole world as your witness, and what a great
responsibility you are taking on as a result of your commitment.
Once you have made the affirmation consciously, the Kalimah [lit-
erally “the word,” meaning the words of the shahåda] must inform
all your thoughts and reign supreme in your whole lives: no idea
contrary to it should form part of your mental furniture. Whatever
runs counter to the Kalimah you must always consider false and
the Kalimah alone true. . . .

If you recite the Kalimah in this manner, only then can you
become true Muslims, only then is created that overwhelming
difference between man and man.5

The statement of the shahåda, then, is the essence of the Islamist
totalism in the vision of Islam.

Prayer (ßalāt)

Five specific periods of prayer a day are a ritual requirement in 
Islam. The globalization of the Muslim population has created a
number of incongruous situations illustrating the way in which 
Islam has been confronted with the realities of the modern context. In
Surinam, Indians, brought by the Dutch to that country in the period
1873–1916 (in 1982, there were 50,000 such people), are members 
of the Óanafiyya in their legal school alignment. They conduct their
sermon (khu†ba) during the Friday noon prayer in Urdu, and they face
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the east (their qibla) during all the prayer. The Javanese present in
Surinam, on the other hand, are members of the Shåfi>iyya according
to their legal school and have a qibla to the west. These people were
indentured labourers brought by the Dutch in the period 1850–1931,
and in 1982 there were 90,000 of them. “The qibla is towards the west
simply because it is in this direction in Java, although Mecca is situ-
ated from Surinam in the easterly direction,” according to Rolf
Reichert who researched this issue.6 This is, of course, not a “problem”
for Islam in any sense; that any group of people would continue to
follow their traditional direction of prayer in any given place does not
impinge upon significant elements of Muslim self-definition. It does
indicate, however, that as the process of globalization continues, such
elements may continue to grow and may well provoke questioning on
the part of Muslims themselves. 

A similar, and likewise essentially trivial, element is presented by
Muslims flying in outer space and locating the direction of prayer
and the time of prayer; this latter point also applies to those in polar
regions where timings as related to the sun’s position provide the
suitable intervals for prayer. In most such situation, people agree that
the timings of prayer in Mecca should be followed. The point here
is that the modern context provokes a situation in which the funda-
mental principles of ritual activity in Islam must be faced. The
solutions are argued on a legal basis, employing well-established
juristic principles, extrapolated for the required situation.

More substantial issues related to prayer most certainly do exist and
they reflect the extent to which Muslims have been willing to adapt
ritual to the social context in which they live. The implementation of
Sunday as the day of congregational prayer ( jum>a) rather than Friday
has been one such issue. In 1935, Turkish leader Atatürk made Sunday
the weekly day of closing for offices, factories and so forth. Such a
“day of rest” had not been instituted during the pre-industrial age of
Islamic society and had never been seen as a religiously based 
necessity (the Qur<ån suggests that the sabbath as a day of rest was a
special legal provision for the Jews). Atatürk’s action was justified by
him in terms of practical concern for life in the modern age.7 Such a
step did not, however, transform Muslim worship with its focus on
Friday noon for communal prayer. In other countries, however, espe-
cially those with Muslim groups living within a primarily Christian
context, the move to Sunday became an entire transformation of the
Muslim day of communal gathering. Like similar movements within
Reform Judaism, which tried sabbath worship on Sundays rather 
than Saturdays within the context of European (Christian) society, this
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was a relatively short-lived accommodation to the society around
them. For Muslims, Friday was (re-)asserted to be the day which was
attached to a very basic sense of Islamic identity. What still remains
in more contemporary times is the use of Sunday as a “family day”
with mosque-centred activities (for example “Sunday school” as 
religious training for children).

For the performance of the Friday communal prayer, a prayer
leader, imåm, is required; his function is to lead the community in
prayer, keeping the actions in unison, and he will frequently (but not
always) be called upon to deliver the khu†ba or sermon. This has
raised another issue related to the wide dispersal of Muslims today
in countries where Muslims are not the majority of the population.
In many instances, an imåm is recruited from outside the country.
This is often done as a way of helping to maintain the identity of the
minorities, but in some situations this only emphasizes the foreign-
ness of a minority group. Furthermore, these imported imåms are
often felt to be out of touch with the realities of life in the new coun-
tries in which they are living. Malise Ruthven has pointed this out as
a factor in acerbating the “Rushdie affair” in England. The imåms,
in this case brought in from Pakistan to Bradford, reinforced

the ties with the homeland, creating an anchor with the certain-
ties of the past. It also reinforces isolation: few of the imams
know English; fewer still are aware of the wider British society
around them with its complexities and diversified spiritual
resources. The leaders add spiritual authority to a vision of society
already viewed, one might say distorted, through the prism of
faith: the society that corresponds to the jahiliyya of the Prophet’s
time, a godless, materialistic society wholly dedicated to the
pursuit of worldly wealth and sensual pleasure.8

Equally significant in this regard, however, is the extent to which
these prayer leaders have been thrust into a situation of adopting a
general ministerial role, something essentially foreign to the nature
of the office in the past and also in predominantly Muslim countries
today. A new institution has essentially arisen within the North
American and European context for Muslims.9

Overall, the interpretation of prayer in modern Muslim discussions
has often taken on a certain spiritualized interpretation which may be
usefully compared to the general remarks about the character of ritual
at the conclusion of Chapter 7. Rarely is prayer presented as simply
a duty to be fulfilled because it has been decreed by God. Rather,
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prayer is described as the primary defence of the Muslim against the
encroachment of worldly concerns, for “it prevents an individual from
all sorts of abominations and vices by providing him chances of direct
communion with God.”10 The spiritual leader of Iran, Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, is reported to have suggested the following: 

no other channel is a better means for communicating with the
Almighty, and . . . a “Salat” said with full cognizance of its deeper
meanings and with a full heart is the best safeguard for against
a tendency to succumb to a feeling of absurdity and moral 
weakness.11

Fasting (ßiyām, ßawm)

Abstention from all food and drink, as well as avoidance of sexual
intercourse, during daylight hours is the mark of the Muslim thirty-
day period of fasting, done during the month of Rama∂ån. Rama∂ån
has always been considered by most Muslims as the most important
of the ritual duties. Even if a person does not comply with the require-
ment of five prayers a day, observance of the fast is still likely.
Contemporary Muslim fast participants do, however, exhibit subtle
changes in the interpretation of their actions. While in earlier times
a sense of the penitent value of fasting was certainly present, this 
has been downplayed in interpretations of recent decades. For many
Modernists and Islamists, the fast is performed because it has been
commanded by God, not for any individual benefit which may accrue
to the individual in terms of his or her fate in the hereafter. Moral
benefit in the here and now, however, is emphasized. The fast is a
means of social levelling and reinforcing notions of social responsi-
bility. When even the rich are hungry, the fate of the poor will be
evident, so the argument goes. Even more, there is an overall sense
of Muslim unity celebrated during the fast, especially in the festive
aspects of nightlife during the month.

Various attempts have been made, especially under government
impetus to modify this area of Muslim practice. President Bourguiba
of Tunisia, in February 1960, for example, urged the avoidance of
Rama∂ån observances for government employees.12 Religion should
serve to ameliorate life, not make it more difficult, his argument went;
in the present state of Tunisia’s attempts to thrive as an independent
country, fasting would only worsen the economic condition and the
suffering which would result from the month of fasting was a type
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of penitence foreign to Islam. Certain religious scholars supported
this stance on the grounds that jihåd, “holy war,” was needed in 
order to build the country economically, and fasting for those fight-
ing in times of jihåd was not necessary according to Islamic law.13

Similar suggestions were reported in Egypt in the mid-1950s.14 These
“reforms,” based upon an impetus towards greater efficiency in (cap-
italist) society, did, however, prove extremely unpopular, even among
those who did not partake in the fasting. Those who argued against
changing the requirements of Rama∂ån said that the legislation
imposed by God could not be changed by the opinion of a lowly
human being. Fasting, according to the argument against change, is
intimately tied to hardship; that is the essence of it, in fact. (“Where
is the fasting person who does not suffer hardship in fasting?”, it was
asked.) Just because economic hardship might result from fasting did
not give a reason not to fast; if it did, then nobody would bother to
fast, everyone claiming that it involved hardship.15 In fact, the whole
logic of fasting was to provide the experience of hardship for those
who might otherwise never experience it. The argument for the ration-
ality of Islamic ritual is notable. Overall, these types of arguments
and the tide of public sentiment led governments to a compromise
position of restricting working hours in government offices and 
factories during the month.

It has been pointed out by some observers that the concern which
Muslims expressed over this issue of Rama∂ån observance was far
more severe than that expressed regarding many other changes which
were taking place in the Muslim world at that time. Polygamy, for
example, was banned in several countries during this period. The
issue, therefore, was not perceived to be one of changing the law, as
such, but one of an attack on Muslim identity:

Ramadan had become in modern times the great manifestation of
the unity of Islam, the month when Muslims believing or un-
believing become conscious of their past and affirmed their links
with their ancestors, and the criticism [of the practice of Rama∂ån]
was perhaps resented not because it ran counter to the Shari<a
but rather because it threatened the solidarity of the Muslim
community.16

The role of Rama∂ån as a social rather than religious requirement 
has also become apparent in recent times, with some young people
declaring that fasting during Rama∂ån “is the thing to do” even,
apparently, if one is not Muslim.17
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The extent to which fasting is a significant element of Muslim 
identity today is emphasized within the context of the often-noted
assertion of Muslim identity in situations in which Muslims live as
minorities. One interesting instance of this contemporary politiciza-
tion of Muslims may be illustrated through an incident at my own
university. During the spring of 1991 and the winter of 1999, the final
examination period for students fell during Rama∂ån. This, of course,
is not the first time that this would have happened, with Rama∂ån
moving some eleven days earlier each solar calendar year. However,
in recent years, the university administration has experienced an
apparently new phenomenon: requests for “deferred final examina-
tions” from Muslims on the grounds of the religious requirement of
fasting during daylight hours which would, reasonably enough it 
was argued, make undertaking an examination difficult. It is the focus
on Rama∂ån that is significant. North American society, after all,
ignores all aspects of the Muslim ritual calendar. Students have not
demanded that classes do not take place during prayer times (not even
on Fridays) nor that those wishing to go on pilgrimage to Mecca be
excused from any academic responsibilities. (Christmas and Easter
remain central to the academic schedule, however.) Rama∂ån is an
individual religious action which is particularly amenable to the
general North American religious ethos; the assertion of its promi-
nence in the ritual calendar may be seen, therefore, as a part of the
contextualization of the Muslim community in the modern world.

Determining when Rama∂ån should start and the precise hours of
fasting on any given day is increasingly accommodated to modern
technology and order. Traditionally, the religious calendar has been
established each month through the sighting of the moon.18 For some
people, this raises a question about the role of science within Islam.
Science can now tell us with great accuracy when the month of
Rama∂ån starts and ends. Back in Mu˙ammad’s time, the only prac-
tical means of determining the month was by observation of the moon.
It only makes sense (and God urges such in the Qur<ån), so the argu-
ment goes, that today Muslims should embrace the scientific accuracy
which is available.

The traditional practice of the recitation of the Qur<ån during the
nights of Rama∂ån continues, celebrating the revelation of the Qur<ån
to Mu˙ammad during that month. Modern media participate in the
event with radio stations playing Qur<ån recitation. Even in officially
secular Turkey, the publication of the appropriate one-thirtieth section
of the Qur<ån in Turkish translation each day in the newspaper is an
ongoing practice.
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Charity (zakāt, ßadaqa)

The giving of alms (zakåt) has been, within the juridical system of
classical Islam, a fully regulated system. Modern terminology and
principles have been applied to zakåt, especially in countries outside
the Muslim heartlands where the economic systems presuppose, if
not demand, certain forms of financial participation. Thus we see
“zakåt returns” just like “income tax returns,” where statements of
net worth are subject to calculation of the tax owing. Such “returns”
often present an uneasy compromise between the realities of modern
Euro-American life and the traditional categories of items on which
zakåt is collectable; they may also feature certain aspects which 
might not be seen as being fully in keeping with a system of “Islamic
economics” as that is proposed, and partially enacted, by some
Islamists (such as taking into account interest paid on mortgages and
loans).

Similar problems with the payment of zakåt must be faced in 
the more central Islamic lands also. Is zakåt to be paid on types of
property unknown in classical Islamic times? Just what do stock cer-
tificates represent? Should the tax be paid in stock certificates or in
cash? In what percentage? Likewise an issue over who should receive
the zakåt arises, with the traditional list of the poor, new converts,
travellers, missionaries, those who collect the tax, slaves (for buying
their freedom) and those who have debts due to public service, fre-
quently being extended to include modern charitable institutions.19

Such issues are generally solved through the processes of Islamic law
such as reasoning by analogy, but the significant fact, of course, is
that the issue does have to be faced.20

Zakåt and politics have mixed extensively in Pakistan where charity
and income tax have often been equated; it has been argued that 
only the modern state apparatus can actually handle the equitable
distribution of these funds, given the complexities of modern life.21

Likewise, zakåt and the idea of egalitarianism as fitting in with 
the socialist platforms were especially prominent under Abdul Nasser
in Egypt of the 1960s.22 Islamic charity is equated to a system of
responsibility fundamental to Islamic social structures and social
assumptions. The sharing of wealth legitimizes one’s own possession
of material goods and emphasizes the communal aspects of owner-
ship in Islam. “To pay Zakat is a cleansing process for the wealth
and its owner. Allah not only promises reward in the hereafter but
also to bless an enterprise so that it becomes more profitable.”23
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Finally, another way of solving the entire problem of how zakåt is
to be understood in the modern world has arisen. There has been a
tendency to remove zakåt altogether from its juridical context and
simply make it free-will offerings. This is one more aspect of the
emergence of a personalized and individualized Islam, common
among the Islamist group. But this exists in tension with ideas of
Islamic economics in which the only legitimated system of taxation
(and taxation would seem essential to the modern nation state, Islamic
or otherwise) is that of zakåt. It is also argued that zakåt must be
given in the proportions which have been established in the sunna,
regardless of whether they are needed or not; the basis of a secular
taxation system, however, is that the amount “given” varies with the
needs of the government. Fundamentally, this is an issue of whether
or not charity is to be viewed as a purificatory rite for the devout: if
so, then demands of a government to extract it subvert that sense of
offering, which seems essential to a purificatory view. Could Muslims
ever view a compulsory tax, which is assessed and deducted from
one’s pay cheque, as a religious offering?24 At the same time, the
sense of the communal nature of Islam and the legitimizing of the
political aspects of the religion through the model of Mu˙ammad
leads more frequently to an assertion of the state’s responsibility for
collection of the tax. This would appear to be the motivation behind
a 1991 suggestion in Malaysia that the government should legislate
the giving of zakåt with penalties of up to three years in jail, a $1,800
fine and six strokes of the cane for non-payment. Even the threat of
such legislation would seem to be having an effect, according to
authorities who saw a 75 per cent rise in contributions to the Islamic
Treasury in 1991 compared to 1990.25 Other approaches are also
suggested for Muslims in the diaspora:

The imposition of an organised Zakat collection system should
be the objective of every Islamic state, both for the benefit of
social peace and religious fulfilment. This might create a problem
where Muslims live side by side with non-Muslims. It would not
be just to charge the Muslim with both civil and religious taxes
while the non-Muslim neighbour pays only one tax. In the past,
non-Muslims used to pay Jizya which was the counterpart of
Zakat. This, however, is no longer the practice. The solution,
therefore, should be to deduct Zakat from the secular tax. As
Zakat is ear-marked for social benefits, it is of service to all 
citizens.26
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Pilgrimage (˙ajj)

Lasting up to seven days, the pilgrimage focuses upon Mecca and its
environs.27 The pilgrimage presents ritual, legal, social, adminis-
trative, symbolic and ethical aspects, all of which have a particular
and distinctive flavour in the modern period. There is a tendency 
in apologetic works towards rationalism in aspects of pilgrimage
ritual. Regarding the black stone lodged in the side of the Ka>ba,
which pilgrims attempt to touch while circumambulating the shrine,
for example, a symbolic status alone is often attributed to it; any con-
nection of the stone to pre-Islamic times and to stone worship, as was
classically affirmed by Muslim writers, will be ignored. The stone is
just a natural stone from Mecca, according to the religious scholar
Ma˙m¥d Shalt¥t of Egypt. Such interpretations exist in tension,
however, with those which emphasize the power of the stone and thus
affirm its pre-Islamic significance.28 Such issues have arisen primarily
because of the confrontation of modern historical questioning and
traditional religious conceptions. Some aspects relate to “irrational”
matters: is the black stone really a rock descended from heaven as
was held in the past? How could that possibly be?

More generally, according to one study of contemporary popular
religious literature, there is a marked reluctance on the part of many
writers to acknowledge any continuation of pre-Islamic practices
within Islamic rituals such as the pilgrimage. The “Islamization” of
pagan rituals is ignored, for it is felt, apparently, that such historical
research may well be destructive to Islam, even though observations
about these connections were widespread in classical Islam. The
preferred view today is to see all elements of Islam as having been
revealed by God, sometimes even to the point of ignoring the idea
that there had been a pre-Islamic pilgrimage. Interestingly, Sayyid
Qu†b provides a contrary view:

in these verses [of the Qur<ån] we see how Islam turned the [˙ajj]
into an Islamic commandment, removed its pagan roots and made
it into one of the supporting pillars of Islam, adorned it with
Islamic notions and cleansed it from its blemishes and dregs 
. . ., indeed, this is the way of Islam with every custom and 
ceremony which it deemed right to maintain.29

The most popular way of understanding all the pilgrimage rituals
is to emphasize their symbolic and spiritual value. For example,
throwing stones at the pillars represents not the external Satan but
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the internal Satan in the individual’s heart. In general, the acts of 
the pilgrimage may appear “irrational” but their performance pro-
vides a way for the individual to show devotion to God; interpreta-
tion or relating the elements to their historical symbolic referents is
unnecessary, if not undesirable, therefore. The pilgrimage is portrayed
as an event in which the power and grandeur of God may be experi-
enced by all Muslims, regardless of their origin or social status.30

In some of the more imaginative symbolic interpretations, such as
that of the Iranian >Al• Shari>åt•, various aspects of the ˙ajj become
symbols of Islamic life: the sa>y, which in its historical interpretation
is the running back and forth in search of water of Hagar, becomes
“activism,” the struggle of life in the world for what is needed in
daily living and the struggle against economic and political oppres-
sion. ˇawåf, the circumambulation of the Ka>ba, is symbolic of
“endeavour,” especially in the striving toward a correct, divinely
oriented life of devotion.31

Beyond the interpretation of the activities of the pilgrimage, there
are substantial issues related to the level of participation. Somewhere
between one and two million people have participated every year over
recent decades. The Saudi Arabian government counted 1,718,186
people at the 1998 ̇ ajj, including 1,132,344 pilgrims who arrived from
foreign countries and 585,842 from within Saudi Arabia, the majority
of whom were non-Saudi residents. Of the participants arriving from
outside the country, 56 per cent were male and 44 per cent female. In
2004, the total was 1,892,710 pilgrims, of whom 45 per cent were
female, with 1,419,706 coming from outside the country.

The total number of pilgrims in any year can vary because of polit-
ical circumstances. For example, in 1989, the total number was
774,560.32 This was a substantial drop from the 960,386 in 1987, and
may be explained by the absence of pilgrims from Iran (who, in 1987,
numbered 157,395). Behind this, then, is another modern issue for
Islam, one which vexes Muslims tremendously. The pilgrimage, a
ritual required for all Muslims who are able to undertake it, takes
place not solely on a personal level but also as a ritual which is
performed in a modern nation state, Saudi Arabia. It is, therefore,
both under the control of that state and also that state’s responsibility.
Thus one can see the emergence of complex visa regulations allowing
for entrance into the country limited to the period around the
pilgrimage.33 In 1987, over 400 pilgrims, mainly Iranians, were killed
during violent demonstrations. As a result, the Saudi government cut
ties with Iran and limited the number of Iranian pilgrims to 45,000.
Iran retaliated by refusing to allow participation in the ˙ajj at all.
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This situation lasted until 1991 when Iranians once again joined in.
Similarly, Iraqis who wished to come overland to do the ˙ajj faced
a problem due to the closed border between Iraq and Saudi Arabia
in the wake of the Kuwait war in 1991. By 1999, this led to a war
of words between the two countries over who it was that was respon-
sible for the problem. The Saudi Arabian government declared that
it “will not under any circumstance use the Hajj occasion and the
performance of religious duties, for any political purpose,”34 under-
lining its consciousness of the Muslim perception of the issue. The
idea that participation in a fundamental ritual of the religion should
be controlled by a given political regime has created substantial diffi-
culties for some Muslims; calls for the internationalization of Mecca
are sometimes voiced as a result. The political aspects of the issue –
the alliance between Saudi Arabia and the United States being a focal
point of many allegations – result in the pilgrimage frequently
becoming a symbolic element in the struggle between modern nations.
Ayatollah Khomeini of Iran, for example, described the pilgrimage
as the most important time for Muslims to demonstrate their unity
and their rejection of imperialism:

What is the solution, and what is the responsibility of the Muslims
and oppressed for dispelling these illusions [of their powerless-
ness]? The primary solution, from which emerges all other 
solutions for cutting the roots of these problems and eradicating
corruption, is the unity of Muslims, rather the unity of all
oppressed and enslaved peoples in the world. This unity is gained
through widespread tabligh [missionizing] and invitation. And the
centre for this invitation and tabligh is the holy city of Makkah
[Mecca] during the congregation of Muslims to perform the Hajj.
This was started by Ibrahim, continued by Muhammad and will
be followed by Hadrat Mahdi [who, the Sh•>a believe, will return
at the end of time]. It was enjoined on Ibrahim to call people to
Hajj to attend to their needs – that is, the political, social, eco-
nomic and cultural issues of the society – and so that they could
witness how God’s Prophet laid upon the altar the fruit of his life,
for the sake of God. . . .

We renounce the infidels during the Hajj rituals. This is a 
political-religious renunciation that the Prophet Muhammad,
upon whom be peace, enjoined.35

The politicization of the ˙ajj has recently manifested itself in a
variety of other ways. In 2004 in the aftermath of the Iraqi war, the
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Saudi government paid special attention to receiving pilgrims from
Iraq, for example, with special arrangements being made for an antici-
pated contingent of 33,000 people. Additionally, American Muslims
have recently expressed concern at the treatment which they have
experienced during the ˙ajj when they are identified as coming from
the United States (over 10,000 visas were issued in the United States
for travel to the ˙ajj in 2004); so far, however, there have been no
reports of encountering any substantial physical danger as a result 
of this.36

On top of the question of political control of access, other impli-
cations also arise as a result of modern conveniences allowing par-
ticipation in the pilgrimage. Most pilgrims now fly directly to Jedda
in Saudi Arabia before commencing on their way to Mecca. (In 2004,
1,252,612 foreign pilgrims arrived by air, 23,658 by sea and 143,436
by land.) The numbers of pilgrims handled in Saudi Arabia has
increased tremendously (in 1869, some 110,000 foreigners partici-
pated; in 1907, 250,00037) but the implications of this are felt all over
the Muslim world, especially in the social significance which results
from participation in the pilgrimage. Richard Antoun reports that, in
the Jordanian village which he studied, a general rise in annual income
(resulting from working in the Saudi Arabian oil industry), modern,
safe and rapid transportation methods, and government encourage-
ment of local pilgrim guides had all resulted in a marked rise in the
proportion of the inhabitants who had performed the pilgrimage
between the years 1959 and 1986.38 This was accompanied, however,
by a change in the ethos related to pilgrimage performance. It used
to be, according to Antoun, that performing the pilgrimage brought
both status within the community and the requirement from the
pilgrim of appropriately pious behaviour; it was, therefore, something
which was reserved for the older men of the community who, it was
felt, would be able to carry the burden of that responsibility. Today,
a far greater proportion of younger men (under forty and generally
well educated) undertake the pilgrimage as a means of asserting 
religious identity.

Flying to Jedda to commence the pilgrimage has some direct ritual
implications. Traditionally, the state of sanctity represented by the
clothing known as the i˙råm (along with other associated rituals)
would be entered before passing into the region of the mawåqit or
boundaries of the sacred area, within which Jedda sits. Pilgrims
coming by airplane, therefore, as a rule put their pilgrimage costume
on in their home country before boarding the plane, although it is
considered possible to do it in Jedda if they set out with the intention
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to perform a visitation (ziyåra) to the holy sites first and then perform
the ˙ajj afterwards.39 Certain other aspects of the rituals are now likely
to be spread over a number of days rather than have all the pilgrims
accomplish them all at once. This fact was brought home once again
at an accident at Minå in 1998, in which 118 pilgrims died when a
stampede occurred as the participants headed towards the area for the
ritual stoning of Satan. For the 1999 pilgrimage, much effort was put
into the coordination of the twenty-one hospitals (with a capacity of
7,103 beds) to be able to deal with an emergency. But also: 

Undersecretary for Pilgrimage Affairs Hatem Qadi announced
that in order to avoid overcrowding at the Jamrat area in Mina,
arrangements have been made with the Tawafa organizations for
the stoning ritual to be performed by their pilgrims in groups at
specified times. He stated that the success of the group system
to be implemented this year depends upon the cooperation of all
pilgrims and Hajj missions. Electronic instruction boards will be
installed on the Jamrat bridge to inform pilgrims in various
languages on the situation in the area, and pilgrims will be urged
to wait for some time if the area is crowded, and not proceed
with the stoning.40

Despite these precautions, the 2004 ˙ajj was marred once again by
the death of 251 pilgrims at Minå due to a stampede (an additional
280 people died from natural causes during the period). The cause of
the problem was blamed upon a substantial number (estimated to be
over 250,000) of “unlicensed” pilgrims who tried to perform the ritual
stoning without having a scheduled time allotted. The proposed solu-
tion is to build a nine-storey terrace to replace the existing two-level
structure; when it is complete, it is anticipated that the stoning ritual
could be accomplished by 9,000,000 people in one day. There will
be escalators and elevators for the handicapped.

The crush of people attending has also required an extra storey to
be built at the Mosque of Mecca, something which is considered in
legal terms an innovation, yet one which was necessary. Some people
have urged that the pilgrimage be stretched over a longer period of
time so that everyone may be accommodated. Substitutions for the
animal slaughter which is an integral part of the activity have been
suggested, such that a person need to give up (i.e. sacrifice) some-
thing “held dear,” just as Abraham was willing to give up his son,
the action which the sacrifice recalls.41 As it stands, the sacrifices
have become centralized. The Islamic Development Bank’s Sacrificial
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Meat Utilization Project is in charge of coordinating the annual 
sacrifice ritual and subsequent distribution of the meat. A sheep (of
which 587,723 were used in 2004; 5,076 camels and cows were 
also slaughtered) is then slaughtered on behalf of the pilgrim in four
modern abattoirs (built at the cost of $128.3 million, employing
20,000 people to administer and perform the programme) according
to prescribed Muslim ritual slaughtering methods. The meat is quick
frozen and later distributed to refugee populations in twenty-seven
countries around the Muslim world.42 Modern issues of hygiene
clearly dictate that over half a million animals cannot be slaughtered
in the outdoor environs of Mecca. Such hygienic and safety concerns
are also raised in relationship to housing and facilitating the massive
influx of pilgrims themselves; much publicity was given in 1999 to
the construction of the required tent cities out of fireproof material
due to accidents in previous years.

Identity and the Qur<ån in cyberspace 

Ritual is not, of course, the only aspect of Muslim identity that has
been affected in the modern context. The rapidity of change in the
contemporary world is one of the few constants of life which many
people say they experience, and it occurs in every area of life. As
was remarked earlier, the concerns and responses of many of the
voices within modernist Muslim visions of Islam soon become quaint
or irrelevant in the face of these quickly altering structures of modern
life. No better illustration of this can be found than in the trans-
formation which scripture is undergoing under the impact of the
internet and new media, and the impact that is having on Muslim
society.43 It has already become a cliché among scholars to remark
on the impact this move of the Qur<ån into its new cyber existence
is having on Muslims in general and, potentially, on Islam itself, even
though the process is still underway and no definitive study of the
phenomenon is truly possible at this time. 

The impact of the cyber Qur<ån on access to knowledge and all 
the resulting changes which may come about because of shifting
social, political and intellectual power structures has already become
apparent at least in legal fields where the invocation of the Qur<ån
does, of course, play a central role. The influence of a jurist can extend
far beyond the geographically bound areas previously experienced 
by Muslims in their search for answers to day-to-day questions that
arise in a life lived in an Islamicly conscious fashion. Further, the
theoretical accessibility of the internet to anyone (restricted primarily
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by economic resources) has resulted in a shifting social composition
of those who can provide legal opinions on subjects. The anonymity
of the internet means that anyone may assert his (or her, for gender,
too, is hidden) qualifications as a muft• and the appropriate citation
of sources is no longer limited to those who have undergone a tradi-
tional education in the religious sciences or even those who have
access to a physical library of books. While it must be admitted that
authority is frequently still being asserted through the invocation of
sources which come from the past and that very fact does signify a
substantial level of learning (the classical works of law or Quranic
commentary are not easier to understand simply because they are
available on the internet), it is clear that the composition of the schol-
arly classes among Muslims is being altered. This is also the result
of a fundamental shift in literacy levels among Muslims which,
combined with other forces such as the personalization of religion, 
a distrust of established power structures and the global context of
knowledge production, has transformed the way in which many 
individuals relate to their religious heritage. One outcome of this is
seen in a shift to Qur<ån-centredness in Muslim practice simply for
pragmatic reasons related to the difficulties involved in digesting 
the enormous body of ˙ad•th literature, while at the same time most
Muslims have acquired the level of literacy necessary that makes 
intimate, intellectual contact with the Qur<ån possible.

An effect on the recitation of the Qur<ån is also to be observed 
as a result of the emergence of the cyber Muslim community. The
process of putting recitations on record and then cassette has been
going on for almost a century now and the controversies which that
initially engendered appear to have fully subsided.44 It is thus the
internationalization of certain recitation styles and voices which is
primarily being enhanced by the presence of the recited Qur<ån on
the internet. Some observers have commented on the increasing sense
of the commoditization of the Qur<ån under the impact of this sort of
technology. On the internet one now finds the Qur<ån alongside (in
a digital sense) the less refined aspects of human behaviour. This
might be argued to be true of a library as well, but the uncontrolled
nature of the cyber context does change the sense of this. With the
Qur<ån available to anyone, for free, open to whatever changes it
might be subjected to with very little effort – and with an awareness
of this context being felt by Muslims themselves – the sanctity of the
text and the emotions that evokes are being subjected to subtle but
substantial change. The impact on the status of the Qur<ån through
its manifestation in an electronic form is still being absorbed by
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Muslims, with questions regarding the need for purity in interacting
with a digital Qur<ån and the problem of the impermanence of the
image of the text when it displays on a screen being grappled with
by those whose frame of reference remains the memorized and recited
text. Online fatwås often try to address such questions. For example,
among the rulings provided at Islamicity.com, special attention is paid
to whether or not one must be in a ritually pure state when reading
the Qur<ån on the internet (or, for that matter, from a CD); the answer
provided is that it is not required – because this is not the same as 
a tangible, physical text – but that it is desirable to maintain purity
while interacting with the text regardless of the form it is in. However,
one should certainly avoid taking tapes, CDs and computer versions
of the Qur<ån into a bathroom when using the toilet. Encountering
the recited Qur<ån by hearing it play as a background track at a
website also raises questions; this practice of web design is deter-
mined to be objectionable because those encountering the recited
Qur<ån in such a context would not necessarily pay the appropriate
attention to the recitation given that the purpose of their visit to the
website would presumably be to another end. 

A significant transformation in interaction with classical religious
texts is to be noted due to their move to electronic format. Such texts
are now fully searchable electronically. Given that it is not always
predictable where a Quranic word or idea may be treated within a
work of exegesis, for example, having a full text which is searchable
for individual words suggests a major transformation in investiga-
tive methods on every level. We witness in this use of technology 
what has already been recognized as the fundamental transformation
of knowledge in global terms, but it still needs to be remarked specif-
ically within this context: this is a wholesale change in access to
knowledge which alters fundamental aspects of exegetical procedure.
As was observed earlier, one of the presuppositions of the entire
method of classical Muslim exegesis is the cumulative nature of the
enterprise and how the person involved within the process needs to
be immersed not just in the Qur<ån itself but in the world of tafs•r
literature, in grammar, in lexicography and so forth. The authority of
one’s pronouncements on meaning is intimately tied to one’s ability
to be able to cite cross-references, authorities, information, rules 
and opinions. Such abilities demand training, dedication, intelligence
and acumen. This is what electronic access and searchability truly
transforms.

As is well known, the internet is also an extremely active venue
for modern polemics. Websites such as “Islamic Awareness” and
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“Answering Islam” abound with tracts on the Qur<ån from the Muslim
and Christian perspectives respectively. These are resources to which
the unwary are drawn and to which the convinced contribute. The
very sophistication of such sites is both their appeal and their danger
in their glossing over of critical questions while asserting the veracity
of what they claim on the authority of established academic scholar-
ship. The internet has also fostered intra-Muslim polemic, with
Iranian websites being very active in providing Ithnå >Ashar• Imåm•
interpretations of the Qur<ån and Saudi Arabian sites promoting a
conservative Salaf• view. The group known as “The Submitters,”
based in the United States and following notions promulgated by
Rashad Khalifa in relationship to the Qur<ån (especially the role of
the number nineteen), have garnered much greater attention as a result
of their presence on the web than would otherwise have been the
case. The internet can thus be a place for the creation of community
of like minds, but it can also be a place for the aggravation of contem-
porary contention, strife and disagreement. 

Islamic identity and politics

In contemporary Muslim life much attention is given to the attempt
to implement Islamic ideals within society in general. This may be
summarized generally as the impact of Islam upon politics, although
its basis in Islam is in the field of law. Primarily associated with the
Islamists’ totalist vision, the idea that Islam “encompasses all of 
life” has become the central pivot for political aspirations. Religion
also becomes a political tool in this framework, as in the frequent
charge that Islam is used by many political leaders simply to justify
change and to keep the masses quiet. Here it is a matter of the social
use of Islamic symbols rather than the personal use of them.45 It is
here, then, that we realize that Islam as a faith in the modern world
has two faces: the personal, ever-searching and flexible, and the 
institutional, firm and imperialistic.46

The background to this search for the public, political face of Islam
may best be considered in the light of the growth of secularism, espe-
cially as promulgated by governments in countries which identify
themselves as constituted by a majority Muslim population. Secularism
exists in many different forms in these countries, but it always mani-
fests itself in those who argue for Islam in the modern world as a 
purely religious phenomenon without political force, an argument
which allows for massive social reorganization without having to take
the full Islamic factor into account. The extreme form of this is 
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radical secularism as was found in mid-twentieth-century Albania
where the aim had been to replace all of Islam. This is, therefore, not
an Islamic example as such, although the people involved were
Muslims by heritage and they were seeking a way to live within the
modern world. More common is the type of secularism found in Turkey
where there is a total separation of religion from politics and public
life as a whole. Mustafa Kemal Atatürk (1881–1938) was the Turkish
nationalist leader responsible for much of the character of that coun-
try as it is today. After leading the drive to expel the Greeks from
Turkey after the First World War, he moved the country towards offi-
cial secularism, best typified symbolically by the change in the way
Turkish was written: the Arabic script which had been used for five
centuries under the Ottomans was abandoned and replaced by the Latin
alphabet, modified slightly to account for certain peculiarities of
Turkish. The suppression of Islamic legal and educational institutions,
and the outlawing of mystical Í¥f• groups were other steps in the
removal of religion from the apparatus of the state. While certain ele-
ments of these positions have been modified in recent years with the
back-and-forth movement of the parties in power and the continuing
significant role of the armed forces, Turkey remains firmly secularist
even while certain Islamic symbols become ever more prominent. 

Islam in officially secular countries is replaced on an ideological
level – that is, as the system of thought which orients and interprets
an individual’s life within society – by nationalism, capitalism or
socialism. Other cited examples of secularism are seen in the multi-
faith system found in Indonesia and Muslim secularism as in the
Egypt of the 1970s where religion (or Islam specifically) had a role
and a standing politically but was not the full basis of the society.
The evidence for this may be seen in the way in which law codes
were implemented and adopted. While the Muslim religious legal
code, the shar•>a, was replaced in secular countries by other law
codes, in each instance the dividing line between religious and secular
varies, especially when compared to Euro-American models of secu-
larism as, for example, in the religious control of divorce and
marriage. One other way in which secularism is characterized is by
the state control of all religions. Secularism has been used to cham-
pion progress and also to enhance unity in countries, especially where
there are significant non-Muslim minorities. This, it is said, has been
the most important factor in pushing countries such as Egypt and
Indonesia towards official secularism.

It is against this background that the emergence or resurgence of
Islam as a political force manifest in the Islamist groups must be seen.
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Starting in the 1970s, Islam thrust itself into world headlines with the
revolution in Iran, the assassination of Anwar Sadat, the killings 
in Algeria, the Taliban in Afghanistan, the American invasion of
Kuwait, September 11 2001 and al-Qaeda, and the war in Iraq. The
heritage of this resurgence goes back much further, of course, but the
modern movements have had a particular focus upon the presence of
Islam as a political identity and have created their own ideologies
suitable to the context of today.

The continuing pressure of the Islamists has led to an uneasy balance
in many countries. Governments are using Islam to a greater extent,
while cracking down on the more radical aspects of the Islamist groups.
In recent years, some have spoken of a “post-Islamist” mood emerg-
ing among many people,47 because of the significant re-emergence of
Islam as a factor in established political parties, which has undermined
the need for the more moderate (and generally accepted) aspects of
the Islamist agenda. This has been accomplished through a govern-
mental appeal to Islam as the social basis of legal statutes, while being
accompanied by a careful limiting of the realms in which the Islamic
shar•>a is to be implemented.48 To those in power, this often makes 
a good deal of pragmatic sense, since the difficulties in determining
how the shar•>a can give guidance on current issues such as gun
control, import duties and industrial monopolies are well understood.
Discussion of such issues by Islamists has produced a number of 
responses, for example that the shar•>a is designed for a “minimal”
government (as in the platform of Óasan al-Turåb• in the Sudan) 
or that one may weigh the rulings of the shar•>a against the greater
interests of the country (as in the platform of Ayatollah Khomeini 
in Iran). 

The rise of an Islamic political consciousness and the resultant 
wish for participation within the political system among a good
portion of the general Muslim populace have had their own rami-
fications. While such political movements may have started with
numerically insignificant groups of people, the rise of mass higher
education and the emergence of inexpensive means of mass communi-
cations have produced the desire and the opportunity for many more
people to become involved.49 This rise in participation has had the
effect of producing a significantly fractured voice within the Islamist
movement: the greater the number of people involved, the greater the
number of opinions. Because of this, it has become difficult, if not
impossible, to say that such a “movement” actually exists in any 
real sense. Consequently, governments have been able to use their
authority to fill the resultant lack of Islamist unity. 
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The challenge of diversity

Along with the impact of modern technology and the changing 
face of communications in the world today has come an even greater 
challenge to Muslims in the twenty-first century, which may be
summed up by simple reference to keywords: Taliban, al-Qaeda, jihåd,
September 11, Islamic terrorism. The significance of all of these
aspects of the modern world lies not in what they say about the char-
acter of Islam itself – for the movements themselves are on the peri-
phery of anything that could claim to be Islamic – but rather for the
crisis of identity which they have created for Muslims. 

The events of the twenty-first century have aggravated the fractures
which were so apparent within the Muslim community as it evolved
in the twentieth century. The pressures of terrorism and the war in
Iraq on Muslim identity and self-conception have forced the lines
between Muslim groups to be exacerbated and have created a situa-
tion in which talk of Muslim “communities” in the plural becomes 
a much more accurate description of reality.

The moral dilemmas of the past remain as vital as ever. The dis-
cussions from the formative period concerning who is and who is not
a Muslim become as pressing as ever. The sense of the responsibil-
ity of the individual Muslim for the state of the Muslim community
and the state of the world proves as overwhelming today as it did for
the Khawårij in the early centuries, Ibn Taymiyya in the thirteenth
century or Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb in the eighteenth century. This may
be illustrated by looking at a version of “The Things Which Nullify
Islam” associated with Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb discussed in Chapter 11,
and now circulated widely in English and in Arabic on the internet
under the title “Ten Things Which Nullify One’s Islam” with author-
ship credited to the Saudi cleric Shaykh >Abd al >Az•z ibn >Abd
Allåh ibn Båz.50 Ibn Båz was born in 1912 in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia;
blind from the age of twenty, he was appointed as Vice-Chancellor
of the Islamic University of Medina in 1961, and Chancellor of the
University of Medina in 1970. In 1992, he was appointed the official
muft• of Saudi Arabia, responsible for expounding the Islamic law
and providing fatwås, “legal opinions,” when needed. Ibn Båz was
also appointed to the Saudi posts of presidency of the Committee of
Senior Scholars and the presidency of the Administration for Scientific
Research and Legal Rulings. He continued to hold other posts until
his death in 1999.

The eighteenth-century version of the document attributed to Ibn
>Abd al-Wahhåb may be compared with this late twentieth-century
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one in order to display the changing concerns of Islam in the modern
world when it is a matter of upholding the principles of the religion
while adhering to the same exacting standards of moral behaviour 
as in the past and asserting the ability to judge the performance of
one’s fellow Muslim. Such a position is a strident, activist one; 
its tone emphasizes the potential for fractures within the community
of Muslims as it makes clear that some self-declared Muslims are
really unbelievers.

At the beginning of the document,51 Ibn Båz adopts a proof text
with a more apocalyptic tone and changes the examples in order to
take the emphasis away from the ritual of animal slaughter as Ibn
>Abd al-Wahhåb had it, by restating the point as follows: 

“Truly, whosoever sets up partners with God, then God has
forbidden the Garden for him, and the Fire will be his abode.
And for the wrongdoers there are no helpers.” [Qur<ån 5/72]
Calling upon the dead, asking their help, or offering them gifts
or sacrifices are all forms of shirk [ascribing partners to God].

When dealing Muslims who might not consider polytheists to 
be unbelievers, Ibn Båz makes it explicit that these categories can
include Jews and Christians. He also clarifies a point of classical
Muslim discussion by adding that Muslims should also not believe
that it is possible that such people will enter paradise. The text then
goes into an extended discussion of the status of Jews and Christians
because of their disbelief in Mu˙ammad, providing the Catholic and
Protestant view of the doctrine of the Trinity which is cited as contrary
to the explicit statement of Qur<ån 5/73 (“Those who say that God is
the third of three and not that of gods there is only the one God,
disbelieve”), and the Orthodox view of the divinity of Jesus deemed
contrary to Qur’an 5/72 (“Those who say that the messiah, the son
of Mary, is God, disbelieve”). The Jews already declared their non-
belief by rejecting Jesus as reflected in Qur<ån 3/52 (“When Jesus
came to know of their disbelief, he said, ‘Who will be my helpers
towards God?’ The disciples said, ‘We are the helpers of God. We
believe in God and we bear witness that we have submitted [become
Muslims].’”). Ibn Båz is obviously far more concerned with the 
Euro-American-Israeli threat to Islam than Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb.52

Dealing with challenges to the notion of the perfection of the
shar•>a, Ibn Båz extends the matter extensively by citing three exam-
ples (listed as 1, 2 and 3 below). The following items are all deemed
ways of violating Islam:
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1 To believe that systems and laws made by human beings are better
than the shar•>a of Islam; for example, saying that the Islamic
system is not suitable for the twentieth century; or that Islam 
is the cause of the backwardness of the Muslims; or that Islam is
a relationship between God and the Muslim that should not 
interfere in other aspects of life. 

All of the specific example listed under this point have been common
refrains of Modernists in Islam since the nineteenth century. The
rejection of the privatization of Islam in the Protestant Christian mode
is especially telling and represents a rejection not only of modern
tendencies and debates over civil society, but also of the heritage of
taqiyya, a doctrine associated with Sh•>• Islam that allows for the
hiding of the outward manifestation of one’s religion in face of
oppression.

2 To say that enforcing the punishments prescribed by God, such
as cutting off the hand of the thief or the stoning of an adulterer,
is not suitable for this day and age. 

3 To believe that it is permissible to give a rule based on some-
thing God did not reveal when dealing with commercial trans-
actions or matters of law, punishments or other affairs. Although
one may not believe such things to be superior to the shar•>a, in
effect such a stance is affirmed by declaring a thing which God
has prohibited, such as adultery, drinking alcohol or usury, to be
permissible. According to the consensus of the Muslims, one who
declares such things to be permissible is an unbeliever. 

When dealing with “ridiculing” Islam, Ibn Båz speaks of making fun
of God, Mu˙ammad, any aspect of the law (including trimming beards,
wearing full-length clothes, wearing the burqa, protecting women
from exposure to other men, using a siwåk as a toothbrush), or those
who uphold the traditions of Islam. 

Ibn Båz has updated Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb. The concerns of the 
late twentieth century are clear. The ghost of Salman Rushdie, for
example, lurks behind a number of the statements, especially when
the matter of the possibility of apostasy comes up; Ibn Båz declares
that any Muslim who believes that it is possible for someone to leave
Islam is himself or herself an unbeliever. The existence of Israel is
reflected in the renewed emphasis on the Jews, and theological
disputes with the Christians revivified from the Middle Ages are clear
in the discussions around the doctrine of the Trinity. The rejection of
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the modern conception of the notion of religion as an internal matter
and the rejection of modern animosity to certain religious symbols
are clearly conveyed. As an aside, note should be made of the impact
of translation in the move from an Arabic-reading audience to an
English one and the influence of the worldwide context of the internet
in producing a softening of some aspects of Ibn Båz’s statement
(which remains recognizably strident even in its more polite English
version as circulated electronically).

Examination of such theological debates allows us some modest
insights into the complexities of the situation. Times of crisis in Islamic
history have been marked by tensions between Muslims regarding
membership in their community. A threat to the unity and stability of
the community, widely felt and deeply perceived, tends to provoke 
a spirit of Islamic renewal which has been, in some of its mani-
festations, oriented towards a strict delimitation of the boundaries of
Islamic identity. The Wahhåb• movement is one such tendency and
that continues today in the Salaf• movement in Saudi Arabia. The pres-
sures are there – the threat of people leaving Islam, especially due 
to the attractions of the world around – and the desire to be able to
tell friend from foe becomes more critical. There are definite authori-
tarian aspects to these proclamations and those who support them are
firm in their belief that they are correct. That violence may erupt in
such a situation is, unfortunately, a reality. That may clearly be seen
in the career of Osama bin Laden whose criticisms of the Saudi
government are trenchant but whose notions of Islamic moral purity
clearly fit within the conservative tendencies of Arabian Islam. There
is, of course, nothing uniquely Islamic about authoritarian responses
emerging in a situation of authoritarian repression. 

It is the absoluteness contained in such documents and attitudes
that mark the nature of this approach to Islam. The struggle for the
definition of the relationship between Islam and the state, and to estab-
lish the state’s responsibility to maintain an Islamic culture and ethos
has led, as Shirin Ebadi, the Nobel Peace Prize winner for 2003, put
it, to the emergence throughout the Islamic world of “state religion”
rather than “religious states.”53 The defence of Islam becomes a
vehicle for the oppression of the population and results in the emer-
gence of a notion (popular at least in the Euro-American press) that
Islam and human rights are incompatible. Stories emerge from Iran,
for example, of “vigilante groups” bursting into Tehran dormitories
and homes searching for VCRs and satellite-TV receivers to smash,
attacking couples holding hands in the street, and burning down
movie theatres. They are storming into restaurants in search of women
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wearing their scarves too loosely. According to such reports, the
command to enforce Islamic social values is fiercely enacted by these
groups who seem to have no doubts about the answer to the ques-
tion, “Am I my brother’s keeper?”, as the age-old debate rages on
over commanding right and forbidding wrong all around them.

Identity in the modern context

The interpretation of Islamic ritual and political activities illustrates
the tension which would seem to be present in some of the con-
ceptualizations of Islam today. Bringing the personal and the institu-
tional together in a rapidly moving world of conflicting interests
seems beyond most discussions, and when they do occur, they often
take on the air of unreality, as, for example, in the treatment of
“Islamic economics” or “Islamic ways of knowing.” Underlying them
all are the basic motifs already noted in discussions of the place of
Mu˙ammad and the Qur<ån: anti-supernaturalism, an accommodation
with science, a debate over legal provisions versus moral imperatives.
The presentations of Islam often seem to be on the defensive: Muslim
activities are seen as the final barrier of the individual against moder-
nity. It is not surprising, then, that for many Muslims, ritual has
assumed the keystone of their self-identity as Muslim. It should not
be forgotten, however, that for many Muslims this resurgence or
added emphasis on ritual is a feature only of those alienated from
their Islamic roots anyway. The integration of Muslim life in the 
more rural parts of the Muslim world continues as it ever has and
may well continue in that manner for many generations to come.54
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Part VI

Re-visioning Islam
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16 Feminism’s Islam

The main focus of the examination of the modern period thus far has
been the intellectual discussions conducted in Muslim circles over
the past two centuries which have attempted to enunciate an under-
standing of the basis of Islam in its contemporary context. Certainly,
not all Muslims have taken part in the actual discussion of these 
issues sketched earlier, but they all do, in fact, have a position on
them, whether they enunciate it or not. How the Qur<ån is to be under-
stood and how Mu˙ammad is to be conceived are the hermeneutical
fundamentals upon which Islam is based, and even those who simply
follow what has “always” been thought on these topics are taking a
position within the debate. Furthermore, it is clear that some of the
discussions taking place today have had a profound impact upon the
face of Islam as a whole, not only in its intellectual and ideological
formulations, but also in its practical ramifications, as may be seen
in the modern discussions surrounding ritual activities and politics.

No doubt, Muslims as individuals are far more concerned with the
implementation of their religion as a vital part of their lives than they
are with the theoretical understanding of the underpinnings of their
faith. Islam is a “simple” religion, says a popular phrase in Islamist
circles, and it is not in need of these intellectual discussions. And yet
the point remains that the basic principles which surround the intel-
lectual conceptualization of the fundamental elements of Islam – the
Qur<ån and Mu˙ammad – make their mark even in the basic aspects
of modern Muslim daily life, despite these claims. One area in which
this may be demonstrated revolves around the discussions dealing
with women’s place in modern Islam, especially as this reflects further
issues concerning the entire structure of Muslim society. In fact, it is
in tangling with this concern that many thinkers believe that the tradi-
tional face of Islam will encounter its greatest challenge and from
where new visions of what Islam might be in the future will emerge.
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Obviously enough, women comprise about 50 per cent of all
Muslims. While all Muslims, male and female, would agree that Islam
stands for and aspires to a single religion regardless of the gender of
the adherent, the sociological facts speak otherwise. Islamic society
has both encouraged and allowed specifically female modes of reli-
giosity within the overall framework of the religion. This is the result
of a number of factors which could be termed both negative and 
positive. The exclusion of women from the power structures of insti-
tutionalized Islam, along with the specific religious requirements for
women, has jointly brought about specific female-oriented ramifica-
tions. Islamic law, with its enunciated roots firmly in the Qur<ån, has
instituted a social system based upon the presumption of an extended
family grouping within a patriarchal system. This has existed, quite
successfully, in creative tension with the notion of the Muslim umma,
the community within which all are one under their relationship to
God. Within that overall social system with its assigned roles for
women, certain women-focused religious activities have emerged.
Feminists would say that women have sought to build a world to
replace the one from which they have been excluded.1

The modern age has had a severe impact upon the social system
of Islam, as has already been noted several times. At the same time,
the place of the family within that social system remains central to
much of the sense of Muslim identity.2 Not surprisingly, therefore,
issues of women in the context of the family receive what might be
considered a disproportionate amount of attention in the discussions
of Islam in the modern context. This focus on women is not neces-
sarily an apologetic response to the pressures of the day, nor is it
necessarily “anti-Islamic” to focus upon it as is sometimes suggested.
Family roles have always been fundamental elements of Islamic iden-
tity, and thus women’s issues are central. Furthermore, the question
of women’s roles in society is an enormous problem at the present
time for a number of reasons. The traditional assumptions about the
way in which family life is structured are being questioned daily, not
simply by intellectuals and Western-educated individuals, but by the
urban masses as well. The transition from rural to urban society,
resulting in overcrowded cities, mass transit, poverty, unemployment
and all the other characteristics of modern life, has meant a severe
disruption in the roles played within the family. Education has also
exaggerated the problem, not just by creating a reflective group of
people who recognize that knowledge is power (only to have that
insight rendered meaningless frequently by their failure to achieve
any significant social power despite their education), but also by 
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radically changing the social structure. Both men and women have
tended in recent times to delay marriage while education was being
undertaken. This has resulted in the emergence of a group of people
not even contemplated in the traditional Islamic social system: unmar-
ried adolescents. The prime focal points of a jurist’s social system
are the female child and the married woman.3

Therefore, the question emerges for Muslims of every persuasion:
what is to be done to make Islam relevant and even helpful in this
new situation? It is the discord felt between modernity and the tradi-
tional religious forms that is stimulating the need for change. It is not
that accusations are necessarily being made that Islam is somehow
“at fault,” but rather that attempts are being made to draw on tradi-
tional religious resources to find the answers for today. Islam has
functioned, through its divinely authorized social system, to provide
identity for its members by drawing the social boundaries of indi-
vidual existence in relationship to other members. Under the pressures
of today, the identity provided is no longer commensurate with the
aspirations of some people, many of whom are women; or, at least,
the straightforward answers of the past no longer prove sufficient in
responding to modern questioning. The issue of women, then, is one
which displays, in a very vital form, the implications of the intellec-
tual debates which have been discussed earlier and suggests, in some
of its ideas, an emerging new vision of what Islam as a social system
and even as a “religion” might be in the future.

Traditional patterns of women’s religion

In practice, women have been excluded from substantial areas of
Islamic ritual. Menstruation, while not implying a ritual contagion 
in Islam (for “pollution” does not get transmitted from one person to
another in Islamic thinking), serves as a barrier to ritual performance
for the woman concerned. Thus, while men have nothing to fear from
women being present at prayer, the ritual status of a woman would
be on communal view if her attendance at public worship, for
example, were to be required whenever she was able to attain a ritu-
ally pure state. Islam, therefore, instituted what might be termed a
paternalism, generally excluding women from public performance of
the daily prayer for the benefit of their privacy. Other reasons for this
exclusion are frequently proffered, especially within apologetic pre-
sentations of Islam. Women prove a distraction to men at prayer,
some claim, not allowing the believers to concentrate fully upon the
divine; praying separately is therefore advantageous for both genders.
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In addition, women have other responsibilities within the family struc-
ture which preclude their participation in regularly scheduled events;
this explanation for different ritual requirements according to the
gender of the believer is also common in Jewish apologetics.

The result of this separation has not been the establishment of 
rival female institutions in which women may perform their rituals
separately. Rather, in many places in the Muslim world, specific
popular religious practices often associated with mysticism and saint
worship (something which many Muslim reformers have targeted 
as “non-Islamic”) have emerged, activities which exist outside the
male-dominated institutionalized forms of Islam. Such cults are seen
to have provided women with a sense of solidarity and independence
from men. The magical aspects of this worship, manifested in trances,
vows and oaths, are viewed as powerful tools in the relationship
between men and women. Fear is often seen to be instilled in men
because, through their wives’ activities in these saint cults, power is
believed to be held over a man’s virility and fertility.4

Another popular Islamic institution, resulting from the legal insti-
tution of ritual cleansing and from the practicalities of society, is the
public bath. Here, women gather within the intimacy of their own
gender and participate in social circles beyond their own kin group-
ing. Observers have noted that women emerge with a significant form
of power from this structure because they are able to move between
family groupings in these contexts to a far greater extent than men
are able in male-oriented situations. The “inside track” on social,
political and economic movement is available to women, frequently
then to be shared with their husbands within the confines of their own
homes, a factor of some value in domestic power arrangements.

Seclusion

Seclusion of women has become the most firmly lodged image of
Islamic society in the Western popular imagination. That is an image
which reflects a reality and a basic principle of the Islamic social
system, although the precise form which it takes varies with geo-
graphical location (and implied cultural differences), social status and
a variety of other factors. The honour of the family is what is tradi-
tionally seen to be at stake, although this is critiqued frequently by
pointing out that it is the male sense of honour which is being
protected on the assumption of a female tendency towards indepen-
dence and uncontrolled sexuality which must be restrained. Behaviour
of the female is therefore to be controlled to preserve the male honour.
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The word used to refer to this seclusion varies: ˙ijåb and purdah
both refer to a principle which frequently becomes manifest in the
clothing of women which is expressed more accurately in contem-
porary terms as al-ziyy al-Islåm•, Islamic modest dress, and denotes
a covering of the hair and an obscuring of the shape of the body.
Seclusion as a whole is an ideal aspired to but which cannot always
be afforded. For women in total seclusion, servants are required in
order to run errands; this was, and is, beyond the means of many
families. As well, in the modern world, it is often easier for a woman
to find a job to provide a source of income for her family than it is
for an uneducated man to do so; this means that a woman will, of
necessity, be thrust into society outside the home. In rural societies,
the restrictions on the movement of women were always of little
consequence; the family, within which a woman has no restrictions,
was seen to extend throughout the village and thus freedom of move-
ment (required for women to participate in agricultural tasks and so
forth) created no difficulty.

The concept of seclusion has produced a great deal of debate in
Islam, with some people stating that seclusion is not a part of the reli-
gion, and others saying that it is. As is frequently the case, this is as
much a matter of definition of words as anything else. The total veiling
of women – taken as a way of implementing a “movable seclusion”
– is not stated as a requirement in the Qur<ån and, on that basis, is
often suggested to be simply a cultural trait and not a part of Islam.
Such is true only, however, if attention is paid to the outer form of
clothing alone. Veiling is, in fact, the logical (although, strictly speak-
ing, perhaps not necessary) outgrowth of various Quranic statements
taken to their limits. Full veiling institutes the Islamic attitude towards
social interactions between men and women in its fullest degree, 
in a manner that ensures that violations are extremely difficult. Of
course, why this specific issue – the seclusion of women – should be
the one that Islamic jurists took to such an extreme formulation as
compared to other aspects of Islamic law may well be questioned.
Overall, however, one of the implications of the symbolism which
seclusion suggests is that women are conceived to have power while
needing (in the male view, it would seem) to being restrained at the
same time.5

In terms of legal standing in the Islamic system, women’s rank,
logically enough, reflects the assumptions of the social structure. This
is how it should be, after all; a social system is unlikely to function
well if the confines of that system do not allow a group of people to
assert the status which the system grants. Thus the Qur<ån establishes
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that the testimony of two women is required to equal that of one man
(Qur<ån 2/282). The portion of a woman’s inheritance is less than 
that of a man (Qur<ån 4/11). Divorce is allowable upon the woman’s
instigation only for a set number of reasons, whereas a man needs
no specific pretext at all. A great deal of concern is displayed over 
establishing the lineage of children: while men are free to remarry
after divorce, women must wait (while being supported by their ex-
spouse) to see if they are pregnant. The male rules the house in all
matters. The religion of the male is presumed to be the religion of
the entire household; thus a Muslim male may marry a Jewish or
Christian woman, but a Muslim female may marry only another
Muslim (Qur<ån 5/6). A man may marry up to four wives at a time,
but a woman may marry only one husband. Discipline (Qur<ån 4/34)
and sex (Qur<ån 2/223) are the prerogatives of the male to which the
female is subject.

There is a sense conveyed in the Quranic statements which suggests
that women will not wish to cooperate in society and will need to be
coerced. For example, that a woman must wait a certain period after
divorce or after becoming a widow in case she should be pregnant
so that paternity may be firmly established would seem necessary
only on the assumption that a woman would wish to hide relevant
information about her sexual liaisons. Additionally, Fatima Mernissi
has argued that Islam is based not on the misogyny which charac-
terizes Western society, but on the fear of heterosexuality.6 Mernissi’s
view is echoed by other writers, for example in the fiction of Alifa
Rifaat.7 The women of these short stories, poignantly illustrated by
the unnamed woman of the title story Distant View of a Minaret, at
first seem to crave for more love and life and yet they are constantly
disappointed by their male companions. As a result, they find their
only solace in performing the worship of God within the context of
female religious practices.

It might be possible to invert Mernissi’s argument and say that this
guarded attitude towards sex is precisely what is appropriate. The
Islamic social system is set so that women will not distract men from
worship and are themselves then forced to worship for their own
comfort. But the objection would remain that this had been accom-
plished at the price of the full humanness of both genders. If it is
thought that the purpose of religion in general, and Islam specifically,
is to allow the achievement of that humanness, then the existence of
a problem will be felt.
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Modern demands

“Equality” has become a catchword worldwide when speaking of
women’s issues. The concept is slippery, however, and needs a clear
definition in order to be able to anchor an analysis. In most cautious
feminist discussions, equality does not mean “sameness,” as some
opponents might try to suggest in their attempts to trivialize the issues.
Equality refers to the potentiality of humanness, a self-determination
for “life options.” These are issues of opportunities, not roles. The
experience of gender is the most prominent aspect in the discussions
of the issue. The social process of the internalization of gender is
seen to determine the limits in the achievement of humanness which,
it is suggested, we are all entitled to. There is, in Judaeo-Christian-
Muslim society in general, a relationship between power and gender,
and gender internalization is a means of control to the advantage of
patriarchy; gender roles and the control involved thereby serve to the
advantage of the already established prerogatives of the male in
society. Mernissi summarizes this aspect of the problem of being a
woman: “Why can’t I stroll peacefully in the alleys of the Medina?”8

That is, the very fact of being a woman in society limits the activi-
ties which she might wish to undertake, and these activities are ones
which men take for granted in their lives.

Another term frequently used in discussions about women is
“status,” but that, too, is rather evasive conceptually. “Status” fre-
quently seems to imply that there are some given categories into which
social roles may be categorized and that these may be used to com-
pare social functions. This, however, ignores the fact that different
social systems reflect different assumptions; looking only at some-
thing called “status,” therefore, views only the superficial manifesta-
tions of a social system and not its underlying structure, which would
seem to be far more of a key to understanding.

Notably, a great deal of the analysis of gender structure is not
specific to Islam itself, but to patriarchy in general as a worldwide
phenomenon. And Islam’s assumptions certainly reflect a patriarchy
within its society. Thus, from some points of view, Islam has not
allowed the possibilities for women which it has for men; if the social
system of Islam reflects the best possible solution for all, then why
is it that a woman cannot stroll around Medina, to repeat Mernissi’s
phrase? “Inferiority,” a popular idea of what the complaint of women
is all about when it comes to discussion of their status, really misses
the point. Mernissi argues that the issue is really one of subjugation.
That is, society does not reflect ideological positions regarding
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women which are necessary to its functioning as such, but rather
reflects assumptions about power structures.

The idea of the complementarity of the genders is often used in
talking about the Islamic understanding of the roles of men and women
in society; the concept is especially popular in Islamist circles whose
approach to the Qur<ån necessitates the continuation of legal differ-
entiation between men and women. Women have their role to play in
society as mothers and homemakers, while men shoulder the respon-
sibilities for maintenance of the family in financial ways. The question
from this position is not one of “subjugation” or “inferiority,” but
rather “natural order” reflected in the concept “equal though different.”

The complementarity notion suggests that women want and need
to be isolated in society and do not wish to play a more active role
in the world at large; this, the theory suggests, is “natural.”

The function of the husband and wife are quite distinct, and each
is entrusted with the functions which are best suited for his or
her nature. The Qur<ån says that God has made man and woman
to excel each other in certain respects. The man excels the woman
in constitution and physique, which is capable of bearing greater
hardships and facing greater dangers than the physique of woman.
On the other hand, the woman excels the man in the qualities of
love and affection. Nature, for her own purpose of helping in the
growth of creation, has endowed the female among men, as well
as the lower animals, with the quality of love to a much higher
degree than the male. Hence there is a natural division as between
man and woman of the main work which is to be carried on for
the progress of humanity. Man is suited to face the hard strug-
gles of life on account of his stronger physique; woman is suited
to bring up the children because of the preponderance of the
quality of love in her. The duty of the maintenance of the family
has therefore been entrusted to the man, and the duty of bringing
up the children to the woman. And each is vested with authority
suited to the function with which he or she is entrusted. Hence
it is that men are spoken of as being the maintainers of women
and women as “rulers over the household and the children.”9

Furthermore, any of the so-called restrictions on women resulting
from this assessment of the situation are argued to be for the benefit
of women themselves, and are seen to be based upon the differences
in nature between men and women, differences which are, after all,
at the bottom of any assertion about complementary roles.
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Possessors of beauty are comparatively few in number, and the
natural course of life changes the appearance of those and renders
them homely. When women without the veil mingle with men,
the favourable attention of the latter will be drawn only to beau-
tiful women and charming young girls. Naturally unattractive
women would be considered undesirable, and this would result
in their being cut off from society and companionship. This would
mean, on the one hand, a decrease in the population and, on the
other hand, since men are not always able to procure beautiful
wives, that their attention would be drawn to handsome children.
Therefore if one looks at this question from the standpoint of
reason and justice, he will see that the veil prevents corruption.10

Objectors to the theory of complementarity note that it is based upon
an idea of men and women having antagonistic wills such that the two
genders need to be separated into different spheres of competence,
since, it would appear to be fundamentally assumed, they could never
cooperate. These assumptions, however, are cultural constructs accord-
ing to feminist critiques; they are ideas which are designed to preserve
male power and to control female power, and, implicitly at least, 
have become embedded in the Qur<ån and the sunna. Interestingly, the
Islamic view of society according to this vision of complementarity 
is based upon a strong notion of women’s power which must be
restrained.11 It is, therefore, a part of the double notion that pervades
gender construction in Islamic society (and perhaps generally): woman
as powerful along with woman as needing to be dominated. There is
a further irony and a contradiction involved in this. Women achieve
a secure sense of gender identity through restrictive and oppressive
controls over their being (and especially their sexuality); the very con-
trols which are imposed have the result of identifying women strongly
as women.12

Islamic answers

Most writings by Muslim women on Islam and the “issue” of women
emphasize that the problem is, in fact, not a religious one; religion
is the answer, not the problem or the source, according to these
authors.13 Religion, as found in the Qur<ån and the sunna, provides
a definition of the “natural order” of things and the proper imple-
mentation of this will lead to the satisfaction of all people – men and
women – in society.
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One very popular expression of this, a traditional one in Christianity
also, is to see the husband in relationship to his family as a mirror of
the relationship between God and humanity.14 This is a cosmic reflec-
tion, then, of the natural order of things, which is also echoed in the
biological differences between men and women: woman as nurturer,
man as aggressor. The basis for this is, of course, to be found in the
divine affirmation that two genders have been created – not one, but
two. If God had intended each human being to have been capable 
of all dimensions of life, he would have created only one gender.
Furthermore, Muslim apologists point out, women are not burdened
by the biblical image of being the source of evil because, in the Qur<ån,
the story of Adam and Eve does not reflect those ideas in its retelling.
Likewise, the “gender” of God is not an issue. Arabic only has two
grammatical genders and their separation is, to a large extent, arbi-
trary. The fact that the noun for God is grammatically masculine does
not reflect, according to this view, any pre-eminence of the male. This
kind of apologetic trend dominates the discussions and there seems
to be little evidence of any attempt at a feminist theological vision of
Islam. The questions may well be broached at some point in the future:
what would it mean, for example, for all people, male and female, to
be members of a community of Muslimåt (that is, the feminine plural
of Muslim, itself the singular masculine form) rather than the
Muslim¥n, as it is now expressed in the masculine plural form?
Writers such as Riffat Hassan15 come the closest to raising such issues,
but this is generally done in academic circles and even then does not
lack the apologetic tendency. It may well be, however, that women
writers will emerge, writing in Arabic, Persian or Urdu, who do not
feel the same needs to challenge “Western misunderstanding” about
Islam, and who will start to define a female theological vision.16

The use of the past

The most frequent observation made, rarely without patronizing over-
tones, is that the “status of women” given in the Qur<ån is a vast
improvement over that of the pre-Islamic period. Before Mu˙ammad,
female children were subject to infanticide, women were the posses-
sions of men without any rights, and so forth. “In the days of
Ignorance, it was common among women to freely mix [in] public.
They exposed any part whatsoever of their [bodies] to the public gaze.
It was not considered indecent or immoral.”17 The coming of Islam
empowered women, to the point that their legal rights exceeded 
those of European women until very recently. This view, however,
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is opposed by other writings which speak of the power and prestige
that women had in the pre-Islamic period which men, under the guise
of a (mis-)interpreted Qur<ån, have gradually removed.18 >Å<isha, the
wife of Mu˙ammad who is a frequent source of authority in ˙ad•th
and famous as a leader of a revolt in early Islamic times, is the central
role model of such perspectives.19 Even more radical approaches to
the material suggest that Islam itself was responsible for the move-
ment away from women’s power (a power sometimes even linked to
a matriarchal system) towards the present position of subjugation.20

From the perspective of a historian, it may be pointed out that all
these views are based upon selective citation of evidence. Women in
pre-Islamic Arabia may be portrayed as powerful and active, or as
tyrannized with no power, according to which facts are presented.
What must be remarked, therefore, is that all of these approaches are
attempts to remythologize society with a more productive vision. That
vision will be one which embraces the ideals of the group concerned:
for the Islamist, the “myth” of empowerment via Islam, for the femi-
nist, the “myth” of women’s potential gradually removed by men
(either as embodied in Islam or as “misinterpretation” of Islam). The
problem remains that these are myths which are easy to deconstruct.

Classical Islam itself provides a mythological picture of pre-Islamic
society, as was pointed out in Chapter 1. By Islamic definition,
jåhiliyya, the age of ignorance, is everything that Islam has come to
remove. The picture found in classical texts, therefore, of a matri-
archal society in which women played an active role is a part of the
Islamic myth itself. That is how Muslim males of the ninth and tenth
centuries pictured a society which was at its lowest point morally and
socially: women in control! This myth stands in tension with the other
aspect of the pre-Islamic mythic picture which sees Islam as providing
moral growth from the pre-Islamic period – thus the picture of the
improvement in women’s rights – but the aspect of women in this
account provides only part of the story. Rather, this myth provides a
general evaluation of the overall legal accomplishment of Islam. Each
element of Quranic law has become embedded in narrative detail as
evidence of this transformation accomplished by Islam. In a typical
development of structural myths, both aspects exist side by side, acting
to control society and justify present practice; each probably has its
origin in a specific historical situation and reflects aspirations or frus-
trations of a certain period. Their continued existence together poses
a problem only for modern historians who tend to isolate one element
from the narrative structure in the desire to create coherence out of
the historical records, and for those who wish to remythologize.
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Óijāb in the modern context

The preservation of the home as an Islamic focal point of life has
become a central defence of much of Muslim life in the modern world,
especially in geographical areas which are not predominantly Islamic.
With secular society encroaching from all sides, the home becomes
the representation of an Islamic paradise, an oasis of divinely struc-
tured society located in a context fully awash with everything Islam
rejects. Óijåb, in this mode of behaviour, becomes a home-oriented
activity. Once again, this personalization of religion may be suggested
to be both the result and the cause of this particular interpretation and
way of being Muslim. One’s own religious behaviour becomes the
most important aspect of the exercise of Islam, rather than in its
communal manifestation, and seeing its implementation as limited to
one’s own home (at least in the religion’s social implications) seems
to act as a line of defence. The possibility exists of taking the person-
alization of Islam to its fullest extent and, in the specific case of the
Islamic notion of the seclusion of women, speaking of the necessity
of the ˙ijåb of the heart as the only requirement. While such inter-
pretations certainly have a heritage in Islamic mysticism, their role
in legitimating personal behaviour in secularized society should not
be underestimated.

Inevitably, such matters have become highly politicized in contem-
porary times and it becomes difficult to extract a clear sense of the
meaning of such symbols from their overall context. Nowhere is this
more obvious than in France in early 2004 where the banning of
symbols of religion from state schools, including thus the wearing of
˙ijåb by young girls, has resulted in an additional level of complexity
for Muslim identity and for the interpretation of modern Islam. Some
have argued that the act by those outside Islam of identifying the
˙ijåb as objectionable under the guise of separation of religion and
the state has reinforced a notion among Muslims that secularism is
anti-Islamic. Those Muslims to whom the ˙ijåb was not an important
issue now see, as a result of pressure from outside, that it is signifi-
cant. Wearing ˙ijåb becomes a mark of valuing Islam rather than
secularism in a situation in which that binary opposition is presented
by those outside the religion as the only possibility. The message
seems to be that either one is a dangerous fundamentalist in ˙ijåb
or one is a lover of all things French; such is the nature of French
laïcité that it sees a religion unregulated by the state as a threat to
secularism. For Muslims in such a situation ˙ijåb is certainly not
(necessarily) a symbol of “the tyranny of fundamentalism” as those
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outside have tried to portray it, but the only possible response that is
available in order to assert one’s Muslim identity in a society which
wishes to see no external differences between people and views reli-
gion as a private matter. For women, the situation has aggravated an
already difficult one by removing the element of religious choice in
the wearing of a headscarf. Where previously this could be a debated
matter, the French law now subtly suggests that the wearing of ˙ijåb
is mandatory for Muslim women except that now it is to be frowned
upon or even considered illegal from the perspective of secular life. 

Women in the Muslim umma

An oft-quoted statement of Egyptian feminist Nawål al-Sa>dåw• is
worth repeating; she is arguing against Islamist suggestions that the
natural place for women is in the home and that corruption will occur
if women are encouraged to seek employment outside the home:

These men [who make this argument] ignore the fact that the
majority of women in Egypt (80 per cent or more) are peasants
and have never worn the veil. They leave their houses every
morning to work with a hoe in the fields or to carry loads of dung
or pails of water on their heads. Does this mean that these men
think these millions of Egyptian women have abandoned their
femininity which nature has given them, and are exposed to moral
corruption or lack of protection for their religion and honor? If
so, why have these men kept quiet? . . . Why have they not
demanded that the peasant women be protected inside the homes
and not be made to go to work in the fields?

Since we have not heard of any of them making such a
demand, does that mean that they consider these millions of
Egyptian women corrupt in their morals or lacking in femininity
or having little honor and religion? Or do they believe that femi-
ninity and honor are qualities enjoyed only by a small minority
of Egyptian women?21

Sa>dåw•’s argument brings two points to the fore. One, powerful 
feminist voices do have a presence in the Islamic world, despite 
the media presentations. Two, and more salutary, Sa>dåw• reminds
us that, in fact, for the vast proportion of Muslim women, the “crisis”
of modernity has brought a negligible effect. Islamist arguments 
are, to a large extent, phenomena of the urban centres, where social
and economic factors loom as the stimulus behind the rejection of 
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feminist argumentation regarding the place of women in society. For
women in rural areas, the Islamic social system remains intact and
coherent, rendering men and women significant social actors within
their own particular fields of control. Those fields of control, it is to
be remembered, regulate not only relations within each gender but
also between them: men and women establish power structures both
over each other and among their own same gender groupings.

The reality of the situation in the urban context cannot be denied,
however. The (re-)assertion of male authority over women, charac-
teristic of Islamism, and in many cases the assertion of the state’s
power to control women’s activities, are symptoms of economic and
social pressures resulting from the radical restructuring of society
taking place in so many areas of the Muslim world.22 The economic
roles of women in society have changed substantially and the decla-
ration of Islamists that women belong in the home is a cry of sorrow
to return to the safe values of the past as elaborated in the Qur<ån
and the sunna, where men’s economic and social roles were firmly
established. This attitude is well illustrated by the recent move in
Morocco to eradicate polygamy and raise the age of legal marriage
to eighteen from fifteen. One Islamist is quoted to have said in 
reaction: “There are men who, for physical reasons, cannot satisfy
themselves with only one wife.” A government official retorted: “In
that case they should seek treatment.”23 Overall, this is a phenom-
enon not unique to the Muslim world, of course. Nor is it only a
matter of male concern. When there are few, if any, roles for women
to play in society outside the (traditionally) prescribed ones, the 
(re-)adoption of things such as Islamic dress or the rejection of 
feminist ideology may be taken as an expression of women’s own
frustration at social and economic conditions. It is out of this 
frustration and rethinking that may yet emerge a new vision of Islam.
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17 Islam in the twenty-first
century and beyond

With the move into the twenty-first century, the question may well be
asked, what of Islam (or, indeed, religion in general) in the new mil-
lennium? Few doubt that Islam will continue to exist. Rather, it is the
variety of forms in which it will be found that is of interest. Doubtless,
the main trends which have already been sketched above will be the
most significant. Islam, however, will face challenges on a variety of
fronts, which will likely both change it and strengthen its determina-
tion in the ongoing march of human history. Some of those challenges
will come from within; others will come from without. Some of 
the modern thinkers within Islam, such as Mohammad Arkoun and
Shabbir Akhtar, who may well stimulate these new lines of thought,
have already been mentioned previously in the context of discussions
of Muslim sources of authority. Others, such as Farid Esack, who
attempts to face human problems from his own sense of Muslim iden-
tity not constrained by traditional Islamic practices,1 are just starting
to make their impact. Still others present a revolutionary Islam that
will topple existing social structures. From the outside, it is not only
the forces of creeping secularism but strident humanist voices who
pose a new challenge, along with rival religious groups. Among the
latter, it is groups whose origins are from within the Islamic milieu
that are particularly significant, since their appeal is precisely to those
familiar with Muslim claims and activities. Other religions, including
Hinduism and especially Christianity, play a major role as a challenge
to Islam as well, of course, but they fall outside the purview of this
book, although their influence is to be noted in many places.

The move outside Islam

It is a common phenomenon in religion that, if the questioning of the
authority of the past is taken far enough in the desire to be able to
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accommodate or compensate for the changes of the modern period,
there is a need for a new source of authority. This may even account
for the rise of each religion in its formative period also. Modernity,
as such, may not be the root cause of the emergence of these move-
ments, therefore, but they may stem from a very basic dislocation in
human existence. Such an understanding can be used to characterize
various offshoots of Islam in the modern period which clearly have
a modernist stance and a renewed sense of authority.

The A˙madiyya is one such group, founded by M•rzå Ghulåm
A˙mad (1835–1908) and now comprised of some four million mem-
bers.2 Ghulåm A˙mad was educated with law or government service
under the British in mind, but in 1877 he started devoting himself to
the cause of Islam. His earliest writings aim towards a revitalization
of Islam within the modernizing platform. As early as 1882, he claimed
to be the mujaddid, the “renewer” of Islam and, by 1891, had put 
forth the proclamation that he was the promised Messiah of the Muslim
community. Later, he suggested he was also an avatar of Krishna,
Jesus returned to earth, and the manifestation of Mu˙ammad. He
claimed to be a prophet in receipt of revelation, but one who was 
sent without a book of scripture or a new religion (and thus he always
asserted that he was subordinate to Mu˙ammad). His function was 
to return Islam to its proper formulation, by means of a prophetic-
revelatory authority within a messianic-eschatological context. Debate
has followed Ghulåm A˙mad, dividing both his followers and the
Muslim community as a whole, concerning both the extent of and the
validity of his claims, and the status of the finality of Mu˙ammad’s
prophethood and revelation, doctrines which are considered central 
to Islam, as it has been classically defined. For our purposes here,
however, it is sufficient to note that the A˙madiyya vests authority 
in Ghulåm A˙mad beyond that normally associated even with a
mujaddid. This was done in support of a Modernist stance, embrac-
ing modern science and many moral ideals associated with the
Enlightenment, in combination with a return to the essence of 
Islam as it is revealed in the Qur<ån and through the guidance of the
person of M•rzå Ghulåm A˙mad. For the A˙madiyya, the correct 
interpretation of Islam has been vested with the authority of revelation.

The members of the A˙madiyya proclaim themselves to be
Muslims, although in countries such as Pakistan they have been
declared outside the Islamic community and, in many places, severe
concern has been raised concerning their missionary activity, which
remains a very strong emphasis of the movement reflecting an effort
from the very beginning to counter Christian missionary activity in
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India, and is also associated with an active Qur<ån translation pro-
gramme, something generally not encouraged within more traditional
circles. The situation is quite different for the Bahá’ís who do not
wish to consider themselves Islamic but rather proclaim themselves
to be members of a new “World Faith” which supersedes Islam.

The Bahá’ís trace their origins to >Al• Mu˙ammad Sh•råz•
(1819–50) of Iran who referred to himself as the Båb, the “Gate,”
and proclaimed himself to be the returned Hidden Imåm, longed for
by the Sh•>a, and a prophet of God. His appearance is taken to imply
the abrogation of Islam and the initiation of a new religious dispen-
sation. After the Båb’s death, M•rzå Óusayn >Al• N¥r• (1817–92),
who took the name Bahá’u’lláh, proclaimed himself the Messiah 
who had been promised by the Båb in the words, “He whom God
shall make manifest.” Bahá’u’lláh’s platform was strongly Modernist 
from the Muslim perspective within which it arose, and the Bahá’í
faith remains that way. Legal reforms on matters such as women and
family rights were implemented; disarmament, world government 
and interreligious harmony became central proclamations, much in
keeping with certain nineteenth-century European ideals (parallel to
Christian and Jewish movements at the time). From the perspective
of the history of religions, this was an attempt to re-universalize Islam
(even religion in general), by taking it out of its culturally bound
forms and into the modern context.3

As with the A˙madiyya, the Bahá’ís support a programme of
modernization emerging from the context of Islam, but, in this case,
not by a return to the sources and a renewal of the past; rather, this
takes place by a replacement of the sources of authority (even though
the Bahá’ís do revere the Qur<ån, as they do all other scriptures, as
the “word of God”). This sort of radical rupture with the past is, 
of course, precisely what more conservative elements of society fear
Modernists of all types are actually aiming towards.

The role of Muslim intellectualism

Many of the Modernist voices that are being heard from within, rather
than from outside, the Muslim context have at least one common
element among them: they speak from an intellectual context. This
is an often neglected source of Islamic thinking in surveys (and 
categories) of modern Islamic trends. This neglect may come as 
something of a surprise to students of other religions, since it would
not seem possible to study modern Christianity without taking into
account Hans Küng, for example, nor could we consider modern
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Judaism without Emil Fackenheim. Neither of these people can claim
to represent a very substantial portion of the believers within the reli-
gion as their followers, it might be argued, yet it would seem that a
picture of those religions within the modern world would just be
incomplete without them. 

In fact, in the cases of Judaism and Christianity, I do not perceive
that there is much difficulty in including such figures in a survey of
modern thought; it is more likely, in fact, that the conservative sides
of those two religions are going to be dismissed as having no signif-
icantly enunciated platform to be discussed. When we come to the
study of the future of modern Islam, however, the case seems to be
different. Attention to the intellectual side seems to be sadly lacking.
Many reasons for this can be suggested. Often the excuse is made
that the intellectual trend does not seem significant numerically within
Islam (especially as compared to modern Judaism and Christianity).
Where are we supposed to turn to find the impact of such people?
But yet, it would seem overly paranoid to suggest, in this era of the
ramifications of attacks on Orientalism by people such as Edward
Said,4 that the suspicion is that this ignoring of the intellectual trend
is a part of the necessary degradation of Islam itself by Orientalists.
To credit Islam with the possibility of such persons existing would
seem to be counter to the basic Orientalist stance of picturing Islam
as a constraining and reactionary force.5

Mohammed Arkoun, an Algerian living in Paris and writing pri-
marily in French, is one of those intellectuals who is often ignored,
not being considered representative of anything to do with modern
Islam itself. The first impression some people receive of a figure such
as Arkoun is one of a person who has “sold out” to the West, a person
who has adopted so much of the European intellectual tradition that
there is no Islamic root left in any meaningful way. Of course, it is
a fact that, in general, many of the intellectuals found in modern 
religions do live and work in the university context and conduct them-
selves as academics with all that requires – learned papers, the prolific
production of books and articles – and this seems to give some
credence to the stance that such people do not need to be considered
part of the intellectual construct of the given religion as such. This
may account for some of the reality behind the idea that there do not
seem to be many people like Arkoun in Islam. Many, perhaps, are
lurking within universities without ever identifying themselves in a
particularly overt way. 

Arkoun himself wants to use the term “the critical tendency in
current Islamic thought” when speaking of the “intellectual and 
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scientific directions” in modern Muslim thinking. Significantly, in
terms of understanding how his position fits into the overall picture,
he has clearly attempted to embrace what he would term a contem-
porary theoretical stance (as opposed to simply modern, that being
equated to a historicist perspective) and this he sees as the basis 
of his work. Arkoun poses the question in an essay written as an
introduction to a translation of the Qur<ån and then reprinted in his
Lectures du Coran: “How should the Qur<ån be read?” with an
emphasis on the idea of “How should it be read today?”6 This is not
a question commonly posed in the Muslim framework and reveals
immediately Arkoun’s concerns. The point is not really one of simply
how to read it, but how to understand the book in the light of modern
intellectual thought. The problem is, as the Christian post-modernist
theologian Mark C. Taylor expresses it: 

[T]he “texts” that have guided and grounded previous genera-
tions often appear illegible in the modern and postmodern worlds.
Instead of expressing a single story or coherent plot, human lives
tend to be inscribed in multiple and often contradictory texts.
What makes sense and is meaningful in one situation frequently
seems senseless and meaningless in another setting. The resulting
conflict creates confusion that extends far beyond the pages of
the book. 7

How, then, is one to retrieve the Qur<ån both from the mountains
of learned philological knowledge and from the literalist tendencies
of many modern Islamic movements, and to discover something
which speaks to the modern, intelligent individual? As Arkoun sug-
gests, the task is one that is already underway in Judaism and Christ-
ianity but is still to be confronted in the Islamic context. It means
coming to an understanding of the social and historical conditioning
of all human existence, including language, leading to a liberation
from the categories of thought imposed by past places and eras. 
This is not simply a study of history, because that discipline, in much
of its Orientalist manifestation, is still deeply entrenched in the
nineteenth-century notion of a search for absolutes and essentials.
Rather, the historicity of knowledge will be discovered by the total-
ity of the methods of the social sciences, according to Arkoun, asking
questions not of “what really happened” (in the formulation of the
discipline of history) but how it is that certain ideas came to be a part
of the social imagination8 and the role that those ideas play in the
construction of reality for society.
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Mohammed Arkoun passionately believes that what he has to say
is of relevance not only to the university academic tradition, but also
to the Muslim faith. The claim is that what he says should have 
some bearing on the basic understanding of faith in the modern world
and how that faith should be expressed and understood, not only in
the academic framework but also from within the faith perspective.
His position may represent a thread of Islamic modernism in the 
intellectual, theological sense, but it is one which is very attuned to
the beginning of the twenty-first century. Other Modernists from a
lay background (as is apparently the case with Arkoun) have pursued
scholarship but have frequently found theological liberalism too
dangerous a course to follow. Whether that will change in the future
we must wait and see.

In the posing of these questions Arkoun is marked as “post” the
Modernists of Islam, as one who ventures into post-modernism, or
even a “post-Islamic” position, if that be understood in the same
manner that post-modernism is intimately linked with modernism.
However, the adverse reaction which such positions evoke among
other enunciators of modern visions of Islam cannot be overestimated.
The historicity of Islam is seen as being rejected in the attempt by
Arkoun and others like him to escape from the dualisms of religion
and society; as in similar suggestions in contemporary Christian
thought, such views are often termed destructive of everything 
which people hold dear in their religion.

New voices in a Traditionalist framework

An example of theological reflection within Islam that presents a 
more conservative framework for discussion is to be seen in the works
of Shabbir Akhtar who has been cited a number of times already.9

Akhtar became famous during the uproar over Salman Rushdie’s 
The Satanic Verses; he was an extremely eloquent spokesman for 
the Muslim community, especially in Bradford, England, where much
of the controversy centred. Akhtar has a Doctorate in Philosophy of
Religion and brings to the modern expression of Islam precisely that
which is said to be missing: a theological re-evaluation of Islam,
expressed in modern philosophical terms. Consider the following:

The silence of God in this increasingly religionless age is cer-
tainly damaging to the faithful outlook. It does seem to open up
the possibility of supplying impressively plausible cases for the
atheistic stance. Indeed it creates a serious doubt about God’s
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alleged miraculous activities even in the past. Is it not an arguably
superior assumption that the different human claims about the
miraculous are better explicable in terms of a cultural shift in our
thinking rather than in terms of God’s decision to introduce in
recent years a basic alteration in his ways? Given the credulity
and gullibility of early man, his ignorance of the moods of Nature
– an ignorance poorly compensated by the pagan appeal to magic
and its illusory technique – the atheist’s suggestion is surely not
altogether implausible.

The current silence of Allah could spell a crisis for Muslim
faith. Nature is as revealing as it is ambiguous, hence of course
the need for a revelation in a sacred language in the first 
place. The God of Islam seems to have retreated from Nature and
community, the two matrices in which, according to religious
believers, he typically used to reveal himself.10

Akhtar’s point is that the challenges of contemporary philosophy to
the tenability of religious faith as a whole have been ignored by
Muslims, but they can only continue to be ignored at the peril of the
survival of the faith itself. Christianity, for Akhtar, has virtually self-
destructed through the efforts of (Protestant) theologians bending over
backwards to assimilate the latest theories of secularism to their faith.
This too will happen to Islam if the example of Christianity is not
studied carefully and profit taken from the mistakes made in that arena.

Akhtar’s theological position tends to support the moderate side 
of Islamism. Most significant in this is the all-encompassing nature
of Islam (Christianity’s “render unto Caesar what is Caesar’s” has, 
it would appear for Akhtar, been misused in recent centuries to
support the separation of church and state). But it is in the reformula-
tion of philosophically supported arguments in favour of traditional
Islamic doctrine – the inerrancy of the Qur<ån,11 the eternal message
of scripture, the concept of the one God – where Akhtar, as he says 
of himself, breaks new ground. Just what the future might hold for
this development is certainly unclear. For many Muslims, it would
seem that even the opening of such questions for debate is going too
far. For Akhtar, however, the failure to treat such questions openly
and honestly could spell the end to Islam as a viable religion in the
modern, secular context. Akhtar’s future enquiries could well move
him out of the Islamist camp which he has defended “out of a desire
to empathise with members of his own community, to avoid taking
the road that enticed the intellectually gifted sons of Islam into the
enemy camp, so to speak.”12 In other words, Akhtar has not yet
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created for himself (and those like him) a philosophically integrated
and consistent stance within Islam; further work in the area and, as
Malise Ruthven has pointed out, greater exposure to the classics of
Muslim philosophy, theology and history may well yet produce that
new vision. Indeed, as time goes by, Akhtar himself seems to be
discouraged by the possibilities; in 1997, after three years of univer-
sity lecturing on philosophy and comparative religion in Malaysia,
he resigned his position. He found his fellow Muslim intellectuals
totally lacking “a sense of history” and was appalled when told
“Believers . . . [have] nothing new to learn. Western-style free inquiry
is aimless. Besides what is the point of free inquiry if God has already
revealed to us the whole truth?” He was totally dismayed at the lack
of intellectual freedom: “Freedom is a precondition of profundity: no
wonder philosophy has no place in the cultural life of Muslims.”13

Akhtar’s line of thought is full of possibility for a “re-visioning” of
Islam, but the likelihood of it being taken up by a new generation of
Muslim intellectuals is uncertain.

Challenges to Akhtar’s position exist also, precisely in the way in
which he, himself, sees them as coming. Ibn Warraq is one of those
writers who sees the failure of freedom of thought in Islam, along with
what he describes as a dismal track record of concern with basic human
rights, as reason enough to abandon Islam (and all religion). For Ibn
Warraq: “Muslims cannot hide forever from the philosophical insights
of Nietzsche, Freud, Marx, Feuerbach, Hennell, Strauss, Bauer, Wrede,
Wells, and Renan.”14 For him, however, religion becomes impossible
when viewed in the light of modern thought, and he willingly declares
himself an apostate and a “secular humanist.” Islam cannot be
redeemed in any way because it is fundamentally flawed: 

Perhaps the worst legacy of Muhammad was his insistence that
the Koran was the literal word of God, and true once and for 
all, thereby closing the possibility of new intellectual ideas and
freedom of thought that are the only way the Islamic world is
going to progress into the twenty-first century.15

On the evidence of the people discussed in this book, by no means
do all Muslims find Ibn Warraq’s conclusions compelling. Some
certainly recognize more than others the need for carefully consid-
ered contemplation of the future role and structure of Islam. But the
value of Islam as a source of identity, as a grounding in life, as a
way to understand existence, and as a way to relate to God is far 
too strong for the challenges of today not to be faced up to. 
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Putting matters in perspective

The challenges to Islam and the future directions it could take are
apparent, especially when the issues are taken out of the newspaper
headlines and placed within the lives of individuals. Underlying all
such discussions are the topics related to the status and interpreta-
tion of the fundamental religious sources of authority. It is important,
however, to reflect just briefly upon what all this might mean in terms
of Muslim religiosity, although that is a question which is not easy
to approach. Richard Antoun puts it well:

How are we to determine, for instance, whether the building of
new mosques, the establishment of government-sponsored reli-
gious publishing houses, the setting aside of special places in
parliament for prayer, the establishment of religious political
parties, or the establishment of bureaus to safeguard the Holy
Quran are indications of religious-mindedness, indications of a
shift in the attitudes of elites only, or simply an increase in polit-
ical action in the name of Islam? Is an increasing use of Arabic,
an increase in veiling, an increase in attendance at the Friday
congregational prayer, or an increase in pilgrimage to be taken
as an increase in piety, religious-mindedness, or hypocrisy?16

The fact is that the range of contemporary Muslim religiosity varies
tremendously. One of the reasons for this is that people understand
and “use” religion in a variety of ways; that is true whether we are
dealing with Islam or Christianity or any other religion. The following
summary within a contemporary anthropological study provides an
interesting perception of the ways in which Islam manifests itself:

In this village, Islam can take the form of a bland legalism or a
consuming devotion to the good of others; an ideology legit-
imizing established status and power or a critical theology chal-
lenging this very status and power; a devotive quietism or fervent
zealotism; a dynamic political activism or self-absorbed mysti-
cism; a virtuoso religiosity or humble trust in God’s compassion;
a rigid fundamentalism or reformist modernism; a ritualism
steeped in folklore and magic or a scriptural purism.17

The basis for these variations appears to depend on a wide variety of
factors: childhood experiences, individual personality, education,
general social context and so forth. All the variations, however,
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emphasize the independence of thought which is possible even within
a society frequently characterized by its apparent uniformity. Plainly,
Islam is a multi-faceted phenomenon which is able to encompass
within its fold many different views of the world and of religion in
general.

The diversity of Muslim voices will remain. The intellectual evolu-
tion of the community will continue. Powerful voices of different
stripes will continue to push the community to self-examination and
healthy debate. Clearly, however, the contemporary situation is often
viewed (out of necessity) as a crisis rather an opportunity. Groups
such al-Qaeda, who proclaim that any Muslims who do not struggle
in a jihåd against the Saudi government, American interests and the
Israelis are unbelievers or infidels, function to create deeper fractures
within the community rather than solve the problems being faced. A
response to such groups and platforms which simply then declares
these “radicals” not to be a part of the true, peace-loving Islam like-
wise results in a confusion of identity for Muslims themselves: how
to respond to those who proclaim their Muslim status but act in a
manner which is unbecoming to Islam? It hardly needs to be reiter-
ated that such a problem has faced Islam and Muslims from the very
beginning.

Al-Qaeda does proclaim that its actions are the legitimate expression
of Islam. Underneath their position is a fundamental principle which
asserts that there exists such a thing as a single and pure Islam which
was practised by Mu˙ammad and his closest followers known as 
the salaf (and thus adherents to this position are often termed Salaf•s).
The use of violence towards the goal of spreading Islam is believed 
to be an Islamic duty. To argue this position, a number of dogmatic
and rhetorical points are made. To begin with, they reject those who
disagree with their stance by declaring them corrupt (a frequent charge
against governments), ignorant (of religious law) and hypocritical (usu-
ally because of their actions which support the United States). Next,
they declare that a defensive jihåd is needed against the United States
and its interests because the West has declared war on Islam. Finally,
the highly contentious point is made that the killing of civilians pur-
posely is allowable under certain conditions in Islamic law. It is
declared that those conditions are being met because, for example, such
acts against civilians are reciprocal, the civilians cannot be distin-
guished from combatants, and civilians are – by the process of demo-
cratic elections and public opinion – supporting the corrupt forces.18

The success – or at least the influence – of groups such as al-Qaeda
in attracting followers reflects the reality that discourse about Islam
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in the public sphere, which emphasizes basic issues of the rights of
individuals and the like (what is often referred to as “political Islam”),
is dominant among all Muslims. Islam has become the only vehicle
for enunciating the concerns of people in the Muslim world. Political
Islam serves as the critique of authoritarian regimes, of foreign powers,
and of oppression in a culturally “safe” manner, precisely because
Islam itself remains a largely unquestioned ideology. The widespread
success of political Islam is very much a function of modernity in 
both its technology and its appeals. Mass communications through
every possible means result in knowledge of contemporary events 
and debates spreading among Muslims instantaneously. The cham-
pioning of the rights of peoples, whether they are Palestinians, Kurds 
or Afghans, is a discourse born of an age of charters of human rights.
The rhetoric against authoritarian government capitalizes upon notions
of democracy and the rightful distribution of political, economic and 
social power.19 It is notable that these pressures can also create the
counter-effect, as was seen with the Taliban in Afghanistan whose
highly conservative approach to Islam displayed a response to these
very same pressures but was characterized by a rejection of all external
critiques and a re-definition of its own notions of “rights.” Such could
be true of other groups such as al-Qaeda as well, but their practical
socio-economic platforms generally remain very ill-defined and only
if or when they achieve political power would the character of their
stance become fully apparent. Given the general unstability of the
political context in the Middle East at least, making predictions at
what would happen should political Islam truly come into ascendancy
is hazardous in the extreme. The situation in the aftermath of the 
war in Iraq with the struggles between factions of Islam, both within
Sunn• and Sh•>• camps and between them, illustrates the incredible
fluidity of political alignment, often leaving the less Islamically defined
powers managing to walk a narrow and dangerous path, at least
temporarily, to hold the balance of power.

Parwez Manzoor has described the situation as one in which “Islam
itself has been devoured by the nihilism of modernity”: 

The ransoming of Islam’s universality for parochial causes, the
sacrifice of its humanity for primal passions, the repudiation of
its legal reason for self-endorsing piety, the relinquishing of
Divine justice for messianic terror, all of which were the distin-
guishing marks of these terrorist deeds, have still not entered the
public debate. Islam, there’s no mistaking, is as much a victim
in this tragedy as any other.20
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Manzoor’s response is to push for a re-enunciation of an Islamic
“moral vision” that will address the universal issues which humanity
faces. That Islam remains in the parochial and specific situation of
those who try to enunciate its position is its failing. Muslims, he says,
must confront the issues of “faith and violence, transcendence and
existence, politics and morality”; a theological rethinking is required
in order to reaffirm Islam in the face of modernity.

Other thinkers would express matters differently, but all agree that
answers must come through Islamic principles. The strengthening 
of what some people are calling “civil society” within the Muslim
world is seen in the increasing emphasis on education, freedom of
speech and freedom of the press in the countries of the Muslim world.
Replacing in some contexts the word “democracy” as the key goal
to which Muslims should strive, civil society is understood as that
which lies underneath contemporary democratic principles. It sug-
gests that there are parallel social institutions within society that act
alongside the state in the public sphere and serve to promote and 
safeguard the interests and concerns of citizens. This, it is argued,
has a strong basis in Islamic history, as perhaps illustrated by the
tension between scholarly and caliphal power in classical times.
Today, we may be seeing this emerge in the “digital umma” as the
Muslim community asserts its existence online.21 The concept of civil
society itself may be more of a critical tool for scholars and a moti-
vating slogan for activists than a concept easily identified and
developed, but the very fact that the notion is being grappled with
and considered once again demonstrates the range and depth of
Muslim commitment to have Islam continue to be relevant in day-
to-day life.

Muslim faith is a complex phenomenon, just as is any other reli-
gion. It may be tempting to suggest that there are two different faces
to Muslim religiosity: the intellectual debate over principles of the
faith confronting the personal practice of individual Muslims. The
danger here is that we may exaggerate a dichotomy which, while 
it may have a certain analytical convenience, may lead to a distor-
tion of the presentation of Muslim faith. Better would be a conception
which sees faith on a continuum, attempting self-conscious defini-
tion at times and reaching into the experiential dimension of religion
in order to refresh those definitions at other times. This would seem
to be the genius of religion, and of Islam especially.
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Glossary

>Abbåsids dynasty of caliphs ruling from 750, through the era of
the flowering of Islam, and coming to a final end in 1258, although
it had lost any meaningful power several centuries earlier with the
rise of the Buwayhids.

adab “morals” or “courtesy”; the habitual way of acting in accor-
dance with social standards.

adhån the call to prayer.
Allåh Arabic for God.
am•r commander or prince, frequently used with reference to the

person who leads the community.
åya verse of the Qur<ån; also used in a general meaning of “sign”

from God.

baqå< Í¥f• term for the mystic’s “continuance” of existence with
God.

basmala the statement at the beginning of each s¥ra of the Qur’an
(except s¥ra 9), “In the name of God, the Merciful, the Com-
passionate”; also used by Muslims as an invocation.

Buråq the winged creature which carried Mu˙ammad on his “night
journey” (isrå<) from Mecca to Jerusalem.

Buwayhids dynasty of Sh•>• Persian military rulers who took over
rule in 945 and lasted until the takeover by the Sunn• Seljuq rulers
in 1055 (also spelled B¥yids).

dhikr “mentioning” or “remembrance”; term used for the chant in
Í¥f• meditations.

dhimm• a member of a protected community, especially referring
to the Jews and Christians who live under Muslim rule. The right
to practise their own religion was guaranteed by their payment of
a special poll tax, the jizya.
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d•n religion; the word is used in the Qur<ån to refer to the specific
beliefs and practices of people.

du>å< “calling” upon God, used for informal prayer and supplica-
tion, as compared to ßalåt.

fanå< Í¥f• term for the “passing away” or absorption of the indi-
vidual into God.

fåti˙a “opening,” the first s¥ra of the Qur<ån, used especially in
prayer.

fatwå a legal decision rendered by a muft•, who is a jurist qualified
to make decisions of a general religious nature.

fiqh jurisprudence, the science of religious law, as described by the
jurists known as the fuqahå< (of which the singular is faq•h).

ghayba “occultation” of the last Imåm in the Sh•>• tradition.
ghusl major ablution, requiring a full washing.

˙add the restrictive ordinances of God as stated in the Qur<ån, all
of which have a specific penalty involved for their violation.

˙ad•th a tradition or written report, being the source material for
the sunna of Mu˙ammad, gathered together in the six books of
authoritative traditions in Sunn• Islam.

˙ajj pilgrimage to Mecca performed in the month of Dh¥<l-˙ijja,
one of the “five pillars” of Islam; a requirement for all Muslims,
if they are able, once in a lifetime.

Óanåbila the Sunn• school of law (the “Óanbal• school”) named
after A˙mad ibn Óanbal (d. 855).

Óanafiyya the Sunn• school of law named after Ab¥ Óan•fa (d.
767), the “Óanaf• school.”

˙an•f the attribute, especially ascribed to Abraham in the Qur<ån,
of being a sincere believer in God.

˙ijåb the veil or partition which prevents men from gazing at the
“charms of women.” A variety of styles exist but most emphasize
covering the hair and hiding the shape of the body.

Óijåz region in the west of central Arabia, the birthplace of
Mu˙ammad.

hijra Mu˙ammad’s emigration from Mecca to Medina in the year
622 CE, understood as the date for the beginning of the Muslim
hijr• calendar.

i˙råm the state of consecration into which the pilgrim enters (thus
becoming a mu˙rim) in order to perform the ˙ajj or the >umra.
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i>jåz doctrine which states that the Qur<ån cannot be imitated; the
“inimitability” of the Qur<ån.

ijmå> “consensus,” one of the four sources of law in Sunn• Islam,
the others being Qur<ån, sunna and qiyås.

ijtihåd the use of one’s “personal effort” in order to make a deci-
sion on a point of law not explicitly covered by the Qur<ån or the
sunna; the person with the authority to do this is called a mujtahid.

imåm literally the “model,” here generally referring to the prayer
leader in the ßalåt who stands in front of the rows of worshippers,
keeping their actions in unison during the prayer. The word is also
used in other contexts. It is a title of the revered early leaders of
the Sh•>a who are the source of authority in that community; these
Imåms are >Al• ibn ab• ˇålib and certain of his descendants who
were designated as holding the position. The word is also
commonly used as a title of the founders of the Sunn• schools of
law – Ab¥ Óan•fa, Målik ibn Anas, al-Shåfi>• and Ibn Óanbal –
and similarly for other significant religious figures.

Imåm• generic name given to the largest group of the Sh•>a, the
Ithnå >Ashariyya.

•mån faith; one who has faith is a mu<min.
ißlå˙ “reformism”, especially in the nineteenth-century Arab world

as proposed by people such as Mu˙ammad >Abduh.
Islam the name of the religion preached by Mu˙ammad, so named

in the Qur<ån, literally meaning “submission”; those who adhere
to Islam are called Muslims.

Islamist a contemporary movement among Muslims which empha-
sizes a “return” to the Qur<ån and sunna as the basis of a revival
of Islam, with an emphasis on Islam as the basis of society; often
called “fundamentalist.”

>ißma a doctrine which states that the prophets, and especially
Mu˙ammad, were protected from sin (ma>ß¥m) during their life-
times. It is also applied to the Sh•>• Imåms.

isnåd the chain of authorities through whom a ˙ad•th report has
passed; the list of these people forms the first part of the ˙ad•th
report, the text which comes after it being called the matn.

isrå< Mu˙ammad’s “night journey” to Jerusalem, connected to the
heavenly ascension, mi>råj.

jåhiliyya the “Age of Ignorance,” historically seen to be before
Mu˙ammad but in a general religious sense referring to ignoring,
or ignorance of, Islam; especially used with moral overtones.
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jihåd “striving for the faith” or “holy war,” sometimes seen as a
“sixth pillar” of Islam.

jinn genies, another dimension of animate creation on earth.
jum>a with reference to prayer, ßalåt; it is the Friday noon gath-

ering of the community which is enjoined in the Qur<ån and which
takes place in the jåmi> or congregational mosque.

Ka>ba the sacred black cube building in the middle of the mosque
in Mecca; Muslims face in the direction of the Ka>ba when they
perform the ritual prayer (ßalåt) and circumambulate it when they
perform the pilgrimage (˙ajj or >umra).

kalåm literally, “speech”; refers to a mode of theological discus-
sion framed in terms of an argument and thence to speculative
theology as a whole.

khal•fa caliph, the leader of the Sunn• community, the “successor”
to Mu˙ammad.

kha†•b the person at the Friday noon prayer who delivers the
address, the khu†ba.

Khawårij group in early Islam who believed in absolute devotion
as the mark of a true Muslim, all others being unbelievers
(singular: Khårij•; also known as the Kharijites).

khu†ba the address given at the Friday noon prayer by the kha†•b.

madhhab a school of law formed around one of the four early
figures significant in juristic discussions (Ab¥ Óan•fa, Målik ibn
Anas, al-Shåfi>•, Ibn Óanbal); plural: madhåhib.

Målikiyya followers of the legal school named after Målik ibn Anas
(d. 795).

ma>rifa mystical knowledge.
maßla˙a “general good” and “public interest,” used as a basis for

legal decisions.
matn the text of a ˙ad•th report, as compared to the isnåd, the chain

of transmission.
mawlid birthday; specifically the celebration of the birthday of

Mu˙ammad.
mi˙na the “inquisition,” primarily under the >Abbåsid caliph al-

Ma<m¥n (ruled 813–33), which demanded that government
officials and religious leaders adhere to the doctrine of the “created
Qur<ån.”

mi˙råb the niche in the wall of a mosque marking the qibla, or
direction of prayer towards Mecca.

minbar the “pulpit” on which the kha†•b gives the address (khu†ba).
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mi>råj the “heavenly ascension” of Mu˙ammad, reported to have
taken place around the year 6 of the hijra, in which he met with
the prophets of the past, was given visions of heaven and hell,
gazed upon God and was given the command of five prayers a
day for all Muslims.

Modernist a contemporary movement among Muslims which
emphasizes the need to reform Islam in keeping with modern
times; they frequently emphasize the personal and rational nature
of religion as a way of accommodating change. 

muft• a jurist who is authorized to give a fatwå or legal decision
on a religious matter.

mujaddid a renewer of the faith, stated in a ˙ad•th report to appear
in the Muslim community every 100 years, in order to revive the
true spirit of Islam through the process of tajd•d, “renewal.”

mujtahid a jurist who is qualified to exercise ijtihåd or personal
effort in making legal decisions on matters where there is no
explicit text of the Qur<ån or the sunna to be followed.

Murji<a group in early Islam who held the “status quo” position in
the debates over faith, generally connected to Ab¥ Óan•fa (d. 767).

Muslim a person who follows the Islamic religion.
Mu>tazila a theological school of thought which blossomed in the

eighth and ninth centuries; it stressed human free will and the
unity and justice of God, and embraced Greek rationalist modes
of argumentation. In modern times, certain thinkers (e.g.
Mu˙ammad >Abduh) are sometimes considered “neo-Mu>tazil•”
because of their reintroduction of some of these ideas.

nah∂a the renaissance of the Muslim world in general that was
pictured by reformers as resulting from the cultural renewal which
would take place in modern times.

Orientalist basically those who study the Orient, specifically
meaning Europeans (and in more recent time North Americans)
who have studied Islam. The connection of such people to
Christian missionizing and to colonial ruling powers has led to
the term having negative connotations, especially in the wake of
the analysis of Edward Said in Orientalism (New York, Pantheon
Books, 1978) who argued that the Orientalist’s perception of Islam
was structured by the fundamental power relationship between the
Islamic world and the colonial rulers.

purdah a term from India referring to seclusion and veiling of
women; the same as ˙ijåb.
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qadar preordination of events by God.
Qadariyya group in early Islam who argued for free will in the

theological debates, precursors of the Mu>tazila.
qå∂• a judge who makes decisions on the basis of the religious law.
qibla the direction in which one faces in prayer (Mecca), marked

by the mi˙råb in the mosque.
qiyås “analogy,” one of the four sources of law in Sunn• Islam, the

others being Qur<ån, sunna and ijmå>.

rak>a cycle of postures through which a person goes in performing
the ßalåt: standing, bowing, prostrating, sitting.

salaf the “pious ancestors,” the first three generations of Muslims,
who some modern Islamists (also known as Salaf•s) hold up as
embodying the ideal manifestation of Islam.

ßalåt the prescribed five prayers a day, one the “five pillars”
required of all Muslims.

ßawm fasting performed in the month of Rama∂ån, one of the “five
pillars” required of all Muslims (also called ßiyåm).

Shåfi>iyya followers of the school of law named after al-Shåfi>•
(d. 820).

shahåda “witness to faith”; saying (in Arabic), “There is no god
but God and Mu˙ammad is His messenger”; one of the “five
pillars” required of all Muslims, indicating conversion to Islam
but also a part of the ritual prayer (ßalåt).

shar•>a the religious law derived from the four sources of law in
Sunn• Islam (Qur<ån, sunna, qiyås and ijmå>).

shaykh literally, “an old man” and used as a term of respect for a
religious teacher; used especially of a Í¥f• master.

Sh•>a the religio-political party championing the claims of >Al• ibn
ab• ˇålib and his heirs to the rightful leadership of the community
and to their status as Imåms; since the beginning of the sixteenth
century, the Sh•>• position has been the official state religion of
Iran and most of its followers live there. They comprise about 
10 per cent of the world population of Muslims.

sh¥rå “consultation,” a concept to which Islamists frequently
appeal when speaking of Islamic ways of structuring governments.

silsila the Í¥f• “chain” of authority which traces spiritual lineage.
S•ra the biography of Mu˙ammad as found in written form.
Í¥f• an adherent to the mystical way of Islam, Sufism, taßawwuf.
sunna “custom”; the way Mu˙ammad acted which is then emulated

by Muslims. The source material for the sunna is found in the
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˙ad•th reports. The sunna is one of the four sources of law for
Sunn• Islam, along with Qur<ån, qiyås and ijmå>.

Sunn•s the majority form of Islam, those who follow the sunna
(thus being called the ahl al-sunna), who do not recognize the
authority of the Sh•>• Imåms.

s¥ra a chapter of the Qur<ån.

tafs•r interpretation of the Qur<ån, especially as found in written
form. Such books generally follow the order of the Quranic text
and pay attention to the meaning of each word or sentence.

taql•d the reliance upon decisions made in the past in matters of
religious law; the word is set in opposition to ijtihåd, “personal
effort,” and frequently has a negative sense in the modern context.

†ar•qa “the way” of Sufism; a Í¥f• order or brotherhood.
taßawwuf Sufism, the mystical way in Islam.
†awåf the ritual of the circumambulation of the Ka>ba during the

pilgrimage.
tawakkul “trust” in God, especially among the Í¥f•s.
taw˙•d doctrine holding to the proclamation of the unity of God.
Traditionalists term used primarily for the followers of Ibn Óanbal

(d. 855) who rejected the claims of rationalism especially in early
theological discussions. The inheritors of that position in modern
times may follow any legal school but maintain an attitude of
adherence to the legal (and religious) decisions of the past.

>ulamå< the learned class, especially those learned in religious
matters (singular: >ålim).

Umayyads the first dynasty of caliphs, ruling from 661 until the
takeover of the >Abbåsids in 750.

umma the community; the body of Muslims.
>umra the “visitation” of the holy places in Mecca, the lesser

pilgrimage; it can be performed at any time of the year but is also
joined with the ˙ajj.

Wahhåbiyya the followers of Ibn >Abd al-Wahhåb (d. 1787); a
revivalist-purificatory movement in Arabia which became (and
continues to be) the official religious policy of Saudi Arabia.

wilåya position of >Al• as the “friend” (wal•) of God.
wu∂¥< minor ablution required prior to some ritual performances.

zakåt alms tax, one of the “five pillars” required of all Muslims.
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Notes

Transliteration and other technical considerations

1 Unfortunately, the various editions of the Encyclopaedia of Islam are not
consistent in their transliteration. The older edition, for example, uses “ai”
for the diphthong “ay.” The transliteration used in this book is that of the
New Edition, with the exceptions noted.

Introduction

1 Hans Mol, Identity and the Sacred: a Sketch for a New Social-scientific
Theory of Religion, New York, The Free Press, 1976, p. 55.

1 Prehistory

1 For an excellent overview of pre-Islamic Arabia, including historical,
cultural and religious elements with excellent illustrations and generous
provisions of source texts, see Robert G. Hoyland, Arabia and the Arabs
From the Bronze Age to the Coming of Islam, London, Routledge, 2001.
For an illustration of a variety of scholarly views on the pre-Islamic period,
see the collection of articles assembled in F. E. Peters (ed.), Arabs and
Arabia on the Eve of Islam, Aldershot, Ashgate/Variorum, 1999. 

2 See J. Spencer Trimingham, Christianity Among the Arabs in Pre-Islamic
Times, London, Longman, 1979, chapter 5.

3 On the matter of the role of trade in south Arabia and its bearing on the
rise of Islam, see Patricia Crone, Meccan Trade and the Rise of Islam,
Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1987, pp. 12ff., 27.

4 On this aspect of south Arabian religion, see Ulf Oldenburg, “Above the
Stars of El. El in Ancient South Arabian Religion,” Zeitschrift für die
alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, 82 (1970), 187–208.

5 See G. Ryckmans, “Heaven and Earth in the South Arabian Inscriptions,”
Journal of Semitic Studies, 3 (1958), 225–36.

6 See Andrew Rippin, “RÓMNN and the Óan•fs,” in Wael B. Hallaq 
and Donald P. Little (eds), Islamic Studies Presented to Charles J. Adams,
Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1991, pp. 153–68, reprinted in Andrew Rippin, 
The Qur<ån and its Interpretative Tradition, Aldershot, Variorum, 2001,
chapter 3.



7 See Crone, Meccan Trade, esp. pp. 149–67 for details on the likely extent
of the trade. 

8 See Joseph Henninger, “Pre-islamic Bedouin Religion,” in Merlin L.
Swartz (trans. and ed.), Studies on Islam, New York, Oxford University
Press, 1981, pp. 3–22, although much of the detail in this article is open
to debate.

9 See G. R. Hawting, “The Origins of the Muslim Sanctuary at Mecca,” in
G. H. A. Juynboll (ed.), Studies in the First Century of Islamic Society,
Carbondale, Southern Illinois University Press, 1982, pp. 23–47.

10 See Edward Shils, “Tradition,” Comparative Studies in Society and
History, 13 (1971), 122–59.

11 See, for example, al-Wå˙id•, Kitåb Asbåb al-Nuz¥l, A˙mad Íaqr (ed.),
Cairo, Dår al-Kitåb al-Jad•d, 1969, pp. 43–4. On the interpretation of this
type of anecdote, see A. Rippin, “The Exegetical Function of Asbåb al-
Nuz¥l Material,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies,
51 (1988), 1–20, reprinted in Rippin, The Qur<ån and its Interpretative
Tradition, chapter 17.

12 Compare Qur<ån 5/103.
13 See, for example, Michael Cook, Muhammad, Oxford, Oxford University

Press, 1983, chapter 7.
14 Al-Wå˙id•, Asbåb, p. 42.
15 Al-Qur†ub•, al-Jåmi> li-A˙kåm al-Qur<ån, Beirut, Dår I˙yå< al-Turåth al-

>Arab•, 1967, vol. 2, p. 178. On this passage and its interpretation, see
Mahmoud M. Ayoub, The Qur<ån and its Interpreters, vol. 1, Albany, State
University of New York Press, 1984, pp. 176–9.

16 See Michael Cook, “Early Islamic Dietary Law,” Jerusalem Studies in
Arabic and Islam, 7 (1986), 217–77, especially pp. 270–1.

17 See G. R. Hawting, The Idea of Idolatry and the Emergence of Islam,
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1999, chapter 4.

18 Ibn al-Kalb•, Kitåb al-Aßnåm, R. Klinke-Rosenberger (ed.), Leipzig, Otto
Harrassowitz, 1941, pp. 3–4; a full English translation of this work is avail-
able, Nabih Amin Faris, The Book of Idols, Being a Translation from the
Arabic of the Kitåb al-Aßnåm by Hishåm ibn al-Kalb•, Princeton, Princeton
University Press, 1952. See Chapter 7, this volume, for an explanation of
the details of the Muslim ˙ajj.

19 See Reuven Firestone, “Abraham’s Association with the Meccan Sanctuary
and the Pilgrimage in the Pre-Islamic and Early Islamic Periods,” Le
Muséon, 104 (1991), 359–87.

2 The Qur<ån

1 For an illustration of a variety of scholarly approaches to the analysis of
the Qur<ån, see the collection of articles assembled in Andrew Rippin (ed.),
The Qur<ån: Style and Content, Aldershot, Ashgate/Variorum, 2000.

2 See Encyclopaedia of Islam, New Edition, “Malå<ika” (by D. B.
MacDonald).

3 See Norman Calder, “From Midrash to Scripture: the Sacrifice of Abraham
in the Early Islamic Tradition,” Le Muséon, 101 (1988), 375–402. 

4 See Geoffrey Parrinder, Jesus in the Qur<ån, London, Faber & Faber, 1965,
esp. pp. 22–9.
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in Norman Calder, Jawid Mojaddedi and Andrew Rippin, Classical Islam:
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1 See George Makdisi, “Ash>ar• and the Ash>arites in Islamic Religious
History,” Studia Islamica, 17 (1962), 37–80, 18 (1963), 19–39.
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University Press, 1987.

4 See Patricia Crone and Martin Hinds, God’s Caliph. Religious Authority
in the First Centuries of Islam, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press,
1986, pp. 48ff.

5 See Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, Oxford, Oxford
University Press, 1964, pp. 17–18, 29–30.

6 George Makdisi, “The Significance of the Sunni Schools of Law in Islamic
Religious History,” International Journal of Middle East Studies, 10
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Provincial and Islamic Law.
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laws, see Michael Cook, “Early Islamic Dietary Law,” Jerusalem Studies
in Arabic and Islam, 7 (1986), 217–77.

9 Wael B. Hallaq, “Was al-Shafi>i the Master Architect of Islamic
Jurisprudence?” International Journal of Middle East Studies, 25 (1993),
587–605, argues that the immediate impact of al-Shåfi>• may not have been
as great as previous scholars have tended to portray and that it may have
taken several centuries before other jurists effected this reconciliation of
rationalism and traditionalism.

10 For an illustration of this position, see the text from Ibn >Abd al-Barr 
(d. 1070) in Norman Calder, Jawid Mojaddedi and Andrew Rippin,
Classical Islam: A Sourcebook of Religious Literature, London, Routledge,
2003, section 7.1.

11 Al-Shåfi>•, Kitåb al-Umm, Cairo, B¥låq, 1903–7, vol. 7, p. 271, as quoted
in Joseph Schacht, The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, Oxford,
Oxford University Press, 1950, p. 16.

12 Al-Shåfi>•, al-Risåla f • Uß¥l al-Fiqh, Mu˙ammad Sayyid Kilån• (ed.),
Cairo, Óalab•, 1983, p. 204, para. 1312; also available in English transla-
tion, Majid Khadduri (trans.), Islamic Jurisprudence: Shåfi>•’s Risåla,
Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1961; reprint, Cambridge,
Islamic Texts Society, 1987, p. 286.

13 See the excerpt in Calder, Mojaddedi and Rippin, Classical Islam,
section 3.1.

14 On this book, see Norman Calder, Studies in Early Muslim Jurisprudence,
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1993, chapter 2; for an opposing view on the
composition of the text (with a good introduction to the text itself), see
Yasin Dutton, The Origins of Islamic Law: The Qur<an, the Muwa††a< and
Madinan >Amal, Richmond, Curzon Press, 1999, chapter 2. A full trans-
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lation of the Muwa††a< is available: Aisha Abdurrahman Bewley (trans.),
Al-Muwatta of Imam Malik ibn Anas: the First Formulation of Islamic Law,
London, Kegan Paul, 1989. 

15 See Norman Calder, “Law,” in Seyyed Hossein Nasr and Oliver Leaman
(eds), History of Islamic Philosophy, London, Routledge, 1996, part II,
979–98.

16 See Wael B. Hallaq, “On the Authoritativeness of Sunni Consensus,”
International Journal of Middle East Studies, 18 (1986), esp. p. 448. 

17 See N. J. Coulson, A History of Islamic Law, Edinburgh, Edinburgh
University Press, 1964, p. 71.

18 See Wael B. Hallaq, “Was the Gate of Ijtihad Closed?” International
Journal of Middle East Studies, 16 (1984), esp. p. 10.

19 See Calder, Mojaddedi and Rippin, Classical Islam, section 7.5 for Ibn
Óazm’s explanation of the variation on points of law among Muslims.

20 Hallaq, “Ijtihad,” p. 11.
21 A. J. Wensinck, The Muslim Creed, its Genesis and Historical Develop-

ment, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1932, pp. 112–13, article 7
from the Fiqh Akbar I. 

22 >Abd al-Qåhir al-Baghdåd• (d. 1037), Kitåb al-Nåsikh wa<l-Mans¥kh,
Óilm• Kamil As>ad >Abd al-Håd• (ed.), Amman, Dår al->Adaw•, 1987, 
pp. 104–5; further material from this same section of al-Baghdåd•’s
book is translated in Andrew Rippin and Jan Knappert, Textual Sources
for the Study of Islam, Manchester, Manchester University Press, 1986,
section 5.1.

23 Al-Marghinån•, al-Hidåya: Shar˙ Bidåyat al-Mubtadi<, Cairo, Óalab•,
1975, vol. 1, pp. 226–9; a portion of this text is translated in Rippin and
Knappert, Textual Sources, section 5.4.

24 Daniel Brown, “Islamic Ethics in Comparative Perspective,” The Muslim
World, 89 (1999), 191.

25 The following examples are derived from the analysis of Michael Cook,
Commanding Right and Forbidding Wrong in Islamic Thought,
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2000, part 2.

26 See Bernard Lewis (ed. and trans.), Islam from the Prophet Muhammad
to the Capture of Constantinople, vol. 2: Religion and Society, New York,
Harper & Row, 1974, pp. 40–2, from al-Måward• (d. 1058).

27 As is displayed in the theological discussions over >Uthmån and >Al•; see
Chapter 5.

28 Coulson, History, p. 126. Also see Norman Calder, “Friday Prayer and the
Juristic Theory of Government: Sarakhs•, Sh•råz•, Måward•,” Bulletin of
the School of Oriental and African Studies, 49 (1986), 35–47.

29 For more details of these offices and several others, see Reuben Levy, The
Social Structure of Islam, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1957,
chapter 7.

30 A good basic overview of the legal status of the “protected communities”
is available in Majid Khadduri, War and Peace in the Law of Islam,
Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1955, chapter 17. Also see
Calder, Mojaddedi and Rippin, Classical Islam, section 4.7 on the
“Covenant of >Umar,” a legal document which consolidates various legal
decisions about the dhimm• communities.
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7 Ritual practice

1 See >Abd al-Qåhir al-Baghdåd•, Kitåb Uß¥l al-Din, Istanbul, Dår al-Fun¥n
al-T¥rkiyya, 1928, pp. 186–93.

2 See al-Shåfi>•, al-Risåla f • Uß¥l al-Fiqh, Mu˙ammad Sayyid Kaylån• (ed.),
Cairo, Óalab•, 1983, p. 15, para. 56; Majid Khadduri (trans.), Islamic
Jurisprudence: Shåfi>•’s Risåla, Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1961, p. 68.

3 See Yehuda D. Nevo and Judith Koren, “The Origins of the Muslim
Descriptions of the Jåhil• Meccan Sanctuary,” Journal of Near Eastern
Studies 49 (1990), 23–44.

4 Al-Baghdåd•, Uß¥l, p. 186.
5 See Paul R. Powers, “Interiors, Intentions, and the ‘Spirituality’ of Islamic
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[merely] lack of nourishment.” (p. 442)

6 See Patricia Crone and Martin Hinds, God’s Caliph. Religious Authority
in the First Centuries of Islam, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press,
1986, p. 25, n. 8, and the more detailed study in John Walker, A Catalogue
of the Muhammadan Coins in the British Museum, vols 1 and 2, London,
Trustees of the British Museum, 1941, 1956.

7 See Muslim ibn al-Óajjåj, Ía˙•˙ Muslim, Kitåb al-°mån, Mu˙ammad Fu<åd
>Abd al-Båq• (ed.), Cairo, Dår I˙yå< al-Kutub al->Arabiyya, 1951, vol. 1,
p. 45, tradition no. 21; other traditions in this chapter of Muslim ibn al-
Óajjåj display a diverse way of expressing the shahåda (e.g. tradition no.
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in what is other than Him.”)

8 See Edward William Lane, An Account of the Manners and Customs of
the Modern Egyptians Written in Egypt During the Years 1833–1835,
London, John Murray, 1836, pp. 69–96 for a full description (with
diagrams) of the intricacies of the prayer ritual. Also see Alford T. Welch,
“Islam,” in John R. Hinnells (ed.), A New Handbook of Living Religion,
London, Penguin, 1997, pp. 181–91.

9 See S. D. Goitein, “Prayer in Islam,” in his Studies in Islamic History and
Institutions, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1966, pp. 73–89 on the prayer in general,
and pp. 84–5 on this specific point.

10 For an attempt at reconstructing the history of the Friday prayer, see 
S. D. Goitein, “The Origin and Development of the Muslim Friday
Worship,” in his Studies, pp. 111–25.

11 Al-Baghdåd•, Uß¥l, p. 190.
12 For more on issues related to this topic and its inverse – the changing of

mosques into churches – see Timothy Insoll, The Archaeology of Islam,
Oxford, Blackwell, 1999, pp. 35–40, 54–8.

13 See Oleg Grabar, The Formation of Islamic Art, New Haven, CT, Yale
University Press, 1973, pp. 121–3; the whole chapter, “Islamic Religious
Art: the Mosque,” is of central importance.

14 See Norman Calder, Jawid Mojaddedi and Andrew Rippin, Classical
Islam: A Sourcebook of Religious Literature, London, Routledge, 2003,
sections 3.1 through 3.4, 7.6 and 7.7, for details on the giving and collecting
of zakåt and the problems that entailed.
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15 See Ulrich Haarmann, “Islamic Duties in History,” The Muslim World, 68
(1978), 12–13. 

16 For a full treatment of the Quranic details on fasting, see K. Wagtendonk,
Fasting in the Koran, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1968.

17 For full details of the pilgrimage, including the text of the prayers, see
Ahmad Kamal, The Sacred Journey, Being Pilgrimage to Makkah, London,
George Allen & Unwin, 1961. Also valuable for its pictures is Ezzedine
Guellouz, Mecca, the Muslim Pilgrimage, London, Paddington Press, 1979.

18 See William Graham, “Islam in the Mirror of Ritual,” in Richard G.
Hovannisian and Speros Vryonis Jr (eds), Islam’s Understanding of Itself,
Malibu, CA, Undena Publications, 1983, p. 69.

8 The Sh•>a
1 See Norman Calder, Jawid Mojaddedi and Andrew Rippin, Classical

Islam: A Sourcebook of Religious Literature, London, Routledge, 2003,
section 6.8.

2 See John Wansbrough, The Sectarian Milieu: Content and Composition of
Islamic Salvation History, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1978, p. 120.

3 Al-Tirmidh•, al-Jåmi> al-Ía˙•˙: Kitåb al-Manåqib, A˙mad Shåkir et al.
(eds), Beirut, Dår al-Kutub al->Ilmiyya, 1987, vol. 5, p. 596, tradition no.
3724, translation from Moojan Momen, An Introduction to Shi>i Islam,
New Haven, CT, Yale University Press, 1985, p. 15. 

4 See, for example, the text by al-Qumm• (d. after 919) on Sh•>• readings of
the Qur<ån in Calder, Mojaddedi and Rippin, Classical Islam, section 5.2.
Also see B. Todd Lawson, “Note for the Study of a ‘Sh•>• Qur<ån’,” Journal
of Semitic Studies, 36 (1991), 279–95, with a full bibliography of earlier
scholarship on the issue; also Hossein Modarresi, “Early Debates on the
Integrity of the Qur<ån,” Studia Islamica, 77 (1993), 5–39; M. M. Bar-
Asher, “Variant Readings and Additions of the Imåm•-⁄i>a to the Quran,”
Israel Oriental Studies, 13 (1993), 39–74.

5 This is also illustrated by the way in which Furåt al-K¥f• (d. c.922) inter-
prets s¥ra 98 to have references to >Al• within it; see Calder, Mojaddedi
and Rippin, Classical Islam, section 5.5.

6 See E. Kohlberg, “Sh•>• Óad•th,” in A. F. L. Beeston, T. M. Johnstone, 
R. B. Serjeant and G. R. Smith (eds), Arabic Literature to the End of 
the Umayyad Period, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1983, 
pp. 299–307.

7 E. Kohlberg, “From Imåmiyya to Ithnå->ashariyya,” Bulletin of the School
of Oriental and African Studies, 39 (1976), 521–34.

8 See Abdulaziz Abdulhussein Sachedina, Islamic Messianism. The Idea of
the Mahdi in Twelver Shi>ism, Albany, State University of New York Press,
1981.

9 See E. P. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, London, SCM Press, 1985, 
pp. 95–106.

10 See H. A. R. Gibb, “Government and Islam under the Early >Abbasids.
The Political Collapse of Islam,” in L’élaboration de l’Islam, Paris, Presses
Universitaires de France, 1961, p. 118.

11 A. A. A. Fyzee, A Sh•>• Creed. A Translation of Risålatu<l-I>tiqadåt [of Ibn
Babawayh], Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1942, pp. 31–2.
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12 Fyzee [Ibn Babawayh], Sh•>• Creed, p. 43 (translation slightly modified). 
13 For the theology of al-Shaykh al-Muf•d in comparison with that of 

the Mu>tazila, Ibn Babawayh (Ibn Bab¥yå) and al-Shar•f al-Murta∂å, see
Martin J. McDermott, The Theology of al-Shaykh al-Muf •d (d. 413/1022),
Beirut, Dar el-Machreq, 1978. Also see Wilferd Madelung, “Imåmism
and Mu>tazilite Theology,” in T. Fahd (ed.), Le Shî>isme Imâmite, Paris,
Presses Universitaires de France, 1979, pp. 13–29, reprinted in his
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>Allåma al-Óill• (d. 1274) as found in Calder, Mojaddedi and Rippin,
Classical Islam, section 6.9.

15 An excerpt from the book is available in Calder, Mojaddedi and Rippin,
Classical Islam, section 3.6.

16 See Momen, Sh•>• Islam, p. 189. The texts by Ibn Babawayh and al-ˇ¥s•
in Calder, Mojaddedi and Rippin, Classical Islam, sections 3.5 and 7.8
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from military raids payable, in Sh•>• thought, to the Imåm.

17 See Norman Calder, “Judicial Authority in Imåm• Sh•>• Jurisprudence,”
British Society for Middle Eastern Studies Bulletin, 6 (1979), 104–8. Also
see Wilferd Madelung, “Authority in Twelver Shiism in the Absence of
the Imam,” in La notion d’authorité au Moyen Age: Islam, Byzance,
Occident. Colloques internationaux de la Napoule 1978, Paris, Presses
Universitaires de France, 1982, pp. 163–73, reprinted in Madelung,
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18 For details more on juridical development among the Sh•>a, see Norman
Calder, “Zakåt in Imåm• Sh•>• Jurisprudence, from the Tenth to the
Sixteenth Century A.D.,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African
Studies, 44 (1981), 468–80, and his “Khums in Imåm• Sh•>• Jurisprudence,
from the Tenth to the Sixteenth Century A.D.,” Bulletin of the School of
Oriental and African Studies, 45 (1982), 39–47.

19 See the text from al-Kulayn• on this topic in Calder, Mojaddedi and 
Rippin, Classical Islam, section 3.6. Also see Arthur Gribetz, Strange
Bedfellows: Mut>at al-Niså< and Mut>at al-Óajj. A Study Based on Sunn•
and Sh•>• Sources of Tafs•r, Óad•th and Fiqh, Berlin, Klaus Schwartz
Verlag, 1994.

20 See Joseph Eliash, “On the Genesis and Development of the Twelver-Sh•>•
Three-tenet Shahådah,” Der Islam, 47 (1971), 265–72.

21 See Fyzee [Ibn Babawayh], Sh•>• Creed, p. 61.
22 See Mahmoud Ayoub, Redemptive Suffering in Islam. A Study of the

Devotional Aspects of >Åshura< in Twelver Shi>ism, The Hague, Mouton,
1978.

23 See Bess Allen Donaldson, The Wild Rue: a Study of Muhammadan Magic
and Folklore in Iran, London, Luzac, 1938, for information on a number
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24 See Calder, Mojaddedi and Rippin, Classical Islam, section 7.10 for the
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12 See Calder, Mojaddedi and Rippin, Classical Islam, section 8.6, for
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D•n R¥m• (d. 1272).
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nied by an extensive commentary in the footnotes which exhibit Modernist
tendencies (especially in the desire to “spiritualize”’ various aspects) which
are also reflected in the translation itself.

28 As, for example, in the A˙mad• translation by Maulawi Sher Ali.
29 Akhtar, Faith, chapter 3, also argues against the traditional assessment of

the Qur<ån in terms of its form – an argument which has no persuasive
value among opponents, he says – and prefers the argument from results.
He does not use this as a basis for questioning the non-contingent nature
of the text (which he maintains) but simply as a more effective argument. 

30 See, for example, Fazlur Rahman, Major Themes of the Qur<ån, Minnea-
polis, MN, Bibliotheca Islamica, 1982, p. 98.
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31 Edgar Krentz, The Historical–Critical Method, Philadelphia, Fortress
Press, 1975, p. 19.

32 Krentz, Historical–Critical Method, p. 24.
33 Krentz, Historical–Critical Method, p. 33, quoting and translating Ulrich

Wilckens, “Über die Bedeutung historischer Kritik in der modernen
Bibelexegese,” in Was heisst Auslegung der Heiligen Schrift?, Regensburg,
Friedrich Pustet, 1966, p. 133.

34 See Jacques Jomier, “Quelques positions actuelles de l’exégèse coranique
en Egypte révélées par une polemique recente (1947–1951),” Mélanges
d’institut dominicain d’études orientales du Caire, 1 (1954), 39–72, in
connection with the Arabic translation of the Encyclopaedia of Islam article
on tafs•r by al-Kh¥l•.

35 See Haddad, Contemporary Islam, pp. 46–53; see also Haddad’s article,
“Islamic ‘Awakening’ in Egypt,” Arab Studies Quarterly, 9 (1987), 
241, for observations on Khalaf Allåh’s present political role in presenting
the religious plank of a leftist-leaning party in Egypt. Donald Malcolm
Reid, “Cairo University and the Orientalists,” International Journal of
Middle East Studies, 19 (1987), 51–76, usefully views Khalaf Allåh in the
light of the broader social context of the time.

36 The judicial aspects of the case are reviewed in Kilian Bälz, “Submitting
Faith to Judicial Scrutiny through the Family Trial: The ‘Abû Zayd’ Case,”
Die Welt des Islams, 37 (1997), 133–55.

37 See Nasr Abu Zayd, “The Dilemma of the Literary Approach to the
Qur<ån,” Alif: Journal of Comparative Poetics, 23 (2003), 8–47, and his
Rethinking the Qur<ân. Towards a Humanistic Hermeneutics, Amsterdam,
Humanistics University Press, 2004. The main work of Ab¥ Zayd which
develops his critique regarding the study of the Qur<ån is Mafh¥m al-Naßß:
Diråsa f • >Ul¥m al-Qur<ån (“The Concept of the Text: A Study in the
Sciences of the Qur<ån”), Cairo, Marzak al-Thaqåf• <l->Arab•, 1990.

38 Akhtar, Faith, p. 69.
39 Akhtar, Faith, pp. 70–1.
40 Akhtar, Faith, p. 74.
41 See Earle H. Waugh and Frederick M. Denny (eds), The Shaping of an

American Islamic Discourse. A Memorial to Fazlur Rahman, Atlanta,
Scholars Press, 1998.

42 Rahman, Major Themes, p. 48, deals with moral ideals versus the legal
plane on the issue of polygamy as an example of this.

43 Fazlur Rahman, Islam, second edition, Chicago, University of Chicago
Press, 1979, pp. 38–9.

44 See Fazlur Rahman, Islam and Modernity: Transformation of an Intel-
lectual Tradition, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1982, chapter 1.

45 A lucid introduction to his work may be found in Issa J. Boullata, Trends
and Issues in Contemporary Arab Thought, Albany, State University of
New York Press, 1990, pp. 79–85.

46 Mohammed Arkoun, “The Death Penalty and Torture in Islamic Thought,”
Concilium, 120 (1979), 78.

47 See Boullata, Trends and Issues, pp. 80–1.
48 Fatima Mernissi, Beyond the Veil. Male–female Dynamics in Modern

Muslim Society, revised edition, Bloomington, Indiana University Press,
1987, p. 9.
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15 Issues of identity

1 See the observations in Charles J. Adams, “Islamic Resurgence: Religion
and Politics in the Muslim World,” in Nigel Biggar, Jamie S. Scott and
William Schweiker (eds), Cities of Gods. Faith, Politics and Pluralism in
Judaism, Christianity and Islam, New York, Greenwood Press, 1986, 
pp. 167–91, esp. p. 169.

2 See Malise Ruthven, A Satanic Affair. Salman Rushdie and the Rage of
Islam, London, Chatto & Windus, 1990, pp. 132–3, for further reflections
along this line.

3 Note, for example, the study by M. Ali Kettani, Muslim Minorities in the
World Today, London, Mansell, 1986, and the focus of interest revealed
in the Journal: Institute of Muslim Minority Affairs.

4 Michael M. J. Fischer and Mehdi Abedi, Debating Muslims: Cultural Dia-
logues in Postmodernity and Tradition, Madison, University of Wisconsin
Press, 1990, p. 303. This book is a valuable treatment from an anthropo-
logical perspective of diaspora Muslim adjustment (as well as covering
many other topics of interest).

5 Sayyid Abul A<la Mawdudi, Let Us Be Muslims, Khurram Murad (ed. and
trans.), Leicester, The Islamic Foundation, 1985, p. 71 (first published in
Urdu in 1940; also translated under the title The Fundamentals of Islam).

6 Rolf Reichert, “Muslims in the Guyanas: A Socio-economic Overview,”
Journal: Institute of Muslim Minority Affairs, 3/ii (1981), p. 123; also cited
in Kettani, Muslim Minorities, pp. 203–5. The problem is said by Reichert
(pp. 123–4) to stem from the “ignorance” of the shar•>a on the part of the
Javanese but that hardly seems sufficient as an explanation of the issue.

7 S. D. Goitein, “The Origin and Nature of the Muslim Friday Worship,” in
his Studies in Islamic History and Institutions, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1966,
p. 125.

8 Ruthven, Satanic Affair, p. 72, also p. 158.
9 For some reflections on this issue, see Earle H. Waugh, “The Imam in the

New World. Models and Modifications,” in Frank E. Reynolds and
Theodore M. Ludwig (eds), Transitions and Transformations in the History
of Religions. Essays in Honor of Joseph M. Kitagawa, Leiden, E. J. Brill,
1980, pp. 124–49.

10 This statement is found in the pamphlet, “Concepts of Worship in Islam,”
distributed by the World Assembly of Muslim Youth from Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia.

11 “The True Religious Value of Daily Prayers,” Hong Kong Muslim Herald,
vol. 14, no. 5 (Rabi-Thani 1412 AH (October 1991)), p. 2–2 [sic].

12 Habib Bourguiba, “For Ramadan Reform,” in Benjamin Rivlin and Joseph
S. Szyliowicz (eds), The Contemporary Middle East: Tradition and
Innovation, New York, Random House, 1965, pp. 169–73 (reprinted from
an address by President Bourguiba on 6 February 1961, according to this
source, translated and published by the Tunisian Secretariat of State for
Information); Francis Hours, “A propos du jeûne du mois de Ramadan en
Tunisie,” Orient, 13 (1960), 43–52; S. D. Goitein, “Ramadan, the Muslim
Month of Fasting,” in his Studies, pp. 106–8.

13 Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, “Contemporary Religious Thought among the
>Ulama of al-Azhar,” in her Some Religious Aspects of Islam. A Collection
of Articles, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1981, p. 98.
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14 J. Jomier and J. Corbon, “Le Ramadan, au Caire, en 1956,” Mélanges
d’institut dominicain d’études orientales du Caire, 3 (1956), 1–74, esp.
pp. 46–8.

15 Kamil al-Shinnawi, “Against Ramadan Reform,” reprinted in Rivlin and
Szyliowicz (eds), Contemporary Middle East, pp. 174–8.

16 Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age 1798–1939, 2nd
edition, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1983, p. 350.

17 “Ramadan ‘Hip’ on the Club Scene: Tradition now Fashionable among
Young Urbanites in Ramallah,” The [Toronto] Globe and Mail, January
7, 2000, p. A8.

18 See Cyril Glassé, The Concise Encyclopedia of Islam, New York,
HarperCollins, 1989, pp. 81–4, s.v. “Calendar”; see also the discussion in
Jomier and Corbon, “Le Ramadan,” pp. 8–12.

19 See Lazarus-Yafeh, “Contemporary Religious Thought,” p. 96.
20 See M. A. Mannan, Islamic Economics: Theory and Practice, new and

revised edition, London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1986, esp. chapter 13,
“Some Aspects of Public Finance in Islam.” Mannan grapples with some
of the difficulties with the modern implementation of zakåt as a tax system,
for example, regarding the impact of inflation.

21 See the discussion in Ann Elizabeth Mayer, “Islamization and Taxation in
Pakistan,” in Anita M. Weiss (ed.), Islamic Reassertion in Pakistan. The
Application of Islamic Laws in a Modern State, Syracuse, NY, Syracuse
University Press, 1986, pp. 59–77, which also points out the difficulties
involved in the differences between Sunn• and Sh•>• taxation systems and
the implications of the government imposition of the Sunn• version.

22 Lazarus-Yafeh, “Contemporary Religious Thought,” pp. 101–2.
23 Zaki Badawi, “Zakat: A New Source of Development Finance?” Q News:

A Muslim Magazine, 310 (August 1999), p. 32.
24 Kenneth Craig, The Dome and the Rock. Jerusalem Studies in Islam,

London, SPCK, 1964, p. 52, an argument attributed to Ma˙m¥d Shalt¥t.
25 “The Way of Zakåt,” Asia Week, September 13, 1991, p. 63.
26 Badawi, “Zakat,” p. 33.
27 For an overview, see J. Jomier, “Le pèlerinage musulman vu du Caire vers

1960,” Mélanges d’institut dominicain d’études orientales du Caire, 9
(1967), 1–72.

28 Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, “Modern Muslim Attitudes towards the Ka>ba and
the Óadjdj: the Rise of Neo-fundamentalism in Contemporary Islam,” in
her Some Religious Aspects of Islam, pp. 106–29.

29 Quoted in Lazarus-Yafeh, “Modern Muslim Attitudes,” p. 111.
30 See J. Michot, “La signification du pèlerinage (Hajj) dans trois brochures

populaires égyptiennes,” Mélanges d’institut dominicain d’études orien-
tales du Caire, 18 (1988), 211–42.

31 See Richard Antoun’s analysis of >Al• Shar•>åt•’s book Hajj in his Muslim
Preacher in the Modern World: a Jordanian Case Study in Comparative
Perspective, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1989, pp. 176–82. Also
see Fischer and Abedi, Debating Muslims, chapter 3.

32 These figures come from Fouad al-Farsy, Modernity and Tradition. The
Saudi Equation, London, Kegan Paul International, 1990, pp. 28–33,
derived from information provided by the Deputy Ministry of the Interior
for Passport and Civil Status. This book was distributed in 1991 by the
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Ministry of Information, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia; it also provides a
breakdown by country for pilgrimage participation in 1987, giving,
according to the author, “some indication of the religious devotion of
Muslims of the different countries.” Current figures are available in the
press releases at the website of the Embassy of Saudi Arabia in the United
States (www.saudiembassy.net).

33 See www.saudiembassy.net/Travel/Hajj.asp.
34 Embassy of Saudi Arabia press release, March 20, 1999, found at

www.saudiembassy.net under “1999 News.”
35 “Hajj and the Ummah’s Modern International Relations,” in Kalim

Siddiqui (ed.), Issues in the Islamic Movement 1983–84, London, Open
Press, 1985, pp. 98–9.

36 See Suhaib Albarzinji, “On the Hajj, It Matters Where You Come From,”
The Washington Post, February 22, 2004, p. B04.

37 David Long, The Hajj Today. A Survey of the Contemporary Makkan
Pilgrimage, Albany, State University of New York Press, 1979, p. 127;
this work is an excellent presentation of the many issues related to the
pilgrimage raised in the modern context.

38 Antoun, Muslim Preacher, p. 168. This mode of analysis of the ˙ajj is
also found in Juan Eduardo Campo, “The Mecca Pilgrimage in the
Formation of Islam in Modern Egypt,” in Jamie Scott and Paul Simpson-
Housley (eds), Sacred Places and Profane Spaces: Essays in the
Geographics of Judaism, Christianity and Islam, Westport, CT, Green-
wood Press, 1991, pp. 145–61; Campo’s emphasis falls on the impact of
˙ajj participation within three levels of religious discourse: governmental,
oppositional and popular.

39 Lazarus-Yafeh, “Contemporary Religious Thought,” p. 96. See Glassé,
Concise Encyclopedia, p. 444, for a map of the mawåqit and pp. 180–2
for his article on the i˙råm.

40 Embassy of Saudi Arabia press release February 14, 1999, now found at
www.saudiembassy.net under “1999 News Stories – Islam.” 

41 See Richard C. Martin, “Pilgrimage; Muslim Pilgrimage,” Encyclopedia
of Religion, New York, Macmillan, 1987, vol. 11, p. 345. Other specific
legal aspects which have been modified in most understandings of the ˙ajj
ritual are detailed in Jomier, “Le pèlerinage,” pp. 68–71, most of which
reflect the impact of the large number of people involved and the precise
scheduling of events.

42 On the overall economic impact of the ˙ajj, see the articles in The Middle
East for August 1987 (pp. 25–6) and August 1988 (p. 31); also see Fischer
and Abedi, Debating Muslims, pp. 168–70; King, Hajj Today, pp. 95–104.

43 Some of the following material will also appear in my article on the Qur<ån
in cyberspace in the forthcoming Encyclopedia of the Qur<an edited by 
O. Leaman, published by RoutledgeCurzon.

44 For a history of the controversy, see Labib as-Said, The Recited Koran: A
History of the First Recorded Version, Princeton, Darwin Press, 1975.

45 C. J. Adams, “Islamic Resurgence,” p. 169.
46 Fischer and Abedi, Debating Muslims, p. 153.
47 See the volume devoted to “Le post-islamisme,” Revue du monde

musulman et de la Méditerranée, 85–6 (1999).
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48 See Nathan J. Brown, “Shari>a and State in the Modern Muslim Middle
East,” International Journal of Middle East Studies, 29 (1997), 359–76.

49 See Dale F. Eickelman and Jon W. Anderson, “Print, Islam, and the
Prospects for Civic Pluralism: New Religious Writings and their Aud-
iences,” Journal of Islamic Studies, 8 (1997), 43–62.

50 I previously drew attention to this document in my article “What Has
Osama bin Laden Done to Islam and Where Does it Go from Here?” 
in Karim-Aly Kassam, George Melnyk and Lynne Perras (eds), Canada
& September 11: Impact and Responses, Calgary, Detselig, 2002, pp.
195–203.

51 An “official” translation of Ibn Båz’s version is available at www.fatwa-
online.com under “Fatwa Categories – Creed – Shirk”; the Arabic text
which I have used is found at www.khayma.com/hazem/naqd.html.

52 Notably, this extended passage on the errors of the Jews and Christians is
absent from the English translations of Ibn Båz’s document widely avail-
able on the internet.

53 See her speech “Islam, Democracy and Human Rights” given at Syracuse
University, May 10, 2004, available at the University website, sunews.syr.
edu, under the date May 12, 2004.

54 Vivid portrayals of the situation are available in many films; see, for
example, Tareque Masud’s 2002 treatment of Bangladesh in the late 1960s,
“The Clay Bird” (Matir Moina).

16 Feminism’s Islam

1 For the reaction of men to these pressures, see Yvonne Y. Haddad, Con-
temporary Islam and the Challenge of History, Albany, State University
of New York Press, 1982, pp. 54–70; our focus here is more on women’s
discussions than male polemic-apologetic.

2 See the reflections of Susan E. Marshall, “Paradoxes of Change: Culture
Crisis, Islamic Revival, and the Reactivation of Patriarchy,” Journal of
Asian and African Studies, 19 (1984), 1–17.

3 Fatima Mernissi, Beyond the Veil. Male–female Dynamics in Modern
Muslim Society, revised edition, Bloomington, Indiana University Press,
1987, pp. xxii-xxix. The status of older women may comprise a third cate-
gory in between these two, but it is far less problematic a group for the
jurists in the way in which they have understood the legal requirements.
Other groups – unmarried older women, for example – are primarily
conceived of as a danger to the social system and, in that sense, are not
taken into account except when they violate the status of the other two
categories.

4 Lois Beck, “The Religious Lives of Muslim Women,” in Jane I. Smith
(ed.), Women in Contemporary Muslim Societies, Lewisburg, PA, Bucknell
University Press, 1980, pp. 27–60. See also Fatima Mernissi, “Women,
Saints, and Sanctuaries,” Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society,
3 (1977), 101–12; Robert A. Fernea and Elizabeth W. Fernea, “Variation
in Religious Observance among Islamic Women,” in Nikki R. Keddie (ed.),
Scholars, Saints, and Sufis. Muslim Religious Institutions in the Middle
East since 1500, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1972, pp.
385–401; among the many anthropological studies which examine the roles
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women play in Muslim societies, see the exemplary book of Janice Boddy,
Wombs and Alien Spirits: Women, Men and the Zar Cult in Northern
Sudan, Madison, University of Wisconsin Press, 1989.

5 Mohammad Fadel, “Two Women, One Man: Knowledge, Power, and
Gender in Medieval Sunni Legal Thought,” International Journal of
Middle East Studies, 29 (1997), 185–204, points out that according to the
jurist al-Qaråf• (d. 1285), the discrimination against women in Islamic law,
where it is applicable, is there to discourage the role of women in legal
situations where it would unnecessarily remove them from their seclusion
(see p. 193).

6 Mernissi, Beyond the Veil, p. 82.
7 Alifa Rifaat, Distant View of a Minaret and Other Stories, Denys Johnston-

Davies (trans.), London, Heinemann, 1985.
8 Mernissi, Beyond the Veil, p. xv.
9 Maulånå Mu˙ammad >Al•, The Religion of Islåm: a Comprehensive

Discussion of the Sources, Principles and Practices of Islåm, Columbus,
OH, A˙madiyya Anjuman Ishå>at Islåm, 1990, revised sixth edition, first
published 1936. While this quote comes from an A˙mad• writer (and thus
from a “suspect” source in many parts of the Islamic world), most Muslims
would have no difficulty in agreeing with the sentiment expressed in it at
this point; the modernist stance of Muhammad Ali’s writing indicates that
the idea of the natural inclinations of men and women as dictating their
roles in society is far more widespread than belonging just to Islamist
circles (in which it is the standard motif of the discussions). Whether it is
possible to deny these “natural” differences (or to what extent one may
do so) continues to plague North American feminist thought; see Carol
Tavris, The Mismeasure of Woman, New York, Simon & Schuster, 1992,
who argues, for example, that studies show that men placed in the role of
nurturer do just as well as women, and that women are as capable as men
of acts of extreme violence.

10 Hajji Shaykh Yusuf (Charles R. Pittman, trans.), “In Defense of the Veil,”
The Muslim World, 33 (1943), 209, reprinted in Benjamin Rivlin and
Joseph S. Szyliowicz (eds), The Contemporary Middle East, New York,
Random House, 1965, p. 358.

11 An idea echoed in certain North American feminist analyses of their own
society: see, for example, the feminist classic, Susan Brownmiller, Against
Our Will: Men, Women and Rape, New York, Simon & Schuster, 1975. 

12 See the discussion of this point in Deniz A. Kandiyoti, “Emancipated but
Unliberated? Reflections on the Turkish Case,” Feminist Studies, 13
(1987), 317–38. Some people, of course, may argue that a “secure sense
of gender identity” is not necessarily a welcome end.

13 See the statement by Saddeka Arebi, “Gender Anthropology in the Middle
East: the Politics of Muslim Women’s Misrepresentation,” American
Journal of Islamic Social Sciences, 8 (1991), 99–108.

14 Jane I. Smith, “The Experience of Muslim Women,” in Yvonne Y. Haddad,
Byron Haines and Ellison Findly (eds), The Islamic Impact, Syracuse, NY,
Syracuse University Press, 1984, p. 112, n. 21, citing Mawd¥d•.

15 Among her many writings, see Riffat Hassan, “Women in Islam and
Christianity: a Comparison,” in H. Küng and J. Moltmann (eds), Islam: A
Challenge for Christianity, [Concilium 1994/3], London, SCM Press,
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1994, pp. 18–22; eadem “An Islamic Perspective,” in Jeanne Becher (ed.),
Women, Religion and Sexuality: Studies on the Impact of Religious
Teachings on Women, Philadelphia, PA, Trinity Press, 1991, pp. 93–128;
eadem, “Equal Before Allah? Woman–man Equality in the Islamic
Tradition,” Harvard Divinity Bulletin, 17, number 2 (January-May, 1987),
2–4; eadem, “On Human Rights and the Qur<ånic Perspective,” Journal of
Ecumenical Studies, 19 (1982), 51–65.

16 Some sense of this may emerge in Nighat Said Khan, Voices Within.
Dialogues with Women on Islam, Lahore, ASR Publications, 1992.

17 Miss Shaista Aziz Alam, “Purdah and the Qur<ån,” Hamdard Islamicus,
13 (1990), 82.

18 See the discussion in Jane I. Smith, “Women in Islam: Equity, Equality,
and the Search for the Natural Order,” Journal of the American Academy
of Religion, 47 (1979), 517–37.

19 See D. A. Spellberg, Politics, Gender, and the Islamic Past. The Legacy
of >A<isha bint Abi Bakr, New York, Columbia University Press, 1994.

20 See Leila Ahmed, “Women and the Advent of Islam,” Signs: Journal of
Women in Culture and Society, 11 (1986), 665–91, and her book, Women
and Gender in Islam: Historical Roots of a Modern Debate, New Haven,
CT, Yale University Press, 1992. 

21 Nawål al-Sa>dåw•, Qå∂iyat al-Mar<a al-Mißriyya al-Siyåsiyya wa<l-
Jinsiyya, Cairo, 1977, as translated and quoted in Valerie J. Hoffman-Ladd,
“Polemics on the Modesty and Segregation of Women in Contemporary
Egypt,” International Journal of Middle East Studies, 19 (1987), 35. For
further on Sa>dåw•, see Ramzi Saiti, “Paradise, Heaven, and Other
Oppressive Spaces: A Critical Examination of the Life and Works of Nawal
el-Saadawi,” Journal of Arabic Literature, 25 (1994), 152–74.

22 See the comments in Yvonne Y. Haddad, “Islam, Women and Revolution
in Twentieth-century Arab Thought,” The Muslim World, 74 (1984),
137–60.

23 Quoted in “Morocco Cuts Polygamy, Adds New Women’s Rights,” The
[Toronto] Globe and Mail, January 21, 2004, p. A12 (Guardian News
Service).

17 Islam in the twenty-first century and beyond

1 See his Qur<ån, Liberation and Pluralism. An Islamic Perspective on
Interreligious Solidarity Against Oppression, Oxford, Oneworld, 1997; On
Being a Muslim: Finding a Religious Path in the World Today, Oxford,
Oneworld, 1999; eadem, “Religio-cultural Diversity: For What and With
Whom? Muslim Reflections from a Post-Apartheid South Africa in the
Throes of Globalization,” in Abdul Aziz Said and Meena Sharify-Funk,
Cultural Diversity and Islam, Lanham, MD, University Press of America,
2003, 165–85.

2 For more on the A˙madiyya, see Antonio R. Gualtieri, Conscience and
Coercion. Ahmadi Muslims and Orthodoxy in Pakistan, Montreal,
Guernica, 1989; Yohannan Friedmann, Prophecy Continuous. Aspects of
Ahmadi Religious Thought and Its Medieval Background, Berkeley,
University of California Press, 1989.
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3 On the Bahá<í<s in the context of modern Islam, see Christopher Buck,
“Bahá<u<lláh as ‘World Reformer’,” The Journal of Bahá<í Studies, 3/iv
(1991), 23–70; Juan R. I. Cole, Modernity and the Millennium. The Genesis
of the Baha<i Faith in the Nineteenth-century Middle East, New York,
Columbia University Press, 1998.

4 Edward Said, Orientalism, New York, Pantheon Books, 1978; also his
Covering Islam. How the Media and the Experts Determine How We See
the Rest of the World, New York, Pantheon Books, 1981.

5 See Mohammed Arkoun, Rethinking Islam. Common Questions, Un-
common Answers, Boulder, CO, Westview Press, 1994, esp. p. 2: “The
great majority of Orientalists who specialize in the study of Islam remain
indifferent to upheavals linked to the ‘postmodern condition’.”

6 Note that, given the context of the publication of this essay, its likely audi-
ence was conceived to be people without ability to read the Qur<ån in
Arabic, i.e. non-Muslims and Muslims without formal religious training. 

7 Mark C. Taylor, Erring. A Postmodern A/theology, Chicago, University of
Chicago Press, 1984, p. 3.

8 The concept of the imaginaire, not really captured by the English “imag-
ination,” is central to Arkoun’s thought. See the discussion in Arkoun,
Rethinking Islam Today, Washington, DC, Center for Contemporary Arab
Studies, Georgetown University, 1987, esp. pp. 20–3.

9 Shabbir Akhtar, A Faith for All Seasons. Islam and Western Modernity,
London, Bellew, 1990.

10 Akhtar, Faith, p. 84.
11 Malise Ruthven, A Satanic Affair. Salman Rushdie and the Rage of Islam,

London, Chatto & Windus, 1990, p. 128, questions Akhtar regarding the
status of women as indicated in the Qur<ån: that a woman’s testimony is
worth half that of a man’s, Akhtar said, is “a scandal of faith . . . God
decrees what He pleases. We have to accept it, that’s the scandal of faith.
God’s commands sometimes seem impossible: but we are duty-bound to
obey.”

12 Ruthven, Satanic Affair, p. 129. Ruthven did not have the benefit of reading
Akhtar’s book when writing this work; his remarks are extremely percep-
tive.

13 Shabbir Akhtar, “Ex-defender of the Faith,” The Times Higher Education
Supplement, August 22, 1997.

14 Ibn Warraq, Why I am not a Muslim, Amherst, NY, Prometheus Books,
1995, p. 33.

15 Ibn Warraq, Why, p. 350.
16 Richard T. Antoun, Muslim Preacher in the Modern World. A Jordanian

Case Study in Comparative Perspective, Princeton, Princeton University
Press, 1989, p. 248.

17 Reinhold Loeffler, Islam in Practice. Religious Beliefs in a Persian Village,
Albany, State University of New York Press, 1988, p. 246.

18 See Quintan Wiktorowicz and John Kaltner, “Killing in the Name of Islam:
al-Qaeda’s Justification for September 11,” Middle East Policy, 10/2
(Summer 2003), 76–92, an analysis based upon a statement issued April
24, 2002 with the title “A Statement from Qaidat al-Jihad Regarding the
Mandates of the Heroes and the Legalities of the Operations in New York
and Washington.”
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19 See Thomas J. Butko, “Revelation or Revolution: A Gramscian Approach
to the Rise of Political Islam,” British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies,
31 (2004), 41–62.

20 Parwez Manzoor, “Against the Nihilism of Terror: Jihad as Testimony to
Transcendence,” Muslim World Book Review, 22/3 (April–June, 2002),
5–14.

21 See the essays in Amyn B. Sajoo (ed.), Civil Society in the Muslim World:
Contemporary Perspectives, London, I. B. Taurus, 2002.
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